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FOREWORD

In a letter under the date of 2 November 1967, Dr. John L.

McDaniel, Technic¢i Dirertor of the Research and Engineering
Directorate at the U. S. Army Missile Command (MICOM), offered to
hold the Fourteenth Conference on the Design of Experiments in
Army Research, Development and Testing at his installation. Since
arrangements were already underway to hold this conference in the
Washington area, this invitation had to be declined by the Army
Mathematics Steering Committee (AMSC), the sponsor of this series
of conferences. Dr. McDaniel, when made aware of this situation,
was willing for the Committee to treat his request to hold the
conference as a standing invitation. Members of the AMSC were very
pleased to hear this and then discussed with him the possibility of
holding the Fifteenth Conference at Redstone Arsenal. These negotia-
tions were brought to a successful conclusion; and, on 29 November 1968,
Major General Charles W. Eifler issued a formal invitation to host this
conference at his command on 22-24 October 1969. He appointed Dr. Siegfried
Lehnigk to serve as Chairman on Local Arrangements and Mr. Raymond V. Knox
to handle administrative requirements.

MICOM had already served as the host to the Ninth Conference in
this series. It is interesting to note that Dr. Lehnigk, as well as
Henry A. Dihm, and W. H. Ewart served as members of the Local Arrange-
ments Committee for the Ninth Conference, as well as the Fifteenth
Conference. Those in attendance at this 22-24 October meeting are
much in debt to these gentlemen, as well as to many others at Redstone
Arsenal, for the excellent handling of the many detalls connected with
a meeting of this size.

Among the many highlights of the Fifteenth Conference on the Design
of Experiments was the banquet talk given by Professor Oskar Morgenstern
of Princeton University and the following invited speakers:

Reliability Applied to Space Flight
Dr. John E. Condon, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Systems Reliability
Dr. Nancy R. Mann, Rocketdyne

A Probability Approach to Catastrophic Threat
Dr. Clifford J. Maloney, National Institutes of Health

The Empirical Bayes Approach to the Design and Analysis

of Experiments
Professor Richard G. Krutchkoff, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute

iii



On Confidence Limits for the Performance of a SysLem When

Few Failures are Encountered
Dr. S. C. jaunders, Boeing Scientific ResearLh Laboratories

Everyone had the opportunity to hear the above-mentioned talks, as they
were given in general sessions. Unfortunately, one was not privileged
Lo hear all of the thirty-two contributed papers. These covered a wide
range of interesting statistical problems and had to be scheduled so

Lhat three talks were conducted simultaneously. Following the banquet,
it was my privilege to award the Fifth Samuel S. Wilks Memorial Medal,
sponsored by the American Statistical Association and the Army, to
Dr. W. J. Youden. Details of this presentation are included in these
Proceedings.

This conference was attended by 156 scientists; and 52 organizations
were represented. Speakers and panelists came from: Boeing Scientific
Research Laboratories; Cornell University; Honeywell, Inc.; Litton
Systems, Inc.; National Aeronautics and Space Administration; National
Institutes of Health; North Carolina State University; Princeton
University; Rocketdyne; University of Alabama; University of Georgia,
University of Michigan; University of Wisconsin; Vanderbilt University;
Virginia Polytechnic Institute; and, 12 Army facilities.

Members of the AMSC would like to express their thanks to the
many speakers, chairmen and panelists for all their efforts in behalf
of this important scientific meeting. Most of the papers presented at
the conference are being made available to the public through these
Proceedings. The AMSC asked that copies of this manual receive wide
distribution among Army laboratories and Technical Libraries.

At this time, let me express my appreciation to all members of the
Program Commtttee (Clifford Cohen, Jr., Henry Dihm, Francis Dressel,
Walter Foster, Fred Frishman, Bernard Harris, Boyd Harshbarger, Raymond
Knox, Siegfried Lehnigk, H. L. Lucas, Clifford Maloney, and Herbert
Solomon) for their many suggestions and advice on the selection of the
speakers and the organization of the whole conference.

Frank E. Grubbs
Conference Chairman
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RELIABILITY APPLIED TO SPACE FLIGHT

John E. Condon
NASA Ileadquarters
Washington, D. C.

This month, October, marks the eleventh anniversary of NASA.
Reflecting on NASA's accomplishments during the past eleven years, I
feel we can point with pride to an outstanding record c~f success. Our
record of mission success during these eleven years is over 75%, topped
by a manned flight record of outstanding success in the Mercury, Gemini
and Apollo programs.

The superlatives have been exhausted in describing the success
and significance of Apollo - particularly Apollo 11. 1 suspect that
many of you are keenly interested in knowing how we have attained the
level of reliability so vital to the success of the Apollo program. I
have given a great deal of thought to this subject during the past
three months and regretfully - though not unexpectedly - have not found
a simple, concise answer to this question. There are many factors which
have contributed to the reliability of Apollo and thus it is not possible
to single out any one factor as being all encompassing. However, there
are two areas which, in my view, are worthy of special attention:

1. major attention by top management to the reliability vf
Apollo hardware; and,

2. emphasis, through all phases of the program, on the
engineering aspects of reliability.

I will devote my remarks to the latter of these two points following some
brief comments on the former.

The effective attainment of reliable space hardware requires the
attention of all members of program/project team coupled with strong
management support. This has been a key factor in the success of Apollo
as top management has actively participated in key milestone reviews
which are so important to the successful performance of the system. To
illustrate this point, the following are examples of key Apollo milestone
reviews.

Critical Design Review. The purpose of this review is to formally
review the des-ign of the Contract End Item when the design is
essentially complete. The: review is intended to precede the
release of engineering for' manufacture. Among other things,
this review established the integrity of the design by review
of analytical and test data, and reliability apportionment and
analysis available at that particular point in time.



Certification of Flight Worthiness. The purpose of this
Uii.,IitZ 1L...••..... fY that eaCh flight etgew A-A mnA,,11
is a complete and qualified item of hardware prior to ship-
ment and is accompanied by adequate and accurate supporting
documentation. Through this review the Apollo Program
Director is informed of any deficiencies prior to shipment
of the stage ur module. This review certifies, for example,
that:

1. acceptance, qualification and reliability tests
have been successfully completed and meet the
specification requirements;

2. departures from specification and drawing requirements
have been approved by Material Review Boards;

3. critical hardware failures have been analyzed and
corrected.

Flight Readiness Review ,FRR), This is a two part review
scheduled for each mission by a joint letter signed by the
Program Director and the Mission Director. The purpose of
the Program Director's FRR is to determine that the space
vehicle hardware and launch complex are ready to 'commence
the mission period. This includes consideration of the ceck-
out and qualification status of all hardware, the summary of
failures and disposition thereof, with particular emphasis on
failures that have occurred during the pre-launch and checkout
phase, and all modifications, deviations and waivers. The
purpose of the Mission Director's FRR is to make a Judgment
for initiating the mission period and committing the deployment
of world-wide forces to support the mission. Upon satisfactory
completion of the Flight Readiness Review the mission period
will commence.

The active participation of top management in these reviews gives
emphasis to their importance, helps ensure that all factors which influence
the successful performance of the hardware have received proper attention,
and results in a "team" approach to system reliability.

The nature of NASA systems - highly complex, small quantity, R&D
systems - requires that we concentrate on the engineering aspects of
reliability rather than the analytical aspects, particularly at the
system and major subsystem levels. In this regard, I would like to
discuss the following:

I. adequacy of design for mission requireýents;

2. identification and control of failure modes;
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3. testing; and,

4. identification and correction of all failures.

We place heavy emphasis on the design review function and require
our contractors, as part of their reliability program, to have a design
review program. Contractors are required to establish and conduct a
formal program of planned, scheduled and documented design reviews at
the system, subsystem and component levels. These reviews are compre-
hensive critical audits of all pertinent aspects of the design of the
hardware and software and are conducted at major program milestones
beginning in the feasibility stage. Participation in these design
reviews should be inter-organizational including competent personnel
from such areas as design, fabrication, test, reliability assurance,
quality assurance, and parts applications. In this way, inter-
disciplinary engineering competence is brought to bear on;,all aspects
of hardware design so as to identify and eliminate potential problems.
NASA personnel may participate in these design reviews as deemed neces-
sary. Each design review must be documented and the contractor's
reliability organization is responsible for follow-up action to ensure
that all recommendations are satisfactorily completed. An effective I
design review program pays high dividends through the early identification
and elimination of problems which would manifest themselves at a later
time when correction may be more costly.

Also, as-an integral part of the early design phase, we require the
contractor to develop analyses. to determine possible modes of failure
and their effects on mission objectives and crew safety. These analyses
are coý.-ducted at the system, subsystem and component levels. Each potential
failure is considered in terms of its probability of occurrence and is
categorized as to probable effect on mission success; e.g., loss of life
of crew member, mission termination, launch scrub or delay, etc. These
analyses, generally referred to as Failure Mode, Effect and Criticality
Analyses (FMEA) have the following important applications:

1. determining the need for redundancy, fail-safe design and
derating;

2. determining the need to select parts and components of
higher Teliability;

3. identifying single failure points and reducing such to

acceptable levels of risk;

4. supporting reliability predictions and assessments;

5. supporting system safety and hazard analyses;

6. assuring that test programs are responsive to known and
suspected potential failure .iodes;
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7. establishing allowing operating times or cycles; and,

8. determining operational contingency plans.

Of particular importance in our maanned flighL prugradwis the ute of
FMEA's to identify single failure points which could adversely effect
,:rew safety and mission objectives.

NASA places strong emphasis on testing throughout all phases of
hardware development and fabrication. We require the contractor t_
develop an integrated test program which will evaluate all aspects ot
system pertormance capability to the entent practical. In terrs ,'
reliability considerations we expect the testing program to be diri.,-t.
towards:

1. verifying the 'apability of the design;

2. evaluating the susceptibility of the design and hardwarr
to failures;

3. identifying unexpected interacrions among components and
assemblies;

4. identifying failure modes which reflect defects in materiais.
workmanship and fabrication processes; and,

5. obtaining failure rate and other reliability data.
4

To the extent practical, tests are planned using statistical design-,
of-experiment techniques and are conducted under environmental conditions
and for time periods commensurate with mission conditions.

The final area to be discussed is that of failure reporting and
corrective action. We expect all failures and nonconformances.to be
identified, anal3zed and effective correction action taken - we cannot
tolerate unexplained failures ineffective corrective action in our
space programs. We specifically require our contractors to employ a
controlled system for identification, reporting, analysis, correction
and prevention of recurrence of all nonconformances and suspected non-
conformance of a functional nature which occur throughout the contract
period. Some of the requirements which the system must satisfy are as
follows:

1. it shall cover hardware, tertain software, the interfaces
between hardware and software and the interfaces between
hardware or software and test or operational personnel;

2. Ut sholl cover all nonoronformances or suspected nonconformances
of a functional nature such as:

4



a. unusual condition occurring in test or handling which
are suspected to have an effect on the hardware;

b. transient malfunctions and suspected malfunctions; and,

c. notable deviations from previous performance - parameter
drift.

3. It shall provide for investigation of each reported failure
by an engineering analyses, followed, where appropriate, by
laboratory analysis of failed hardware. Such investigation
shall be adequate to assess causes, mechanisms, and potontial
effects of the failure and serve as a basis for decisions 61

the most efficient remedial and preventive actions;

4. it shall provide for a review of the technical closeout
decision on each reported failure by higher levels of
technical management commensurate with the criticality
category of the failure involved; and,

5. closeout action shall be considered complete when:.
/

a. remedial actions have been accomplished;
I/

b. necessary preventive design and Ooftware changes have
been devised and accomplished;

c. necessary design or computer program changes have been
verified in test;

d. effectivity of preventive actions have been established;

e. change has been made in existing identical items of
hardware to which the change is pertinent; and,

f. closeout documentation has been signed by proper management
authority.

Such a system may seem unnecessarily extensive but experience has shown
that it is necessary and pays high dividends..

In conclusion, I would like to point out that a significant portion
of our reliability problems are due to nonelectronic parts and components.
Such items as valves, fittings, seals, actuators, etc., continue to receive
major attention as we strive to. attain the levels of reliability necessary
for mission success.

As we look to the future we will be striving to decrease, significantly,
our cost per pound of payload, the complexity of our systems will continue to
increiJse and, thus, our need for strong emphasis on the engineering aspects
of reliability will not abate.

r. 5



COZZUTER-AIDED SELECTION OF PRIOR DISiTR.5ULLUNb rui ut•.NArL'NU
MONTE CARLO CONFIDENCE BOUNDS ON SYSTEM RELIABILITY*

Nancy R. Mann
Rocketdyne

Canoga Park, California

ABSTRACT. A description is given of results of preliminary
investigations (by a group at North American Rockwell Corporation) re-
lated to the Monte Carlo generation of lower confidence bounds on the
reliability of a logically complex system. In calculating system confidence
bounds by use of a Monte Carlo procedure, one must generate the distribution
of each independent subsystem reliability, given the life-test failure data
for that subsystem. Therefore, an assumption of a specified a priori dis-
tribution for each subsystem reliability is implicit in the procedure.

In order that clues may be obtained as to optimum prior assumptions
to be used in calculating Monte Carlo bounds for a complex system, the
model has been restricted to a series system wherein each independent
subsystem has exponentially distributed failure time and prototypes of
each subsystem are tested until a fixed (but not necessarily the same for
each subsystem) number of failures occurs. For this model, optimum
(uniformly most accurate unbiased) exact classical confidence bounds on
the reliability R(t ) at a specified mission time tm are available,
although not easily calculated (Lentner, M. M and Buehler, R. J., 1963.
J. Amer. Statist. Assoc. 58, 670-677 and El Mawaziny, A. H., 1965. Un-
published doctoral dissertation, Iowa State University). Computer programs
for calculating the optimum classical bounds and the Bayesian Monte Carlo
bounds were written, and a means of numerically comparing various forms
of prior distributions against an optimum standard was thus provided.
One prior distribution widely used in obtaining Monte Carlo and general
Bayesian exact lower confidence bounds on system reliability is thereby
shown numerically to yield bounds which are conservative in the olaseioal
sense for this series-system model. Another suggested prior distribution
is shown to give bounds which are usually oonservative but under certain
conditions are liberal, and hence not truly confidence bounds. Moreover,
it is demonstrated by a combination of numerical and analytical results,
that for a series system containing more than one independent subsystem

*This research was sponsored by the Mathematics and Statistics Panel of
the Aerospace and Systems Group (A&SG) of North American Rockwell
Corporation and funded under the Internal Research and Development
program of the Executive Offices of A&SG.
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there eriots no prior distribution for subsystem reliability which is
in,•nndntoi the , --•,7;d which uieldn the ontimum Zower hounda.

Other numerical results related to the selection of optimum methods
for generating the bounds and evaluation of certain approximate methods
are described.

BACKGROUND AND APPROACH

Review of Pertinent Literature. If it is possible to determine
confidence bounds on system reliability solely from the testing of the
subsystems of which the system is comprised, saving of expensive system
testing can be effected. It may, in fact, sometimes be infeasible to
test the system as a whole. Furthermore, this method of obtaining
system confidence bounds can be used for exploratory system design.

The subject of conlidence bounds for system reliability from
subsystem testing is one about which much has been written, but not a
great deal is known. Consider a series system in which the failure times
of k independent subsystems are exponentially distributed; i.e., for T
a random variable representing failure time, Prob (T>t) a R(t) - exp(-Xt),
t>O, \>O. Suppose flj prototypes of the jth subsystem, are subjected to

life test and the life test is terminated at the time of the r th ordered

failure, J-l,2,...,k. For this special model, there exist optimum
(uniformly most accurate unbiased)1 exact 2 confidence bounds on the
reliability R(t ) at time t , the probability that the system will

m m
survive at least until time t . [See Lentner and Buehler (27) and El

Mawaziny (12)]. No such optimum bounds have been found for a model
which is equivalent to this exponential-failure-time series-system modal,
except for the fact that total test time t rather than number of failures

rj is specified for the life test of jth subsystem, jul,2,...,k, and

number of failures is the observable random variable. For either the
fixed-time or fixed-number of failures model, optimum exact confidence

1The definitions of uniformly most accurate and unbiased confidence bounds
are as given by E. Lehman (26). They are as follows: A confidence bound
I(X) satisfying P0 fo(X)6O} 1 I-,i for all 6 and for all V'0, Pe{e(X)<8'}=
minimum is a uniformly most accurate lower confidence bound for 8 at level
1-a . A family of lower confidence bounds at level 1-a is said to be un-
biased if P (8(X)"•9'}' l-- for all 0'-fb for all e.

A lower confidence bound at level 1-a is said to be exact if

P {9(X)} I-,& for all 0.
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bounds have not been derived for cases in which either failure time has
uLhet Lhan an exponential dlstribution (or can be converted by a trans-
formation of the data to an exponential distribution) or the system is
other than an independent series system.

Another much used failure model, often called the "attribute"
model, is one in which only pass-fail binomially distributed data are
collected for each independent subsystem. For this model, optimum exact
confidence bounds on reliability (or probability of successful operation)
of a series system have been derived [see Buehler (6)], but the problem
of actually constructing such optimum bounds has not been completely
solved [see Lipow (31), Lipow (32), Lloyd and Lipow (33), Steck (48),
and Schick (43)1. If a Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution
is applicable, then results of Harris (22) provide optimal exact bounds
on the reliability of an independent series system for the attribute,
model if one randomizis appropriately in obtaining the bounds. One
would expect the Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution to
apply when the number of prototypes of each subsystem tested is large
and the probability of failure for each subsystem is small. There ap-

• pears to be some question, however, [see Garner (19)] as to whether the
approximation loses ito applicability as the number of subsystems increases.

Many approximate and non-optimal exact confidence bounds on system
reliability have been derived. There have been several approximate con-
fidence bounds, on system reliability at time tm derived for the exponential

fixed-number-of-failures model wherein the independent subsystems for a
series system. Some of the papers containing these derivations were
written prior to the publication of the derivation of the optimum bounds
[see Takenaga (49) and Kraemer(25)].

Other work ITas been directed at providing a more tractable method
of calculating confidence bounds than that of El Mawaziny's generalization
to k subsystems, k>2, of the Lentner-Buehler bounds which apply to 2 sub-
systems only (see E1 Mawaziny and Buehler (12), Sarkar (41) and Grubbs (21)].
The method suggested by El Mawaziny and Buehler depends upon large-sample
theory and the others use the fact that a function of the estimator of sub-
system mean-time-to-failure has a chi-square distribution. The method of
Sarkar does not require that the subsystems be independent and is exact
for equal numbers of failures for all subsystems.

Some rather limited numerical comparisons have been made of some
of these non-optimal methods for obtaining confidence bounds by, for
example, Sarkar (41) and Grubbs (21). Apparently none of these methods
have, until this time, been subjected to a thorough comparison with the
Lentner-Buehler-El Mawaziny bounds, which must be calculated iteratively
from an expression which demands extremely complicated calculations when
the number of subsystems is more than two or three. (Problems involving
loss of precision and use of excessive amounts of computer time also arise
in calculating the El Mawaziny bounds when the product of the number of
independent subsystems and the number of failures for any given subsystem
is more than about 50.)
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Other work deal.iu with the derivation of confidence bounds

a dayesian approach fcc a parallel system with a single failure for each
subsystem by Springes and Thompson (47) and two reports by Allen, Carlson
and Hubach (2) and Saunders (42), which discuss the fixed-test-time model

for a series system.

ior the case in which only pass-fail data are collected for each
subsystem many metthds involving large-or small-sample approximations or
bayesian techniques have been derived for obtaining confidence bounds on,
the probdbiLity of successful operation of an independent series system.
Among thu large-sample methods are those suggested by Madansky (34)
(based on the asymptotic chi-square distribUtion of -2 log likelihood
ratio), by Myhre and Saunders (37) (which gives a generalization of Madansky's
method) and by Rosenblatt (40), DeCicco (11) and Thomas (50) (all three of
which are based on the asimptotic normality of maximum-likelihood estimators).
the methods of Rosenblatt and Madansky are discussed and compared by Myhre
and Saunders (38), who demonstrate that the likelihood ratio method at-
tains its asymptotic properties for smaller sample sizes than the methodl
suggested by Rosenblatt and in practical situations appears to yield moro
accucate boulds. Madansky (34), however, points out that the Rossnblattl
method has slightly higher asymptotic (Bahadur) efficiency. The methods
of DeCicco and Thomas use Taylor-series approximations to the variance of
the maximum likelihood estimator of the system reliability R and would be
expezted to have asymptotic properties like those of the Rosenblatt method.

Small-sample approximate confidence bounds on R for an independent
series system and binomial data have been derived by Nishime (39), 'Garner
and Vail (20), Conner and Wells (8), Abraham (1) and Lindstrom and Madden
[see Lloyd and Lipow (33)]. The first three of these approaches use
various methods of combining confidence bounds on subsystem reliability
to obtain the desired bounds on sys em reliability. The others use bi-
nomial or Poisson approximations fo certain statistics. Some of these
methods are sensitive to inequality of sample sizes for subsystems. Lower
confidence bounds obtained by most bf these approximate method. have been
compared by the use of three sets of data by Schick and Prior (44) with

three different sets of "exact" bounds obtained using results of Lipow

[see (31) and (32)], based on Buehler's theory (6) and Poisson approxima-
tions. The data apply to systems composed of two subsystem, and in each
of the three cases the sample sizes are equal. Only the Lindstrom and
Madden method compares favorably with what appear to be the best of the
Lipow "exact" bounds. Since there is some question about the standard
used to judge the quality of the approximate methods, howevert and since
only three sets of data, two subsystems and equal sample sizes have been

used in the comparisons, it is very difficult to make useful general
inferences concerning these results.

Another method investigated numerically by Schick and Prior (44) is
the Bayesian approach wherein reliability for each subsystem is assumed to
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have a prior distribution which is uniform over the unit interval.
Confidence bounds which are exact in the Bayesian sense (under the
assumed prior distribution) are derived, by Zimmer, Briepohl and
PA.11LI= (51) .111 loy sL ''15ci: a&•l&' Ta.,u ,, "' ... .. lq 1 LL . . .
use a Mellin transform technique for obtaining in closed form the
distribution of system reliability, given all the subsystem data. A
MO,,t0A Carlo application of this Bayesian model is suggested by Mastran
(05) tor a system which is logically more complex than a series system.
In the numerical comparisons given by Schick and Prior (44), there ap-
pe.irs to be no particular agreement between the sets of Bayesian bounds
rleculated on the basis of the procedure prescribed by Springer and
Thompson and by Zimer, et Ul. (Which incidentally agree to two or
three significant figures, as one might expect) and the three sets of
"exact" bounds calculated. In particular, the Bayesian lower confidence
intervals on R are all larger than those based on what is for these
three sets of data the smallest of the "exact" intervals.

One would expect the Bayesian bounds to be exact in a classicaL
sense if sample sizes for all subsystems were "sufficiently" large. This
is so because a prior density of the assumed type will have less effect
upon the confidence bound as the sample sizes for all subsystems increase.
Whether or not the bound is e~cact in a classical sense has not been
established. Furthermore, the accuracy of this bound (see footnote 1)
has not been investigated for small sample sizes. It is interesting to
note that an approximate method, described by Dalton (10) and attributed
to TRW's Florida Operations, yields bounds which agree to within 3 in
the tnird significant figure with the three examples calculated in (44)
by means of this particular Bayesian approach. The TRW method has the
dbstinction of being extremely amenable to hand calculation.

Among very recently derived approximate methods for obtaining
confidence bounds on the probability of successful operation of a series
system are (1) those derived by Woods and Borsting (51) (discussed by
Lieberman (30)), which are shown by Monte Carlo investigations in their
paper to be very nearly exact; (2) those derived by J. R. Johnson (23)
based on the exact multi-variate binomial distribution of conmponent
test data, and (3) those arising from a Bayesian approach which formally
uses subjective judgment concerning prior knowledge by J. Bram (5).

The Monte ýarlo Confidence Bound Problem. We now examine the problem
of obtaining lower confidence bounds on the reliability of a logically
complex system when testing will be performed on the k independent sub-
systems only. We assume that an equation relating true subsystem reli-
abilities to true system reliability is available, say by means of computer
programs which can provide such information [see Levy (28) and McKnight,
Modiest and Schmidt (36)]. We now, in lieu of an appropriate analytical
method of obtaining such bounds, consider the possibility of the use of
Monte Carlo techniques as suggested by Burnett and Wales (7), Bosnikoff
and Klion (4), Costello, Meisel and Letow (9), Levy and Moore (29) and
Mastran (35).

11



At first glance the creation of a Monte Carlo computer program for
obtaining the bounds seems to be a straightforward problem of simulating
the distribution of system reliability for a given set of failure data in
.211 trficient manner. Lt soon becomes apparent, however, that there are
important Bayesian questions implicit in the problem. That is, in order
to generate the distribution of system reliability for a given data set,
one must generate for each subsystem what is essentially the posterior
distribution of subsystem reliability, given the subsystem life-test
failure data. Hen,-e, some prior distribution or something equivalent
to such a prior distribution for subsystem reliability must be implicitly
or explicitly assumed. In other words, in carrying out the Monte Carlo
approach outlined by the authors mentioned above, one uses the density
of some appropriate function of the data and implicitly or otherwise
combines this information with a prior density of subsystem reliability
by means of Bayes' Thecrem, P(AiJB) - P(BIAi)P(Ai)/ I P(BIA )P(A1 ),

allj
to obtain the posterior density function of subsystem reliability, given
the data. In agreement with the classical analytical method derived in
(48), the Monte Carlo procedures described in (4), (7), (9), (29), and
(35), in some cases directly suggest and in others tacitly imply a prior
distribution for subsystem reliability which is the appropriate prior
leading to the classical optimum bounds when the system consists of one
subsystem only. One may then inquire as to whether such an assumption is
appropriate when the system consists of more than one subsystem.

Springer and Thompson (47) analytically derive their exact Bayesian
confidence bounds on R(tm) for an exponential-failure-time model, wherein

one failure is allowed for each independent subsystem of a parallel system,
using an alternative a priori assumption. They assume a uniform prior
distribution on subsystem reliability over the unit interval, which leads
to the classical optimum bounds on suctessful system operation for the
pass-fail model when-the system consists of a single subsystem. Springer
and Thompson reason that a flat prior for subsystem reliability is in
keeping with 4he intent of Bayes' Theorem when no prior information is
known. They point out that the prior density p(R for the ±th subsystem

reliability yielding the classical optimum bounds for a system containing
a single subsystem and an exponential fixed-failures model, p(Rj)

[ln(l/R)- or equivalently, q(Xj) -.A, where R a R (t ) - oxp

(-Xt M) and O<Rj I, jwl,2,...,k, is "improper" in that the area under the

frequency curve cannot be made equal to unity. Maetran (35) suggests for
pass-fail data that prior densities for subsystems which lead to a uniform
prior density for system reliability mtght be appropriate. In other words
all the suggested prior distributions are derived from the concept of
optimality for one subsystem for some model, even though the model may
have little relationship to the one of interest.
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In the following, a description is given of results of a study (by
members of a group at North American Rockwell Corporation) to determine
optimum prior assumptions to be used in generating Monte Carlo confidence
bounas on the reliability ot a logically complex system. The investigation
was conducted principally by K. W. Fertig of Rocketdyne Division and the
present author. Mr. Ferrig wrnte all computer programs needed for the
investigation, except for one routine linking the Monte Carlo program to
the reliability equation for the complex system. He also provided (see
(17)] the important analytical derivation of the necessary form for a
special restricted model of an optimum prior density function independent
of the data and proved that no such prior density exists. Jerome Spanier
of the North American Rockwell Science Center provided consultation on
problems related to the Monte Carlo computer program. Shirley Stonebarger
of the Los Angeles Division wrote the subroutine which makes use of the
reliability equation generated from engineering flow chart information by
the SCOPE (28) or the ARMH (36) program for a logically complex system.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

Computer Programs Written and Utilized. An optimum standard against
which to judge suggested prior distributions provides a means of attacking
the Monte Carlo problem. Therefore, the model was first restricted to a
series system wherein the Ith independent subsystem has exponentially
distributed failure time T with Prob [T.>tI ] a R* a R (tm) = exp (-A t )

and nj prototypes of the ,th subsystem, jnl,2,...,k, are tested until r

failures occur. If one can determine an appropriate prior distribution
for this model, then it should also be possible to make useful inferences
concerning the fixed-failure-time series-system model and to determine a
method of using prior information for more complex systems.

A computer program was coded in Fortran H for the IBM S/360 system
for calculating for this restricted model the optimum classical confidence
bounds of Lentner, Buehler and El Mawaziny discussed in the introduction of
this paper. The bounds are based on the conditional distribution of W Zip

r

given Z1-Z2 2 u2 '..I Z1-Zk = uk, where Zj T i,4 + (nJ-r )TrJ
i-l

with Ti,• an observable failure time of the ith prototype of the tth

component, and where the subscript 1 is arbitrarily assigned. Then, when
u is less than zero for J=2,3...,k, the optimum classical (l-)-l0evel

lower confidence bound RB(a) on R(tm) - exp(-Otm), (where 0 ) is
J-l

obtained by finding the solution 0 (a) of the following equation and then

calculating RB - exp [-OB(W) tm], with OB>0,
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where3 k
HA(wu;$) =$-i- A J z Z ... Z (aI + (S )

i2 *3 ik J2

H ij ('Ou iJa-j

J(1)
Ja-2 i-

and where

OW + kij -,r 2 3(a ( + W f Y ldy

0

A similar expression is used if any u4j J-2,3,...,k, is greater than
zero, and the solution i. obtained by Joint application of Newton-
Raphson iterative procedures, the method of false position and bisection
techniques. 'Then a computer program for generating Monte Carlo confidence
bounds was coded and combined with that for obtaining the Lentner-Buehler-
El Mawaziny confidence bounds. A listing and flow chart of the combined
computer program are available [see Fartig (16) and (18)).

The Monte Carlo program calculates the confidence bounds on the basis
of a specified prior density for subsystem reliability which is a member
of the "conjugate" family of prior densities. That is, the prior density
yields a posterior density of subsystem reliability, given the subsystem
data, of the same general form (belonging to the same family of density
functions) as the prior density. The prior density function pj(R&) used
for the Ith subsystem reliability was, therefore,
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f R , a Iw o ,-I" * R j P J _ UI( I j)] • "

PI

F(roj+l)

B0 J,roj.>-1, J - 1,2,...,k, with SoJ and r.,

subjectively chosen. This yields a posterior density f(R jIs;rj) for

cif the form, r r+r10+1

f(RI;r ) a l) 3 o + ln(1/R )1r3+roj (3)
J r(r +r,+i) j /J

r

where the random variable Z /jm - (E T iJ(n j-r )T rJ)/t m

is equal to z /t m -i ,1,2,...,k, for the observed set of data.

If 8 and r each have the value -1, then the prior density for R
oj o

corresponds to the "improper" prior which is used by (48), (14), (7);
and (29) and which gives the optimal classical bounds for a system
consisting of-almingle subsystem [see Epstein and Sobel (14)], that is,

p(R R ln(l/R , J-l,2,...,k. (It is..true,, therefore, that even

though the piior density corresponding to B W r -1 is "improper,"
oj o

the corresponding posterior. density is proper.) If 8oJ and roj are both

equal to zero, J-l,2,...,k, then each subsystem prior density function
for subsys tem reliability is uniform over the interval' from 0 to 1, as
suggested by Springer and Thompson (47) for their special case of a
parallel-system model mentioned earlier.

For generating the posterior distribution of R using the expression

(3), a given set of data and specified values for 8OJ and ro a random

number P is geperated for the value of the integral Yj * y(R3183 ;r3 )

given by the expression (3) from R to 1. The integration is performed
Y,j

by an evaluation of the incomplete gamma function and the value of R
Y,j

determined iteratively. The Newton-Raphson method of iteration in
conjunction with the method of false position is used. Because this
procedure is quite expensive In terms of computer time, the computer
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program was written to calculate 'or a given set of subsystem data a
table of 100 valuci of R corresponding to equally spaced values of

(Rj le ;r). The computer then samples from and interpolates cubically

Lo thLs table for al•Pj a 2 where a1 and a2 are functions of the data.

For ;j'a and .j-a2 a different table is sampled. In generating values

toe rbis table, j(Rj 1%;r ) is calculated from a specified value of

, so that no iteration is necessary,..but the values of y are not

eqy.ally spaced (makiag interpolation more difficult). The second table,
which contains values of yj much closer together than the one used for

non-extreme values of R, is necessary because of the steepness of

the curve reLating yj cnd R for values of R close to O or 1.
SY~j Y,j

The first investigation made by means of the computer was of the
two familiar prior distributions coiresponding to B and *r both equal

oj oj
to zero and both equal to -1, J-l,2,...,k. The Bayesian approach cor-
rc.sponding to ý roj -1, incide itally, is sometimes called the

fiducial model since ýhe posterior distribution of Rj, J-l,2,...,k, can

be thought of as clita/inable from the distribution of a'function of the
data for the jth sub#ystem, as detailed in (25). The preliminary phases
of this investigation made use bf the Monte Carlo program, but the results
given below were obtained using instead a computer program which utilizes
a Mellin transform ýechnique [see Springer and Thompson (46)] to calculate
the posterior distribution of R(tm) from the posterior distributions of

the R 's. This Mellin transform program was originally written to

calculate the variance of the Monte Carlo confidence bound and is applicable
to a series system when the posterior density of R has the form given by

the expression (3) with r an in . The Mellin transform computer

program is faster than the Monte Carlo program and given batter precision,
but in its present form cannot be used if roj is other than an integer.

Study of Suggested Prior Densities. For each combination of input,
involving from three to twenty-five components having tO n in various
proportions, numbers of failures ranging from 1 to 10 and three or four
different values of a ranging from .05 to .50, data were generated and a
comparison was made of the two Bayesian bounds with the optimum classical
bound. In each case (of a total of 156 cases), the Bayesian bound based
on J ro 0 -1 is smaller than the corresponding classical bound

oj o
obtained, It, therefore, appears that though exact in a Bayesian sense
(under the assumed prior distribution for Ri,J-l,2,...k), the bounds based

on such a prior assumption are conservative in the classical sense.
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When the optimum bound is standardized at .800 by adjusting the
m{irn rimp r t-hp fidueial bound ranges from .538 to .793. When the

m,

optimum bound is equal to .368, the fiducial bound ranges from .062 to
.354.

El Mawaziny and Buehler (13) show that their large-sample approximation
ot Lhe optimal bound, a bound obtained by the Roseqblatt method (40) and
tae tiducial bound will approach the optimal bound as numbers of failures
for all subsystems become large. For three samples having ten failures
for each of three identical components, the fiducial bounds were of the
order .787 and .341 for optimal bounds 6f .800 and .378, respectively,
with deviation between any two corresponding fiducial bounds less than
three in the third decimal place.

Analytical results described later indicate that'the fiducial bounds
for a fixed number of failures per subsystem will agree less well as the
number of subsystems increases and the subsystems become more variable
with respect to failure rate. Unfortunately, because of the computer-time
factor and considerations of precision, it is impossible at present to
compare bounds for systems containing as many as ten subsystems.when as
many as ten failures occur for more than one or two of these subsystems.
In any case, the large-sample methods canniot be expected to give bounds
agreeing well with the optimal bounds when some of the subsystems have
been subjected' to few tests. Furthermore,,it is impossible on the basis
of these results to say whether'bounds based on this specified prior might
be conservative, liberal,.or exact for a particular logically complex system.

* The uniform prior distribution for subsystem reliability gives bounds
* even iower than those based on the fiducial method except in 24 cases (out

of 150) #n which all three bounds have values fairly close to zero; In
these 24 cases they are higher than the optimum classical bounds. It ap-
pears that the distribution of the bounds based on the uniform prior may
be less disperse than those of the optimal bounds, but these bounds seem
to be even more conservative than the "f~ducial" bounds given by 0 = ro

oj
- -1 for true reliabilities of a reasonable size and a's of interest.
For systems with low reliabilities, bounds obtained using a uniform prior
density for subsystem reliability should be liberal rather than conservative
when the confidence level is sufficiently low, but not exact in general.
This inconsistent behavior may be due to the fact that a uniform prior
density for R1 J.mplies a prior density for X (the failure rate for the

jth subsystem) of the form q(X) tm exp(-)x tm), J~l,2...,k, or,

strangely, one which is a function of tm, the specified mission time.

The result for B - ro* -1 is keeping with the analysis and
oj oj

numerical results of Saunders (42), who studies a fixed-test-time
exponential series-system model and the Bayesian approach suggested in
(2). This Bayesian approach uses a prior density for the fixed-test--time

17
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-ie equivalent to the so-called fiducial method. Saunders (42)
:,(,intts ,.t that in using such a Bayesian model for an exponential
-eries system (and his argument applies to any true Bayesian model,
that is, one based on a prior assumption which does not involve in-
furmALiozn concerning the number of components in the system), one can
rbtain different confidence bounds depending upon what one chooses to
-all a subsystem. Saunders points out, too, that such inferences apply
'o more logically complex systems which are highly reliable, since one
can approximate an extremely reliable coherent system (see Birnbaum,
1;sary and Saunders (3) for a iefinition of a coherent system] by a
sertes-system model, as indicated by Esary, Proschan and Walkup (15).

The Search for Optimum Prior Asumptions. Initially, it has been
planned that a trial. and error procedure would be used in attempting to
determine appropriat:e prior assumptions for our'series-system model.
Saunders' argument might lead one to consider trying prior assumptions
which are not truly Bayesian in that they are dependent upon the con-
figuration (or number of components in the system). At this point
in the study, however, an analytical result was'derived, modifying the
subsequent approach. The details of the analysis are given by Fertig (17)
and are summarized below.

First, the form of a prior density function, or generalization of
such a function, for R4. J-l,2,...,k, corresponding to the optimum

classical bounds for our system model was determined. This was accomplished
by setting the Laplace transform of H (WJ!j;) equal to the Laplace trans-

form of the posterior density of 0 A )1, obtained under a general
j -l j

prior assumption (not restricted to conjugate priors) for the special case
u2 a u3 - ... = uk m 0. If the prior assumptions which yield the optimum

bounds are independent of the data, true Bayesian priors, for example,
then an assumption concerning the value of the u's will have no effect
on the result. The fact that the optimum classical bounds are invariant
under permutations of the subsystems was used to obtain the improper
'prior density" for the Jth subsystem yielding these bounds. It is

p'(Rj R KI [In(i/Rj)"21k W jnl,2,...,k.

We note that this improper density depends upon k, the number of subsystems
in the series system and for k-l does yield the optimum classical bound.

The Monte Carlo program was then used to test whether this prior
assumption (which we may think of as a weighting function since it does
not correspond to a strict Bayesian prior density) would yield the optimum
L0oJlds for variations in the data. For the case where all the u's equal
zero (z2 = z2 Z . =k), eight values of the Monte Carlo bounds based
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the third decimal place. Data were randomly generated for five subsystems
using the fact that 2Z./). is distributed as chi-square with 2 degrees

j j r

ot treedom [see Epstein and Sobel (14)], where r 1  3, r 2 = 4, r 3 - 4,

r = 2, r 5 = 2, A, = 1/12, X2 = 1/13, A3 - 1/15, A4  1/10, A4 = 1/11.

The mission time was token as 1.0. For ten such data sets, the Monte Carlo
bounds are uniformly irger than the classical confidence bounds with
deviations ranging from.,1 to 6 in 'the second decimal place.

Thle confidence bound obtained from any set of data by El Mawaziny's
formulh given by Eq. (1) is the unique optimum (uniformly most accurate
unbiased) confidence bound for this exponential-failure-number series-
system model. This is proved in the Appendix of Fertig's paper. Thus,
any optimum bound is equivalent to the bound defined by Eq. (1) and must
give the same result for any given set of data. Since the error in the
Monte Carlo procedure is very small compared with the deviations obtained
for the u's n6t all equal to zero, the empirical evidence indicates that
the prior aLsumptions which yield the optimum classical bounds do depend
upon the data.

Fortunately, a means of proving this result analytically then
presented itself [see 'Fertig (17) for details]. The Laplace transform
of H(w!L;O) is a horrendous expression which gives no apparent clue as
to how it might be factored and assigned to the various subsystems. The
problem was made tractable earlier by letting all the z's be equal.

Another method of simplifying the expression was found to be to
assumer 1 - r 2 = ... r rk - 1. If this is done, then it is possible to

demonstrate that the "prior density" for the Lth subsystem yielding the
optimum bound for r W rI = r - 1 cannot have the form p(Rj) -

-I ]-(2-1/k) ,
R [In(i/R)] unless z 1=* z 2 m ... w zk, as assumed in the

earlier case. Hence, as indicated by the numerical evidence, one must
incorporate present data into the "prior assumptions" or more properly
the weighting functions, for obtaining optimum confidence bounds for the
exponential fixed-failure-number series- system model.

Now that we have established what is not fruitful for obtaining the
optimal bounds, one may properly inquire as to the next step in the
investigation with respect to confidence for a complex system. Two
approaches present themselves. The first is to consider each series
system which is a part of the complex system as a single subsystem of
the toral system. If the fiducial approach were to be used, one could
obtain an estimate R of true reliability, given the failure data, for

the Zth subsystem consisting of the k independent subsystems making up
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this series-system iubsystem by substituting a random number P. for

an estimate of total system reliability given the failure data. This
method will probably not yield confidence bounds that are exact in the
classical sense, though of course they are exact in a Bayesian sense.
In lieu of the fiducial approach one could somehow modify the value
obtained for R in an attempt to obtain bounds exact in the classical0,£

sense. Clues as to how this might be accomplished may possibly be ob-
tained by investigating a simple parallel system (again an exponential-
failure-time model with fixed number of failures) and methods of obtaining

-confidence bounds exact in the classical sense for the simpler model.

A considerable amount of computer time will be required with this
approach when the prodaict of the number of subsystems in any series
system and the number of failures for any subsystem in that series
system becomes large. i'erce, one might in such cases, abandon the idea
of considering the series system as a single subsystem. Instead one
might consider a method of approximating the optimum confidence bound
for a series system by using series system d~ta in the prior assumptions
(or weighting functions) for the subsystems of the series system that
yield the posterior distribution of series system reliability. For the

a r 2  .. 1 , one possible factoring of the Laplace transform

gives

pj(Rj) R R -j (1) [ln(l/Rj)] (2-./kd ,jl,2, ... ,ki, (4)

where ( is the smallest of zI/t m, z 2tm '..., 3 k /tm . This function or

some modification of this function involving the true values for rI, r29

rk could be tried. If the expression (4) is used without modifica-

tion, then the posterior distribution of series system reliability, given

the failure data, depends only upon 8( It can be shown that, in fact,

the fiducial distribution of series system reliability for this model
depends only upon •(1) if and only if r 1 = r 2 - ... " rk 1.

The method of Kraemer (24) depends solely upon B(I) and hence would

be expected to give poor results for large numbers of failures per

component. This is born out by the comparisons made by Sarkar (42) and

Grubbs (21).

The bounds derived by Grubbs (21) are approximations to the fiducial

bounds, and for the bounds compared during this study, the approximation

appears ta be excellent. The Grubbs method is based on the fact that

2r /A is distributed as chi-square with 2rj degrees of freedom,
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kI
J-1,2,...,k, so that XJ can be thought of as distributed as a

i= 1

weighted sum of chi-square variates. The weights used by GLubb1b, eiaraly,
x /2r, J-l,2,...,k, are appropriate for obtaining the fiducial bounds.t j

One could obtain, instead, an approximation to the optLimal bounds by
adjusting the weights appropriately, obtaining clues from the expression
(4) above. In this way, one can test approximations to the optimum prior
assumptions and avoid the time-consuming Monte Carlo calculations. If
successful in closely approximating the optimum bounds by the proper
modification of the Grubbs method, one can use this approximation in
place of the Lentner-Buehler-El Mawaziny bounds in considering series
systems within a complex system as single subsystems.

The investigation is being continued along these lines.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE LCSS-ETG-3 PERFORMANCE

CAPABILITY USING STATISTICAL PROBABILITIES

Andrew H. Jenkins
U. S. Army Missile Command

P i1c," "s bllal, Alabama

ABSTRACT

A test plan is formula.ted and executed to obtain a random sample of
measurements on the U.S. Army Missile Command's Land Combat Support
System Electronic Test Group equipment.

Analyses of the data establish sample estimates of bias, accuracy, and
stimulus setting errors and the standard deviation of measurement on 14 com-
binations of parameters and scales (e. g,, dc voltage, 10-volt scale). The
analyses pose hypotheses about the statistics and test these hypotheses against
appropriate frequency distributions. They include the principle of analysis of
variance, which makes use of bias error, accuracy error, stimulus setting
error, and sample variance. These fouziparameters are used as response
variables to establish the effects 6f the main factors of test durations, time
delays, and machines and combinations of the main faclors (I. e.,ý interactions)
on, the computed response statistics for each of the 14 parameters and scales
considered,

"The overall estimates of the precision' (standard error of measurement)
for each parameter and scale are related to actual weapon systIm tolerances
to obtain probability estimates of the risk of pasding abad unit I "undetected
defect") or holding a good unit ("false alarm") in a dingle test in a checkout
procedure. I'Single checkout' *robab~litie aare related to multiple seauentitalc k
checkoaat probabilities.t ti/e
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I
Section 1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Land Combat Support System (LCSS) electronic
test group (ETGC equipment is to provide maintenance support and check
operational readiness of major modules, assemblies, and subassemblies of the
Shillelagh, Lance, and TO'W missile systems. The primary requirement is for
direct and genernI support missions. A detailed description of the LCSS-ETG
can be found in a previous report [ I ]. The ETG is designed to automate the
tustiln, nf o'ritleal compontents of the missile systems to achieve:

a) Rapid evaluation of the operational status of the unit under test

(UUT).

b) Rapid fault I:soiatIon of a defective UJUT.

e) Automated decision Mfaking as to operational status by comparison
of measured values with prescribed standards.

d j A standardized automated tent capability for several weapon systems.

Automation of the ETG equipment requireb the preparation of a
progranimed test sequence. The test program instructs'the operator on the A
required manual operations for the checkout such as external connections to
"make" and "break." The program includes all necessary tests for functions[
checkout of the UUT's as prescribed by the weapon system design engineers.
Typical tests are to measure- stimuli and responses of such parameters as ac and
de voltage, resistance, optical alignment,, frequency, phase, and time, and to A

compare these measurements with prescribed values. The required values of
such parameters along with acceptable tolerances (deviations) are prescribed
in the test program. The test equipment makes the measurement and compares
it with the specified value and decides on a "go/no-go" basis as to a fault
determination,

In the testing of missile components on-a go/no-go basis there are a 4
combination of conditions which may exist. , unit may be good and check gocd
resulting in a go dIcision. The unit may be good and check bad resulting in a
no-g.. decision. On the other hand, a unit may be bad and check good resulting
in a go decision, or it may be bad and check bad resulting in a no-go decision.
Theie are certain probabilities associated with these combinations of actual
component condition and checkout results. These are shown in Table I. The
p (n ) is the probability that a unit checks good when in fact it is bad. The p(B)
is the prohability that a unit checks bad when in fact it is good. Some authorsre'fer to these probabilities as an "undetected defect" and a "false alarm,"
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TABLE I. CHECK(OUT PROBABILITY VERSUS UNIT CONDITIONS
AND TEST DECISIONS

Unit Condition
and Checkout Decision

Go No-Go

Bad •'

Checks good (undetected defect) p (a) NA
Checks bad NA 11 -po) J

Good
Checks good; [1 - p(a) ] NA
Checks bad (false alarm) NA p (0)

respectively. It can be seen that the p(a) is related to a go decision and the
p(i3) is related to a no-go decision based on the test results. A unit that is
good and checks good will nbt result in a no-go decision.., Similarly, a unit that
is bad and checks bad will not result in a go decision. These combinations are
not applicable and aie shown as NA in Table I. In a go decision situation there
is a probability that a bad unit has checked good; i.e'., there is a p {a) chance
that a defect exists and I' is undetected by the test equipment whick; Is an
"undetected defect." In i no-go de'2ision situation there is.a probability that a
good unit has che6ked ba0; i.e.. there is a p (03) chance that tihe test equipment
has falsely indicated a defect that does not exist which is a "false alarm.."
Therefore, it is seen that the p (a) is the probability of simultaneously getting
a measured value within the specification limits (or the decision limits) and
an actual value outside the specification limits. The p (3) is the probability of
simultaneously getting a measured value outside the specification limits (or
decision limits) and an actual value inside the specification limits.

In other words, given a go decision, the vrobability that it is wrong (bad
checks good) is p(ee and the probability that it is right (good checks good) is
[1 - p(a) ]. Given a no-go decision, the probability that it is wrong is p(fl)
and the probability that it is right is [ 1 - p (3) 1.

The p (a) and p (13) set for the test equipment should be realistically
determined in light of the weapon mission and test equipment environment. If
the probability p(a) Is set too high, an excessive number of bad units going to
the troops will result.
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On the other hand, if p (3) Is too high, an excessive amount of ti::e is

spent in checking for a defect that does not exist. Therefore experience,
knowledge of military tactics and good judgment should govern the compromises
between logistics, field troop effectiveness, troop operational conditions,
military objectives, etc., to determine the levels of P (a) and P(P3). (Note:
p (a) and p (g) refer to single test probability and 13(a) and P (P) refer to
ni ultiple test probability. ) The determination of P (a) and'P (13) considerine
the above military factors is not germane to this effort. This effort is con-
cerned with the analysis of probabilistic relations between error probabilities

p () and p (g3). and standard deviation error of measurement instrument• ( r)

standard deviation of test parameter (a)p' parameter 'tolerance for a given ya

confidence level (0), and decision limits (y). Also'included are the relations
between single test probabilities p (a), p (3) and multiple test probabilities
P aI. and P (jl.
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%iorfinn II. MATHFMATICAL MODELS

1. General

In the measurement of any one individual parameter by the ETG,
there are three things'to be considered. The first is the value specified by the
weaponi system for the UUT. This is called the nominal value of the parameter
(•1. The second is the actual value of the parameter (X). The third is the
measured value of the parameter (M). It is assumed that the actual value (X)
of the parameter is related to the measured value (M), according to the normal
probability density function. This assumption is based on the fact that there is
no inherent bias error as would be caused by coupling, feedback loops, and
switching in the instrument and that all errors in measurement are completely
random and normally distributed. It is also assumed that the actual value X is
distributed normally abo-at the nominal value N. according to a normal
probability density function.

Since the go/no-go decision is made on the measured value of the
parameter, the normal probability density distribution for the random measure-
ment error is considered in the following way. The density function is con-
sidered to be centered at the measured value M of t'li parameter. The density
function with standard deviation a describes the distribution of the possible

M
actual value XlIs that could have resulted in a given measured value M,

2- Single Check Probability
The normal probability density distribution for the measurement

error, for a given'value M! has the form

,, • X - M 2

f(X) - e (1)

The actual parameter value, X, is also a random variable with a
probability density function f(X). It is reasonable to assume that the actual value
X is normally distributed about the nominal parameter value N with a standard
deviation for the nominal parameter value of cr . With no bias error in theP

measurement devie, the measured value M will also be normally distributed
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standard deviation ty Is an order of magnitude less than the parameter standard

devi-ation Jr for the nominal value N then
p

f (M) f f(X) . (2)

Therefore

2

f1 P / (3)

The nominal vvluc, N, as specified by the weapon system, also has
prescribed tolerances. These tolerances are usually assumed to be ± na

p
where a' is the standard deviation from the acceptable mean value of the

P
parameter. The + nao value is the upper specification limit and the - nop value

p.
is the lower specification limit, S and SV, respectively. The tolerances may be

u

specified as the nap level, where n = 1, 2, 3, 5, etc. Whatever the specified
p

na level, it represents the allowable limits for the parameter values by the

weapon system for proper operation of the unit 12].

In order to assure that the probability of an undetected defect does not

exceed n specified maximum, the measured value, M, must fall between even
tighter test limits•'•efined as upper and lower decision limits Du and DI,

respectively. A go/no-go decision is then based on whether the measured valuej
fallsainside or outside the decision limits and not the weapon system specifica-
tion limits. The decision limits may be set at the specification limits or some
fraction of the specification limits. That is:

(D u DI) = a (Su, S) (4)

where 0 <a a '1.

This is shown" graphically in Figure 1 131.

In Figure 1, it can be seen that 0 = *nop and y kahnOp) represents

the upper and-lower specification limits and the upper and lower decision (test)
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FIGURB 1. MEASUREMENT ERROR PROBABILITY DENSITY
DISTRIBUTION

I limits. The normal distribution curve around M is also showb to clarify the
proposition of setting the decision limits less than the specification limits.

The probability of an undetected defect p (e) is the probability of

simultaneously getting a measured value, M, within the decision limits and an
actual value X outside the specification limits. The probability of getting a
measured value, M, within the decision limits is f(M)dM. The probabilit3 that
the measured value resulted from an actual value, X, outside the specification
limits is

I - ff(X.M)dX. (5)

The simultaneous probability is the product of the two individual probabilities:
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r s "

f(NM,<IAJ - f f.(X/M)dX

The probab.ility of an undetected defect is the summation of the above probabIlity
over all possible M's between the decisiop limits:

D u u
p (O) f f(M) - f f.X/M)dX dM.7)

D1 S1

The probability of a false alarm p (,3) is the probability of simultaneoualy
getting a measured value, WI, outside of the decision limits and an actual value,

X, inside the specification limits. Similarly,

D FS U
p(I = f f(M f(X) dX dM+f f(M) f(X) KdM (6)

-S1 Du SfI

In equations (7) and (8) the limits are expressed as follows:

D= NN-y

D =N+V

S,=N-0

S =N+0 (9)u

and fXIX) and f(M) are as defined in equations (l).and (3) above.

Substituting f(X) and f (M) into equationq (7) and (8) givesan Integral
equation which is, according to Duncan 141, in the noncumulative form and can-
not be integrated in closed form. Numerical approximations have been obtaied
and set up in tabular form. However, in order to obtain reasonably dlose

IC -Z
engineering estimates of p (a) and p (/7), an exponential of the form e m•a
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is used and the integration performed with the limits of equation (9) substituted.
In this manner, the p(a) an1 p (p) equations are obtained in terms ot Up, Um

andy (the desired parameters) and reduce to the following equations:

(O ap + -Yap
•' "m 1-1."15 0

r'(•) = -2 pm "

p(~ ~-1.5 -2r. 15 2]P eT1P 1&)

(OcT + P+ V

. (10)

2 P e

Equations (10) and (11) were solved parametrically assuming that the

( m

weapon systems specification limits fall at the 3-sigma l•lnts (i.e., 0 =3p

fo~r the actual parameter value distribution for a series of values of the following

ratios:
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m measurempnt dpvinHnnS• = accuracy ratio
a, parameter deviation

measurement limit = decision ratio.
0 specification limit d

The comnputed values were plotted as function$ of p(a), p(A), a m/(Tp,

and "/0. The plots are shown to different scales In htgutres 2. 3, and 4.

3. Multiple Check Probability

The discussion up to this point has been concerned with individual

measurement error probauility. It is often necessary, in the checkout of a

UUT, to make two or more sequential tests on the same unit, Under such
conditions the overall error probability becomes a function of the number of
sequential tests, m, -and the individual test probabilities, p (a)' and p (0).

The multiple check probdblilties P (a) and P (0) may be computed from the
following equations;

flhl= -) 1  , (12)

P 01) I'I L JP(~
P(s) " 1- _1- 1)

I' . ". i .I

where

III number of tests
pn) individual test probability of undetected defect
p (,3) individual test probability of false alarm.

Assuming that p (a) and p (3') are the same for all m tests, thenequations

(12) and (1:3 reduce to

I)( = 1- l -p()]m (14)

P = 3 1- Il-p•m) , (15)
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I~~~~ a~~~r mi ( dflU , %k-r seT oive1 tfor a scrivs~ o1 .IiLahw[ ('01 j) I

and rin al,•! -L;- shm0 . n in plots of two different scales in Figures 5 and C.

'I •o)( 1m . •-m11"1 v. ':• of v.',p ressiHI ng measurement accuracy Is as a

plus oi minti. purc.entage ol (uil scale reading with a certain confidence. The
standaIrd (jovial'ions or or can be expressed in percentage when the measure-

ments iye mad: at iearly Lili scale. The relationship between T and percent k,
as fllo .q:

wherr

-:X, accuracy in percent full scale
(Y standard deviation

n 7- desired confidence level (i.e., 1 2, 3,., etc.)
F. S. -: full scale deflection of instrment.

A more complete and detailed discussion on the above derivation of

error probability density functions and their relationship to test equipment may
be obtained from Moon 15, 6 1. The objective of this effort is to apply the

mathematical models as shown. to the design criteria of the LCSS-ETG

equipment. .
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Se(t,on Ill. TEST PLAP

j !' |•,,]P~~ ~~, I p, (t ] , ) ;- I ; I'~ l I I , I • , ,t )1 1,' ,. , 1 :.,1,, 1, t p •

" "it I .'. 1'h, ti) f italblish v.firi atr-,n cif th,' ac, iriw'x % p ('isionl, and L~tabilitv
,,i hi. ,:if t-vw uiasurint. and stinmlillating ;vslton'ls oi0 the l .A S-*.'l'bi over the
fil-5c•al, ranges of the equipment. All valucs arc. of Course, only sample
,':tit',at s ~based on limited sampin s of values frow only t%,.o machines. Care
shotuld he tlaIdn N~hen assuming that those to niat-hni e rv representative of
the poI)ti lation of ohachines.

1. Test Design

Two ETG sets were available for use. In view of the complexity of
the ETG, it was decided te include in the test design the effects of time delay
betwecn the measurement command and the actual measurement. ETG specifi-
cations called for various time delays. In order to check for the effects of
transients and drift upon short delays and long delays, respectively, it was
decided to use the specified delay, and 3 times and 5 times the specified delay.
The effects of repetitive measurements were also considered by including test
time. durations. The durations were established as four 1-hour tests and one
4-hour test periods per machine, and delay times. The test design is shown in
Table II, from which it can be seen that each combination of machine, delay,
and duration is tested for 4 hours for a total test time of 48 hours for all
combinations.

In order to filter out as much test environment bias as possible, the
test sequence was randomized. The randomization would tend to filter out

TABLE ]I. TEST DESIGN

Machine 2 5hrby

Tape delay A B C A B C duration

Test run hr freq
duration 1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 - -1 2.1
(Noni. hr')

1 , .1 1 4 24

2z hr by tape S .s

". h 2.1 4
ni•achin(e
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.I, . "-. i�. , , tit I- t)41i,' !I ý Orf % ratfia ltr . o,| rators,
t" l t - .i\ i.f - . .. "hI 1\lOjihtih•i f r:ailonti,,ation it, to inerease the

ii ~,h I ,t r P1,1 i' -,rrl it I. - 1,n a -in
4  

i fhu.. Irn 'a iti 1"~t th.6- -f

It ,r.'i';!l bui-t, ar t-liinalvdi T- h randoLmization was done using a
-andlonlt number Vtt pa.nt'ol coded for davsV, hours, machines, and delays. The
ranto,•iii,.d sequt-r,( t- as dteternined by the random number generator is shown
it, Table Ill. ThN ahinec:ire designated as 2 anti 5 corresponding to their
IWA serial numher,. FTG ':-002 and I TC 3-005, respectively. The delay
tirnies arv designated as A. 11, anti C for the 1, "0, and 5 multiplier of specified
k~lav.s, r.,ctiv!,. The number,; sho'-,n in parentheses in rable IIi refer to

th tst . ,..nlrtrs t s kl f" !,i ,tif•i•ation in tht. computer programming. The
numbers run sequentially from I through 48 corresponding to the total 48 hours
of testing. With Tables II and Ill. all the data can be identified, classified, and

grouped in any cnmbinc-tion of test conditions for analysis.

2. Test Method

The test method was designed to simulate actual operational tests as
performed on a ýýeapon UUT by the Engltsh Language Program tapes. It was
considered that this method would provide maximum data in a minimum amount
of test time. Also, it was desired to leave the ETG sets available for other
tests and uses as much as possible during their limited availability at Redstone
Arsenal. It was designed to minimize operator error, biases, and interpreta-
tion simulating actual U['T test conditions.

A programmed semi-automatic test tape was compiled to make measure-
ments and observations rapidly and automatically. The tapes were identical
except for the programmed time delays between stimulus command and measure-
ment execution. General instructions were provided the operator for running
the tapes and all measurements were performed and printed automatically by
the FTG. In programming the tapes, interrupts were inserted with the proper
instructions to the operator where manual switching is required. It was
specified that the operator, prior to running the test tape, would:

a visually inspect the ETG machines for defective or missing

corm ponent s

)i 'h('e'k out the hook-up and main functional arrangement

k-1 pe rfornr, all prvliminarY optvrational checks

(I - mak(' at least one sluc'cessful run on the FTG with the RCA calibra-
lion and miintnanace ((& NI tapc

P, lg ill uriusua;l conditions prior to anid (luring the test tape run.
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i hr s hl ti-& n ,,4 am reh-1(.rt n'uu(,. (|t irlc the test ornvr:rn '-Al, I,-vat ,d

im -i',4 r) I.j;i t-nt t,) th,. F T(-. The sta:nd rdl s% •(cre |mnv dehi and c'alibratvd tlv

the. I -, ,Arm% Mh.Ir lnsx :riel falili-;ltion ('C'ntei Thl iollo•.kin ((uiDrinltn1 'A.• s

used a•ý" t ;rdaAý4:

a D 1)-c stanwrlard.']i C -HPff2'' t : ",,lt? ;- r !! 71 P,

1) 1 Kel iln % ;JLUl(V divider ESI 722

c Electronic couritur HP 12 151L

d Audio %oltage standard Holt Avs :32:1

Ce Ratio transforrnce Gertseh PT-2

fj Oscillator HP 2-11 A

g) hIMS A-C diWferential voltmeter John Fluke 9:1 A

The semi-automatic test tape has a general test procedure to program

the appropriate ETG system to measure and print the corresponding values in

the following sequence:

shorted Input
external reference
self test reference
stimuli

external reference.

This sequence pro idles data to compute estimates:

measurement bias ervoiý fb)

measurement accuracy error(.)

stimulus setting error ( )

all relative to a known external standard reference. The fnllo\uing FTG

nmeasLilenllcnt parameters wer, written into the test program tapes as functional

gcoups:

Test (1w ration
St 'ies Numhtr t" a-ramneter M'Nl uiv red

100 dc voltage

200 Ressistance
30F Freq uencv
ioi ac volt age (.100 1t1

.i0P ac" voltage (S0i IL

/4



TI st (peration

ac voltage (10 kHz)
700 ac voltage 01 MHz)
SOO Pulse train

Ea.2h line on the programmed printout is referred to as a single observation.
All observations as printed out are identified by their operation number and
parameter. On the complete tape going through all series (100 through 800)
there are 101 observations (i. e., measurements). During each hour of test,
all measurements were replicated five times. Table IV is a compilation of the

complete test tape seqotence of measurements showing the parameters, test
operations numbers, thve test, ETG component, ETC full-scale range, test

conditions and the expeee measured value or standard value.

3. Test Measurements

A complete set of the test tape results are shown in Volume II,
Appendix A. The data shown therein have been corrected for obviously bad

data and printout errors. In the great majority the data are duplicates of the
original test tapes as printed out by the ETG.
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I
Section IV. DAIA ANALYSIS

1. General

The ;eniiautonmitic test tapes were ruin n the ET.-:3 machines in
"acCor1m•0ee with the randonized sequen.. ho;hwn in. T:ihlv Il1. On the tapes are
HOI memasurement commnnd-In. Faih tap. was 'replientod fiW.-v timnes In each hour.
Ea'ah machine was tested for 24 hones; fe;. a total of .t ho,,'.•. Thereforv, the
total number of observations is -onmpaltd as f1, s

NT '_ 101 ohs' rTp. - 5 r'cp/ht" -4, h:! • 2;. 240

for all combinations of machines, tinie delays, durations and pnaranieters. The
101 observations are broken down into a certain number for each parameter.
A breakdown of the total number of observations for anY combination is showm
in Table V.

The measurements data were printed out by the ETG-,1 printer on 'paper
tapes. The data were coded for computer use, punched on input cards, and
identified by test set numbers 1 through 48. The test set numbers Included
identification by machine, time delay, duration, date and hour of the day. The
data used are subject to at least two sources of error. The first is machine
printout errors. If a measurement was different from the last measurement
of the same operation by less than a factor of two, It was included in the analysis
as recorded. If the difference was greater than a factor of two, the measure-
ment was excluded from the analysis and recorded as a machine "fault" or
"dropout." All data replacing dropouts were estimated in accordance with
established missing value procedures. Sample computations were made, includ-
ing dropout values, to assess their effect on a computed statistic. The factor
of two may not be the optimum factor but was selected to avoid any arbitrariness
on determination of which values to exclude. The second source of error is the
transfer of data from machine printout tapes to input cards. Obviously all
errors were not eliminated and the results include the errors which could not
be identified or which were overlooked. The data used for the computations are
shown in Appendix B of Volume II. Lines are drawn under values estimated
for dropouts. The total number of dropouts was 54 out of 24, 240 observations.
A list of dropouts by operation number is shown in Table VI, which also tabu-
lates the dropouts by machine, delay time, and duration on an hourly basis.
Shown for comparison are the operational faults on the C&M tapes which occur-
red at the time the test tapes were run. A description of the faults is listed
below the table. Also shown is the ETG-3 parameter being tested by each
operation. The 800 series of test opi•tions (pulse train) had the largest
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TABLE V. SCHEDULE OF OBSERVATIONS BY MACHINE, TIME

DELAYS, DURATION AND PARAMETER

Machines ETG3-0002 ETG3-0005
Time E by

Delays A B C A B C Parameter
Durations 1 4 1 4 1 4 4 1414 and Scale

10 Vdc 120 =- - - - -- = 1440

250 Vdc 80 = --- 960

1000 mVdc 80 a = -- 960

I0 k ohm 80 =- -- 960

resistance

100 ohm 40 480

resistance

1000 k ohm 40 480

_ resistance

0 1000 kHz 80 960

"• frequency

S10 Vac 380 4560

S400 Hz

o10 Vac 260 3120

50 Hz

250 Vac 340 4080

50 Hz

10 Vac 120 1440
10 kHz

250 Vac 220 2640

10 kHz

10 Vac 40 480

1000 kHz

Pulse 140 1680
Train

"" MTD 0 .. __

1 TI) 4040 = = - = 24,240

X N!I 12, 120 _
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'u.i1her of dropouts with 32. Test hour 48 had the largest num'ber of dropouts b'
.A th 1. . r!tn -! ,rnniRt with C&M faults is evident. In the

t:lhe thl. hoUrl\Y test set numbers are in the upper right square. In test set 2,
(,pevition 4.100 '•: a dropout. Operation 400 measures 10 VRMS, 400 Hz ac
•.ltage. The corresponding C'&M faults, obtained from the machine daily log,

":hich could he the cause, is 31i and :123 which checks the signal generator
fbvquletney. A complete analysis Is beyond the scope of this effort, but would

iyive aklditional insight into test set prohlems.

2. Statistical Computations

The main objective of this program was to determine an estimate of
Ihe st:ndard error of mieasurement (measurement standard devlation) for the
rflfhtrvnt parameters and scales of the machine. This is referred to earlier

;is ,1 . This statistic would he used in (onjunction with the weapon system

paraictuer standard deviation a to obtain an estimate of the accuracy ratio.
p

TIAi ratio is needed to determine realistically the statistical probability of
indetected defects and false alarms in the go/no-go chain. However, an attempt

has been made to estimate other characteristics of the ETG-3.

When a measurement is made by the ETG-3, there are three primary
•ources of error. These are:

a) inherent machine bias error, (b

bi machine measurement accuracy error, c

c) machine stimulus setting error, C.

To illustrate, suppose the English Language Test Program Tape com-
nands a certain voltage be applied to the UUT with a specified response to that
stimulus to be measured. The circuits providing that stimulus may be effected
h% a previous operation (bias), the measuring device may sense the bias and
read erroneously (accuracyi or the bias and accuracy may be acceptable but
th, \%oltage applied was not the value specified (stimulus setting). Naturally,
,',,nbinations of all three may exist on any given measurement.

Estimates of bias error, t', were obtained by programming a shorted

iitrit (SI i operation as shown in Table IV and measuring for a response.
1.Ft ir.att44 of measurement error, fa, were obtained by measuring an accurately

I.nmkn Iv-aLa from one of the external reference fER) standards mentioned
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previously and subtracting the bias error. Estimates of the stimulus setting
error were obtained bv vroaramrntina q itimulus from one of the ETG-3
components and subtracting the bias and measurement errors.

The error estimates were computed with the following equations:

N
I S,- E V)

l; 1
I N '(17)

where

SI = shorted input value
EV a expected value

N M number of responses.

-;(E EV)
1= 1

a N b(18)

where ERi external reference measured value.

N
-:(M EV)

i= 1
ffi - c (19)

where MV measured value of ETG-3 component (e.g., DA-1, DC-1, STR).
The above computed errors are the means of the differences between the aetual
(or expected) value and the measured (or unexpected) value.

The standard deviation of measurement( CF) Is computed by the follow-
Ing equation:

N

"- (MV- EV) - (MV - EV)] 2

SM N- 1 (20)
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which is the measurement variance. The standard deviation is simply the
"I.....t•. 3 , )u, LIM• equ,"L.,u, U,,d s desigia,-,.ed b r-i.hzfr t.hUU1 U Since iU is

'-ompvitted from a limited sample of data.

The statistics as computed with the above equations were computed in
t,Nr, %:aY.- The first computations were made for each hour (test set) of
testi:•g. The purpose of this was to use the estimates of these statistics as
response variables for a subsequent 'analysis of variance. The analysis of
variance enabIcs one to test for significant differences between factors. In
;ul~:jtj-n ' t,,,,stinp for significant differences between the main factors (i.e.,
:I- chilcis, time uelays and durations), 4ests can also be made for differences
between sccond order or it..raction effects (e. g., machines x time delay
effects) as well as third order interaction effects. The second set of
c'alculationr -% as made using all observations for each parameter. These are
reforeed to as the overall values of (b a' C s' and SM. These calculations

are more sensitive to subsequent tests due to the much larger sample size
and greater degree of freedom.

The hourly computations are shown in Volume II, Appendix C. These
values we-re computed with small sample size and degrees of freedom and are
used only in the analysis of variance computations. The overall statistics are
shown in Table VII. •,%Ile the statistics r , ca' and E give some indication

of the machine error by parameter and scale, the measurement standard
deviation SM is the important statistic from the standpoint of machine variability

and determination of statistical control of desired probability levels of
"undetecti-d defects" and "false alarms," p (a) and p (fl).

3. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

The hourly computations of c E, Fa C. and SM2 were used as

r(splronse variables for analyses of variance of all parameters and scales.
Ifencv, there were 4 x 14 = 56 analyses performed. The statistical models are

di k, 1 ) + A i+ B. + C + ABij + AC ik+ BCjk + ABCijk + e,(ijk)

(21)

a,. ,jim.ilarl lor ,a' ' and S N. This model assumes that each response of

,rif~ , , ,and variance S is the algebraic sum of:
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Aa ; uidx ersal mean of the error y (i. e. , the true error or variance,

i a machine effect on the error or the variance, C,

a tini dthlax effect on the error or the variance, B.

, i dir Oi-"i effect on the error or the variance, A.

C in i,.!. a .tion effete on tht urror or the 'arin••e- , '%1 3 j AC
BC., "\IICik Ak

1I IjkJ"

Sirnc, the •ndel is i.,cd, none of the effects can be determined absolutely.
"TI'.ý can I,( mear's :-ed n lc as differenntial deviations, I. e.

a the A. elfects as deviations from u

hi the 1 (effeets as deviations from p

C., the c, •.{fef'ts its deviationi fLron p

d' the A13j, A Cik 1Cjk as deviations from the A. + Itj, AI + Ck

and P j + Ck respectively

e I the AIC ijk as deviations from A -+ Bj + Ck.

16cause of the large volume of data and the number (56) of analyses required
to cover all combinations of parameters and statistics, the analyses were com-
puter programmed. The program used was obtained from Edwin Bartee and
was compiled by .7. A. Svestka. A printout of the computer program is shown
in Volume lI, Appendix D, including dimensions and correspondence state-
ments and subroutines. Each combination of machines, time delays, and dura-
tion. of which there are 12 (2 5 .3 2). had four responses in each cell. Since
each hour of test was replicated five times, four responses, which represents
I hours of testing, was the average value for that hour. Table VIII is a corn-
pletely coded layout of the data input to the analysis of variance. The table
identifies the fnctors in the mathematical model I Equation (21)], the test set
numbers, the date, and the hour. To illustrate, the four response values for
the •cll representing a 1-hour test duration( A1). with the specified delay time

_t,), on the ETG-3-0002 machine(.Ck) are data test sets 2, 12, 45, and 47

which are coded as 1, 2, 3, and 4 for input to the computerized analysis of
variance. A computer printout of the input data to each analysis of variance
nrmd the \(W.. re.ults are shown in Volume 11, Appendix E. -riah
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TABLE VIII. COMPILATION OF HOURLY TESTS BY MACHINE, TAPE,
DURATION, DAY AND HOt(R

MCLchi n*s %C
F-'G:3- (Pof2 ETG:•- Mi05 l)ura- I

"tI' S i '3.' B.). 1 [ :I5 5 tion

1 9 17 25 I1

2/11-11 2/15-11 2/ 1-1-0M 2/19-11 9/01-14 2/20-9
12 2 ]t l 1 1, ;31 t.'

213 20 1.

I hr 2/23-11 2,'21- II 2i'23-9 2/29-11 3/04-12 2/29-12 - 2

3 11 19 27 3:5 V
15 13 25 27 33 26

3 3/27-14 9//26-13 3/11-10 3/13-12 3/19-9 3/12•-1.

4 12 20 28 61
47 48 46 2 32 8 43 36 3A II

3/29-9 3/29-12 3/28-12 3/15-9 3/21-10 3/'19-.I;]
2 5 13 21 29 37 45

21 28 39 3.1

3/08-10 2/16-8 3/01-8 3/1-4-10 3/20-s 3/ 1•0-o

6 14 22 30 34 4622 5 16 29 40 q 5

:3/08-11 2/16-9 3/01-9 3/14-11 3/20-9 3/18-11
-1 hrs _ 2.1

7 15 23 31 39 .17
23 6 17 30 41 36

3/ 08- 12 2/16-10 3/01-10 3/1.-1-12 3/ 20-10 3/ Is- 12

8 " 1G 24 32 .40 48q

24 7 18 31 42 37

3/08-13 2/16-11 3/01-11 3/14-13 3/20-11 3/18-13

STapvs 8 9 8 8 8 8

X Machine 2,1 24

Code: 1.4 Code number for analysis of variance data input
2- - Test set identification number

f vDate of test in 1968
2/ 14- 14 - tHour of test (e.g. 1400 or 2 pmnI
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4. Test of Hypotheses

A statistical hypothesis is an assumption about the population being
'am)pl(.i. It usualk consists of assigning a value to one or more parameters
of the population. A test of a hypothesis is simplvy a rule by which a hypothesis
- "ither accepted or rejecte(.. The rule is usually based on sample or test

St:0i-tiCS. u,•ef to Itt the hvootheses. "'Ile critical rmgion of a test statistic
ronsqsts of all valut.s of the test statistic %%here the decision is made to reject
or accept the hYpotflesis. Since hypothesis tcstitng is based on observed sample
staitisti.s computed on N ol~servaticons, the decision is always .'ubject to errors.
T1 t it* I,•totir i- is r.Ž ii" i ,,; 7-n,. is 'eiectecd bv the sample statistic, a Type I
crror is committed. The probability of a Type I error is desigtiated as a. If
the hq-)pothcsis is accepted when it is not true, i.e. , if some alternate hypothesis
is true, thetn a T ppe 11 error has been made. The probability of a Type II
ert'o: is designated 3.

"7-w overall valu,'s of a n an. for all parameters were tested

\ ith the 1,,1loing hypotheses fur the ,Ttm4)ie error statistier

1lo t h -: 00. 05

Hlo, c = 0 G = 0. 05a

11o3 ( s 0 e - O.0.5.

The alte : naWt' hVpthsOes O re:

]lilt:' "b 0

Ill,: 0

If L': 0
ill,•: s, . n

Tie., computed estimates of the errors are the differences in means.
"Th,. hYpothesis illoi is that the errors are not significantly different from ziero.
"This; is based on the assumption that the universe mean of the errors is zero.
It the basic hypothesis is rejected [at the (1 - or level of confidence] the
:Altrnnto (1 1 :' is accepted. However, if the basic hypothesis is accepted at a
spv.ificd level of confidence there is still a chance that an error of the first
Uind has btLee made. In testing hypotheses pertaining to the universe mean
thu. pioci-lure is simplest if the standard deviation of the universe is known.
Il t!hisý (:,M the Sample elrrors are treated as having a normal distribution with

2 Best Available Cop"



a mean equal to the universe mean; but, the universe standard dexiatio,, is
""•,. UeiCC, inC correci tesi statistic is the t' statistic. Ihe 't'

statistic is used when the standard deviation must be estimated from the sampl(
1ln01. The 't' statistic is compated as fnllons:

X -'
't' x -- €22i

wher'o

X - calculated mean
XI -universe mean
N sample size
n risk 0. 05

andi

S (23)

If the computed value of 't' is less than the table value, for N - 1 degrees of
freedom and a = 0. 05, then the basic hypothqsis is accepted and the alternate
is rejected. A computer printout of the results is shown in Volume II,

Appendix F. A summary is shown in Table IX in the row labeled "'t' Test of

Overall Values."

In the ANOVA the basic hypotheses are as follows:

Ho: A, = 0 a = 0.10

Ho: Bj = 0 = 0.10

Ho: Ck= 0 =- 0.10

and similarly for the second order (ABij, etc. ) effects and the third order

(ABCijk) effects. The alternate hypotheses are:
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r..I

I A

HI B * 0

Hif Ck t 0

and similarly for the second and third order effects.

The objectives of basic hypothesis tests aro to deterniine that the main

factors of duration (A 1), time delay( 1) and muchInes( Ck )as well as inter-

actions between main factors ((-. g. , A li) do not significantly effect the response

variables, %b9 Ca- (', and S" and they are essentially zero, i. e., there is no

treatment effect. The test statistic is the F distribution which is the ratio of
two independent chi-square distributions. This means that the F distribution
is the ratio of the mean squares between treatments to the mean squares (MIS
within treatments or mean square for error.

MS (treatments.) (24)

(cr " MS (error)

where

NIS (treatments) sum of squares (25)
degrees of freedom

MS (ex'ror) sum of squares .
degrees of freedom (26)

If the computed value of F is equal to or greater than the table value of F for the
set level of confidence (a') and the proper degrees of freedom then Ho: is
rejected and Hl: is accepted. A summary of the results of the ANOVA is shown
in Table IX. The ANOVA printouts for each statistic and parameter are shown
in Appendix G of Volume II.
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Section V. DISCUSSION

"I his analvh-si has been primarily concerned with the estimation of the

measuretment variance and secondarily with the bias error, measurement error
and stimulus setting error. The estimation of these statistics has been done
with a sample of data taken from two machines. The analyses have also esti-
maLed the effects of time delays and duration of tests on these .satistics. The
statistics were computed for fourteen different measurement parameters and
scales performed by the ETG-3 test sets. These parameters are not all of the
functinnn of the niichine • nd rvpres, nt, at best, only. q ptirtial test program.
The results represent estimates for a small sample of machint-s, factors, and

measurements, and, should be accepted as such. The results shown in
Tables VII and IX will be discussed briefly. The discussion will be categorized
by machine parameters which are probably of greater interest. to machine users
than the sample statistics.

1. 10-Volt dc Scale

In Table VII, the estimated value of the bias error is 0. 000946, the
accuracy error is -0. 00197 and the stimulus setting error Is 0. 00106. The
standard deviation Is 0. 02515. Table IX shows that the hypothesis that the bias
error is not significant Ho:% = 0 is rejected. The hypotheses that ra 0

and . 0 were accepted in the 't' tests. In the ANOVA portion of Table IX, it

is shown that machine effects were significant; i.e., Ho: Ck 7 0 was rejected

for both statistics b and c. In Table VII, the 3S level of standard deviation

expressed as percent full scale is 0. S as compared with the specified (assumed
3S) value of 0.0.4 percent. This is a factor of 20 higher than specified assuming
the specified values are correct.

2. 250-Volt dc Scale

For this parameter, the hypotheses that cb and (s = 0 were rejected

indicating that there are significant bias r.nd stimulus errors on this parameter.
The ANOVA reveals that the contributing factors to % and 1s are main effects

of delay time and machines and interactions between delay times and machines.
The estimated values as shown i; Table VII are b = 0. 147, a = -0.0798,

=, . 77 and S = 2. 975. The 3S level expressed as a percent = 3.6 as compared

with the specified value of 0.08 percent, a factor of about 45 greater.
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3. 1000-Millivolt dc Scale

The sample of data reveals that all errors were significantly differ-
ent from zero. The ANOVA indicates that all factors signiflcanitly contribute to
bias error. Delay times, machines and delay time-machine interactions contri-
bute to c a. All factors except durations contribute to ( and delay times and

machines contribute to the variance, S2 . The estimated values in Table VII are

=0.349, a -346, E 0.476, and S = 2.40. The 3S level is 0.7 percent

P.s compared to the specified value of 1.2 percent.

The rest of the parameters are left to the reader. An overall look at
Table VII shows that the machines have met the specified standard error of
measurement on the l00(.-millivolt de scale, the 10-kilohm resistance scale,
the 1000-kilohm resistance scale and the 10-volt PP ac voltage scale at
1-megahertz frequency. The 100-ohm resistance scale is close with 2 percent
as compared with 1. 73 percent specified. The 10-volt ac 400-hertz scale is
not good with a 19 percent as compared with 0.3 percent'specified. The worst
seems t'o be the 1. 0 megahertz frequency parameter with 0.5 percent as corn-
pared with 0.0011 percent specified a factor of about 500 greater.

Table IX shows the bias error was significant for all parameters and
scales. Accuracy error was signlficabt for all parameters except 10 volts dc,
250 volts dc, and 1000-kilohertz frequency, i.e., 11 out of 14. Stimulus setting
error was significant on all parameters except 10 volts dc, 1000-kilohertz
frequency and 10 volts ac, 50 hertz, i.e., 11 out of 14.

The ANOVA portion of Table IX shows that test duration( Ai)was detected

as a significant effect on the responses of cb, ca' C, and S2 in only 4 analyses

out of 56. The main effect, delay time (Bj ) was found to be significant 21 times

out of 56. The main effect of machines (Ck) was found to be significant 46

times out of 56. The second order effect, AB,,, 6 times; ACik, 13 times;

BCjk, 11 times; and ABCijk, 8 times out of 56. Machine effects far out-

weigh the other main and interaction effects.

The estimates of the standard deviation of measurement(SM) as obtained

from this sample will be used as an estimate of a . Previously, the use of a
m m

in the determination of an accuracy ratio was discussed. Also, the use of the
accuracy ratio, decision liniits and p (a) and p (il) in the determination of the
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statistical capability of the test sets for single tests. With the values of a n
as obtained a few examples will be made with actual values of the weapon system
componentm tolorani-v,( Op). Also, decision limits will be assumed. Tihe

parameters 1000-miJlivolt dc scale, 10-kilohm resistance scale, 1000-kilohm
resiqtnnce Pcale met the MIS-6noO specifinations. These p3rarnoters and their
vlues are used In comparison with missile specification values for component3H
which would require testing on these scales. Also, one of the parameters which

(id not meet MIS-6000 specs, the; 30-volt. dc scale. is included tor comparison
purposes. "Ihie sample estirnaled ',ulucs of the slandard de~i:tior (F I for each

,Ff these parameters is divided by the component standard deviation Cato

obtain nn accnracy ratic.(T /,r). Decision limit ratios /0 j of 1. 00, 0. 95,

anti 0. 90 were assumed Lor this example.

The values for each weapon system are actual values obtained from the.
svsten specifications. The TOW system tolerances are basod on 2r. levls ',J "
the SIIILLELAGII .ysrtem tolerances are based on Ooa levels The values of ri
for both systems were obtained from the system tolerances accordingly. The
values of p () and p (t]) were obtained from the computer printouts used to
plot Figures 2, 3, and 4. The results are shown in Table X.

The system components are as shown In Table XIL Similar analyses
can be made for other parameters and soales and weapon systems.

Table X demonstrates the relationships between accuracy ratios,
decision limits, undetected defects and false alarms for single tests for actual
system components. It also demonstrates the trade-offs and compromises
available to hold certain p(0) anti p(13). A component of Shillelagh has a 50-
percent tolerance of measurement on the 1000 millivolt de scale which gives an
actcuracy ratio of 0. 014 or about 70 to I when compared with sample a found

m
for the ETG on that scale. Therefore, the probability is that practically no
undetected defects will get by the tests; however, some false alarms varying
from 1 out of 1000 to I out of 100 depending on the decision limits will probably
occur. An accuracy ratio of 0. 504 (about 2 to 1) shown for TOW component on
10-volt de scale will result in about 1.5 units out of 100 at decision limit of
1. 00 to 1. 1 units out of 100 at decision limit of 0.90 passing with "undetected
defects. - Similarly, 5. 6 and 6.6 "false alarms" will occur out of 100 tests,
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Section VI. SUMMARY

This analysis effort has resulted in estimates of bias error, accuracy
error, stimuli setting error and overall standard deviation of measurement
(ETG precision) for 13 different combinations of parameters and scales that the

test set is capable of measuring. The sample statistics are, of course, subject
to sampling errors, hidden or undetected effects and to human errors in the
test program and the computations. The test program could be improved and
the statistical computations expanded for a more complete and detailed analysis
which may reduce some of the inherent errors in the test program and computa-
tions. However, the results found from this sample of data give good indica-
tions of the following conditions of the ETG-3 test sets.

a) There is significant bias error ( b )on all parameters and scales

tested. a

b) There is significant accuracy error( Ea)on 11 out of 13 parameters

and scales. (10 Vdc, 250 Vdc, and 1 MHz frequency accepted).

c) There is significant stimulus setting error( E) on 10 out of 13

parameters and scales. (10 Vdc, 1 MHz frequency, 10 VRMS,
50 Hz ac excepted).

d) A significant effect of the main factor test duration (A1 )was

detected on cb two out of 13 parameters and on s2 two out of 13

parameters.

e) A significant effect of the main factor delay time( Bj)was detected

on t- nine out of 13 parameters, on c three out of 13, on E seven

out of 13, and on s2 two out of 13.

f) A significant effect of the main factor machines (Ck) was detected

on c b 12 out of 13, on Ea ten out of 13, on cs 13 out of 13, and on s2

11 out of 13.

g) The ETG is meeting the MIS 6000 specification for precision on only
four parameters out of 13 considered or about 30 percent.

hi On the basis of the weapon system tolerances used in the sample
comparisons, the ETG will not be able to hold the specified "across
the board" I out of 100 probabilitiIs for single checkouts except
where the system tolerances are broad resulting in a high accuracy
ratio. Multiple sequential test probabilities will be worse.
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i The present situation of incompatibility is between

11 across-the-board 1 out of 100 probabilities

2i MIS 6000 specified LCSS precision

3) unreasonably close tolerances for weapon system UUT's

-1) English Language Test Program requlrermients which must be
resolved in a comprehensive manner.

"Th1'• pulse train is not iný:l~ted it• Lhe patranieters as no suitablh specified
capability fot the pulse train was found, and also due to the excessive percentage
of the totall dropouts (6i0 percent) found on the pulse train portion of the test
program. :

The t,0t get functional dependence cannot be commented on even though
it was considered to have had only 56 command dropouts out of 24, 240 commands;
future tests could possibly obtain an estimate of functional dependence in light
of the presently obtained estimates of precision. That is, the factor of 2
variation from an expected value used in this analysis could now be tightened
up to obtain a better estimate of functional dependence. This would probably
lower the variability and functional dependence.

A more complete test program is considered highly desirable. It should
be performed on a continuing basis by the LCSS Project Office or the prime
contractor. Tests should be conducted in the field to obtain estimates of the
effects of other factors such as temperature, humidity, pressure, dust, etc.,
on the ETG-3 performance. Such a program to be properly executed would
require a considerable level of effort; but, it would be a notable achievement
and contribution in the area of evaluation of the test capability of complex test
equipment,
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ESTIMATION OF LAUNCH

VEHICLE PARAMETERS FOR THE GIVEN MODEL

y = Ole 02t sin (03t)

John W. Howerton and D. Ray Campbell
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

. SUMMARY

This paper presents analysis techniques of a launch vehicle of an antitank

missile system. Since the development of a mathematical model from an

analysis of components subsystems' responses must be checked against overall
¢~//

performance, it was assumed that the vehicle responded as a second order

differential equation. The solution of this equation'is fitted to the experimental

data.

The parameters 61, 02, 03 are estimated for the model y 0 61e
02 sin (03t)

and given data points (The Yh)' h - 1,2 ... N. Several techniques of estimation

are used. The following methods are included:

(1) Prony's Exponential Approximation

(2) Least Squares Polynomial - Taylor Series

(3) Differential Correction

(3) Gradient-Descent

(5) Modified Newton-Gauss.

A comparison of the techniques is presented and a "best" method of

estimation is selected.

This article has been reproduced photographically from the authors' manuscript.
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BACKGROUND

Diring the investigation of a particular antitank missile system, it

appeard thnt liuncht.r motion may'have nn effect on the missile trajectory.

"This ohenomc'non , fro+m the fact that the missile is comrn;.,nd guid' .d

!h., trick( r nio. m uu; .. I rigi, ikh on the Iavncher. The prograr. rt',vI1r,. :n "

• e'th,' h, d1 v,. .:,d f.,r .' :, th,- ih . rtial r,.: ring. and danirnnn , "

•f a vthirl, fr.,m rr.tesured r-otion of the vehicle during the liunch ph.c. ,: ;-.

f!i.-'ht. It %0Ii then !.(, po-.z*.le to determine more readily if the vehiclt.

dt.sired performance requirements and tfr trace any degradation which rm.- ,

t.-ir !vijmher of hours of use in the field.

The. ninthlcwatical model utilized for this investigation is a damped :,ine

wave which comes ir';m the solution of a second order differential equation. For

the purpose of this investigation the mathematical model has been assumed to be

correct and i- of the form: y , = l2t sin (0 3 t).

3est Available Copy
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I. INTRODUCTION

If a scatter diagram in the x, y plane indicates that a straight line will not

fit a set of points satisfactorily because of the nonlinearity of the relationship,

it may be feasible to fit a simple curve that will yield a satisfactory fit. Since

an investigator always strives to explain relationships as simply as possible,

with the restriction that his explanation be consistent with previous knowledge,

he will prefer to use a simple type of curve. It follows, therefore, that the type

of curve to use will depend largely on the amount of theoretical information one

has concerning the relationship and, also, convenience.

In the problem under study, it was assumed that a second order differen-

tial equation described the motion of the vehicle. The data recorded

D 1hl - 1, 2,... NJwhich was the displacement,. yfrom equilibrium

position at time, th. Thus, the solution to the differential equation,

Y e1e02t sin 0t (1)

is to be fitted to D by determining

01

0 02

so as to minimize the residuals.

An attempt is made to solve directly the least squares problem resulting

from (1) and D. Let

N 02th )2
Q(() y• h-Ole sin 03t h (2)hml \h h
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By taking partaia; of QI0) with respect to each of the parameters anl sf-ttttmg

the ,,..it: ,qua t ,.fL' , the following nonlinear system results:

, h 2 N O0th

h;1 h= 1

sN 2~C021h .~ N ve ORtC ) t. o3t - hhe s n.

00 h,

(:3)

Although the above •y•.tem can be reduced to a two-dimensional system, the two-

dImen~Ionnl s~ystemn indicatedl that the direct approach Is not feasible.

To take a slightly different approach, the Laplace transform of Q(O() was

taken. The partial derivatives of the resulting expression, I,(Qf(O0) , t] ], with

respect to erich ,of the three parameters were taken and the results set equal to

z.ero, "Thte exl,-nwntial :und the sine function are suppressed in the resulting

system, hut the rational functions Involved proved unmanageable and this i

approach was also abanclonced.

A 1•,o attt'jn~)t s r s mpllficitlon iy taking the logarithm of (1) and (2.)

p rvd (it i h,.

Si• ri. the direc't np~rnn'wh to tihe problem would not yield a solution,

spvwrI" ii lr!i reef ilethibri were tlpplied., These methods were:

t AII



(1) Proney' s Exponential Approximation

(2) Taylor Series - Least Squares Polynomial

(3) Modified Newton-Gauss

(4) Steepest Descent - Method of Optimum Gradients

(5) Differential Correction.

Based on machine time, number of iterations and minimum of residuals,

some methods gave better results than others. In Section 111, advantages and

disadvantages of each method are given and a "best" method is chosen.

II. DISCUSSION OF METHODS

In this section a detailed discussion of the four indirect methods is

given.

A. Prony's Exponential Approximation

From the set D, four equally spaced (with respect to time) points,

(ti,Y), (tY2 ,Y2) , (t2 ,YO), (t 4,y 4) are chosen. Let

A1- 21

at - 02 + 031 a2 = 02 - 831,

Then Ole0t sin 63t a Aleat + Aa2t. Prony's theory states that ea and ea2

satisfy the equation,

r 2 + Cir + C2 - 0 (4)

when (4) is the characteristic equation of the assumed difference equations
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C'2YI + Cty2 + Y3 ' 0

C.. Y'Y + Y4 - 0 (5)

Thu, F rom- -1) a (r,, a, i o are determined. Next, the systemn

,, , t: + A2e;t' *

js :-o1si to, findl At tvd 42. Since 'to, f2, and 03 are given in terms of a, a2, A,,

;.,ri. A.,.- t ' -,,.rd, v, Callh I,)(. I %ltt11d.

V). ',r .,-rics -- i.east Squares Polynomial

".!.,tix 1tt,! F.y the oflzlx, #i tlve scatter diagram of the data, ;I

th C•d . r pJf3-l 'Qlhi P(t," a0 . at t + at1 was least squares fitted

8 2t
to tht. dnta, Thus. nv, al, a:u, and a3 are determined. Next, y(t) - Ote sintost

ts: ,xp.uvr •i- a T,,,yor serias'about t - 0 and the series is truncated after the

first Fei, !orms., From the, least sqjuares polynomial and the truncated Taylor

s.ceiv, c•orffitctrt.s of eqtUl] p•vers of t are equated yielding: -

a(, = 0

a3

i ti(7)01 0t 0)(

I'.'; , ., i : re k;,ka, (7) car. ho solved to obtain O0, 02, and 03

02

;II
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Unfortunately, considerable error may be introduced by the least squarce

fit of the polynomial and by the truncation of the Taylor series after four terms.

To improve our estimate of 0, the following technique is applied. From the

set D, the set D*CD is selected such that (t*,y*) rD* and (t,y) cD and

t it* -0 y* a y. the Taylor series - least squares polynomial method is

applied to the set D* and we obtain

*0 -(*02

Now select D, CD such that (tI t, ) D* and (t, y) cD and t - t*,-- y, "Y

Again apply the Taylor series - least squares polynomial method and obtain

(03Actaly, ha wewat td (*0 6 .

Actually, what we want to do now is to "scan the interval between *0

and 0" to get the best estimate for 0

Ideal Picture

*L



Let

,0, {in *Oil- - 1, 2

=max *3 ~

Nc-tn 7hese chtw ill'ade to help insurc that we start with ''lo-wer" cuxv',s

I 'w K

J\ i., sore T.,reassign(d ,.onstant that determines step length.

For notational purpos e, let

1et ,1,2,3 0,1,2,.K

I0

"N Kt .it the number of the step in the "scanning" prosedure.
N.

(Q) [,
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~ A/ Ain hrwinniw nor bua4h itfuUh i nfn

Let J+1= 9 O+ AandQ(j+10) is computed. If Q J+10) Q(jo). sct

0 =0 + beginning with m 1.

Again we computeQ(0+ 1 1). If Q(j+11)> Q(j), we put m m= 2 and

repeat the above (if necessary for m- .3,4, 5 ). If Q(1+ 1O) < Q(O) for

m a 1, 2, 3, 4, we set J+6o - 0 + A and repeat the original procedure. Then

weusem- 5; even thouh we may not have Q 3+1,o) < Q(O). we put

0 = 8 + A and repeat the original procedure.

It is desirable that 6 and the residuals be printed out in each step of the

search so as to gain some insight of the relationship between e and the residuals.

C. Modified Newton-Gauss

In a complete description of the first iteration, wa are trying to

solve

Q(9) = h O eeO sin 3t) - 0
h=i

for
01

e 02 ,

To this end, an initial estimate

08 00 2

(03
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is made. Next t e '12t sin (03t) is expanded in a Taylor series about .o'nd ot-i

thc fir J tmc, tcr,•,i. 4, tll. srries are ,1sed. The truncated Ta,,ior serie.q replares

0 s i, o.,t in Q() . 'rhen, the partial derivadtves with respect to 6 , 02, and

,, o ,t O W") arv i-.t ,'it,'e ii i sot equal to z.er(. ' iis l"e. ii inl a y'stein o)f

,qu,. ttinni that i-i ii n -r. J;I 2,:1. Thus, 11'the c,'efficten, ,,.ati lx

of t~ite .•yv•t.,l is uivertibi,, can ý. ht.o lot-

03' ,• rO3

"rhrrv, n cas(,,s in vhich •h• coefficient matrix may not be invertible. This is

vertainly true it the parameter surface is flat. Thus, a singular coefficient

".a:tri'. in this canse, Is Indlcative of ra non-unique solution. In cases in which

a unique solution does exist, the addition of second partials in computing the

vort-'ctfon, AO helps to insure the non-singularity of the coefficient matrix.

Effectivr'ly, we have a new estimate for 0. (This is where the differen-

tial cor1'rectio•n niethod, alias Newton's Method, begins a new Iteration.

Next, we optimize the magnitude of the correction AO. The expression

0 + v-10 0 -- v 1 I1,; conaidered.

The term Q Is ,valuated at 0, 10 +1AO, and 0 + A0. A parabola is
2

th,,n passed through these three points and the mininum of the parabola is cal-

culated in term. of v, Then Q(c0 + vAO) Is computed, Theo associated with

the Mi: Q0), Q( 0 A (00 + A 0 ), Q( 08 + vAO) is chosen and called

I0. If Q,(,,) < Q(..0) thp ipntial estlmiat of 0, nO is replaced by 18 and the
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entire procedure is repeated. If this is not the case, the domain of v is limin-

ished (usually byl) and the optimization of the magnitude of the correction A8

is repeated the required number of times to produce Q( 10) < Q( 00), or the

domain of v is sufficiently small and we terminate the procedure,

NOTE: The reason that the check of the min QfI),Q rO +, Q +A , Q((0+ %8),

+ vAe)} is considered in that the niramun-. of the parabola does not neces-

sarily occur at that value of e that will produce the minimum Q.

D. The Method of Steepest Descent - Optinmum Giadient

Again we consider the expression

N F~~N h - e02th sin ( th)]2 (9)
hoi

An initial estimate is made, call it 0e. The gradient, VQ, of Q is computed at

00. Since the gradient points In the direction of maximum increase of Q, the

negative of the gradient will point in the direction of greatest decrease of the

function. Now the gradient is normalized by dividing each component of the

gradient by the maximum of the absolute values of the components.

We next optimize the step-length in the direction of steepest descent by

considering the function

we find that value of ,v that will make Q a minimum.

Now

g' (a) -. -Vo 1e [0 - aQ(0 (1)

By setting g' (a) - 0 - VQ( 10) and VQ i0 - avQ 10 are orthogonal to each

otber for the value of a that makes Q a minimum,
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""', n"ow c,1ittie the. function values of g begin-ning at g(¢u and conurwuing

k - if the slope of .......... ; tjwe to . non-negativo
",r ,,i. ,.t i whichchver comes first. Sulpo, e we hve the change of

f•Z.• t t ]ut''#.;, it r1 r gi'-l~ fure ¢)f (,)1 itf N. 'Th(ýnF f•[rl(,f~ (

I H;: ,, 1 L. ', , . , , -1.' 1 'h .'(b) I ve w ill jpawi a cubic through

, ,!' th( V•aluo, of (v that prmiuce•u•, minimum in th,
' ' t. , • ' r:ohi tii('rl ,t 't -i,, mt the Ne'wtont-.Calss program, a ,''h ck

t, . ' * if :ire rim.r,,a.;ing the, ma;gnitude o f .

z',,;w thk ',..(-t" r z- determintL'd, we Put

4.

-hin, t' ch,'tn•g}, in are negligible over four iterations, the process ceases.

7. MNthowl ot Diffter,-ntial Correction

Y - f M 10,03e8), (])

i" .':t'j¢ t•i, a f fm,) f nt goox fit to the data (t y\ (h 1,,... N). The

, .,,,l:; , iv t•n by
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R, = f(tt,0 1,02, 3 ) - Y1

R2 = fft 2,0 1,0 2,0 3 ) - Y2

Rh- f(tn0 1,0 2 ,03 ) - Y (13)

where Yh(h = 1, 2,... n) are the given (olierve•i) va3u1s from the uriginal data.

Let 00t, 002, 003 bean initial guess. Now we need to correct this guess by

some incremental amount, say a, i, y such that

0l=*001 +a

02 = O02

03 = O03 + • (14)

will yield a better fit to our data.

If we substitute the values of (14) into the residuals (13) and transpose

the yh' we have the following;

Rh + Yh f(ti 00+ 0, 00 2', 4 03+03 ). (15)

Expanding the right-hand side by Taylor's theorem we get

Rh ~ -r~t~o1.0z~es+ 8(1) 0 + .(ah)0 + Y

+ higher order terms in a, •, y (16)

where (aAy* the value of the partial derivative A at
ay

t w th, 01 - 001- 02 = 002, and 03 003 (17)

Our first approximation Is obtained from

Y= f(t,091,0 02 , 0e 3 )
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so that we havt

This c'ai, ail, h., pit into c-rua.ilon (16 , Now let

r Y- - Y (l
h h V,

Tgnoutpg thn higher order terms the residualq now have the torm

0 Ol,,+ afhý (r ~ U))

whiih art, Inr; r i n•, , .Therefore, we may determime the corr:.r:tnr,; iv the

mcthod of least squarem.

HT. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

These five methods of estimating 8 were used on data taken from actual

test firings in which we had four test modes (a standard and three modificationa).

Plots of typical data are shown In Figures 1 through 4. The results ot all five

methods are shown in Tables I through IV.

Some Advantages and disadvantages of each method are given In Table V.

It turns out thnt the "best" method to use depends on the tools that one has on

hanc. For example, if one has to estimate the parameters by use of only paper

and pencil, he naturally would chose Prony's method. If one had access to a

small computer, he might chose the Taylor-least squares approach. Of the

five methods discussed in this paper, the method of steepest descent, and the

meth,)i of modified Newton-Gauss are the most accurate in terms of the smallest

residuils.
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TABLE 1. STANDARD DATA

01 F :w7 ]lResidual

Prony's 6.9 -1. 14 .7. 374

Taylor's 6.4 -2.8 7. C 94

modified

Differential Did not 'onvcrg,.c

correction

Steepest' 6.5 -2.5 7.9 I 9

descent

Modified 6.5 -2.5 7.9 91
Newton-
Gauss

TABLE IT, MOD 1 DATA

81 02 91 Residual

Prony's 2,64 -1.24 10.3 171

Taylor's 2.4 -3.7 10.0

modified

Differential 2.07 -1.85 12.3 68

correction

Steepest 2.07 -1.85 12.3 68

descent

Modified 2.09 -1.84 12.3 0 4

Newton-
Gauss
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TABLE 1I1. MOD 2 DATA

,91 0 '3 Residual

Prony's 5.3 -J.7 10.46 407

Taylor's 4.14 -2.5 8.92 177
modified

Differential Did not converge
correction

Steepest 4.7 -1.5 9.4 102
descent

Modified 4.8 -1.5 9.4 101
Newton-
Gauss

TABLE IV. MOD 3 DATA

81 02 83 Residual

Prony's 8.6 -0.6 7.2 820

Taylor's 8.0 -2.1 7.7 328
modified

Differential Did not converge
correction

Steepest 8.5 -1.4 7.3 153
descent 7

Modified Relative miin due to guess 1609
Newton- I
Gauss
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A MET7HCJ OF IMPROVING THE ESTIMAIEia: I m -

John Gurlard
University of Wisconsin

and

J. S. Mehta

Temple University

1: Introduction.

Consider a situation where an experimenter has an unbiased estimator 2

of the population variance a 2 from a normal' distrrbutior.. Let us fure.

2suppose that anothep independent unbiased estimator a2 of the population variance

is also available. The two estimators may have been based or, nr&rple:. et, o t

different times and places. Because of the circumstances it may be kr.;-,

that s2 estimates 2 2 be estimating a2 ! a). This shit in the

variance, if anytmay have taken place because of the time lapse brtveen otain-

ing independent samples or it could be due to the shift in places. It L'; ob-
vi ous that if a 2. 2 then the two estimators can be pooled to obtain a "bearer

~2. th2te ad 22estimator" of a ;On tht other hand, it o 00 then one may estimate ! •y s51~ 2 J

alone. A preliminari test of the hypothesis H 02a2a can be carried out by

utilizing the F(=s /4 ) statistic 2nd if,'tihe hypothesis is rejected then one

2 si 2 esiao f2uses ma to estiate a1 otherwise a poq.ed estimator of i 1s obtained by

2 2
pooling sl and s2 appropriately. The'estimator designated here is L: has

been ebtained by following this approach, which is similar to the approach used

bv Bancroft [I].

Another method of estimating fit is to use weights which are continuous

fmctions of F. The estimator S described below is constructed in this manner

and turns out to be more effective than the estimator U.

Let x11, X1 2 ,,.., x, and X2 1 , X2 2 , .. $ , 2N

be independent samples from normal populations with unknown variances, o and

02 respectively, and let k v o2l/ . It is required to estimate a' . Define

a IIas usual

2 l N 2 2~ 1 N ( 2
'1 41i (xir Y1  '2 N-1I: (x2,X 2
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We considr an esti.-4.7tor T of weighted sur= of ri J1

cf t:-,- :2 Ir.

S 2

r-- ~ rT .T. s3~V C, :ons rinp T il r

es-irator of a, is tiat .. s an estimator based only on the first sample

2 2

i.s r-a. OL"atur ba:.ed on combining the two samples when a1 = ' . As an
1 2

e3i-sTaor of a. we consider a subclass S of T which reduces to the form,

""2S 2 F +(1 3 F2)

1-0 F '3 
2

where th. of a. and i.are given below. This estimator has also

been c=nidcrwU el.sewhere (Vehta and Gurland [63 but we include it here for

.he estimator U 7rntioned above is also a subclass of T with the

w' given hy

0 for 1/F, < F < Fo

U.otheri'.VsC
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d

Mhe const-irt detzermined by the~ v- ) ,c nfiac' f'

prelimiriary test for equality of variances.

The behaviour of S and U will be investigated in regard to ex-

pected mean square and relative bias.

2. The estimator U

The estimator U is of the torm T w-'tr; the .'e.t =,ntior i d~c, L y

(3) above. It is based on the randcm outcome of a preliminary test ot w.ie*her

a2 - OL If the preliminary -est rejects equality 0l variances tne, i11 2

employed as the estimator; but if it does not reject equality of varlances

2 2then the average of s and 2 is used as the estimator of 0a TH3i estimator

is similar to one used by Bancroft El)' except that we use a two'-sided test for

equalivy of variances whereas he uses a one-sided test.

First we consider the exp cted rean square of U and oompare it wih....

that of s which utilizes only .he irst sample. Since Is unbiased we de-

ffine the efficiaency of U as

2Var s

Eff U a - (4)E(U-.Z)2
.1

Subaoquontly we shall also consider the relative bias of U given by

E(U) - (5)
* a!

In order to obtain expressions for the efficiency and bias i 'J

we need to evaluate the first two moments of U.
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It can Le shown D- ,-!-.L',ht- forw:ird ;n' mtrtien tha

*KF ' C

'0

2(,,;-)2 k (I ( - 2

(~j. k 1 N-1 N+3 N-1. N+3
x 02 Y -

(1+3:N1 i N+1

r. > .. ~I .~.). :jv oen .lefined in (22). Thus the ef f cior.cv:

'Jar (~
V~~U

(U)-CE:( u )32 ~~
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where

"zias U E`CU) -

2and E(U), E(U ) are given above.

3. So.e computed values of Efficiency and Relative Bias of U.

In Tables 1-5 are given calculated val,.cs o, th- efficicnc" of U,, for

%1a*nie sizes 3,5.7,941, flr tte :a.ire 0.1 < .10.0, ffor value ; -f ..c

7cnzTa;2. . which correszzýnd to 1', IV, 50. level12 of i ir-izfincc.

Examina:io-. of these tables reveals tnat tViere is a gain of effic,_.ncv fre

some values of k and a loss for o-.hcr values of k. Furthermor.e the extent of

tese gains or losses depends on sa-.ple size. For k < t there is generally

a gain in efficiency but the mag-nitude of thIs gain decreases with increase in

zamnle size. Az 3 matter of fact fo: small vaues of .

t!:er-e is ev.en a ],-ss of efficiency a.- N bc,.,es :arer.

As far as values of k > 1 are cDncerned tnere in.. v:'thout exce:-tion, a

general loss of efficiency as manifested for all the sample sizes considered.

The relationship of this loss with the values of k and N is more co.plIcated

than for the case k < 1 considered above. For some values of k > 1, e.g:

k = 2, the loss in cfficiency become3s more pronou:nc. 2(1 :: '. rcreazes while for

other values of k > 1, e.g. k = 10, it beco.es less pronounced.

For: all values of k and 1; cons.iered the relation of efficiency to .-e

value of the constant F follows a definite Dattern. Whatever be the sa-zle0

size, the efficiency for values of k > 1 increases with decrease of Fr (or

equivalently with increase of level of significance of the preliminary test).

On the other hand for k < 1 the trend is reversed, that is to say. the

efficiency decreases with increase of the level of sin.ificance of the

reliminaryBest Available Cop
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ct-ý.r li~s :2i'as with a icow Ic-vc1 of _;i± cncif: h ~ r

test ! .owvcr, w!.on t"hin isV.Ž. low t:.#- ruic-tive b. x

in. 7aý.` .-*a n rc.ýtccl tne rel.ativ'ý bias of U for za Ld 'izc.:; a 'nc

11. T.-. v":ue of T0 , for c.-ch samic. size, corresponds to a 20(. -':v,:! of

Sni'c""cc of trau orolirninary tozt of, ti'.c 17,ypothesis H : k -- 1. *D'.( r

Ie~.zof cc f.Dr r~A!tQ~L are nosr~iLle, cur: ir .

ai r:4.tr a-- f~act in. 1ia -5c - wo ...vie arcay iisCU.';.i; t'.C ri~~,C

for v. cf F 0 c,;rrtes~or. in to !.vQ4L an", 50',Q---fl. ..r-w fcr L.e-'

grcater -thor. 20t: the relative w.:I1 bz nala~r ý'Ut at the ;at.-. t :.,

nair. In fiirc will also be C.the other .,ard for

-.har. 20'0 t~.a efficiency will ba hihr but the relative bias will. "o ýo

higlher. A~t this particular level, rnamaly, 20%, the relative bias _? r~r~n..

w~all coortrcllacd fcr 0.1 < k 4 1.0 an%.U at the same timep there ar uirc .1 o

effi"cicrncy, at least 4 .na subset of this range. On reforing to C1L IQC Lc

n-ote that -."0 maximum relative bias in this range of k for sample slze

N 11 it; C a%ýu for N 3 it is l4j'

4. T1he es.`ator' S

In vt4a 1-nmeral estimator T defined by (2) let us regard 4ifor er~

a- c.;nztan't, and miinimize theo expected moan square error of W't:

c.tu 71 burir~Lýu' .!reC wI.un'

(N+2.)-2k(N-l)+k 2 (N+I)
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T f ih -f 1tiit^g tri i -zt=I - fev.% O, ;r thn aet;~ n ýnr4 ir~v1ara I

which" isof course, tmknown, by c+dr, where c and d ar. arbitrary ccnstau.ts,

we obtain the estimator S given by (2), where

aI (N-1)(C-2c) + (N+l)c 2  8= (N÷I)(lic )-2(N-l)c

CL2 = 2{(N-1)d-(17+l)cd -l 2 - • (•-1) , (N1,1)c}

21 2
•t^ =(:.!I)•283 =(Nl)d2

The relevant underlying details involved in obtaining the above

estimat or S are outlined i the paper by Meht a and Gurland [14.

Estimation of k by a simple fumction such as a + dF has been

applied similarly in other contexts (cf.(23,[3]). The constants c and d .-. :

be appropriately chosen, and the results of certain, choices will appear in

Tables e, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 considered below.

As in the case of U we require the first two moments -of S in oder to

evaluate its efficiency and relative bias. For odd values of the sample si1e

N these mdments can be expressed as a finite series of integrals which can be

evaluated by reduction. The precise form of these mments appears in the work

by Mehta and Gurland [63 cited above.

5. Some cc.,,uted values of Efficiency and Relative Bias of S

In examining the behaviour of the estimator S we employ the same

criteria of efficiency and relative bias defined above as in (4), (5), for

the estimator U. The behaviour of the estimator S has been cons ideried

previously in [63, but for convenience of making comparisons with the esai-ztor

U we sketch these results here briefly.. In table 6 the efficiency is sh,,im
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when v ý :t,ýuafo;Sc an~d d have been eel.c~t'2d1 to er-p. ij A the

!o ver. smal sa- ilesc. as N =2

the gain .n cff~cicr.cy is. not siabstantial. In fart, a loss in efficency

b.!-irt_ tL, occur tcr -&l ~ i7e '7 and fvr lar'ger vall.us ef k.

in TwhnI ' 2 ccr';. hc~4 *wur : to coar-a!'tf C

and di which emphasiztý trie rapre 0.1 < k <1.0. There is a considerable

F.ain in e f f~cIe.cy for ra.>v~ ~e, e~specially for L~maJ.1 sa:lple size. This

f'. i~lIS 2c~n ieni 1)1 lar 7r,-1rtive bia!

At_,e ' tn., fiin is wiven f-or estimator 5 whe~re tne c~xtants

c. and d azv. chas an so that the rmldtive bias remains numerica.lly !b'-2,.O 1090

f;)v 't]ht, racu 0.1 < k- < 10.0. %jile ) indicaten the officinncy that

re_3ults whk2n cows~tan-" c and d axe chose to hold the relative bias numericilly.

beo 5").. In *h case the gain in efficiency is slight, especially for

larger t-wq~le si-ta-

in 7Ji.' it-, a nd a2 re prcsented the relative b~as of the est imator3

in *he cla-s S for- which. the efficibncy has been dizevsctad in Tablesz 8 atxi S.

* i~ c~v~mr~tthat the relative bias of the esti~tr

:I.-o>-h :.7ý1,1er. In fact for N =11 -- c maxirnun -Q'~ative

f. fr 2' -. i.s 8% %. The pain in efficiency, howevor, as

.n .ic : Lbj' .;.. vi vcr.7 >-,-i~rht for the rang,;e C.1. 4C 1'

~~~~~Q; ,. . .. ~,:. ~ f CffiL *.nL,/ 4-r ".-c rainrc.

*v ~ ; ~int oft vie!w of efficiency this eLtinator is not

t .t" "( h~wver, it is of interest if one Is ma~inly interestod in

c n, t.,e bla:.
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Fi
I,

It in eviý* t fro- Tat I t ht the riax t. -t2 -'r w:pi

r.-c 0. 1. < i<' 13 :nd for all tV._ namrlv size-: ccr.ciderea is i",. i. ic

d: eviden-, tndt for many of tiVesu value- of k for the samil(-e IZLIý

consi-#red znis relative bias is very small. Tnhi control of relative bias'

together with ;he gain in efficiency discussed previously would indicate

that this member of the class S r.crits consideraticn as an estinitor of 02.

5. CWmrarison of the behaviour of estimators U and S

in conparing the _1c.,aviour of S and U it is neccsa~lry to kee; in :Un.

that the parameAer k can assume values greater than or less than one. It

is evident that we can find member'. of the class S which in most of the

range .0. < k < -10.0 are more efficient than members of U .. For example on

comparing the estimator S in Table 8 corresponding to N 9 and the estimator

U in Table 4 corresponding to a preliminary test at a 20'. lqvel we observej

that for all values of k > 1 the efficiencies of S are very much higher than

those of U. For the range 0.1 < k < 1.0 the efficiencies of '$ exceQd those.

of U except for values of k in the subset 0.7 < k < 1.0 in which subset the

efficiencies of U are only slightly greater than those of S. The comparative

behaviour of 3 and U for other sample sizes considered follows a cimilar

pattern. Generally speaking therefore in the whole ranre 0.1 3< k <1.C the

estimator S appears preferable as far an efficiency in conccrned.

Let us now consider the relative bias of these estimators. VaIues of the

relative bias of S and U are given in Tables 11 and 10 respectively. On

comparing these biases corresponding to sample size N = 9, for example, the

relative bias of S in the range 1.0 < k < 10.0 is very much less than t:nat of

U , while for k in the range 0.1 < k < 1.0 the relative bias of S remains less
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*th•.n = .•-, :- c' :- r • •uL•.c: . .2. .T., -•,.r&7-'.".P " -".

* Q '' /,:-..*', C:. • "r.'.. ..->:7 . . ' ai:1. _'e -. -,n that of U ex C 4t

at 2. Ieve :2e;,Iýts inji,: ..- t.-.it if ._:Ž rc-ad effirienc'¢ ind re !ative

b'a:~......... . :..'...............................'...-: .. .... "h :.r:•. S.::.:'..........."

.f..... ......... : *;: ce .:.. ' r ' tO owe' , we helievo, t:.E

• •. :.' -- or.~n c :,.-n.r , .. r . q.cnnrouz:ow'ird• U . 1:. for

e*4amltu, wr: c:.nide.' t.-e clazs U with a level of 50% for the preolirý.nary

tes it: :'-ve 'i. n l ½ .--oved , th,ý efficiencies, with very ..lght

excet'.-,5. a all ec than those r.f s On the other hand if we conider

the class U with n pr.liminnry test at.a low level, for example 1% the

effic'e.- r e: P , 2. r£enerall'. eycaec those of S: however, the

disadvantare-t c4 e':c' a U would be o erwhelming because its relative bias

is tnre~.ibvc' , .c: t-• . i is 5 e.',!.ciancy for k > 1 is terrible.

r:z:',r e:;ma~ors S L;sd,; tho:-. /ven in Table 6 mivrht also have ceen

Crr.Licercd "or the comparison. in ealcz and 7, for example, estimators

are - , ; r ,. t -.' ra. ,-' :; 1.0 r k < 10.0 and 0.1 c k < 1.0

resnectively. On the other nd.nu the estimators considered in Tables 9 an.-

12 control the relative bi.aa within a maximum of 5%. For the whole rarn.e

0.1 k < 1C.0, however, the estixator considered in Table 8 is worth

,ec...nr-, -~•e.uze the relative Lias is reasonably well controlled and there

are noticcablc rgins of officienc,.
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ExamDls :

(1) Tho fnlw, *fVltn1n1 •11,,,,nt.2**. )h,%I 1w -w - C ...c -A .t

practical situation. For this we have drawn a sample of size 7 from N(3,1)

and named it as the first sample. The unbiased estimate of o12 a I as given

by s 2 from this sample is s2 a 1.652. We draw another sample of size 7 frm

11(5,0.36) and designate it as the second sample. The unbiased estimate of
2= 0.36 as given by s2 is s2 = 0.4".. Consequently r = 2/s2 = 0.271
2 2 2 2 1

and the hypothesis that k z 1 is rejected at the 21A level of significance.

Thus U = 1.653.. On the other hand we obtain

S = 1.527 if we restrict the relative bias to be less than 10%'.
= 1.623 if we restrict the relative bias to be less than 5%.
= 1.011 if we use the estimator S which emphasizes the range 0.1 < k < 1.0.
a 0.969 if we use the estimator S which emphasizes the range 1.0 < k 1 10.0.

In all the cases we note. that S is nearer the true. value of unity than U.

(2) •The example considered here differs"from that of (1) in that her-m the

value of the ratio k is greater than 1. Suppose now we have a sec6nd sample

also of size 7 from N(4,4). The unbiased estimate of a2 a 4.'is a2 a 4.305. The2 2
value of F a s 2 /s 2 is now 2.603 'which is not sI nifica ' at 20% level of

2 1

significance and consequently the null hypothesis that k I is not rejected.

Therefore in this case the estimate U 2 1.853 +2.74.305

On the other hand we obtain

S a 1.660 if we restrict the relative bias to be less than 10%.
= 1.660 if we restrict the relative bias to be less than 5%.
a 1.881 if we use the estimator S which emphasizes the range 0.1 - k < 1.0.
a 1.663 if we use the estimator S which emphasizes the range 1.0 T k 7 10.0.

In all the cases we note that the estimator S is nearer the true valuc than U.
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A LILA,.: 'N.~

I INTaODIION. Eisentart (1947) distinrished -,wo uses of analysis

of variance which he desigated as Type 1 and Type I. Type I provides

a test of significance of the difference between estimates of population

means. Ty*e II pro/ides a test for estimates *f pcpuiation variances.

Eisernhart's treat--ert zover'ed the gcner.al case of ar.nlysis of variance--

but involved t"wo impcrta-nt types of restrictions. First tri-- "Mrsldual

errort' was assumed homogeneous with zero expected value. Second, a].

other parameters in Type I were assumed to have zero variances, and in

Type II to have zero means. In the mixed model, paraters could be of

either form, but, individually, where the means are not asmsued zero the

variances are and vice versa.

The present paper is limited to the case of two classes (the

bivariate case) but removes both of these restrictions. This leads to

a greatly enlarged variety of types and to a close parellelism with

bivariate correlation. Two special cases, nor proviously treated, are

discovered and appropriate formilae derived.

11 MATHEMATICAL MO)DEL. Given

xza+8÷y+÷ +c+...

we have

E(x) z 3++ I+ T + +

V(x) V(O) + V(S) + V(y) + V(d) + V(W) +

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's

qanuscript.
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it w-11 lie ,rvnissiblf to ,*u', the

-. -,.lO ,'.P _aiers in x and y irto scsm -essex

:. Ie-r ,equate for -- fe! p.rpcse in rand. If in particular, x and y are

c's-2---butei in a -- vai iate rnorma, then the distribution factors into

the product of cne involving the ans only, and the other involving the

variances an! -.Avari&aces. For oar purposes, it will be waigh to iore

the distribution of the neans, and to express x and y as the sum of two

variabbes nf the form 4:(1)
If this is done, týhe varianoea-varian•o e (dispersion) matrix

0, Pa a
x) (2)

becares

where

02 : v(T); a2 -- vC¢); 0,2 v(n).
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II
and (3) becon~es

(5)

so that coqparison of the two models can be obtained from (2) and (3).

III CORPLATION .ODEL. Viewed as a purely rvithanatica. object, the

various special estimating and testing problems in the literat're and

certain simple extensions can be classified on the basis of restrictions

on the elements of matrix (2) as follows:

A. Estimate p, a2 and a'. Test p = 0. This is the most
y

cmwe situation. The t-test applies; most naturally as a test of p.

B. Given a2 and a2 , test p = 0. The t-test with infiniteX y
degrees of freedan, the normal test, for p : 0 applies.

C. Given p - 0, test a• a * a, and ubtimate the c

variance. This is the no classic case of estimating and testing

equality of two independent variances.

D. Given a' 1 o2c, estimate p and oc, test pa0. This

example was treated by DeLury (1938).

E. Test p : 0, a: o 2 . This is the•compound symmetry

X y
problem of Mauchly (1940).

I This possibility seems to have previously been overlooked (Mscmmbe).
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;* **- .j.• . -, . " . rFv. ,;.',• ) ''rn ( 9 9 h ,

-hAt Dow ~~~t~ er than- the te-,t in G

• ' i tesc C whatever the value of a.

Thlis tast was iiV 1*..rvmy mu~.pd:ked by %--van (1939) and

Morgan (1.939). It is ,,s-;--L-ed in nedeeor and Coema (1967)9

Section 7.12.

N• mppo.-e X ; the s= of two in•rpendent nxiand variables

-r and C a sir.ilarily Y is the trr of -" and n, as given in

k!h. :hen 0, the oorr'elion oufficient of X and Y

is greater tnan or equal to seran the matrix V was Wx~m above

to be

V • (3)

Ga

,Ihe various possible tests in this fa iu.Ation are:

,i. Test a' % 0. Estimate ot, a, dat o-. This is a

test of the orrelation of X and Y, aps sued n the th* l of

oron and " pecific variances.

I. Given a'and c2,ntestasO. Thisisthe

components of variance analogue of B aboe. The sme tnet

applies.
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T , .. L A2- - -- =

is the usual case of repeated measurments on constant but nat

necessarily equal standards; wy* -enerally, the te6t for

equality of two indepenent variances as in C.

K. rave a'a , 2a ettrateat anda. Test

a' a 0. This is Delta-y's problem expr'esser in the lan,,age of

variance owponents. PuT ,4hereas in its correlation forrulation

the problem appears to arise infrequently, in its components of

variance formulation it is Eisenharft's Model II for Analysis of

Variare

L. Test al 3 0, 0. a a'. This is Mauchly's problem

exprssed in th lanuae of variance oaon s. The owmponents

of variatiorn intepeation of this test would be applicableJ

weee (a) obsenavaions occur in pairs, Wb the variance of the

L ~~first nombe of ed pai is t:o be omae with tkw variance of'

the second z'umber. Thus in a paired oonmcrison mcperiment, the

residuals of the first mbner of each pair could be ampared with

the second as a test of the mathematical model underlying the

deslig.

M.' Test a' r. 0. This tests the legitimacy of treating

the precision of am of two instmmnts, standards, or tedchiques

as subject to no (negligible) ear=. The test is supplied in

Maconey and Rastogi.

N. Given l known, toesrot ' x .

1.17



[?

!f. -:• •,: -... . .. ,. ,•',- z.;":•xd iterion .s
2. i

.1~ (23)

To: laye r,2 -2 ,)g X is . . i-a;ia':e r.v. with one d.f. (see

W .`:ý, "3., p. t .3 T21 ref j m, we ,eject the hypothesis H0

- t;A;4 \A . is uipe.r JOC percentile poa.:it of chi-

i z-nom /cri e with one -c'gzee of freedam..

YLitoron (23) car- De writtv1 . in a form which will be useful I
, • i. ',."ic as well. Since Sx S is the gecmetric memn

of S and I CSI + S2) is their arithitic mean, equation (23) a1

(•.) 2 . e~o',"'

A2/n (24)

(AW) e- 0

wrmting GC for geometric mean, AM for arit•1atic mean, and

.etu.-"in., to equation (23) if, in particular a' O, the

likelihood ratio beovee .

x2 S2  (GM)2 4F

(SI + S2 \2  (AM) + F)I

whe.e £F a S2 / S is distributed as Snedecorl' F r.v. with
x y

(n-1, n-1) d.f., since, when a' z 0 X and Y a. irepwAsnt rz.v.'s.
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Th. tcflt baL,--ic . - to reject <, i.

equivadent to 2 < F <k, or 2 werk <. f is a1ys

takera to be gvaLer Utui 1, the rule b•.vewr• rje-rt H if F > kh

at the chosen probability level, i.e., our test reauces to the

orinazy F •test when it is krnn that the population variance is

zero.

Comparison of equations (24) and (25) exhibits the effect on

the test of the existence and magnitude o" popuiat.ion variance.

Equation (24) is

2/n .O (AW)' (GM)l - elak

(AW)• (GM) C (AM)P el-
(GM)' (AM)2 (GQ)l - eloa (AV)a

(AMP (AM) (GM)' e'oa (GM)l

(I + F)' (using 25)

since AM > GM for any set of positive numbers. It follows that, if

a standard F test is applied to the varian-e estimates for the two

instraments or procedures as if the effect of -opulation variance

wexe zero (equation (25)) the test will mtiimes accept when the

correct test (equation (23)) mriht reject. Conversely, when equation

(25) is appropriate, discrimination will be sharper than in a test.

situation where population variance is present so that equation (23)

must be used. In addition equation (23) can be used to gain insight

.Lnto the benefit to be derived, hence into the care and expense which

is justified, when the population variamm is reduced; whether by
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.:-.s, .arnknals, solutions Or, otr.e': rnateri.3.± iri 3d

7.:~ l or ~!tc. ,a'scC

C ">:rz-- Z." test ca F 2 whatever the value of c2.

-r .' -f : " * iem d~iffers, frm tZhat of Mbrgdn and Pitin

i that hem 7 + a' > a' whereas in their case 'the range of the

0!4~ + U2 < q *9 hat their test is

t lhe i.i'elho)i r; io .a:: ir. ccu.e 0 has been shown elsewhere.

2 :. '•enzled int- a table that brirgs cut

.,.''T,::. : •:' cv_-spomi.Lg c• elational and oC(qx=enTts of

II
.4•
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II

CORPZ1ATION C nC_2,S Or VA•IANCE

Case Ass' .;r.. in Tes Case Assu notr, 'nest

A a2H a 2

B a O2 x I a 2 O

2 2 2 02;:

C 0:0 0x jy .2 0 2

D c2 12P2 z 0aa22

I I I

M 21o£on 02 z- al 2 0kan Lr 02 6; 02:0
ix y 2

G 02 ;2 0 aa
x y 1 2

Test~ of sinifi-cance Ifor variance-covariance parameters of a bivariate
re2.a: -*cr accc .ing to all possible non-trivial parameter restrictions.* For
all co.--e*.at- icrAl modelis, the corresponding canponents of variance mfodel
yields zhe sw.-a test (not the same estimates) as its corralational analogue.

:oCorrelational model exists =%rrsponding to item M.
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COMPUTERIZED QUALITY CONTROL A' kP" I E T.

Oskar M, Essenwanger
U. S. Army Missile Ccminxand

Redstone Arsenal, Alab~ma

ABSTRACT. Any observational program, ,ven if .:rr.-ed out with the

best available insý*rumentation and carefulness to avoid instrumental
error, may contain erroneous data tprcltrit and tran,:-

mission of data. Thus a good concept of" qusllty uzurance must preceýde

any data analysis to avoid distortion and bie of re" it by erroneous /

records.

Three groups of analy•ical methods of quaiity assurance are

discussed, inconsistencies, interrelationship of data, and frequency

distributions. Theme methods have been developed at the Army Missile

Command for screening radiosonde data by high speed computers. The

goal is flagging of erroneous or suspicious records that these may be

corrected.

Checking procedures include tests for trivial errors such as

duplication, wrong sequence, missing data, special checks on identifi-

cation numbers, etc. Other procedures utilize data Interrelationships,

in this special case the vertical structure of the atmosphere. Further

checks employ screening of swima and minima by exceedance criteria

derived from the frequency distribution. The Weibull distribution has

proven especially usefull in this last phase of the checking procedure.

Some pitfalls and limitations in the utilization of evaluation criteria

are discussed.

The remainder of this article has been reproduced photographically
from the author's ismu-cript.
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1.. I1ROXU( [ i~b

IL. -- ...i 4-~4-!ted fact th.av ail riuv 4&tro t- sample surveys

ar-i eC.~rienr tt:.•i ,,• Even if an observatioaal program has been

carefully prepared and La car-i--ed out with the best available instru- -

,,r~lt.itj~io wb.:l, t.v" p).'•,:.r,.,, d••,d,.a.A.' ±fr4. atsme errars are always

;r,,sent. T:v c w. t.y in.r-,enal 'fictencies or inaccuracies

'-j Uid-1U ý•'-.•• <- t.- -, be introd-ired by prep dat icr. or

Lransmi3ý.ion.

A,- i c. J5r.,t1CZI d,3 ..an bf no better than the quality of

rho ivailablo dana. Thus a careful attention to quality assurance of the

data must precedr' awn' dita'nalysis. This vital part of any investigation

should L,-0 •tmtjr r4,ncorn to all i•vestigators. Its main purpose is to

avoid distortLon )f the analysis resulting from-erroneous observations.

Thlb .goal will derprmire the magnitude of the eftort to be put into a

qualtty control program and will influence the methods selected for .

quality assurance. Some -esults can be evaluated for soundness by

qualified professionals and th'en a quality check could be omitted, The

complexity of the atmosphere or the amount of the end product (such as

tables of matrices or computer produced maps, etc.) made it virtually

impossible in our case to judge correctness of the results afterwards.

Of course, one cannot make good data out of bad records, but a so-

called "editing" process can make data more useful for analytical pur-

poses. No editing program can eliminate the small random error. It is
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tcle Dig rilst-.j , .... . - L. 0 " degret L inpr rature, wh.h

needs correction. Since the influence of erronvoul rncords on results

increases as the length of the observational eries ,I record decreases,

the need for quality assurance is the greater the shorter the record.

In some instances censoring of frequency distributions by eliminating

extremr values m-ay iave e].-.Lrrate :;c .r2ný.nz or-.edures. This cainn.t be

applied, however, I.f nie of tha ir-llvsis 6, l& is th- studx, of extremes.

In the case of r.ldiosvnnir data n seeond re:-,on araIn.st cenoring can be.

pointed out. Beecause ot vertical consistency, data elimination -t. oue

level without attempt of correcrion may lead to discontinue the ascent

from the censored Level up. Thie r.iv furthlvr ra'scc •ttc already decreasing

number uf obsetvations with altitude and maj leave very few datrA rfaching a

top Level vf ksi, fox examplo. Thlus the cure is wvrse than th.! disease.

The avwilability of high speed! computers has opened a new fleld in

applying quality control methods and many methods considered too elaborate

and cumbersome without computer use can now be employed without diffi-

culties.

Some of the few basic principles, which reappear and can be comnonly

applied, may be demonstrated from the Army Missile Command's screening

program of radiosonde date.

Since the author's detailed article is already scheduled for publi-

cation, (See 169c) only some basic principles will be presented here.
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Any automated screening procedure must be so designed that particu-

lar (consistent) errors a3 well as inconsistent errors can be recognized.

This goal is rendered more difficult by the requirement that screening

procedures should have a simple logic for computerized treatment.

L. Trivial Errors Che&k

Under this first category fall all errors which are easily

recognized, and In maiy instances an automatic correction can be made.

The errors can be divided largely into three groups: coding errors,

data and limit checks.

In the first group one may encounter errors such as wrong location

number, incorrect elevation, false identification code, mistakes in coding

the type of observation, erroneous time, etc.

A second group comprises checks for completeness (missing data),

duplication and sequence of the records. If it is intended to supplement

the original data by automatic fill-in procedures, they can be incor-

porated in this phase of the screening procedure or at a later date.

The last group is the limitation violation, e.g. data are out- !

side established tolerance limits or physical boundaries. For example

in our case the dew point temperature cannot be greater than the air

temperature and the wind direction cannot exceed 16 compass points or

360 degrees.

The examples given for the above error groups are some guidelines

and are not exhaustive. They serve only as a demonstration for the type
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ui urLULb. Clc,-, Sy, a rcdr c tr%-n er-r van

depends largely on the type of available data. The correction of the

deficiency may also vary, e.g., if dealing with one station)an automatic

correction could be made for wrong station code. In other instances

elimination of the data may be necessary. 1i onc had to establish a

map by iomputer, this may be the only way t( rvd.'dLr tilt effect cf large

errors, while for otber analyses time and persvnnel may be available to

go through flagged observations and to painstakingly check their validity.

L. Error Checking by Adjacent Data

In this group inconsistencies are checked against adjacent

data or a field of data in the horizontal (map or equations), vertical

(cross-sections or equationo), or by time ielationship. The checking

procedure dependu largely on e'ntablished physical or derived empirical

laws. Again, procedures aim at flagging suspicious values by computer

methods or correcting them if such procedures can be established.

Tolerance limits of differences between two or more observations must

be derived first.

a. Horizontal Checks

Ibis type of checking process can be applied if computerized

maps are available or become the end product or if records for neighboring

stations for the sam period of record are given. Under physical laws

one may understand conditions Like thc gradient wind relationship etc.

Empirical relationships between neighboring stations or thresholds of
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i
t'W~e vmp.Lrical 111,4ý1o.1,hl.ps are derived in tabular form or as analyti-

cal expresaions is noý important, except that it is more convenient to

work with matherntieal 3ttements for which computer programming in
usually very simple. Changes of errors are considerably lower as opposed

to table inputs, especially when these have more than one entry.

b. Vertical Relati inship

7he V'. S. Army Missile Command's procedure of screening

r;idLoson,•! -uti cL•LeS nc.vily on vertical relationships. Crosn-sections

could be used, but only if they are readily available or calculation of

the cross-section by computer methods is the goal. The author does not

know of any program at the present where space cross-sactions have boon

utilized frot data control. Time-sections have been employed by Canfield

et al. (1966).

Our program checks two groups of elements, thermodynamic

quantities and wind. Zn the thermodynam.ic portion the lapse rate between

two consecutive observations at different altitudes is computed and com-

pared with the dry adiabatic lapse rate. This method has proven quite

efficient and satisfactory, as usually any error in pressure or tempera-

ture will show up eventually in a superadiabatic lapse rate either at

-., tested data pair or at the next step. For example, assume a 100

negative error in the temperature. If it is the higher of two altitudes,

it creates a auperadiabatic lapse rate. If the error is positive, one
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would have an Inversion for this step oi thc prornm ..- d the rec.oro is•

not flagged. The "ext step, however, would give 1 vupnerndLabatic lapse

rate.

The last observation of a radiosonde ascent cannot be

checked by this method, as there is no other observation to. compute the

tapse rate. This last point could be checked iy toleranct, 14mit3 or athi-.

tools.

It should be added that superadisbatic lapse rates are not

automatically eliminated by our program. The cause can be man, told.

There may eist the unusual case of a true superadiabatic lapse rate in

nature. One may have a temperature or pressure error or the data can be

out of sequence by erroneous pressure. Thus all "suapicious" data are

flagged and checked by a qualified meteorologist.

Since this simple tool worked so well for the thermodynamzi,

parameters a similar principle was sought for the wind. In the beginning

wind data were checked by the frequency distribution of wind shear with

techniques established by lssenvanger at a1, (l96•L•. This is usually

cumbersome and expensive, as computations of frequency distributions are

generally costly. The difficulty in establishing a unique relationship

was recognized by Finger et al. (1965) who established vertical shear

limits for wind checks in tabular form for a few thresholds of layer

thickness. However, their method requires detailed criteria depending

on layer thickness, wind speed, and difference of direction or speed of
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1ý10 !1 .... ;I. , i, I ,v J a rel aLionahip

I.]

betw~e-n lh! vec fr -he:.r (Av) and the shear interval (nh)

a.

The exponent for extreme value was found to be 1/3 (gee also Essenvaner

and Reiter ItI.4;a) For- o.;e in our program eqn. (1) had to be modified

to acco:n2odnto rnoM,11,.'ed sheir interval, thus Av V 4\h, resulting in

Whero V denotes •he total vector shear. With a - 2.5, a reasonable

Lhreviold V a'-( m see"' per int~erval) is found. All valuese xceeding

V are flaggo'd.

Equation (2) expresses a unique relationship similar to the I
lapse rate as a convenient and simple tolerance criteria.

c. Time Series

All elements showing some form of time relationship could

be citecked by methods taking advantage of this relationship. it does

not matLer whether the time relatio•ship is periodic or aperiodic.

However, in all time related checking procedures the tim relationship

must be established first.

In case of periodic variations it is quite convenient to
/

represent records by a Fourier series and" check an expected versus an

observed value. A tolerance limit for a maximum (absolute) difference
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from Lhe expected value may be determined by statistical methods of

error theories. Sosmtimas it may be quite sufficient and suitable to

use subjective tolerance limits.

If an aperiodic time relationship (e.g. persistence) has

been found, toler4nce criteria for time differences can be employed.

In all cases an expected value is tested against the observation.

A time checking procedure can be applied, even if no

functional relationship can-be found. Although time ditferences may

be randomly distributed, a tolerance criterion can be developed similar

to that described in a later chapter on frequency distributions. if

the difference exceeds a certain magnitude, it may indicate an erroneous

obstrvation.
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I .
:. Frequencv Lr•rrution Cbecks I

Altnoug.in pet.ud;, dcscribed in the previous seccions ahould catch

the bulk of errors, some nistakes may slip through. Let us assume that

the surface observa:!,lr of a radiosvnde asce:nt is missing. Vertical

consistency could not discover this mistake. Although it could have

been flagged in the trivial err.•r c1,•et. btr examples can be given

where vertical cons st.i' . existed, bat tC, total ascent was either toc

warn cr _tjd. rip-s* er-,.G cail be checked against a frequency distribution.

In ti,4 Acmy Missile Commiand's earlier screening procedure pre-

liminary treqjeiicy distributions were established, with printout of the

first five maxiinu nnd minima, mean and standard deviation. Visual

inspection of the frequency distribution then revealed isolated obser-

v&tions. Vertical profiles for the maxima and minima were drawn and

setpicioue reccrds could be detected by irregularities in profiles.

This process was time consuming, and not too many erroneous

, ascents were discovered, since the majority of correctiotns had been

made. Nevertheless, all frequency distributions had to be inspected.

This phase of the program was costly, too, as frequency distributions

had to be grouped by small class intervals to detect isolated records

and class intervals shifted from month to month or by altitude. This

phase of the program was modernized by utilizing only mean and standard

deviation and selecting suspicious values by a predetermined threshold

xth to be exceeded only a certain percentage of the time. This eliminates

the establishment of frequency distributions and reduces the printout as

only flagged observations appear.
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It iS ewVdent Chat correct as weli as incortect observations

will be flagged and printed out, as one should expect a number of obser-

vations exceeding the threshold Xth in agreement. with Lhe selected per-

centage figure. Unfortunately there is no easy way. to separate the two

groups by computer methods, as Large deviation can be caused by extreme

wea•ner evencs. AIL cases muse be judged by the'r owo merits. It Is

reiterated that acceptance, correction or deletion of an observational

record depends largely on the purpose of any analysis and existing

possibilities. We have found it quite convenient to make available for

any flagged value the threshold for 9% and the frequency of occurrence,,

which the flagged obssrvation would have in a theoraticaL distribution

Law. fhlae vaiju #Axo helpful guidelines for evaluation, buL are generally

not ikrfficiant by •hemselvos for sa-decLsion that Lhhe observation Li

erroneous or not. It should further be poinLed out that censoring of

the frequency distribution cannot be applied in our particular case.

F - Especially extreme value data analysis is part 'of the subsequent research

topics. Censoring would not solve the quality assurance problem.

a. Gaussian Distribution

The critical problem is the determination of the threshold

Xth, outside of whose boundary observations should be flagged. In statis-

tical terms, one has to select a certain point of the cumulative distri-

bution on one or both sides of this curve. The computation of the

cumulative distribution is cumbersome for most types of distribution laws
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.O LL .vL r vei l '.-e.;.t i'g trequency deisity finctiots. In Lhe Arm/

M4ssii.e 'ommandt'• -,rI r;errsion ampLrLcaL cumulative distributions

were cmputed to 3ecure caose agreement with the observed frequency.

This had the advantagt of the frequency curve being independent from

the statistical type, or the mean and the standard deviation of. the

distribution. Later this wp. replaced by establishment of frequency

distrib-.ttons, which disp~ay less complexity in computer prograing.

rf tOe ,. ..it follows &n approximate Gaussian normal

distribution, vne could determine the threshold by

x1
Kth - &

where x is the mean value, o the standard deviation and the coefficient

""a" would be determined by the desired percentage exceedance, e.g. a 3.0

for .135% of the observations beyond that point. All observations above

X th would then flagged and printed out.

Since the relationship between the cuulotive distribution

and the standard deviation is known for the Gaussian distribution, the

establishment of thresholds should not create any problem for meteoro-

logical elements following this distribution law. Gaussian laws apply

to most thermodynamic quantities.

b. The Weibul. Distribution

If Eqn. (3) were applied to meteorological elements not in

agreement with the Gaussian law, one would have either too many flagged

observations or not enough, depending on the deviation. Since the
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relationship berween standard deviation and cum,'ulative distribution for

other types of distributions is complex and generally cannot be found in

sirple tables, the ideal solution would be a cumulative frequency law

versatile enough to adjust to a variety of types with good approximation.

Thus we applied the Weibull distribution with considerable success in

our screening procedure.

The Weibull distribution is defined as a -umulative type

v(x) el- e (14)

with -, 6 and L aý. the reference, scale and shape parameter, respeatively.

Any prcr.atage x'; can be rielated to xth by the modification at oquation (4)

-to

xthmen+ 5

where P- I I - (x)) (5,)

The estimation of the parameters is the only difficulty

left. KaximumAikelihood estimation for all three parameters cannot be

performed analytically and solution is very time consuming. Thus the

utilization of the maximum likelihood method for three parameters would

have increased costs compared to frequency distributions. Simpler

methods exist when y m 0 (see Kao, 1958 or Menon, 1963), however, the
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,irL~,:,_[.r ?-- -*o~,:r,:euce the flex€ibility of adJubtmp.nt for theiJ

Weibu11 distribution and would limit the ability to fit the frequency

distlihutlon. Si•,ce the najor goal in the checking procedure is the

establishimnt of a threshold value xth, the reader may find a parmeter

estimation by momenta. developed by the author (1968, 1969b) quite

convenient,

7 -- :.- - ab + . a`)/ b - a ') 3/'-•a

y denotps the skewness, the ratio of the third moment (reference mean)

cc, Lhe cube of ct•e standard deviation, y' - /

Since a, b and c depend on a only, a computer solution of (6a) ts rela-

tlP'oly vAsy or t•ibles can be used (see Essenwanger, 1968, 1969b)

a r ( + 1/l) (7a)

b -r (I + 2/) (7b)

c - r (1 , 3/8) (7c)

With a known, the; other parameters become

02 o/(b _ &2) (6b)

and - - e.a (6c)

The three moments of the distribution must be known for application of

eqn. 5o, 6, and 7. in two cases two moments are sufficient.
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As shoun by the author (1968) the 7 can be approximated b';

7- l.4OI7E - .0646a + .987 (8a)

for wind and by

S-Y 3.12232 .3680c .~4'511)~

for the total vector wind shear

E - e l (I + 3d + 2d 2 )/•/03

3

with d + I - (9b)

The second case employs the Weibull distribution for elements whose dis-

tributions follow the Gaussian law.

Thus e Ian be determined a priori. Eqn. (6a) gives 9 -.

If the squared difference Of the Gaussian and the Weibull distribution

at steps of half a standard deviation o within + 3.5o is compueted and

summd up, a minimum is discovered at 0 3 ,5. Table La exhibits the

frequencies for the Gaussian and the VeLbull distribution(Cumulative at

left and density at risht) for a 5 .55. All differences are less than 1I.

The last column in both sections contain the differences for thea.8, if

selection is made for the smallest possible maximu deviation of any fre-

quency within + 3.5a range,

Of more importance may be the agreement between the x-values

as these are used to establish the flagging limit of Eqn. (5). The
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Weibull distribution for half units of a within + 4LT lieb at 4 - 4.36

(Table lb). It should be noticed, however, that the differences for the

two-sided fit increase towards the marginal classes. ins LB a handicap,

but is acceptable since it is preferable to flag more than the expected

number of observations rather than loss. The threshold could be adjusted,

too. Again, if a miiimam of the absolute deviation is desired, one would

select J3 - 4.26 with teviations smaller than o.6o at tul' end.,

Since it is known whether an observation is balow or i-bcvw,

the man value, a one sided fit solves the problem of poor agreement

towards the ends. Good approximation for the minimum threshold can be

obtained with a 1 of 5.5 or 5.4, while one may select a 0 of 2.96 or

2.97 for the maximum end. The differences are displayed in the right

portion of Table lb.

The advantage in using the Weibull distribution for flagging

instead of the concept of the normal distribution lies in the easy compu-

tation of related frequency values for the flagged observation with Eqn. (5)

and (5a). This eliminates any tabular input as necessary for Jqn. (3) and

one program can be applied to all types of fr'.quency dist•ributions.

c. Elements With Various Types of Distributions

Thermodynamic quantities and wind can be treated with

techniques as outlined previously. The Veibull distribution is very

flexible and thus can be utilized for the purpose of flagging for numerous

elements. Some distributions may display untolerable discrepancies.
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Transformation of scale sometimes helps, such as a logarithmic progression

of visibility data. This munst be left to Lhe indivLdual analyst. The

Weibull distribution is very flexible and transformation can usually be

avoided.
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F. |

•.. .)r'{ k - 1,%| "s ,F' Ca•ution

It Is reiterated that no quality assurance program can make

so.•)d da•ta out of: baJ r:,--urds. These prograras con c•nl y contribute to an

"editing" of date, iter which the larger errors (hop,.fully) h~ave been

eliminated. Since these large. errors can bias any statistical or computer

resutt, the corrocti~n of those obvious mistakes is necessary. It must

b,, cauti.onet', ho,-,.,-oi L114'. corr,.•ctio, n meth)%it; cannot br- gear-ed to an

•'.,i L, as All observations contrad~ctory to an assumod

hypothesis to he tested byv these data are then eliminated. Correction

methmds -.,.ist be independent of subsequent analysis. one cannot check

pernistonce, for example, if the majority of data .have been filled in

by methods derived from persistence.

The ediL'ing process by "experts" is usually cumbersome, but

correction methods by computers must be carefully designed. Where con-

sistency equations can be obtained, methods for random error corrections

can be devel.opcd With the complexity of the atmosphere it is difficult,

however, to pinpoint unequivocally differences between a rare event and

an obvi•us mistake.

Any correction method should be based upon known or derived

principles of error sources. Sometimes data are rectified which later

prove correct in the light of expanded knowledge.

Establishment of threshold values is arbitrary. Threshold

values must be designed to catch all the large errors without the burden
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of reviewing too many data by OL expert. Ayý '.imc a large pile of

flagged data appears for a particuiar data sample, a search for a

systematic error should precede any detailed cu€rctJo.n operation.

This systematic error can then be corrected befor. other computer

runs are made. Sofnettmes a bir, bulk of prirtut: c.an be caused bv

improper selection af the t•.rh•,I.•, Th,'n -1.1 adjustmwit will etive

reasonable amount5.

It should bt further mentioned that sele,:t4 .on of threskvlds

-succeeds for unlimited distributions only. It would be absurd, ,for

instance, to flag all calms £r surf.i6'e wind dintributLons or all dry

records for precipitation data. Elements with U-shaped distributions

, €could in general not be checkpd by frequency me thods.
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"L T T. 8"'L "J;;t

Ana.ytictl zueLliufib for Litt! editing of observaL,.onal dat.i have

beer, divided ini.*. t0,rtf aaior groups, the checking of inconsistencies

(trivial errorsý, the p:.'ocedures employing a set of data with inter-

relationship, and utilization of frequency distributions. The methods

present-d may serve as r r.,:Idel no and cannot be exhaustyive, as the

''comnp1xit: of th,,, a c.-,i, o'r, wit!. Its di•f'-rent metenr••,gical parameters

n•.•e..it.,oe' 4.n-..,ld, 1 "o.c.hniques depending on the treated element.

The three. described groups of error; checks are comon with any quality

as-turance program.
It is repeated that editing of data cannot replace a carefully

cerried out obs.ewývtiohal program with adequate ihitrumenfation. One

can assure, how,:ver, that large mistakes and systematic errors from

various sources are discover'ed and any bias of the results due to-

erroneous data is largely reduced. The small random error cannot ordi-

narily be eliminated.-

Although the data M.y have gone through quality aisurance program

several times before they.reach the investigator, it is nevertheless

advisable to resubmit the data to a screening procedure. Editing of

data by other investigators or installations does not automatically

guarantee that the rec.Aved data are free of mistakes.

The goal of the editing process should not be to correct nature

and reject data which do not fit into a predetermined model or hypothesis,
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ct- , Iit,. , iJt. aoul.ý w tL.sc,: up,)n known c!

sv.rd •ource: or cr•'.or only. If the latter LU k:)r in mind, analyri-

cal methods of quality assurance will serve their useful purpose.
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AB3STRACT

A STATISTICAL rOOEL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SXMJ,91.LTANEOUS TWO-
STATION IONOSPHERIC SOUNDINGS

Dr. Erwin Biser Mr. Aihhard D'Accardi
US Army'Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, NJ

1. Ionospheric sounder data characteris tics change as the distance between
two sounder stanions ii increamed from 0.-500 K-ým. It is therefore desirable
to know about the degree of correiation one can expect between vertical in-
cidence (single station) data and oblique incidence (two-station) data. It will
be shown that a single 1'nmopheric sounder (iP,.osonde) oneraing in the ver-
tical incidence mod, can provide useful data over an area of 60 Km radius.

2. Experimentation was performed in the 2-16 MHz frequency range using
two ionosondes, one as a fixed terminal and the other as a mobile terminal.
Each terminal made scheduled soundings every ten minutes from 0530 to
1730 hours for ten days. While the fixed terminal was transmitting and re-
ceiving its own signal, the mobile terminal would simultaneously receive
the same transmission; likewise for the mobile with respect to the fixed
terminal. As each ionosonde transmitted and repceived in the vertical in-
cidence mode, the other sounder, receiving the same transmission, comn-
pleted the obfique ionospheric mode. (An oblique mode or Path is one be-
tween two stations space a distance apart; a vertical mode or path occurs
when either station receives its' own transmission.)

3. The experiment was designed primarily for a paired difference model,
that is, the pairing of data occurred as planned by the experiment. The
data we're also analyzed by a paired comparison method to focus on the gain
of information achieved with the paired difference or randomized block design,
and to show that vertical incidence and oblique incidence ionosonde data are
good estimators of each other over short distances.

4. The application of a similar method of analysis will hopefully be used in
future experimentati.n to substantiate a high degree of correlation between
vertical and oblique incidence soundings over field army distances (0-300 Kin).

This article has been reproduced photographically from the authors manuscript.

Preceding page blank
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The objective of the nresent data analysis is to shw.w that daily ionospheric

soundings taken at vertical incidence (VI) are very nearly the same as

oblique incidence (01) soundings taken over a 60 Km path (see Figure 1).

We are interested in formulating hypothesis tests to determine whether or

not the Vertical Incidence data (population I) is nearly the same or is, in

fact, identical to thn Oblique Incidence data (population II). The analysis

investigates a total t f 85 ,aU11 ryc.surernents of crillcal frequencies per-

formed over a nine-day perio.d, taken every ten minutes from 0530 hours

to 1980 hours, for a 60 Km path (see Figures 6, 7). This yielded nine

observations of critical frequency per time slot. Samples of raw data

appear in Figures 2, 3, 4, 5. In order to test whether or not a given hypo-

thesis is supported by a set of data, we devised a rule of procedure depen-

dent upon certain calculations obtained from a sample of the data, and de-

cided to accept or to reject the hypothesis formulated(3 ). Two experiments,

E1 and E 2 were used in comparing the means of population I (VI) and those

of population II' (0) . The homogeneity of variance was tested by the use

of the F test, where vo2 was compared to av 2

To test homogeneity of variance, the variances of the vertical and oblique

incidence data were paired. The 85 grouped values were:

(1) T= a fftI14
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Tests of hyp--th:.ses for the equality of two var'a:nce. were formulated ad

follows:
Ho:ao 2 = av2  vs. o2 2 2

(2)
or:22

1lo =I Vs. Hi! 2 10 0

The rejection region is: C- a k, where k is found by specifying the
V

significance level c .,1 . The following probability function describes

the relationship:

(3) Pr ,k I•-] .

V

Under the null hypothesis H n - has an F distribution with (n-0),

(n.1) degrees of freedom, which results in 2-nO n1) 19) and

the rejection regions are:

2 -.F [(n -1 ) , 6n ); ( 1 -) ]

(4)
7a Fn-1, (n-i);

If these inequalities are satisfied by S0
2 and S. 2 , then we can conclude

that the estimated variances are significantly different at a . 01 level of

significance. That is to say, Ho is rejected when:
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ey letting So 2,rind " the sample variances, estimate and crv20

we form the F ratio;

(6) F

which has the F distribution with (n-1), (n-1) degrees of freedor4.
Shvl~s...(702 2 n 2

F ilvul~us the ratio - but is independent of a. and •v, therefore:
( 2

In testing the means the 'observation. were grouped into 85 values for

each experiment:

(8) fj al,ý2 3......55J

9
where di - Yv, and d (1/rOi d i , 1 1, , ... 9 per time slot.

(9) E2 8, 82,0 .6 685 where: 8j= Xoj - Yvj per time slot
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i Xoj "(I/n) 1 x. per time slot
i

yvj *(I/n)•OY yv per tine slot

These sets consist of the mean values of the d,)fferences between 01 and

Vi, (E1 ), and the differences betweer, t1 mu•ans o' the two populations,

(E 2 ), repeatedly taken at the same time daily for nine days. These two
2 2 '

sets are assumed to be normally distributed with variance Yd and ap

so that the means of differences, da, and the difference between the means,
8j, are normally distributed. Since a62 and a 2 are unkn6wn, tale

estimates of the variances for each time slot for E1 and E2 are:

n..9 -2

(10) •dt• S (di - d) for E1 , where

n 9 ' samples per time slot.

d mean of the differences between 01 and VI per time slot.

d difference between fol and fvI Xoi" Yvi-

(11) For E, 2 (n-0l) S0
2 + (n2 1) S 2  2 2

p •1 +n2 -2 2

where n, * n2 , and:

2 - 2
Sx0  n-I 2 (x -x o)
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2
SP pooled. estimate of variance for R2

n 9 samples per time slot

xo, yv a means of 01 and VI populations per time slot.

x0o, Yvi -- 01 and VI data per time slot.

The t-statistics etnplo, ed are:(2)

(12a) tn.L for E,, and3-di

(12b) tn* forE 2 ,

whore n.9 samples per time slot, and n*,n 1+n2 -2-l6

degrees of freedom

S p , the pooled standard deviation for E2 ,
p.

Sdiu Jdi r the standard deviation for El

Therefore, the populations are t-distributed with (n-1), and n* degrees

of freedom. The first experinr nt or 'paired" difference test, E10

concerned itself with analyzing the means of the differences between 01 and

VI data. The second experiment or "paired" comparison test, E2 was
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0'Ine'Urrtpci with -~4n,'1N7 -- the 'ditfererce betw'een tl'o mnesns of !he two

populations. F,;r E1 the following hypothesis w:as formulated:

(13a) H AC: WV VS. Ii1: WVf '

- 9

where t1(k/f) C " YvX ) ior each time slot,

For E, the fullowh'.g h;, :iothesi.- was forali'.ated,

(I13b) ITO: AN: , Va. H I: JAo -

where - for each time slot,
0 'Y

'and io ,(I/-n) x•1 Ao
9

aYvd 0  /n) Yvi

and xo and Yv are oblique and vertical incidence data respectively,

That is to say, we will test a rull hypothesis Ho, (that di or 6i• U)

vs. H If we accept the hypothesis, this would, of course, indicate

that the difference between 01 - VI a 0 for each time slot at a t , 01

If we assume the alternate hypothesis H to be true, then the 01 and

VI data would be significantly different.

The critical region of these tests are:(2)

(14) J t C(n-1); a/21 for EI, which can

be written as:
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r!
t(n-i); 1d21 • - > t[(n-1); (I--/2)] for a two-Sdi frato

tailed test, and

(15) o whichýO- v> t[(n*); /23 for E 2 which can be written as:

t[(n'); ac/2) > X0 - > t[(n'); (1-ty/2)1SpAI2T

where n-9, n*=(2n-2)-li, degrees of freedom, and with nag, (n-l)-8

degrees of freedom. This indicates that if (14) is satisfied by dt and

Sdi. and (15) is satisfied by 81 and Sp, the teats are rejected under

the null hypothesis Ho and that di and 8i does differ significantly from

"0',' in the critical region (region of rejection).

The critical regions can be explained by the following probabilities:( 5 .

(16) Pr.[ di /n > t[(n-1); a/23] •a for E which can beSdt. 1

written:

Pr~t[(-) e/ t(n- 1); (1-2a>2d An*>
Sd1

and

(17) Pr[g' > tLn*;&/2 3 a for E2 which can be written:
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"Pr; - &/ > t[nv, (I-a/I2)]Pe~t~n*, o 2! ,, i'p 7-nn "• j ,

v here a=-. 01, is the pre-dUteirmined critiLal region, (.,.r r-gion of re-

jection. Regarding che comparison of ,neans and of variances, if the

null hypothesis H. iq fr'und to . fale, then thr- pov.er .u'tirtot,

would be used t.) find thb, )vob- bility that the alternate hb'pothesis H1

will f-ill completely in the critical region. Let r = teion of acceptuice

of the slternate hypothesis HI . Normally IT 1-0 should be very Ikrge

or # very small, To illustrate the concept of a rejection region, suppose

we havo the following hypothetical probability density function of a variable.x

Pr[X/ H")

a region of rejection for Ti
0

region of acceptance
for Ho

xc x

Illustration (a), Pr[X/H0 1 vs. X
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c(.-pt, nce f r H

Pxxc

fc

.111,Jtration (b),/. Pr[X/H1} vs. X

In illustration (a) I

r

(i&) • PrX/Ho0. dx- a

"Therefore, if Ho is true (so that X has the probability distribution

Pr[X/Ho)), the probability of a random observation falling in the critical

or rejection region, X >.X is 0, that is: Xc satisfies illustration (a).

Now consider H1 true and X having the density function Pr(X/H1l . The

probability of a random observation falling in the acceptance region

(illustration (b)), X < Xc is •, that is:
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-Xc
(•:* r< {i II1 ] d - P

The probability or correctly rejecting Ho, ts calAc. the power of test

where:." .

(20) r- \PrtXTH1  dx

In addition to hypothesis testing, the analysis Pstimrates intervals I and

I' for which we can expect, with 99% confideuce, that di E I, and

S2• { 'lSo.

That is, we utilize. the information at each time slot using the t tests

described in equations 12, and place'a 9976 confidence bound on the trme

"state of nature at these points, i.e. di (xi -Yv) for E1 and

81 •oi - !v) for E2 respectively.,, This means that if experiments El

and E2 were to be performed say, 100 times, we could" be confident that

99% of such intervals will contain the true state of nature at each. time slot.

Thus by putting confidence bounds.bn each set of data points, we would have

85 upper and lower bounds which would generate an envelope. From this

envelope we can conclude that for the spectrum of data generated in this

experiment, we are 99% confident that the data will be contained With the

envelope.
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Interval estimation aids in obtaining limits C. ,rid C: w'hirh n,-,& funct!ons

of the sample values [fc) or functions o te sample values and known

population parameters (di), [81) and {v.l The limits are determined

so that the probablity:15 1

(21) Pr(cI- < Oc 2 )a1 -

where 9 is the parameter being estimated and (I -a) Is the confidence

probability. Consider lie problem graphically, where f1 (8) and f2(9)
A

are drawn so that cI E f1 l(), c2 E f2 l(), Pr f1 (() < 6 <f2(e)j -I and 0

is a sufficient estimator of 0 obtained from the data.

A

fb

A

2 f2 (8)

0

The Une segment (cI, c 2 ) will Intersect 9 S0 (true value of parameter)
A

it and only if falg6 osfb. This in to say that Pr(faSfb) f 1 - a; ts ii also

the probability that (cl, c2) Incledes Go
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It will be shown subsequently that we can be 99% confident, (1-Ce '.99),

that F* and t* will be between the calculated upper and lower limits
,/

of the confidence interval. In the paired diffe•.nce test the probability of

accepting i[I:

where " 1 From this equation and that of (16) we
Sdi

obtain the confidence interval:

(2a W ~ d & t"ln-1I;Ca/2j

This means that we can be 100,0 -a) To confident tha t this interval contains

di " 0 under H0 . (The critical region is: t*[(n-i);a*/2) > t* > t* [(n-1);(1-cf/2))).

Likewise, for the paired comparison.test the probability of accepting H0 is:

(222b) P~t[n',; o,/2 < t*2 <,t~n'; (1-o/2)) 1--

0 YV

jo "-Y
where t*2 =

This equation and equation (17) lead to the confidence interval:(2)
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(23hJ Co-) -,.,/2• S 7•/Tn

The F test for the variances as given in equation (7) can now be rewritten:

(24) Pr[(-.-T) FC(n-1), (n-1); &g/21 < 1 FCn-i),(n-i);C1-aI2))]

*l--

'where the confidence interval i: (1)

(25) Ly j~FLOn-1, (n-1);a/2]-Z F(n0 (n-0(I) -a5 2
L. -.o .

v S

The probablltV that Sv/ will be contained within this Inteorval, under Ho

is (0-a).

CONCLUSION$:

For E2, tho.9agded_ Lompuflas tant, the computed value of t used to

test the hypothesis posf1l at 10:00 is 0.0174, (see Figure (16)). The

corresponding confidence interval for the same time mlot is: I(-0.9405, 0.-9293].

Note that the interval is quite wide corisidering the small difference be-

tween the s.ample means (for 10:00 hours). Examination of the data, Figures

8,•9, 10, 11, show a marked consistency with this conclusion. The VI meas-

urements (fixed station) are generally smaller than the corresponding value

for the 01 (mobile station) measurements. Their differences are recorded

as: di fo - fvI X0  Yv
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'h,,re pai.red compar-ir;,-)i wu~t, E2. E igures 16, 17, 1I, N', requirr. s !ha I

two random sampies be independent. The data shows, however, that a

pair of meaaurernent,• for VI and 01 for any particular'time are of

approximately the same magnitude. In other words, the variance within

the blocks is small compared to the variance between the blooks.

The following data from Figure. (9) wore taketn st 11:30 hours:

Day xo Yv -Ay v X,.Yv

1 10.80 10.80 0

2 10.00 0.80 9.80 1.00 0.20

3 9.00 1.00 9.20 0. 60 0.20

4 9.50 0.50 9.50 0.30 0

5 10.00 0.50 10.00 0.50 0

6 10.50 0.50 10.50 0.50 0

7 9.50 1.00 9.60 0.90 0.10

8 9.50 0 9.50 0.10 0

9 10.50 1.00 10.40 0.90 0.10

In other words xox" AYv > xo'Yv; as a result of the homogeneity within the

blocks, the new experimental design, that of Paired Differences, utilizes

the nine difference measurements, di, per time slot to test the hypothesis:

He: A•SJAI vs. HI: Av U LI
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r
with tht, t test i ,, 'i -,ince intervals a. sl . in equations I ,a, 13a,

14, 2,4j. This ;tta.iticnl design is a simple example of a randomized

block-desijn. The test is commonly called a paired difference test. It is

emphasized that the pairing was part of the planning of the experiments, and

was not done after the data were collected. Each of the blocks consists of

the two observations xo and Yv for the same day at a specific timea

(See Figures 8, 9, 10, ond I L.)

By comparing the com.L-ted confidence intervals for the 85 time slots

for the i.ired diffrence. model with those of the unpaired model, see

Figures 14, 15, 18, 19 we see a decided aain in information favoring the

randomized block design. The gain of Information in reflected in the

difference in the width of the confidence intervals. Again using data at

10:00 hours, in Figure 20, the interval for the Paired comrarison test

I1o-(-. 9405, . 9293) . The interval for the Daired difference test

lpdo(-, 1859, .1981), and Ipd < Ipc .

The 1 pdj, i,1 ..... 85 are much narrower as a result of blocking in this_

experiment. Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23 show the comparison of the confidence

limits for both methods, as well as a large reduction in the standard de-

viation Sd as compared to the Pooled standard deviaon, SP of the

unnaired observations. Variances are presented graphically in Figures

24, 25.
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"\o a• p'•e:iable dit, rCLwui L'Vxists betweer the data vA i! f*.:x(G ar-U nihi Iti

ionosoides for a distance of 60 Km. The data of the fixed terminal is

very neatly identical to those of the mobile terminal for this distance. This

means that onlY unti. jeLrn.wai Is needed at this distan, to provide useful

ionospheric data under these given co)nditions. The result bears out the

expectation. Experimeitatior io planned for investigeting cr*ttca, Crre-

quencies at. distances bl.vond 60 Kni, (,op to 500 Km), to determine the

distance within 500 hin % nere the conclusion becomes invalid. This woild

provide insight as to an extreme distance limit for the usefulness of verttca!I

incidence Ionospheric soundings with respect to critical frequency.
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POSITTON OCAFiu..l V A MULTIPLE TRJAN'I,/.LAriO*

Glenn A. Stoops and FAtward I -:
Litton Scientific Sivpport Laborat,,t-y

Fort Ord, California

1. JirJm0UcrT Lo.;, tlassical I riangulation in t n, plitie invvIv,.:; l]'at ing;

an unknown position by measuring its di rctiLi £r,-rn r two known po iri n, id

finding the intersection point of the two location iineý;. If, mnu. pcgnerally,

there are n known points reportiI:g directions--and thtre are error..: intl,

observed directions--then the n lines cannot be expected to intersect in

a common point. Iwo different nethods of obtaining a closed form e;tiniate

of the true po.ition, with variations on each, will be derived and d io;cus,;..Id,

along with an errrr aai-lypi-; .,f each ,ne-lid.
2. LS.CIMATION 'MiiItUDS.

a. Least Squares (LSQ). The n known positions are denoted by

P (xi., Yi), i = 1, 2, ... , n, and the obseirved directions by the respective

angles 4i* This yields an equation for the i th direction line L.:

Y - yi a tan i (x - xi).

Tue perpendicular distance d from an arbitrary point P (x, y) to the line

L. is Siven by:

d (P, Li) (x - xi) sin :-(y -YI) Cos nion

The LSQ method, roughly, determines a point that is close to all the lines
Li, in the least squares sense. Specifically, define the function

f (P) =f (P (X, y))

II 2
. (d (P, Li))

i~ 1

2
- L d (P, L )

- ::(x - x sin2 (y - yd Cos

-2 (x- xi) (y- yi) sin; i cos~i].

The (unweighted) LSQ estimate is the point P that minimizes this fuictiIn.

A slightly more general function is
2g (P) - ZZ d (P, L.),

where t is a set of fixed, but arbitrary, nonnegative numbers. I'hysicallv,

the minimization of this function corresponds to weighting some of tle

*This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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3. AI".'R• \I:{\rIO.-; USED 1,; L'RRfR A,.,,.YSlS. I one as.Ies that thie. errors

ili :--aisuring the Lrue angle Is -rum tLhe rL..LplvL ivc kno'.-;i •i'lts ai i."

slialL, then the tollowing ai:p roxi:na ti0 is .i very V •C i , .o n , and ds

con:;i.derably in the error analyses. :., te that thiu errr in locit ing an

unknown position is in general a function ol thie po.uSiion, sio that in this

Sen:;e Uie- errors LUrived are conditional errors, conditioned by the actual

(unknot..n) position.

Let (Ki . denote the true distance and dire t ion of thC unknown

DOi tIL. V' from- t:;e !. L.,kn 1  L' t : it# I 1c I. LiCl" il i'. V Lod

misses 1' by a d istance -2 aopro:-:iiati.lv - (so.Ie I gure) lith

I L I 1

/R

I.I

I, %

gecnietry of the error analyses Is cased considerably if line L is replaced

by line .. , parallel to the line tro.o 1' tLo P and displaced by an amount

R.- in the app-ropriate direction. Lines I,. and a are virtually

indistinguishabhu, and both miss 'P by the same amount'

4. ERROR A.,A\i2:.- . if P (x,, yo) dnotes the true point to be located

and P (x, v) dcAtotes: the c:oitpuited ustitiate (via either I.SQ or P1l), then

the I- L,:tJ r i, 'i .,t' ,i to - , quality tu -iv respective vst bit.eS

is iL I x + P - , t'he mean sciuarw.d radial error.

The unly aa.-umptions made about the rando;i variables are that they be
2

indepvt-dent, unbiased, and have Common variatnce -2.

;1. LSQ Mtutihod. L sing tliý counterclockwise covvention for p,)sitlivy

angles, one can show that tiv distance frori an arbitrary point P (x., y) to

is given by:

d (P, A.) (x - x ) sin.. - - v ) cos. + 1. (:. -. )

G;iven P[ -- and thus , R.- and -- the point 1' (x , because ot
0 [ ISQ' , I I

tike way it was coM1puted, also ::;iniiize5  the function h(I') -. .d ( I, )
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:i;, i :niiiizing . (P') cxpresses xISQ and YLSQ (conditionally) in

S.t.:L xprc4sions are:
2

- ) ) k),. sink ! . -LSfh ' ) - )sInO i)(tCos.
Ii. ~ ~ ~ -)+ xs (.sin2. )(Gxi cos 2 , _ (Wi sinuicosel)2 0

and f o:ty v r y 1s.O* Notu immnediately that xLSQ and yLSQ are linear

tw',~'•,'•: ,, - , that the mean squared radial error is in fact a

tutLctij) only of the variance of (¢i-O)(and the geometry).

•. 'r'ro. .xrre•lso,. h [(xL,-x )2 + (YsQ-y)2, is still re-ativelv

"". I...-, I• I.., L i, a at the rzan : , "...bles- . are independenl

.:ivc:: by:
I1 •it..".' 2 )• '" ,. ,,'s,. (in . ) 21 2 R sn '

+ + ( icos~isii 2 ] 2 R 2 co 2
Si •in3 j 1  j +s(ill

-2 (,,i-• .sin.i,)(•) 2 2 2 2
+ + I;ý i Ios i 2iO1 (11.RICs0

-~ 2)
sin ý )('k'• (U sisnO cosOi)

!3. 'P01 Mehud. T'. coordinates of the point Pij are determined
,ppr•x:•Tiatcly by tiud,,Lg the intersection of A and A ThiE yields:

Cio. eR is gv )cosn
i 1 ]! j- )

trn . i-.: ))sin- j- (R aeu J-o i n ))sinoa

" Y, + si -lO '

ti, tdfi.ne ,• ialeare i(xi Yv) is given by

19 2 .Z i

' ,. . in;,,' .t ' ,i- ,; + (•is derived by combining the

S:,r-:.,, terms, etc., squaring, and careful bookkeeping, noting again

L! v 111depctndence and common variance .sof the random variables. For
,'.,1iV1i'vtlncv of notation, define 4i if .i>J, and define Xi - i/sin (V'-,j

:,t ll i~ [ en •~e me n qure £ i' "j ýi

1,, i• e hema qae radial error is given by:
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i . ýjijcos' ) + i si. n<) 21 2.

5. i.•PROVEMENTS BY ADJUSTIAG THE WEIGHTS. The derive-A error expressions

are too complex to permit many general observations to be made. Extensive

•,tudy of examples indicates that the LSQ method leads to smaller error

than does the PO1 method. In particular, it is conjectured that

unweighted LSQ is always better titan unweighted POI. However, either

meLtod can be co,.rs i erably '..nreved through the use ui even imperfect

infjrmation about thi unknown location. In the following subsections

Ldealized wetghu-: .Ire dJrived ior eaclk method, weilghts Liat minimize tit,

respe,:tive error expressions but are unattainable because they require

perfect infermation about the unknown locations. In later sections these

idealized weights are interpreted as yielding lower bounds on the error

expressions, bounds that cannot be attained but can be approached by

various iterative schemes.

a. LSQ Method. The intention here is to find the set of nonnetgative

ueig;hts :.} that minimizes the (conditional) error expression, E, for aI

particular unknown location P " Of course the set is different for each
0

P and thus cannot be derived, even .in theory, without perfect knowledge0

of P ýtself. However, the mere eiistence of such a minimal set indicates0

n lower limit on how much improvement can be expected even with partial

information about P0

Note first that E is homogeneous in the Zi's, that is, multiplying

the Z.'s bv a ccrdcn facto-, leaves E unchanged. Note also that a minitrma

zould iiot occur along a boundary (one or more ;i's equal to 0), since

this means ignoring some of the data. Thus, a necessary condition for a

local minimum to occur is that all the partials, "E/bi, be equal to 0 at

some point (or any multiple thereof). One solution (and, it is conjectured,

the unique one) is:• Ri-2 '"- for all i.

Again, this solution was suggested through study of numerous example,•, and

it can be checked, through straightforward but tedious computation, that
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it does indeed satisfy AE/Zi. 0, for all i. The simplicity and plausibility

ýt tL:is 6olution, once attained, make it a most likely candidate for unique

global oinimum. In particular, the data from more remote points Pi should

obviously be weighted less heavily. Interestingly, the minimal weights
-2do not depend on the angles {u i. The error expression, EMIN, for i =R

is given by:
-2 -2 2 -2 2 -2 2.IR /[(ERi cos0 (ERi sin - (ERi-cosoisindi)2],

a relatively simple expression.

b. PFc. Method. Since Li is a simple: expression in the POI iase,

it would be expected that minimization is also easier and this is true. In

fact, since E is a quadratic function of, the ki.s (or ) and the

constraint, V Z 1, is linear, the minimization problem--via partial

differentiation and Lagrhnge multipliers--reduces to solving a set of

simultaneous linear equations in I i* Once more, study of examples

suggested a solution, hence the solution, which is given by:

.. 11 Ili- 2 Rj-2sin 2 (Oi%-)/ij Ri 1
2 -2±sin 2 (ui'Oj).

for all i<j. As noted, the optimal weights for POI involve both the RI's
II

and the ý.i's, perhaps because the points of intersection are so intimately

tied to both. 'ThL! rlos.q striking fact I, that the error expression, k:,"1,,,

i r ci ~Viy tue samie as that dtIrived in tho prvlious quisection for LSQ.
(1n .it t, thi "oltriLal" Lstil:mates Lho.mvi-Iie ives arte identical as well.)

(.rtail*lv Lhi• fact |I more than ,oincidence, and some of its unifyfing

impli•c•iLiis will be discussud in a later section.

. i:.ri:~'.',•ii',V\lOuN U" "'PTV{T\L" WEIGHiTINGS. in Section 5, best possib tI

wv,itings werL derived for each estimation method, given a particular P1
,'s stated, these weights are unattainable, requiring omniscience, but they

indicate directions for improvement of the respective unweighted methods.

Simply stated, some information about the location of P is better than
0

none at all. This suggests that an initial (unweighted) estimate, P( 1 ), be

cunoputed, via either method, and the distances Ril (and angles oiI) from

caclk Pi to P(1) be determined. Then these RIt's (and 9il'a, if applicable)

can bv used to compute a second, weighted estimate, P( 2 )' Since 1(2) Is
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t!'it- : ittl R -s and . 's can be used to

.ompute a third, weighted csLimate, P( 3 )W . aitura l y tois iteratiVe scheme

.can be continued as long as desired. Ulti-ot LtUILt ly, vcr'v little ,..:orýk 'n

beenl dnclie at this time to investigate convergunce, and rilate of colnvergenCtC,

of th- Iterations to any type of best .St lwatLu but tiii s is certainly an

arci for continued tesearch. IL is felt that the iteration:; for the LSQ

tueLhod probably converage rather wL1I, whereas the 'U1 iteraLion, bUeCauNL

they involve angles as well as distances and the data is in terms of angles,

allow the possibility of circul.rtty and instability.

1. U.4,IJS IONS. iwo 1methods havr bee'n di-1Ccu-si.,I for est imat ing Lth

I o j'i oii -1 I o aIn ! k.lk Wi point., L i VVI Ci Iret-L'tL ion da/t a f rom i known po iil L

Litusctd form ýorimalas for the eVti,,latvS were klCrivvd, a0- well as genural

expressions for the mean squared radial error of the two methods, least

squares (LSQ) and point of intcericetion (Pot). In addition, idealized
"upt. ilal" weights; were derived for each method, weights that reduce the

rv.liective errors to their sntallcst po.sLble valu•s, conditioned by the

trtmm locaLll O1 Lioth unknown point.

It Was nuted in SeScLion b that the optimally weighted so.lutions for

the two methods are identical. To understand the underlying reason tor

thii!L, consider the followitng estimatlion method: for an arbitrary poinit

P' (x, y), let 'f be the angle It makes with P1 and let F (11) = Y ( -y

Find, If possible, ;hu point 1' that minimizes IP (P). To

the degree of approximation used throughout the paper, this P is idethical

to the optimal LSQ or P01 point. To see this, rewrite F (11) as:

(' -02 2 2d ( ,

where '.,1 is the optimal set of weights for ISQ, This method, finding; a

least squares fit to the raw data -itself, } was not used until late In

the investigation and still is not preferable to the ethers merely bIcause

it does not lend Itsuelf to a closed term solnt.ion * Conce ivab L, With

sufficlunt computatLtonal facilities, this method may be preft,rablt, to liht, r

L.SQ or P0I, particularly if tli'latter require a larjL' number of Iterations.

Note that this estimate Is in tact the maximum I ikell[heod estimate In the

cate where th! si's are normally distributed.
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in iummary, Li.: two methods, LSQ and POI, were prcesnntd separately

: 2:•r3±i1• rwe:n~', .;.,icouggh the preceding para.rLph does tend to unify

ht two uik: ,% .1 :1 t-hory. Emphasized i'a• the simp.icity of both

.meitous, especially in the absence of unequal weights. The POI method

is e.asier to visualize graphically, while the .,Q merhod has fewer

,.omputaLions and gmaller associated error. Both methods are systematic

and easy to apply in many practical bituatioLns.

-A•,

11

,I
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A General Computational Algorithm for Rayesian Confidence Bounds

by Richard 4. Clarke

WATERVL IET ARSENAL
IVATERVLIET. NEW YORK

INTRUDUCTION

For anyone unfamiliar with Bayesian analysis this paper shouli
serve as an introduction to this very useful confidencinR technique.

The aspect of this paper which mignt be interestiv- to those already

familiar with this subject is simply that I have outlined a comnuta-
tional algorithm wL.icn will eliminate the very messy mappinq which

arises in applying the Bayes formulation.

I found it conve.iont in what follows to work with a specific

example in orde÷ to make a few basic points. A more general treatment
may be found in a Watervliet Arsenal technical report by the same titl~e.1

A BAYE-SIAN CONFIDENCE BOUND ON RELIABILITY

The basic -rontentlon of the Bayesian analysis is that any physical

parameter aboit which we have less than precise knowledge may be treated

as a random variable. For instance, the shape and location Weibull para-
meters might be treated as random va',irbles if we are using the Weibull

density to represent a set of failure data. If from the data we can con-

struct the joint density of those parameters, then rhe reliability den-

sity for a given safe life or the safe life density for a .iven reliabi-
lity will follow directly.

To arrive at that joint parameter density we must first specify some

prior knowledge of those parameters. Tis consists of stating that,

from prior testing of similar items, these parameters are likely to be

within certain bounds. If very little information is available we might

say only that a certain parameter can take on any value between two

limitas, and that each valije between those bounds is equally likely before
testing.

Suppose that five components have been cycled, under actual conditions
of fierd use, to failure and that these failures (cycles or hours, etc.)

aro X1 .. From irior testing of similar mechanical components we

deduce that the population from which these failures come can be reason-

ably approximated by the two parameter Weibull density. Then the density

of X is given by:

This article has been reproduced photographic~ally from the author's

manusc ript.
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I
In whicn X I.s a random var•abLe drawn from W UV.pr. ior any sez of
Weloull parameters we have that the joint density of the above five 4
,n/e.-en,'•t 3)servatiLns is:

gX, X 4 /eT)=~ ITr(K;/T

or*

iT f (XA/45H) (3)

Now let our prior know7edge of the parameters be represented by:

In this cue we might say, for instance, that:

, ,i, T"T. < T < .T, %.

- C- Vr-WH zC

Bayes theorem than states that the posterior knowledge available on the
parameter space for these five observations is:
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In the example we've been followinR, notinR that g, is a constant:

I.~! i- I(v/,%ý
(W64 (7)

We now have an expression which assigns a probability density to each
point in the parameter space.

At any point in that space we can related reliability (R) to safe
life (Xs).

or for the Wqeiuull example:

Then for a given safe life the density of the reliability estimator may
be found by mapping the parameter joint density (g2) onto reliability
(R) through Eqn. (8). Analytically'

In wnich the Jacobian is evaluated from Eqn, (8). A one sided, (1 -I )
IOU% lower confidence bound on reliability is then the lO0a(th percen-
tile in the reliability estimator density or:

A

C('i)
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Fxpression r101 is not particularly simple to evaluate. If we hap-
pened to be workinq with a three parameter density the Jacobim
wovid coT)nan three terms instead of two and two of the variables
would tieve to be eliminated by integration instead of one. In
general, that is for most two and three parameter densities, the
integrations could not be carried out id closed form and some nume-
rical or computer solution would be required.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE ANALYTICAL MAPPING

Instead of the usual analytical mapping as defined by Expres-
sion (10),. ie cai start directly with the po.,tcerior joint parameter
density and do i numerical mapping onto reliability as follows.

In inect',yi g the prior parameter density (g 1 ) choose a rectan-
v.ular region rf ,'rinition such as in Eqn. (5) above. Then divide
tnat regicn into snail subregions by dividing the parameter axes into
equal intervals. In the Weibull example we have been following the
midpoint of a specific subregion would be represented by:

Nr

In which 0 and Q2 represent the ranges over which the parameters "
and T are defined (See Eqn. (5)), and Np and N are the number of
intervals into which those ranges have been partitioned. (See
Figure I)

"T"*T.+ Ti.
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If these subregions are "small" enough (how small will be discussed

be a reasonable approximation throughout the subreRion. Then the proba-
bility that any subregion contains the actual population parameters can
be represented by

y=V

This probability (11ij) can then be associated with an interval on the
range of possible riliabilities by calculatint the reliability for tht
parameters i and ;jJ

An actual mapping of the ijth subregion onto reliability miqht look
like Figure II below.

AP.OXIMA "ON

ACr•JAL MAIPoNG
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We will appmxin.ate tftis mapping by dividing the reliability axis into
intervals and assigning the entire Pij to the interval in which Rih
fa IL Mathemat)cally, calculate:

with 41A, - Maximum reliability possible

RMIN -Miniimum reliability possible

M - Number of intervals on the reliability xis3

then:

TriincatinR I.- to an integer value then defines the interval number to
which Pij is tn be assigned.

By running through all the (P i, Tj) combinations and assipging
each Pij to an interval on the reliability axis we are constructing
a histogram which approximates the reliability estimator density. (See
Figure 111) I

AA

o 1IC i
0 20
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I

The accuracy of the process depends only on the interval sizes chosen.
We have simply replaced the integral evaluation of the mapping process
(Eqn. 10), by a much more straightforward numerical evaluation. Confi-
denced reliability follows from the histogram by replacing Eqn. (11)
with a summation.

Looking back on the process we can note that certain simplications
are possible. The evaluation of the posterior parameter joint density
could be written:

in which the constant is:

Then:

But the sum of all Pij should be unity so that:

.4"-I1 Z

In other words we do not have to evaluate the integral in Eqn. (20).

GRID SIZE

The remaining problom then is to determine in any case what interval
size is sufficiently "small." No satisfactory solution to this problem
is presently available. In applying the technique to actual data sets,
however, the following points were noted.

1. One specific application to the lognormal density with a uni-
form prior parameter density yielded the following confidence bounds on
safe life for a given re, iability:
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Grid Size Bound
(NA•X Nr) (Cycles)
10 x 15 10o
40 x 40 1150
70 x 70 1150

In this case 15 x 15 was too coarse, but 40 x 40 was sgood as 70 x 70.

2. An application of the three parameter Weibull seemed to can-
verge with a grid size of S x S x S. Finer grids resulted in a negli-
gible change in the confidence bound.

3. For very high reliabilities (.999, .9999, etc.) the lower
confidence bound on stfe life seems to increase as the grid is made
finer. This would inmicate that this method yields, for given grid
size, a confidence boutid which is on the conservative side of the
"exact" Bayesian con(,dence bound.

CUNCLUSION

The point which makes this computational mapping extremely inter-
esting is that it can be extended to any distributional form; it can
be extended to system reliability work in which thp joint posterior
parameter space for all components is mapped onto system reliability,
and so on. It's drawback, of course, is that it is completely computer
dependent and for 1.-, -irqmeter spa¢z :tne computations can be expen-
sive.

References:
1. Clarke, R. W., "A General Computational Algorithm for Bayesian

Confidence Bounds," Watervliet Arsenal Report NT-6911

2. Clarke, R. W., "Statistical Determination of Confidenced Safe
Fatigue Life for the 175mm M1I3EI Gun Tube," Watervliet Arsenal
Roort WVT-6909
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/ Exact Lower Confidence Limits on Normal and Lognormal Reliability

by Royce W. Soanes, Jr.

WATERVLIET ARSENAL
WATERVLIET, NEW YORK

This paper is a synopsis of References (8) and (9) which were
written in order to document more fully the solution to the problem
of concern:

Given a population having a normal or lognormal life distribution,

•nd a representative sample of failures drawn from this population,
calculate an exact IMO C % lower confidence limit on population relia-
bility (R) for a Riven mission life (or calculate the mission life (x)
corresponding to a given lower confidence limit on reliability.)

Mie nomal reliability estimator* is given by

A
By performing a bivariate change of variable, the joint dpnsity of R and

may be obtained in terms of the joint density of 4 and "
L

(2)

4 4I

The joint density of/-A and O may be determined from the fact that:

(1) A-' and c7 are independent random variables

(2) has a chi-square distribution with n-I degrees
& of freedom and

(3) is normally distributed with mean,/". and standard deviation

*Estimates are maximum likelihood

This article has been reproduced photographically from author's manuscript.
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14

The joint density of and is therefore:

- , - .(3 )

The joint density of and L-• is therefore:

T.

r(,()

but by definition,

4+

+

letting 
I 

Z.

-..

4- (S)
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A

Now (T is integrated out to obtain the density of R:

: • a 2. A2.

A0

0

letting

:z Ai A '., (6)

A
Since s is a dummy variable of integration and R is the arpument of h,
the only numbers upon which the form of h is dependent are R and n.
The density of the reliability estimator is therefore a one parameter (R)
density which is independent of the life density population parameters
and mission life.

CnanginR the argument of n to avoid confusion and adding tne sub-
script R to n tý indicate its dependence on the population reliability R,

the density of i is:

IM (7)

0
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A
The "istribution function of R is therefore given by:

r-L

Rq

The meaning of the Neyman method of finding a one sided confidence
interval for R may he explained through the following diagram:

C

20' I,
14
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Tit iur.;' determined by:

I,

or

i.e., I is determined sucL that for any population reliability R, the
relianility estimato- k falls below I I0) C % of the time. Suppose
now tnat tne true val.ie of population reliauility is R as shown in the
fxvur-t, We Ion',: know R or r but we do know 1. If tne experiment is
now oerformed and the reliability estimate R* is calculated, the
100 C % lower. confidence limit on R is Rc from the diagram. This is so
uecause if the experiment is performed many times, R* will be below r
'JJ C % of the time and hence Rc will be below R 100 C t of the time.

Confidenced reliability Rc is therefore determined by solvLnq
for Itc:

Before this is done, however, the distribution function of R should be
sim,1 '1 od. Uhan~inR the order of integration in Eqn. (8) and making
some appropriate changes of variable, one has:

0
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Using Eqn. (12), Eqn. (Io) now becomes:

,,.,- .

- "' (13)

0

If R" were calculated using the desired mission life and the sample
parameter estimates, Eqn. (13) could be solved nmerically for R.,

but for purposes of calculating tables, it is better to stipulate R.
and solve Eqn. (13) for ZR* instead. This was 4one for confidence
levels of 90% and 95%, confidenced reliabilities of .999, .995, .99,
.975, .95, .925, .90,.875, .85 and ramplO siZes of 2-10, 1S, 20. 2S,
30.

The equations used with the tables to calculate mission life for
the normal and lognormal models are:

0(14)
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-li -:w. , 2wi1 to i- ,vinv rrt',i,1 1 v ei fr onj fr-. tri- nn-mnaI nq

tiecause tne IQ cnrTa) relia~ility estimator is

and the logs of tt~e data are by de':.n~tion norm~ally d~str2.iitcdI.
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ABSTRACT. Mi saile simulations of systems including a gyro-seeker

guidance assembly have often excluded the gyro-seeker representation by
assuming that some ideal proportional tracking ratio will be achieved.
Thus, some of the basic characteristics of the guidance loop are omitted
or approximated. This paper develops a real-time simulation technique
so as to include the basic functions of'the gyro-seeker assembly such
as precession, nutition, drift, gain, noise, etc.

In the firsit sictIon of the paper, the model equations are dir_'ved
and are used in a diicussion of the system parameters and system dynamics.

The second section of the paper presents the an'alog computer /
mechanization and results of the simulation, some of which have beoý'
verified by system experiaents,.and some predicted by analytidal tKeory.

SYSTE DESCRIPTION. The basic gyro-seeker unit consists o&'a
gyroscope, rotating gyro magnet, and stationary induction coils about
the gyro. (See Figure 1.) Target source energy is collected and focused

, to produce a spot image on a reticle centered on the spin axis. When the
* image spot is off center the reticle pattern produces an error signal
which'is modulated at spin frequency. The amp~itude of the error signal.
is a function of the radial displacement of ithe image from-the reticle
center, while the phase corresponds to azimuthal position about the

.! seeker axis. After being amplified and filtered, the signal is fed to
the precession coil which torques the gyro magnet so as to precess the
gyro toward a null positionrwith, respect to the line of sight. The
processed a.c. signal can also be demodulated into orthogonal components
uslug reference coils. The demodulated d.c. components can be used for
tracking or guidance signals.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. The author wishe's to thank George E. Hoffman,
Karl G. Goodloe, and Nancy H. Wade for their assistance in the preparation
of this paper.

The remainder of this article has been reproduced photographically from
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Mathematical bkxdel

Two coordinate systems will be referenced in the model

derivation. The g> system, or ground system, will be

fixed at the initial gyro position with ii axis horizontal

and pointed at the initial target ground position. The

s> coordinate system, or seeker system, will be fixed to

the center of gravity of the gyro assembly. The s-- axis

is along the gyro spin axis and T2 is along the North-South

axis of the gyro magnet. (See Fig. 2).

TARGET

i 3

FIGURE 2
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The yaw', pitch, roii sequence for the EuLer transformation

between coordinate systems is given by,

s> - M (#1, 02, 03) g>, where the subscript denotes

rotation about the respective axis. In detail then, the

model Euler equations are:

*I -0 C#2  503 CO2  -S#2  1

92 • 03 sý S41 - SOB3 COi S*3 S#2 S41 + C03 CO1  C42 Sc¢ g2

V3/ c3 S02 Z:1 + se3 sO1  sea S42 C#1 C03 cs 1  c#2 cO4 93

#3a "O s 4 2 ("2 Sin #1 + W3 COS 41)

f2 a W2 COS 41 - W3 Sin *1

-l - us, + sin f2 03

030(0 ; dt

02 (02)0 + ;2 dt

*i C01)o 6 feI dt

To derive an equation for the seeker output signal we aistm

that the reticle is parallel to the Ta2 - i plane and centered

on the 11 axis. The optics produce a target imp point on the

reticle, as shown in Fig. 3, hiwwoer the 1' axis deviates from

the line of sight. The radial displacement d of the Imag

point from the reticle center is proportional to the angle c

between the il axis and the line of sight vector to the target.

The distance d is rno modeled by deriving a distance r in the

T2 1 3 plant which is proportional to d. Let 7 be the unit
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RETICLE TARGET
•3

d-S

FIGURE 3

vector along line of sight vector in the ground coordinate

system. Then,

X +- Y9 2 + Z 3, where

Let o and o denote the components of " in the seeker coordinate

system. (See Fig.4 ). Ther a /c + O depeds on c and52 S3

• °S3

FIGURE 4
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not on the iength of a. Also the length r is proportional

to the actual displacement d which depends on the optics

and other physical parameters. The azimuthal phase determined

by the angle e measured from the T2 axis to the image point

line is given by sin e-_! . (See Fig.4 ). This derivation
r

assumes that reticle modulated output has the form of a

sine wave. Other wave shapes could be generated by using

various ret i-le patterns and electronic processing. For a

discussion of other wave forms and their effect on gy-/o

precession see reference 1. Then eo - Kr sin 0 - Kassis

an equation which represents the seeker output signal. To

compute os we recall that,

"M C 2i. *,, *3) ';g, so that

EX [C.ý3 S02 C41  0 3 S61] + Y (s*3 54 4 - 0 3 SfIl
S3

÷ Z c42 c4 1.

The signal ea0 - r sine is amplified and applied to the coil

about the gyro whose field acts on the permaient gyro magnet

to precess the gyro. The variation of the magnetic field is

thus proportional to r sin e and its direction is perpendicular

to the plane of the coil as shown in Fig. 5 . &zppo"e that

the magnetic field 11 of the coil makes an angle X with
C

respect to s', then, I F I ii i1 *' I cos A *Ie T- e

magnetic field of the permanent magnet can be written simply
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as * l The interaction of the two magnetic fields

lproduces a torque which tends to align the two fields. This

torque is given by the vector cross product,

T373 - 19ml i' x I'cl cos x ii where 1'cl - Kr sin e and

J~mj is constant. Note that the torque T3 will be.a maximum,

when the spot line is along the i3 axis, then the rotation of

the magret will be in the 12 - il plane and the precession in

the -3 " sI plane. Let T + T 1  + T2s2 + Ts2"3 be the total

external torque acting on the gyro. Then the angular

accelerations are given by,

w A3 v T CWW2 (I-) -22

.1 T2J [IWI

W, T W3W2 [I-ia
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If we assune that the only torque acting is T3 as derived

above, and that the transverse moments are equal, then

the equations reduce to:

w3 T - (I -T
w2 " WIW3 [i1 - 1Ia]

12

Integrating tht' components of '" yields the angular velocity

conmponents of o of the seeker relative to the seeker coordinate

system. Us ing the seeker to ground transformation, w- can

be transformed to W11 " * *32 + 4 by,

u34 sec 02 (w2 sin ol + w3 COS *I)

02 W2 COS 01 - W3 Sin 01

w1 * Sin *2 ;3.

Integrating s, yields the anglesl*p of the ground coordinate

system which are needed to compute 053. Thus e loop is

closed.

Orthagonal components of the seeker signal are obtained by

demodulating the signal using two referemce signals. Reference

.ignmis can be obtained by mounting coils about the gyro 90*

apart. (See Fig. 6). A sinusoidal voltage is produced by each
g

coil as the flux lines of the gyromagnet cut the v is

uf the coil. Those signals can simply be modeled as Ksin (41+y)

and Kcos Co+i*) where Y is the angle the coils are rotated
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FIGURE 6

f rom the P1 reference. The inputs to each dmondulator are

the seeker sigal and one of the reference signals. The

filtered output is a d.c. level which is proportional to the

error amplitude component in the respective plane or direction

determined by the angle y, The mathe.atki•' representation

ftor the phLse demodulator is not given since the actual

electronic network is easily adapted to the analog conputer

components. Fig. 7 shows a typical phase demodulator bridge

network used for one plane.

The basic gyro-seeker model which has been developed can

easily be expanded or modified to include hardware changes

Sor known parameter variations. For example, the actual

seeker output signal could be a function of source intensity,

target range, noise, filtering and other phase and amplitude
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transfer function additions or miltiples of the signal
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Simulat ion

The simulation of the gyro-seeker employs the mathematical

equations as derived in the math model with the following

except ions:

1. It was assumed that the gyro speed was constant.

This is thecase in a gyro when the motor-driving torque just

balances the fr.ction torques so the g)To spins at a constant

rate. Thus sin *, and ;os t, were obtained by running in

oscillator at the required spin frequency.

2. The equation pi w, + sin 42 *3 was approximated by

the equa-on, 0, = W1, i.e., it was assumed that sin #2 *3 '"0i

The computer mechanization diagrams are presented on pages 13

to 1S. iSince this particular mechanization is part of a hybrid

missile sL'latiOn, some of the computations are shown as

digital. it should be clear to the reader how on all-analog

simulation could be obtained from the given mechanization.

The parameters such as spin frequency,-moments of inertia and

loop g.ins were obtained from experimental data taken from the

seeker hardware.. After all parameters were obtained, the

sirmlation was verified by comparing the response characteristics

of the hardware with those of the simulation.
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( I
TARGET GENERAT ION

(x, Y, Z)

-J COS *3 Sinl *2

sin , 3

Z cos *2

Y sin #3 sin *2

YCOS k3

DIGITAL CO.MMATION
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Some simulation recordings and description of results are

presented on the xo±iowing pages.

Pages 21 and 22 show the response of the gyro alone to a

constant amplitude sinusoidal torque at spin frequency applied

about the g3 axis and phased so as to precess the gyro in

the 03 plane. The difference in the two recordings is the

result of a change in the moment of inertia ratio -3/1

whicn can be Eeen as a change in the nutat:ion frequency on

the w, an'c :5 channels. The frequency of the nutation is

determined by w, (I - o) while the amplitude depends on the

initial conditions (w2)o and (WO)O. (See, e.g., reference 3

for an analytical derivation). The gyro precession which

is seen as a change in o3 is proportional to the amplitude of

the applied torque.

Page 23 shows the closed loop response for a given gain K,

as a multiple of the feedback signal r sin 9. In this case

the seeker was not tracking (as can be seen by 0. and 03),

but was locked to a stationary target, X - C, Y - 0, Z - 0.

Ths K, r sin a has a s9ll amplitude and a phase which is

changing rapidly to compensate for directional chages of

the spin axis from the line of sight. Page 24 shows the

response to a target moving at a constant rate in the Y

direction. This condition results in an error signal

K, r sin 0 which has a constant amplitude, reflecting the

constant target rate, and a fixed phase dictated by the

233
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r .1

Y direction. (Note that since the torque applied to the

gyrro is ao×uut the 13 axis, it appears on the W3 channel.)

The demodulated outputs of the error signal for target

rates in the Y' and Z direction are shown on pages 2 5 and

26 respectively. In this case y was chosen as 0°, so

that r sin e was in phase with one reference signal and 90"

out of phaso with the other reference signal, for each

tracking conlition. Thus the perpendicular tracking

directionm result in alternate full value and zero value

readings on the demodulated outputs R1 and R2 as shown on

pages 25 and 26 . The slow rise of the R1 and R2

signals is due to filtering on the demodulated outputs

and not to the deimdulator circuits.

1 Error signals can also be produced by gyro motion such as

Igyro drift. [Z we assum a constant gyro drift rate and

stationary target conditions then an error signal is produced
to overcome the drift. Page 27 shows the simulation results

.for these conditions. In this case drift was produced by an

appropriate torque in the o$ plane. The result of the error

signal, Kr sin e, generated by these conditions can best be

observed on the demodulated outputs. One can think of these

outputs as false tracking comnands caused by gyro drift.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A SIX-COMPONENT ROCKET ENGINE TEST STAND

Aubrey W. Presson
U. S.. Army Missile Command
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

INTRODUCTION. LANCE Developmental testing within the T&RE Laboratory
has been accomplished on test stands designed to measure the six components
of thrust reaction. The basic.problem inherent in such stands is that of
restraining t e engine with a measurement system that permits the engine
six degrees of freedom, without the introduction of unknown effects upon
the engine. This, if course, is further compounded by the requirement to
supply propellants thru a high pressure plumbing system that shunts the
measurement system. It is obvious that a thorough stand calibration
program must be implemented to resolve this problem.

The facility requirements stated for the present phase of LANCE are
presented in Table I. Paralleling these are our estimates of our then
existing capability. Thase estimates were derived from extensive calibra-
tion tests performed on the original test stand. Only acasual observance
is required to realize that this represents a significant step forward. A
less casual but limited pteliminary error analysis indicated more clearly
the difficulties involved and concluded that a portion of the requiremiht
was clearly beyond the state-of-the art. Briefly this is indicated, when
load cell accuracy requiremedts are derived from consideration of the
angularity and position requirements. Considering only the load dell
capacities, dictated by the ;hrust magnitude and the practical geometry of
the stand, the position requirement means a vertical load cell resolution
of 0.052 F.S; and the angularity requirement a side load cell resolution
of 0.3% F.S. The thrust and side force requirements are much less severe -

approximately by a factor of 3 times.

This dilemma was resolved by a joint decision to proceed on a best
efforts basis. It is this effort that I will summarize this afternoon.

II. PRINCIPAL DESIGN FEATURES. The present Thrust Mesiurement
System, (Figure 1) like its predecessor system, contains seven load cells.
This is the TP series stand with component convention illustrated. The
four vertical cells are parallel and symmetrically plAced about the vertical
centerline or Z axis. These cells react thrust as veil as the moments about
the two horizontal axis designated MX and M . Side forces designated X and
Y are reacted by the horizontal cells placed on or parallel to these axes.
The pair of cells paralleling the Y axis also reacts the roll moment (HZ).
Each load cell is assembled with flexures to permit maximum compliance
with all modes of loading except those acting directly along the cell axis.
Thus, the magnitudes of force interaction inherent in the system are
minimized.
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Fiaure 2 illustrates additional features.. These views are of
the present system. Features to be noted are:

1. The unsupported long elbov sections of pipe in the propellant
line approaches to :the engine.

2. Arrangement of the three lines approaching the ensine
symmetrically about the vertical centerline in an attempt
to balance the restraints.

3. Dis~lacement of the plumbing from the centerline to permit
application of single point calibration loads.

4. Inclusion if rupture disc housings (appearing as boxes
between th( lines and engine) that permit the pretest
installaticL of these discs without disturbing the pro-
pn1.larm line connections to the measurement system.

Load cell placement and alignment of the system and especially the
alignment of the calibration input devices are of critical concern. Optical
tooling was used to control these factors to precisions of better than
.005 inches in position and .05 ail radians in orientation.

The basic calibration scheme developed for the-original stand was
first employed in the calibration of this stand. The premise of this
calibration attempt was that there are many sources 6f interaction which
combine to produce the net effect on the system. These inclede each of,
the components of force input, the static pressurisation of the propellant
lines, the dynamics of flow through these lines and the effects of tempera-
ture over the conditioned range of -40 to 160"F. Thus, each source was
tested and its effects observed. It was further presumed that these
independently derived effects could be summed to express the net effect.
This approach is illustrated in the slide by the multiple calibration
deviceq.

III'. OEVISED CALIBRATION METHOD. Time will not permit a detailing
of the extensive calibration program by which it was determined that this
latter premise wan invalid. Perhaps it is sufficient to say that this
led to a phase that is often referred toeas an agonizing reappraisal. If
the basic premise that there were no synergistic characteristics was in-
valid, how then could the stand be calibrated. Alternate schemes were
considered but the one adopted involved the use of an existing program
from the Computation Center files. This program - a so called Nonsimple
Stepvise Multiple Linear Regression Analysis shortened herein to KLI
Analysis was used to fit the data to empirical expressions of the input
components in term of the outputs. These expressions need be limited
only by the capacity of the program which permits up to 59 independent
terms. The scheme was attempted on data then available to us and a very
close fit was obtained. This data did not cover the full ranges of
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interent. hnewpvar an a . . . . . .. . . . . .- - •- --
hardware was designed to permit the acquisition of data sufficient for
this purpose. The plan was first implemented in January 1969 for ambient
temperature condition and analysis of results were completed in March
1969. Due to a stand renovation, a repeat of ambient condition cali-
brations have been made as well as a calibration at each of the temperature
extremes. Analysis is in progress on this data. The scheme developed for
the January 1969 effort was used thru out and is the primary subject to
be presented to this panel.

The loading scheme for this series of tests involved a series of
input vectors whose locations, attitudes and magnitudes were closely
controlled and/or measured. The input assembly, (Figure 3) starting at
the "hard" point, involved a bi-di.ectional translation device with
planned displacements indexed by a series of dowel pin holes. This
device was centered on the vertical centerline through the use of
optical tooling. Upon this device was mounted a hydraulic Jack, which
was linked to the input load.cell through auniversal flexure. A rod
extended from the load cell' to angther flexure near the engine mounting
fixture and another smaller bi-directional translation device connected
this flexure to the mounting fixture. It, too, was indexed for the
planned displacements. During loading operations, initial displacements
were set with these translationdevices to effect either vector displace-
ment,' vertor angularity, or a combination of both. Then, to assure that
any change in these initial conditions was known, displacement gages were
used to monitor any lateral displacements above the upper flexure or below
the lower flexure.. The loads were then cycled under control of a servo
loop to create the load sequence depicted in Figure 4. To combine the
static pressure effects each of the four cycles were run at differefit
line pressure conditions as noted. Four cycles of 'this type constituted
a test run. The recalibration plan involved 30 runs.

Digital data acquisition and processing techniques were employed
throughout the caljbration process except for the displacement gages
used to monitor the input rod attitude. The analog data obtained from
these were manually reduced and entered into the digital analyses. Many
of the features contained within the computer programs are illustrated
in Figure 5. Automatic normalizing of all output data at the zero input
point eliminates the negative thrust portions of our load cycles. Redundant
data sections are also eliminated by an edit routine.' The low range bridge
of the input cell defines the sustain level sections indicated while the high
range bridge defines the original boost level segments indicated by solid black
lines. A range limiting feature that was subsequently added redefines the
boost level to conform to the designated upper range segments.

For each of these segments, the 200 sample/sec acquisition rate was
reduced by editing and averaging to approximately 1 sample/sec for boost
data and 10 s/s for sustain data. Computation of input and output
components were then made at these data ratis and taped for input into
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the MLR Analysis. Inputs were based on initial and monitored change
of rod attitudes while outputs were functions of the stand geometry
and the load cell results. Tabulations and CRT type plots were pre-
pared to aid in analysis.

TherMLR Analysis determined the empirical equation coefficients
for each component in turn. Data from 25 of the 30. calibration runs
was considered collectively. The determined codfficients were then
programmed to provide predictions of the input components which were
then compared to the known inputsfand a residual error computed. When
applied to runs 26 thru 30, a validity check was made of the total
process. When applied to all 30 runs in turn a standard error is
obtained for each run. It is the combination of these errors that
determined our estimate of measurement system capability.

Several forms of the MLR',Analysis were performed as indicated in
Table II. To understand this'table, you must realize that these are
the stand output. parameters that..are 'considered as independent vari-
ables in each of six equations involving the known input values or
dependent variables. The. equation form, as noted, is Input Component
E A T with A the unknown coefficients and T the terms selected from

the chart. The analysis is performed on each of these equations in
turn to determine a best fit set ofunknown coefficients, one for each
of the independent terms. Having determined these values by calibration,
it is assumed that the equation holds for unknown input conditions and
thus these conditions can be predicted from anyset. of output values
contained within the calibration ranges. The original premise was that
irrelevant terms would be effectively eliminated by the analysis and ,a
59 term form was chosen$ The highest order terms used were sedond degree
terms and their cross products. This proýUided a very good fit for the
25 runs used in the analysis but prediction for'runa 26 thru 30 were
very poor. It was reasoned that this was due to the, inclusion of too
many irrelevant terms and the equations were reduced to a 16 teim form.
(Diagonal shading'.) All cross products are eliminated. 'This produced'
significantly improved prediction results even though the standard
errors from the MLR Analysis were increased. -This form was adopted
for the sustain range of data. An addendum note should be m•de at
this point. In setting the program controls, no test was made on the
exclusion of terms. Present analysis includes this feature but its
effectiveness is not yet known.

The next significant step was taken when it was observed that even
though the standard error for an over-all fit was acceptable, the fit
at the upper limit of the range was at times unacceptable. This led to
a revised analysis based on data contained within the interval of 25 to
40K. The 16 term form was selected for this analysis' The residual
error plots seemed to suggest a correlation with the ratios of Z input
with each of the components. Thus, two forms containing 23 terms in the
equations were attempted next. These forms include the 16 terms
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THE PEOBLEM. Since it is desired to resolve a force vector in

six degreas of freedom it it necessary to evaluate the interaction
-i'1140i usA Liss tlecLirmcDanicai neaemurent systtm In M2. degrees, 01
freedom. For tLAs purpose an experiment is required that vii adequately
measure these effects throughout the range of interest and determine the
precision characteristics of the total measurement process.

TUHE IPLEMENTED SOLUTION.

A. An experiment of 30 input vectors involving differing combinations
of the six components of force input mnd static presurisation-
leviels with ranging of each parameter to near maxi•mu expected
val us.

B. An evaluation of the six empirical "best fit" transfer equations
relating tke observed input and output data. The terms of the
aquations w'r-- arbitrarily selected and a goeffients derivation
made by a multiple linear regression analysis.

C. A derivation of precision limits based on the combination of
the overall experiment data fit precision with standard devia-
tion values for the laboratory standard and for the transfer to
the field standard. This comibnation is by the square root of
the sum of variances method.

THEt CLINICAL QUESTIONS.

1. Is method valid?

2. .f no, are the thirty tests excessive or inadequate?

"3. Are more practical methods known?
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TABLE I. REQtIIREMENT VERSUS CAPAWILITY iSTIMATE
,AT START OF XRL PROGRAM

Capability

Requirement Estimate
Parameter (3 Pignia. (O5' confidene).c

Side forces (lb) ±-50 1 10O,
Sustain phasu thrust (lb) ± 160 : 100
Boost phase.thrust (Ib) Pon +250
Boost phase vector location (in.) * 0.03 ,t 0. 12,5
Boost phase vector angularity (mhrad) *0.M72 2.

9' ,.
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PABLE iV. REQUIREMENT VERSUS DEMONSTRATED CAPA1I3LITY

AT .ND OF CALIBRATION ANALYSIS

Phasc Parameter Requirvment Capability

P,nost Side force (0b) t50 1 5.j
k ertical inrce (thrust jIL :-200 11I
V aetor lon'ation (in. s. O•I : •. or, /L'.ctor angularity fmrad. 0.372 1.2

ý,Iustail, s,;de force (ib) -50 02U

Vector loration (in.) -- 0. IS

Vector an'gularity nirad, - 4
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INJY:..33•WAWORY STUDY OF A. ME70; F7-)+R YA'&UR1NG

A?0!.,3:IUM PERCI'I.JRAfE PARTIC)I" SIZE

Bernard J. Alley
Army Propulsion Laboratory and Center
Research and Engineering Directorate

U. S. Army Missile Command
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama 35809

ABSTRACT

An interlabora.t-r, study of a method ior measuring the particle
size distribucion of finely ground ammonium perchlorate was conducted
by the Analytical Chemistry Working Group of the Interagency Chemical
Rocket Propulsion Group (ICRPG). The primary objective of the study
was to determine the suitability of the method for use as a standard
specification procedure by evaluating its precision. Single analyses
of two different ammonium perchlorate samples, having weight median
diameters in the range of 20-30& were made by each of nine laboratories,
using the same liquid sedimentation technique and equipment. The
random error wichin laboratories and the systematic error among
laboratories were resolved, and confidence intervals were placed on

the determinaticn of specific surface areas and weight mean diameters.
The random error estimate was acceptably small; however, the system-
atic error estimate was so large that the method is not recommended
for use as a standard specification procedure.

INTRODUCTION

Ammonium perchlorate (AP) is widely used as an oxidizer in coot-
posite and ermposite-modified double-base propellants. The particle
3ize distribution of the AP has a pronounced effect on the propellant
processing characteristics and ballistic properties, and therefore
must be precisely measured and controlled, The recent use of finely
ground AP in high burning rate propellants places greater demands on
the precision of particle size analysis.

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's
manuscript.
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-V:c, -1! an.-y -'s rM_:rhods were evaluated and coMpored during a

S1- ".3,C-IAL and Center.¢'0-~~~ ~~ :-... ., l",. n .1 !11 'lid s5Pd T-w,--nr~ .tlnn nnlalysi-• us•ing
an ýi .rpp 1. i"'. I ". ured ch,." •}' inl- Safety /..ppIianceq (M-9-A)
Cr•n")nq , F'• gv"- pr ,rise result• and was recommiended for the general
anal-,-s of fin, AP." The method was used with suc:ess by a number
of 1an'oratorie rhro'igholit the propulsion industry.

The interlaboratory study (Round Robin) described here was
subseouently conducted by the Analvtical Chemistry Working Group of
the Interagency Chemical Rucket Propulsion Group (ICRPG), with nine
1aboratories part cil-atLng. rne 01jecrives were: (1) to determine
tipe suitabilty of the H-S-A method for use as a standard specifics-
t.ir. proe..d.r. h'nped in nn !sriTaArior of its precision; (2) to deter-

effe-rivenes nf . simple experimental design- and (3) to
.'. du,.':•' a.. , 4rr foroances of th.e pdrticipatirg laboratories.

EXPERIMENTAL

Each of the nine laboratories was sent three samples of nominal 4

20-30" AP mixed with an inert polymer, one selected at random'from
each of three different batches. One of the samples was provided
3•1.ply tor practice prior to initiation of the Round Robin. The
othur two, deqignated materials A and B, were to be analyzed in
ucordinc(. with .ne detailed Round Robin procedure. The instructions
spuc i Led that the analysis be conducted by a skilled operator, ond
that t•ie A and A samples be analyzed on different days.

briefly, the particle analysis procedure was as follows.
A 15-rng sample of the material was dispersed with a surfactant and
suspended in a feeding liquid composed of 60% chlorobenzene and
407, benzene by volume. The particle suspension was placed on top
of chlorobenzene in a special centrifuge tube. The larger particles
were allowed to fall under the influence of gravity, and the smaler
p-,rtiles wer- cent cifuged. All of the particles were collected in

unifo-w bire capillarv at the bottom of the centrifuge tube. The
tiitmeter schedule used in the Round Robin and a typical analysis are
snown In Table 1.

r~e sediment heipl't aL. ,.-aeh particle diameter of the schedule
wat .,ea:,jr0!1 as a funct'on ot sertling times precalculated from
Sto.es law.' The percentage by weight (volume) of particles greater
than each successive diameter was calculated by dividing the corre-
sponding sediment height by the total height at the end of the
analysis. It will be noted from the table that the percentages are
not independent,
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Table I

Tv-'i:.'l Anmonim Perc'ilorate Partile iSizv Analysis
with the Mine Safety Appliances (H-S-A) Analyzer

Sedimentation Sedimentation Sediment Weight % >
Diameter ode Rate Time Height Diaeter

(rpm) (min, sec) (Relative)

200 Gravity 0. 4.1 0 0

149 0, 7.5 0.5 1.45

103 0, 15.0 1.0 2.90

74 0, 30.2 2.2 6.?2S

52 1, 1 5.5 15.94

37 2, 1 10.8 31.30

25 4, 25 16.5 47.83

18 Centrifuge 300 0, 27 21.0 60.87

9 600 0, 58 26.2 75.94

5 1200 0, 52.5 29.5 85.51

3 1800 1, 19 31.5 91.30

2 2, 2 32.5 94.20

1.2 5, 16 33.5 97.10

0.6 3600 6, 2 34.2 99.13

0.4 9, 55 34.5 100

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The particle size distribution data are given in Tables II and 111.
The data for laboratories 3 and 8 were omitted from the calculations
of averages and the estimatis of variarces (Sa) and standard deviations
(S) because of the outliers in Table III and the abnormal shapes of
their particle size distribution curves.

The average particle size distribution data are plotted on log-
probability scale in Fig. 1. The shapes of the curves are typical of
those obtained for finely ground unimodal asmmonium perchlorate. The
difference between tne particle size distributions of the AP in the
two materials was purposely made small so that the random errors for
their respective analyses could be assumed to be equal.
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WEIGHT PERCENT GREATER THAN DIAMETER

Fig. 1. Amwonium Perchlorate Particle Size
Distribution Curves

Of the lat'ge number of single-valued variables that can be
calculated from the particle site distribution data, the two chosen
for this prograt were specific iturface area (Sv) and weight man
diameter (dw). The specific surface area correlates veil with
propellant burning rates1 and is very sensitive to variations in the
diameters of small particles; the weight mean diameter is very sensi-
tiye to variations in the dimieterm of large particles. The Sw and
dw values, asseuming spherical particles, were calculated from the
data in Tables 11 and III by the following formulas:

Sw(m 2/g) a 3.077 n=W (1)

dw(ýk)i~ di W 2
?1

itth

vhe're W, is the weight fraction of particles in te ith site
interval' and di is an average dieter of the itý interval.
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""s"! d~i w valiui~ we;.-t ~ ~ as. 5

procedires devel)ped by Youden.s' 6  A two-material XY plot for S 1:
;ho,.i in Fig. 2. Horizontal and vertical lines were drawn through the

medians of the pLiuts, and a 450 line was drawn through their inter-
section. The perpendicular distances between the points and the
450 line are a measure of the random error within laboratories, and

the spread of points along the 450 line is a measure of the systematic
error among leboratories.

0.70

060

-040w

/ 6

Z O.30- 8 74*.

020-

0.10

0 I I I I

0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 060
MATERIAL-B (mI/g)

Fig. 2. Two-Material Plot of Ammoniu=m Perchlorate
Specific Surface Areas

The arrangement of points shows that the laboratories tended to get
either high or low results on both materials. Moreover, the systematic
error is appreciably larger than the random error. Most of the labora-
tories hWave a small random error, indicating that they did careful work.
The differences between the two materials for laboratories 3 and 5 were
found to be statistically significant at the 95% confidence level when
compared with the average difference for all laboratories.
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"fiwire 3 is the t-wo-material XY plot for dw. The laboratory 8
vaiun diffr:. rtrkedl-r from the others, particularly for the analysis
of mi:e. ial b, and wag not conEidered when drawing the horizontal and
vertical lines. nie random error for dw appears to be greater than
tOat for Sw. It should be recognized, however, that the dw values
are larger and that dw and Sw were calculated from the same
particle size distribution data. The 'systematic error among labora-
tories is not noticeably larger than the random error within
laboratories.

451
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u 251 _
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20

3.

15-

10 - I I I I I I

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
MATERIAL - 8i0)

Fig. 3. Two-Material Plot of Ammonium Perchlorate
Weight Mean Diameters

The extremely high dw value for laboratory 8 clearly indicates
some deviation from the recommended procedure, and this laboratory
was omitted from some of the statistical analyses described later.
Laboratory 3 was also omitted from some of these analyses because of
its low dw value and the outliers and abnormally shaped curves
mentioned earlier.
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An anilysitu of variance 6 '7 is given in Table IV. The results, a-

erx"ected, aerre with the qualitetIve interprerarions ot the data It.
fi-s. 2 and 3. The variance of Sw averages among laboratories is
statistically significant when compared with the estimated random error
variance (5); whereas that for dw is not statistically significant.
Lhe laboratories x materials mean square (MS)LM is considered to be
the best estimate of the true random error variance.

Table IV

Artalvfis of Variance (Laboratories 3 and 8 Omitted)

Specific Surface Weight Mean
Area (m /g) Diameter (0)SourceEM

of Variation SS

DF x 10 x 10 4  SS MS

* Among
Laboratories (L) 6 806.13 134.36 a 168.60- 28.10 a

Bet:ween a a
Materials (MK 1 272.27 2 7 2 . 2 7 a 338.20 3 3 8 . 2 0a ae + 7?H + a'

Laboratories x
Materials (LM) 6 46.74 7.79 45.59 7.60 2+ Ua

e

Total 13 1125.14 552.39

DF - degrees of freedom MS - mean square
SS - sum of squares EMS - expected mean square

2
SR Se + SLM W (MS)LM

S (MS)L - SR
SL - 2

SS2+ 2/nda L S R/+

aStatistically significant at the 95% or higher confidence level.
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The estimate of the systematic error variance mong laboratories
(St) is also an tmportant component of the estimate of the ovgrall
vari ance (5"d) of the mnthod. The formula@ for calculating SL and
Sd are given in the table. The expected mean squares (EMG) are for
a random model, which was assmied in this case.

Estimated random and systematic error variames are given in
Table Y for various combinations of the Sw and dw data. The
and S7L values for specific surface area determinations are not
significantly affectcd by omitting laboratories 3 and 8, but they are
significantly rgduced in the case of veight mnao diameter determinations.
The value of R. -for the determination of specific surface area is
significantly reduced when laboratories 3 and 5 are omitted, as could
have been expected 'rom Fig. 2. However, a comparison with the 0.00137
value independently sb'ained by replicate determinations within Labors-
tory I (the originat.ng laboratory) indicates that the value of
0.000048. is not a good estimate of the true random error variance.

Table V

Estimated Random and Systematic Error Variances

" 3 a
Si Si

Specific Surface Area (2/8)g

All Laboratories 0.001171 0.006192

Omit Laboratories 3 and 8 0 . 0 0 0 7 7 9b 0 .006 3 2 8b

Omit Laboratories 3 and 5 0.000048 --

Within Laboratory 1 a 0.001374 --

Weight Yean Dimter (j,)

All Laboratories 48.78 62.94

Omit Laboratories 3 and 8 7.60b 10.25b
Within Laboratory la 1.73

'DF - 5.
bValues used for calculating confidence intervals.
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wvitin laboratory 1 is significantly smaller at the 95%. confidence

"level than S1 for the Round Robin data with laboratories 3 and 8
omit ted.

The precision of the method is defined by the confidence limits
(X * L4), where I is an analysis result and L% is one-half the
1=each'of the confidence interval, in this case at the 95% level.
These one-half values are given in Table VI. They were calcylated
from the formulas in the table and the estimated S1 and SL variance
components noted in Table V. The degrees of freedom associated with
Sd were estimated by Satterthwaites approximation 7

Table VI

Precision of H-S-A Analysis Method
.(L% at the 93% confidence level)

Number Specific Surface Area (ma /) Weight Mean Diameter (Q)
of ......

Analyses Within a a ao0r
(n) Laboratorya at R qmd Laboratoa at Random

1 0.0683 0.201 6.75 9.55

2 0.0483 0.196 4.77 847

3 0..0394 0.194 3.89 8.08

4 0.0341 0.193 3.37 7.88

i iL 
tf SR//i-, where tf is Student's t (f - 6)

with f degrees of freedom.

bL tf Sd (f w 6.69 for specific surface area,

f - 9.02 for weight mean diameter).

The estimated precision of analyzing AP samples within a single

laboratory (random error) is given by the confidence intervals in the
second and fourth columns of Table V%. These intervals apply for the
analysis of AP saples having particle silo distributions within the
range shown in Fig. 1. Note that the precision improves with an
increase in the number of replicate analyses.
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The estimated precision of analyses, considering the random plus
ttie systematic error, by any laboratory selected at random is given by
the confidence incervals in the third and fifth coluams. Assuming the
particlpating laboratories are representative of the entire population
of laboratories, those precision estimates determine the suitability

of the method for use as a standard specification procedure. The
error is larger than for analyses within a single labor tory because
of the contribution of the systematic error variance (O). Nor is the .
precision improved much in this case by replicate analyses, becraue
the replicates (n) reduce only. the smaller 4 -component of ed"

Perhaps in actual practice a higher degree of confidence than 952
would be desired. for higher degrees of confidence the value of tf
would be larger, and the confidence intervals would increase accord-
ingly. The accuracj (bias) of the method could not be estimated in
this Round Robin, bec.-uie a standard AP smnple of accurately known
particle size is not available.

O00

60

40-

S20
.1 30s 'Ii

4-

_ _!

0.01 0.2 2 10 30 50 TO 90 9 99B
WEIGHT PERCENT GREATER THAN DIAMETER

Fig. 4. 95% Confidence Intervals on the Percentase
Points of the Particle Size Analysis of Anvonium

Perchlorate in Material A by Laboratory 1
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"a;.rtlcle n`.%e dietribution curve. This i1.lurtred in Fig. 4
for tl,. anal,.si: 3f a single sample of material A b%,' latratory I.
c tor.iidcnce irntervals were calculated using hth vcriance iaca

'n Tablie II. Such a precision estimate is of %aiue for dete.--.;ning
wnether the variations in particle size distrýbutiir ..rv due "o the
analysis procedure or the grinding process.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMUNDATIONS

The precision of analyses within a single laboracry is cc; CMdered
adenuate. and the fact that a number of labnratories are succeesfuilly
•ising Zht nrocedure supports this conclusion However, he neho. i.o .
nut recorwmnded os a standard specification procedure r:o the --ct cle
size anoiysis nf nom aa. 2 0 - 30 u ammonium perchlorite, because ,.
largc systema.ti ..rror among laboratorles in the determinarioii of
specific surface area. The great difference between thesf two LtrLs
could be due to some deficiency in the analytical procedure that permits
laboratories to introduce their own variations. One likely area of
inconsistency is in the dispersion of the AP particles, but there are
no known alternative techniques that would not also affect the accuracy
of analyses.

The simple ecperimental design, without replication, encouraped
laboratories to participate, thus enabling a more reliable estimate
of systematic error among laboratories. Past experience has shown' that
this systematic error is almost always significantly greater than the
random error within laboratories.

The coments and suggestions of the clinical session panelists are
particularly solicited with respect to the following elements of the
Round Robin statistical analysis:

(1) Estimation of the degrees of freedom associated with
Sd. and ST,-

(2) Determination of confidence intervals or regions for
particle size distribution curves.

(3) Criteria for the rejection of extreme laboratories and data.

(4) Experimental design for Round Robins and possible ulternatives.
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NEW ANALYSES AND 4ETHODS LEADING TO 1MPROVED TARGET
ACQUISITION REQUIREIENTS INVOLVING SYSTL-IS, GEODETIC

AND RE-ENTRY ERRORS, AND INCREASED WEAPONS EFFECTIVENESS
FOR CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS*

Hans Baussus-von Luetzow
U. S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories

Fort Belvoir, Virginia

SUMMARY. After a cursory critique of currently used methodology
for the study-f target-accuracy requirements for artillery weapons,
this research note is concerned with the development of analytical
methods and two different though interrelatable and essentially ad-
ditive optimization concepts. If implemented within the context of
TACFIRE, these methods are conservatively estimated to provide on the
average a 30% greater weapons effectiveness. Although the intra and
extra weapons systems employment parameters are Interdependent, variable,
and changing, an integrated operational optimization is achieved. The
methods outlined are also useful in weapons R&D and related systems
analyses. Furthermore, the rather cogent requirement and related
recommendations or conclusions arrived at may be of considerable
significance for certain R&D and combat development activities.

FOREWORD. It was originally contemplated to finalize this study
in 1967. The author who was also investigating more powerful methods

in connention with burst and target height variabilities and the use of
conventional cratering and nuclear weapons became1 however, increasingly
convinced that rudimentary or short-cut methods had to be considered un-
satisfactory. A more rigorous and mature approach required time and
concentration in view of the slow progress made in the past and also
because of a satellite systems study performed during 1967. As to the
word "improved" in the title, this should rather be interpreted as "less
restrictive," Implementation of the methods and concepts developed would
undoubtedly lead to a significant increase of' Army weapons effectiveness.
In addition, the new methods are expected to have some ramifications per-
taining to a variety of R&D and combat development activities. The
technical responsibility for this study is exclusively the author's who
appreciates USAETL's continued interest in this kind of effort.

*This article appeared as Research Note No. 35, U. S. Arm> Engineer
Topographic Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
The remainder of this article has been reproduced photographically
from the author's manuscript.
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NEW ANALYSES AND METHODS LEADING TO
IMPROVED TARGET ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS
INVOLVING SYSTEMS, GEODETIC AND RE-ENTRY

ERRORS, AND INCREASED WEAPONS EFFECTIVENESS
FOR CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS

I. Introduction.

1.1 The essential ideas underlying this report were developed in August 1966
after an evaluation of the following material: "Target Acquisition Accuracy Require.
ments, 1965-1975 (U)" (1) 1 "A Model for Determining Target Location Accuracy
Requirements" (2); "Trip Report to CDC Artillery Agency" (3); and "A Technical
Analysis to Support NMap Accuracy Requirements" (4).

1.2 According to Ref. (3). additional contractual work, to start in July 1967 and
exp)ected to last one year, was considered necessary by USACI)C in order to improve
the methodology report (1). It led to the report "A Study of.Target Location Accur.
acy Requirements for Artillery Weapons - Army 1975 (U)" (5). This study, conduct.
ed at the Combined Arms Research Office, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and coordinated
with the USACiC Artillery Agency, Fort Sill, Oklahoma, applied the methbdology of
Ref. (I) to all artillery weapons of the 1966.1975 time 'frame.

1.3 The methodology in both Ref. (1) and Ref, (2) is essentially restricted to the
2-dimensional problem of fragmentation projectiles with impact fuzes and thus less ap.
plicable with respect to height bursts. It consists of computing a measure of effective.
ncis f (see Ref. (I), B-1, eq. (2)) and a fractional coverage C (CI in Ref. (2)) so that the
fraction of casualties F = f C. Although it has not been spelled out explicitly, f is the
probability of hitting the target which is vomputed by dividing the common area be.
Iweenl target and effects pattern, a, by the target area AT. The determination of f in.
volves the use, of a quantity AL called the lethal area. AL and C are calculated under
the assumption of a uniform target distribution. As to multiple volleys, the assumption
is made that the percentage reduction g in F will be directly proportional to the respec.
tive g1n in Fli (n volleys). Through the use of this methodology, Spears strives to arrive
tit the conclusion that "Changes in single-volley coverage of a target by a weapons ef.
fe't's pattern (a quantity relatively easy to determine) canl be used as a basis for deter.
mining critivul r'dultio(ns in effer riveness of inulti-volley fire (a quintity difficult to
dcterminit, avt.raelv)." Through the introduction of 0- -- E A li as a measure of the• ~Api

1. Nimbers iii parviait-i.ses auppearing ill the text refer to "LITERATURE CITEI),"
p1. •, h' %ili, muntrs in purerltineses onl ti, right margin refer to equations.
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awsriagE i'racti.', of the. firepowe'r whiceh tub. the larget-. i.e.. flit- total ('UsItiats. 1441t(ilial
rIvih1IIicrd It% Ow faror "oinnifiiuoii arva h'cli~.'4ii target aw~l e'ffec'ts p4atternI (ikiffd 'lj i 11.~

e~4Apini4'ifial. Sl.ivars agrtdws at a m-% no lPiII-fat, torized(. or 1 ixiud. F. 11'his derivation is,

liIIp%%4ur. nost pe4riuuissibi, aiiii coifflivts accordiiigi% %%iIhIicth foarnwr restilt F" I'f C. AI

li.~-A. it is air aj..roi~rniatinn w~ithin an apphroiP m.alti' frainework. Refe'renve' ( t) ý.IaI(c

that the14 assi~mpti4II of p.roportionaiahty IHiel %en vastiall n's andl fractionIal (iIo4rape is
the weakest link iii the methodology employed iii Ref. ( I) aiud (2) auid criticizes Various
411 icir assuiin~ltions madh'. Unrder flt-e riti'rioui that flth- trget acqu~isit ion does5 riot1 d-
irradc lit-1 accurac% of thes weapous sy tvnis itself' It% inore than l O5r anid miduer flit- as-
slimlm4ionI thatfit ti'upi~ accuracyV or error is Iii' praimipal co ntributor to flth- wi-apoit site

siirw% v' rror anud flit- targetI loati...iu rror. it is conchilldt'd in Ref. (4) that gprveMet tiual)
arii''raeils i'aiI he r('hav4'4 or that the. Class A National MIap Standards haw alowiut Iwi(4
tlii' re-quirii pi recisionm. Thi~i resul I has beeno (lit iued [ish si ntlike .'alcu.latIi4 ns IlasI 414,1
flivi asIimiuIlifbio that the total %ariauni4e is flit- siiam of' flit-' indidi iial %ariaticc's imulielaing
tduw g.'inltiv onet (taret-. location crror). Ihiii asý.iluphtiopi is wronIg aridI is one14 (if flt-e

biasit weaikn~esses or ill uaiiaImes so far, aplart rroni a rather primilive ni('thodolog)

1.4 lit ic I(fl fiirt- shortc'omings elluliwrat4'd in paarp 1.2 andii ill order to

ipr(inili, it sound bul Isit. for deeas-ion miaking, this rep~ort was undertaken0. Mit-t-thet s of
[lit- repo~rt are- am r(4(llts:

1.4.1 A rigo~rouis nili4m iel'ttii(aiialyI~sis I in (lvirig a direet~ * Fillsi'
eaIal uprmirlilto flt-gi proble~m . lit parfit i4lar. thins anuals I '.Sshia.. II e ind11ependenIt o4f as-
Hiffiii gi 411 rega rditiug a rg 'I dIistIributionsi and8 1111sI 11implia tions1 ilvlv~~i ng. c.g.. prop)ortion411
alit .t iei aus i'sad fradt onal coiverage. and ca&suualty piotenutial.

L1..2 Ieiv'Iiiiou (it' nunltipki shots and( uuntiltiple %olless without loss (4f rigor

o -r gi4Iir alit

13..3 Opin t i1haitioii (tr nuiliplijIe Vlleys'~ as a new and14 most4 siglO ifivain tlis'
('40 i'fl

I .4A4 Cons11i(eraltionu (f inihoi~nogeuieouis target li~strilbitiouis midl its chiangi'
afte~r flit- fir.t Ih4

1 .4,5 Invo~rporalti(4ii (If iniutorolo(gi4'aI *4rr(r I arialit'ts.

I .4.6 1 tilizatiloui of oiin.4'irctilar (list ribitliI io iiaraivi(ir~s.

I .. 7~Ii4i~ti4II(I 141i'miskltr(piv fraignivi(lioniI~ piltt4ru~s.
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1.4.11 % tIotal ?-%4t~in' iptimiIizat ion or miarginal utility' anialysis invoking
the wholv ralige anti vinph mvnt spectru ni ofa waos 'tclie.i gndoptimum.

1.5 A cont vm plat ei Part 11 of this study will include- a supplemental analysis for
height bursts (time and ambient fuzes) inwrluding vertical target location errorF.- Parts
Ill and I V will deal with cratering conventional weapons and nuce~ar weapons rispev'-
tively. anl a partially' different nmethodology will be required in theme areas.

1.6 rhe optimal aiming pattern analysiti together with the optimal overall
weap)Ens-systems employ inent concept developed in this report allow-on the average-
a considerable relaxation pertaining to stringent target-acquisition requirements in gen-
erral and miap-arcuravy requirements in particular. They tend to shorten the firing en.
gagement time anti are- also adIvantageous in cast o~f ammunition shortage. Ant excep-
tion would be hardened-point targets. According 1(o the experience gained (as men-.
tioned in footnote 4). target-location errors call 1x- very large, and identificationi and
location problems will probably exist for longer distances if direct distance and azi-
muth measutements are im-rformed. though to a lesser extent. Meteorological errors
are also not supposed to become negligible tinder many combat conditions., In view of
the above, numerically fixed and extreme accuracy requirements synonymous with
sophistieaied and very vxpensive equipment which very often does not live up to ex-
ped-Cationis undler realistic conditions are tinnecessairy. The R&DI process in the areas of
more accurate mapping andi target location being essentially independent of that per-
tainling to new weapons syste'ms should bet pursued at a normal technological pace and(
should not overemiphasize accuracy' but rather conceiitrateO on versatility, reliability,
and :survivability' r his is also;( consistent with a recentt dlirective of the Army Chief of
Staff.

Am exhibited by this study. the ititra and extra weaplons systemts employment
parameters are interdepenidenit. variable, anit chaniging but neverthele-ss allow a vontinu-

usintegrated operational optimization. Ili s far, the stud% is also ofsgif iacfo
the eographicne llgece and Topographic Sip'port Systemis Study (U IA NT), the de-

thelopmntoftelPsligen anid Azimuth D~etermniniing Systemj (PADS)), anid thie develop-

nnent of the Long Range Posaition I eterminitig Syse (IJ)IS). Finally. fi ethiilods
oiutlinied van serb e as a research and wealiols-msystins anualy sis [(lol for lnth ti the C omblA
lDevvlopmnncns Commtnanid anti the Materiel Cout miaiid.

2. Ini hli regard. it inay be i% rthiwhile It) ment i iii that. according to Ref. (3). ( ). S,.

Spears. Scientific Ad~ isor It) CDC. Artillery 'genmcvy- has stated thov follohing I
is 11o1t (Ilat we (1(111t vo msie (Irthe ye rtical (loin piineit t innporta nit, we siml in1)'realizie
that it is a difficult ptrobhle m tosokv~. O nce we gel t a orn ilete' ha nidi mIca INa hori -

zo)utal accuraiifl.f. ue will bc a~ble to start tacklinig that[ lproIlE'il nuire iilvlligti-iiII
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2. Individual Hit Probabilities. The fragnent-darnage p~attern of a particular
artillery shell is not isotropic as can 1h inferred from Fig. 1. It depeKnds also on range,
height ot burst, and impacl angle. Ianiuation.•s cOiiail. In girrirrai. a-0,ir.lm, nai- Ic
c'uding distance from burstl, total number of effecti•e fragm,.nts, and a•erag. num'wr
of effective fragments per area unit.

An example from Ref. (6) is given below:3

Fragment Damage of Shell. i1E, 155.mm. %I 107:
Initial Fragment Velohity 3,500 fUs

Source: Army TMl 9-1907, Table .XXXV

Dist Total Average Number Fur the' Lightest
from Number of of Effective Effective Fragnient

Burst Effective Fragments Weight

in Feet Fragments Per Sq( Ft Ozs f/s
r N II nn

20 1810 .374 .0108 2340
30 1740 .154 .0148 2000
40 1640 .0816 .0195 1740
60 1450 .0321 .0310 1380
80 1300 .0162 .0440 1160

100 1220 .00971 .0562 1030
150 1040 .00368 .0832 845
200 940 .00187 .109 738
300 770 .00068 .166 598
400 640 .00032 .23I5 503
700 420 .00007 .515 340

From individual, i.e., unaveraged. fragment patterns, it is possible to determine
through the use of sampling techniques individual hit probabilities. Thus, Pi (F. p. 0)
would be the average probability that a ierson or item with cross section F which is
located at a distance p and azimuth 0 froin the burst suffers exactly one hit. In this
respect, the, azimuth is to be counted counterclockwise from the line of fire. 1W
Pi (F. p, 0) = P, + P2 + .... we designate the probability of at least one hit. With refer-
ence to human beings, it would be possible to drop the letter F. For identification
purposes, we denote a semi-fixed pattern of hunian beings by superscriptk and have

3. An excellent introduction into kinds and taracteristics of explosives (inutition,)
is given in Ref. (7).
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(I iini for exampijle, p' (p. 0') 1), (pt4, 0 I.p. 1 lis Io it hekept in mindi that Itlie"g tirob-

31. Distribu~tions and Distribution Parameters. Wieapon~t dist ribidot 1) para meters
for a specific range are the line of fire and lateral standard deviationsý Sr and SV. As al-
ready mentioned, height uncertaintie!- arvcoensidered uiegligil 'l)I in this~ investigat ionl
(Part 1). In addition, we have tiitget-lort~iitii errors (lepetdiotg. #%g.. (ttin ap) acctiracy.
target identification, and location,4 amid meteorological errors. 'I'lie etirresliondinig di's-
tributions may for simplicity bte described by the two parameters ual- and all. Sinve %e
restrict ourQ,.fws to normal distributions, we. may e-stablish the( relation

var ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . .T+vrrL2+0, =,)varrT~arr~t var Q1.+ varQ~ oV+N o I

It is importait to remember that a- and a necul not he considered rouistarit fo r a ver-

taut range. I lence, a 11a% allow a few elasses of varia bilit v de pendinig oil (ire ii st it esý.

4. Formulation of Multiple VoUey Optimization Problem,' for Stationary Per- /

sonnel Distribution. In Fig. 2, the general target coordinate systemn foir aiming purposes'
is denoted by x, y. At the origin, the combined target lovation dlistribuitioni

p p2
f(fij (Ie 17i*~0 d 2 i (2)21ra-

has a max imum. The aiming point for the first volley% is re preseitul 1by 02. with co
ordinates a b1  and the respective gun-ainliting pointis separate-d b% the ilimtaiwec are

4. The accuracy of a class A mnap of 1130.000 scale withinu a single shee.(t canl Ne t-x.
pressed approximately by a standard deviation (of 25in. Tl'lingh thi6 is not a ne(g-
ligible parameter and accurvties devrease with referenlce to lowe-r quality ias

additional errp'rs enter in case of target identification (which includes determilia.
tion of a reference point for the whole target co itfigiiratioui) and target location

-- on the map. The latter type of error van he %ery sizable, and stanudard deviationls
of the order 500m have been found according to; Ref. (8), (9). and (10). F~or siniu-
plicity . we lump map, target ideumt ification and target Inca lion %ariances together
into var r'1'. Smaller OT'ti are, of course, to be expeetedl it: ease of a dircivt link ill-
eluding distance and n'zietiuth nivasureeniits hietweeu ii oeri er and( a suitable tlar-

get eferncepoint. I )iiecinal a.l.'s mnight akq4 the geneitrated by inoin agt
and target configuration.-;
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3I' ' (;3, (;4. The burst poin t for which a total impact probabilily is to be comput-
ed and which lies in a finite area element (for numerical purposes) is B. Only Untr indi-
vidual target, TI, is indicated within the target area with boundary r. Thel distance
from It to T, is p and the azimulh is 0 (ommensurable with the denotation,, of para. 2.

For Ihe first volley, we have four burst distribulions designated bN

Y'(".Y: al+17 , ul++': Sr.SR)dxdv" a2 (x : l "I +L: Sr'SQ)- ,t. (3)

For sufficiently small area elements AxAyo we arrive then in integral form at an inter-

mediate average probability of hitting TI at least once,

+00fE~p(~.~ne~,)(.i~xv~? 5
+ 4 +cc 4

,, ,-fI ff pXVx PI •,l•~ (x, Y, dxdydd% 5

-q -00

For k volleys and p individual targets, we obtain the total expected casualty result

+00 +00r-k u-N ff ff v=4

Sik E iv(fyf rbr)Pl(x,y;• ,n),)f(i,ý)dxdvdgd1. (6)
r! I A=1 v=l

-00 -00

The optimization conditions can be formulated as

n k = n k 0 (7)•aa l• 8b 7  I
ab IE

For a circular and homogeneous (uniform) target distribution conditions (7) reduce to
fewer equations. i.e., the respective aiming pattern. consisting of a set of k origins 02
would be invariant under a rotation about 01.

After the first volley which has in many cases a surprise effect, a degradation with
respect to PI can be expected which can be expressed as a transition from ground to air
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bur.5t5 and hi an emlpirical ri-duction fat-for R < I.00. Taking this into consideration,
a more gem'ral res.ujlt corresponding to eq. (6) reads as

Sk ', J J JJ , : l(I ))f.)dxdd' d

r=2 I if2.=

-00-0

In eq. (8). the first term refers to the first volley. The second term containing the
reduction factor R reflects a changed hit probability function and includes the factor

A particular r(p).), Say 3(2), requiros the computation of the individual P3 from eq.
(5). It is then 3

i ,3(2) = I - K P4 (9)

where it denotes the (avrage) probability that ain individutal, hit at least once, remains
at the initial position. The index (2) in *(2)• indicates the transition from the initial
target configuration to a second, more promuiVe Otte.

It shoild he mentioned that, in connection with an evaluation of eq. (8), an aver-

ag(le n1 k for typical larget distributions under consideration of protective obstacles can1 . ," "i

Im, de-temined. it is also possible to classify targets by size and concentration indices
(cf. para. 7). Furthermore, it is possible to split PI up into probabilities for exactly I
hit, 2 hils, tc.

5. Probability D)itributio,.s. The probability distribution associated with nk
k I

of eq.,(8) van vatily (though approximately) be found by setting N = . where N

5. Avccording to Ref. (6). ip. 11II. ground bursts generally are more effective against
material and personnel in cast of no shielding by revetments, but personnel in fox.
holes or trimnelhcs should be attacked by air-burst fire.
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i!. flit-' total iimiilmir ofi IiIi%idohaIl~lge Accordinig to kcridall 11I). %v ha Ili~ten flit-

P4 .1 ff

from ii ~IchI a Pv ar Ti iii'I , I un im v~im loc1 evI id a Iil %hic hi is v 'il ntialv in termns ofI rtlit
li IIJi It'I filii t lioll. A Item a~l iicl. Ihic binoia ii iiii istrini bat im all aI~ssiciate'd In bles

utihtle 1isiuL

6. Symmetric Aimiing Pal tern. \s im1 illustralimiii. sonfiv symimetric aiming pat-
Ivnris appqlicnable fo r irrid a r amnl come1 i h'l.l oI (f11 gi 1i*SIis 4 'tncid illos aIrt- showni in Fig.

0 0

k I it 2 it 3 k 4 k 5

Plig. 31. S% intiietric jimling p)111 trnsý

7. Computation and Utilization Considerationg. A patiurttIlar kind of quasi.
viruilair target voild proftatblyl tho ugh niot excliisiely be chtaracterized byv r (range tot
origin 01 ) S (turget size. 3 iniiilei'). 1) (iluadranti density. 3 indices), a (comrrbined tar.
plwt lovaitimii error. 3 or 4 hidiceis). k (mnumbr of voJiMS). F'romi these data. k azimuth
Mnild all~igulLr he'ight corrvutions fiir the opItimnal ~aiming points would be immediately
m~ailable4. Of ) oi'itlrsi. flit, oililrlizaltim1 conipultatioti hu ld be(11(1 conducted by a large.
-val~e digzital lilmlltifr. ix4.. mo4t ill flit- fielil, The' corrections - rmictionfs of vatriable
injoiit ol11la %% tila he' Liaildloli' aUS st ired dligitali iiiformalimit 1111i . iniorpioraited iin T'AG
I- Ill E pri weduiris. Probailnitu i sta 'iii'Ins d~ep~endinig on1 k could he added. Too many
uiilicvs ar' (i Itoi a' Lkiilil'(. %.- to 1). thetre' are- 34 variations (with three ('lem('imt of thev
tI'irtli ilamo auid rt-eti I i41115). Sonvic or ti'si' variations ('all be' omit ted because of prac.
I ii'ti reamms.iS Ninei4t'idurail s lieadiig Ito 34) comiiplexions would be prohibitive. From a
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41'(iltifi' staluiioint, i" I4) appears that an effective employment of a single artillery
wtapons s•y•s'm (battery) repreawrnts a rather formidable problem.

8. '-i,,wiq on Optimal Weapons Systems Employment.

Ft.1 With reference to optimization considerations, we assumne the existence of

the following scheme:

rI hiI UlI(kl1 ) ............... hiln Il (kin)

r2z h2 1 t 21 (k2.) ............... h2n t12n (k2 n)
(10)

r hnil Urml (kml) ............... hmn Umn (kmn)

In this discrete Mshemte, valid for a particular weapons system (e.g., aprillery battery),
the symbols r. h. U, and k denote range, relative frequency o' employment, mean
weapons effect for a particular type of target, and number of'volleys respectively.

Strictly spl-aking, there has to be a greater number of discrete schemes with associated
scheme frequencies in order to account for variations in target size and target location.
This involves an additional frequeney matrix willt tlemnIlt Ja,b' The total mean weapl.
ons s'stems effect van then be formulated as

h a, .b IJ 'a'11 (ka.,ja,) (11)

We shall distingui'sh between U' aid It with U, considered optimized by the

analvsis outlined in pura. 4. In other words, U do•s not iml)ly the utilization of opti-
neil aitiling Iattrns.

If we upjlll the rather tusual criterion of 3M' damage or casualties with a 90V
amsuraliwe, we arrie at i

) 0 t a~li kaP :tial1 (12)

and

a. a.~k~ u.1i,()
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with t~ 1.nd K < K.

A reasopnable mneastire for liN, effcwtiv('Iss in'reas.e eIxpr, I . riit t Ii (.vifiEIIII'.

v K 100 -K (14)
K

8.2 A different apJ)roach wolihl (-,insist of stipnulating a ,.instraint. .ay

A (2)= Z k(2 ) Aa,03 ab a. :a, (15)

and to compute the k( 2 )'s in su'h a way that

^42) = %,lax. (16)

For the purpose of comparison, we may assume

K (17)

The optimization expressed by eq. (13) and (16) implies a forterinri

(AAjj2 > Il

and a relatively greater expansion of volleys with respect to closer rallge targets and

those involving smaller u's. On the other hand. for some targets with less favorable
characteristics, the 304/9MO criterion might not be fulfilled.6 'What call be said with
certainty is that the utilization of optimal aiming patterns makes the ground optimiza.
tion described in para. 8.2 quit( attractive. It is conservativdey estimated that optimal.
aiming.pattern utilization incorporated in TACFIRE would result In a 15;1 increase in
systems' efrectiveness. The systems' overall optimization would yield an additional
15% incream- and thus lead to a (combined improvement o)t' 30%.

6. This is, however, not a serious limitation since it van be hpartially or completek
overcome by a greater A in e-q. (15). This would partictilarl% apply to dcnfesivt
positions with a large ammunition supply,
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new and unique approach for conducting comparative experiments

or evaluations between existing or proposed air defense weapon systems. It is based upon

the game theory "minimax" philosophy and provides several distinct advantages over the

use of computer simulation methods. Submodels for objectively determining the optimal

deployment of the defense and the eptimal attack routes to be used by the attacking air-

craft are discussod.

INTRODUCTION

Development and deployment of air defense systems having a large degree of

effectiveness against high altitude aircraft, has resulted in increased interest In the opera-

tion of tactical aircraft at low altitudes [11. As a result many weapons systems analysts

have become deeply involved in arnalytical and experimental studies evaluating the effec-

tiveness of existing or proposed defense systems for defeating the lo-v altitude threat.

Historically, war gomes have been extensively used to "model" military situatiolls for

This article has been reproduced photographically from the authors' manuscript.
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such experimental and evaluative purposes. The different types or classes of war games

that have been used are: (1) field exercises, (2) board games, and (3) computer simula-

tions.

When considering air to ground conflict situations, experimentation using the

computer simulation technique has proven to be the most feasible and efficient. Conse-

quently, computer simulation models have evolved from very simple and basic models into

those which are now very large, complex and time consuming. This increase in size and

complexity has arisen due to the desire to approach, as near as practically possible, an

exact model of the real life situation. Unfortunately, as realism has increased, so too

has the computer time required to run the experiments.

This paper proposes a new approach for conducting comparative experiments or

evaluations between existing or proposed air defense weapon systems. It is based upon

the game theory "minimax*"philosophy and provides several distinct advantages over existing

computer simulatlon models. These include:

I. Leos 6omputotion time required.

2. Fewpr necessary assumptions and simplifications, hence greater

real ism.

3. Additional useful information is generated such as optimal defense

system deployment, optimal attack routes, etc.

4. Real world scenarios, (actual situations) may be used.

5. Only one computer run per defense system is required.
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MODEL PHILOSOPHY

The scenario used for the Air LUetense Comparative Modei snouaid 6e u rcui wu.lu

sutuation i.e. a specific piece of terrain which is to be defended. The concept of the

low altitude attack is to utilize the masking effects of the terrain (hills, valleys, etc.)

and of the earth's curvature, to prevent the defense from being able to detect and engage

the attackers until the targets are reached 'L.. Hence, any experlmental evaluation

of the defense system must take this into account.

The defensive problem in our scenario can be stated as'follows:

1. Given a specific sector of terrain (with hill,, valleys, etc.) which

is to be defended by' n or less defensive units.

2. Given the characteristics of the defense system (i.e. range, maximum

and minimum elevation angles, azimuth scan angle, etc.).

3. Given the feasible locations and pointing angles for the placement

of defensive units. (i.e. cannot be located in middle of lakes,

bottom of ravines, etc.).

4. Find those n locations and pointing angles which (a) minimize

the range from any attacker to a systems radar and (b) maximizes

the visibility of the combined radar systems. This must take into

account the masking effects of terrain features and earth's curva-

ture.

Likewise, we can state the problem faced by the offense or attackers in our

scenario. This can be done as follows:
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1. Given a set of targets to be destroyed which are contained

of ground based air defense missile systems which are optimally

deployed.

2. Given that the attac'.er or penetrator has complete knowledge

from intelligence operations of these allocations and of the

defensive capab•lities.

3. Determine the best location to enter the defended sector, and

then the least risk route to follow in order to reach a designated

target. The least risk route is that which minimizes the visibility

time and maximizes the sJrvival probability.

In the proposed Air Defense Comparative Model, these problems are solved ob-

jectively and optimally by sub-models. The objective, oFtimal solutiion to'both problems,

is a unique feature of the proposed model. The tactics are not determined by edutated

guess as in other war game models. It should be pointed out however, that the two sub-

models (optimal alloca•on of defense units and optimal attack route analyzer) con be

used to set the scenario and tactics for other computer simulation models. It is a firm

conviction of the authors, that where tactics are determined by educated guess, the

experimenter may inadvertently penalize a system by his choices. Allocating or placing

the defensive units by the use of the optimal allocation model on the other hand, allows

each d;fferenr syvrcm to capitalize on its strengths and minimize its weaknesses.

The concept of 'he proposed comparatke model can now be stated. The phi!os-
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1. Determine thE optimal defense system deployment for each system

to be considered, based upon its own characteristics and the

terrain features of the sector to be defended.

2. Determine the optimal attack routes against each defense system

which minimizes the risk to the attacking aircraft.

3. Determine the risk incurred by the attacker For each defense system

to be compared.

4. The defense system that maximizes the enemy's risk is the preferred

system.

Maximization of risk to the enemy has been chosen as the measure of effective-

ness for a very straightforward reason. The purpose of the air defense system is to

protect field army value units such as supply depots, vehicle concentrations, artillery

positions, troop concentrations, etc. The purpose of any offensive weapons system is

to destroy a given sat of targets (value units) with the least possible cost. It is a generally

accepted fact that a defensive system cannot prevent a determined and powerful offense

from destroying a given number of these targets if the offense is willing to pay the price.

The defense objective then is to try to extract a high cost from the offense. In gaming

theory terms then, the goal of the defense is to maximize the offensive cost while min-

imizing the defensive cost. Both offensive and defensive costs are direct functions of

the risk incurred by the offense in carrying out its attack.

The proposed Air Defense Comparative Model is a Game Theoretic Model utilizing

the maxi-min principle of optimality. r2l Stated simply the dcfense chooses that strategy
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which maximizes minimum risk while the offense chooses that strategy which minimizes

maximum risk. The value of the game is than calculated for each defensive system to

be compared and the one which extructs the highest risk to the attackers, is the pre-

ferrable system.

An overall schematic of the model is shown in Figure 1. Due to space limitations,

it will not be possible to give detailed descriptions of the sub-models in this paper. How-

ever detailed descriptions of the component sub-models, including computer programs,

may be found in references 3, 9, 10, and 11. Short descriptions of the sub-models are

given in the following sections.

MAVD MODEL

Basic to the proposed Air Defense Comparative Model is the visIbility subroutine

called MAVD (Minimum Altitude Visibility Diagram). MAVD is a new concept and sub-

routine for calculating the visibility of largets to the defensive system sensor units [3).

The input to the MAVD Mgdel is an array of digitized topographic data which

is stored on magnetic tape. The Army Mop Service has expended a considerable amount

of time and effort in the digitization, and storing on magnetic tape, of topographic data.

An mxn grid of horizontcl (m - 1,2,.. ,i) and vertical (n = 1,2,...,J) lines is overlaid

over the topographical mrip of the piece of terrain of interest. The spacing or grid interval

between the lines is equal. The standard army battle map is a transverse Mercator projection

of the Gauss-Kruger type _4.. The primary coordinate system for the map is a square grid

system called the Uninveisol Transverse Mercator grid £51. Paints of interest can be located

on thc mc•p b/ theii UTM W , d frdn.t.. The UTM grid will appear on any map as a
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square grid system where the numerical values of the coordinates of a point are positive,

and increase as one moves the point east and north. Fos, good terrain letinition, it has

been found that the gt•d spacing should not exceed about 1,500 feet or 300 meters. The

local altitudes above sea level for the grid points thus definid are read off the topo-

graphical map and entered along with their grid point designation (ij) as inputs.

- MAVD (Minimum Altitude Visibility Diagram) is a geographic representation of

the minimum local altitude at which a target may fly above the local terrain and still be

visible to the given air defense sensor. Thus a MAVD value of 150 feet at point 5, 45

(the ij grid representation of a specific point on the terrain) means that any aircraft

at 150 feet altitude or above is visible to the sensor, or conversely any aircraft below

150 feet altitude is not visible (el1ther masked by terrain irregularities or the curvature

of the caith) to the sensor.

The MAVD routine is used to compute all the MAVD values for every designated

point (i.e., a point defined by the Intersection of two grid lines) on a grid for all given

seAsor locations. Figure 2 represents an example of a MAVD display. The top figure

(2a) Is the original terrain mop and the bottom figure (2b) is the MAVD display where

each MAVD value Is given for the corresponding point on the original terrain map. in

1hree dimensions a surface through all the MAVD values could be represented and any

oircrofý on or above this surface is visible to the given, sensor(s).

The values on the MAVD represent, as mentioned, the minimum altitude values

at which a penetrator is visible to a sensor at any given grid point (intersection point

represented by the intersection of an "I" and "J" line). The effect of the curvature of

the earth's surface and all terrain irregularities arc considered in the computation of these
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values. The calculation procedure is straightforward and uses basic plane and analytical

•'tv,,*• *,.,+,.,,.. ,*'- - - -* -•''I"r- I", • ... . ..... . .. ...- . ... .. . . .. .

IV) may be found in reference 3. The present progrom is capable of handling a 2 11x 2 11

grid size.

DEFENSE ALLOCATION MODEL

The second sub-routine utilized is the Allocation program which provides a system-

atic, objective method for computing the optimal deployment of any air defense system.

Allocation is defined, with respect to this paper, as the assignment (or placement) of air

defense system sensors at specific points on the given piece of terrain. The optimal allo-

cation Is that deployment which maximizes the attacker's risk. It may be also thought of

as that deployment which minimizes the probability that an attacking aircraft or missile

penetrates the defensive system undetected.

A survey of the literature uncovered an almost negligible amount of effort towards

devising any systematic, objective, assignment of sensor units to terrain. The majority

of models surveyed assigned sensor locations at random or at best, use an educated guess

based on an "analysis" of the terrain involved. This analysis consists of little more than

looking at the terrain map and attempting to visualize the effect of placing a sensor at

a certain point. Such methods of choosing sensor locations are far from optimum. It

is highly subjective and consequently it is doubtful that any two people would choose

the same locations.

The mathematical formulation of optimal deployment problems falls into a sub-.

class of non-linear, zero-one programming problems. Although this has been previously
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recognized, [6) it has not been possible to apply the existing methods of zero-one pro-

gramming to any practical size problem due, to the severe limitations of these mathematical

methods. A new procedure called Complementary Programming, was therefore developed

as a part of this research [7) and is applicable to very large problem types. For example,

It was used to compute the optimal deployment of radars within the continental United

States. The results were then compared with those previously proposed by Smallwood Q8)

utilizing a much more involved and time consuming procedure. The Complementary Pro-

gramming method achieved an Improved deployment over Smallwood's "optimal method."

Tests conducted during the evaluation of an early version of the Allocation Pro-

gram showed that optimal deployment was sensitive to both range and visibility. The tests

showed that, for a large terrain area, the primary factor in deployment was range, and

vislbility was only sec.ndary. This observation led us to divide the original allocation

program Into two separate programs. We have designated the first program as the Coarse

Allocation Program and the second as the Fine Allocation Program. The main concern of

the Coarse Allocation Program is the minimization of range distance while the purpose of

the Fine Allocation Program is the maximization of radar system visibility. The two programs

are then used siquentially (see Figure 3). A good analogy to this method is the process used

in turning to a station on the radio.. One first turns the selector to the vicinity of the station

In one rapid motion. When the station vicinity on the dial is reached, you then fine tune

the selector until the station Is optimally received. The Coarse Allocation Program achieves

an Initial, coarse deployment based primarily on range considerations. This coarse deploy-

ment is then used in conjunction with the Fine Allocation Program to achieve a new final

deployment based prlmarily on visibility considerations. The sequential oporation of the two
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programs thus provides a final deployment that has both minimized the range from any attacker

to a systems radar and maximized the combined radar system visibility.

It now becomes necessary to define a measure of the "goodness" of the coverage

or visibility of the sensor for the points within its defined sector. Visibility was previously

defined as a measure of the ability of a sensor or sensors to detect a target (or targets)

within the air space over a glvend terrain area. This measure can be represented by a

range of numerical values from zero to one and will be called the Visibility Value. A

value of zero will be defined as there being no visibility over a given grid point for a

specified altitude range. For example, if a grid point is not within the sector or range

of a certain sensor, a zero Is given to the Visibility Value for that sensor for the grid

point. Another example of zero Visibility Value would be if the MAVD value for a grid

point (for a given sensor) was 10,000 feet and the probability of an attack at that altitude

or above was zero. We then would assign a zero to theVisibility Value. A valut of

one would require that, for the grid point, there exists visibility for all possible altitudes

of attack.

The method used to convert MAVD values to visibility values Is simple. First

a limit Is set on the altitude values of Interest. Since the emphasis for this paper Is on

low altitude attacks and since an attack at high altitudes.is visible to almost any sensor

allocation, it is unnecessary to consider any altitudes above a specified ALT MAX.

ALT MAX will be assigned a value for which there is (a) essentially zero probability

of attack at altitude, r ALT MAX or (b) considering terrain altitudes and irregularities,

there is an almost certcrin probability of detection of any targets above ALT MAX.

The Visibility Value would then bc calculated as:
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Visibility Value =ALT MAX - MAVD

ALT MAX

where If the MAVD exceeds ALT MAX we assign a Visibility Value of zero i.e., we do

not allow negative.Visbil ityValues. Thus the Visibility Value is proportional to the per

cent of air space that the sensor can see between the point on the surface of the local

The Visibility Values as computed are then written on the computer drum In the

order shown below:

Visibility Values on Drum

Pair 1 2 3. 4 5 .... 240

1,1 .000 .900 .905 1.000 .500 ..... 000

1,2 .100 .000 .810 .150 .400 .0.... .200

1,3 .000 .800 .000 .300 .200 .... . 800

* . . . t 4e b'*

50,50 .900 .900 .000 .600 .750 ...... 1.000

Thus each column represents the Visibility Values for a possible sensor location

for all points an the grid. Our objective is then. to combine a specified number of the

above possible sensors so that the resulting "sum" of their coverage is maximum.

As perviously mentioned a now heuristic programmTng method coiled Complementary
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Programming was derived for accomplishing this. The method is based upon the basic

principle of the union of sets from set theory, where each of the columns in the above

table of Visibility Values is coiisidered an ordered set. The development, justification

and complete comp.uter programs for accomplishment can be Found in references 9 and

10. The present computer program will handle a situation with 199x 199 grid size over

the terrain, 38,601 possible candidate radar locations and/or.463,212 possible candidate

location - painting angle combinationi (if radar has less than 3600 azmIth capability).

ATTACK ROUIE MODEL

Having determined the optimal deployment of the defense, the next step Is to turn

our attention to th• offense. As stated earlier, the problem of the offense may be stated

as, "given an airspace over a specific piece of terrain that Is defended by a ground based

air defense system,J find the least risk route that may be taken over this terrain to reach

an assigned target. I: Based on the mini-max principle, It is assumed that the air defense

system is optimally deployed over the terrain and that the offense has complete knowledge

of both the defense iystem deployment and capabilities. The least risk route solution would

then specify at which polnt(s) to enter the defended air space, the path to follow through

the air space to the target, and the probability of survival. Such a computer model has

been developed .11] and will now be briefly described.

A survey of the literature showed that very little had been accomplished in the

area of the systematic, objective determination of optimal attack routes. Furthermore,

of the few methods proposed, none was capable of handling anything except very small

problems. It we,. therefoic, decidced to provido. a relatively new oa)proach rather than
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try to build onto or refine an older approach. The optimal attack route problem was

formulated in terms of a cl assical network problem. This was a natural approach in view

[ of the grid overlay used for the terrain description in the MAVD and Defense Allocation

models. With regards to the network description, we can state our problem as: "Determine

the least risk route through the network, where we may enter the network at any outer

node ([ntersection of grid lines) and travel on any branch (grid line between nodes) in

either a forward or lateral direction.

The risk in traveling from one node to another in the network is then expressed

asv follows:

R f(V, Ra, t)

where:

R- Risk

V * Visibility factor (I.e. Is the target visible or not)j

ft = Range from target to defense system

t = The time in which the target Is visible to the defense system,

Consequently, a least risk path would in general minimize the time the target

is visible, minimize the number of times the target Is visible, and maximize the range

to the defense system (far the times in which the target is visible). Under this description,

each node of the network may be assigned a value of risk. The "cost" of going from

one node to the other is then the difference in risk from one node to the next, or the

probability of survival from one node to the next.

Under the network formulation, several methods for solving the classical "shortest

rc..ote through a network" are available. The most efficient methods are linear prDjromminr
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and dynamic programming. While either of these methods can solve a small problem, it

was found necessary to utilize dynamic programming for the larqer real world problem

because of computer storage requirements. For example, the solution of a problem by

linear programming (Hungarian algorithm) would require storage of at least N2 points

(where N is the number of grid points). The storage requirements of dynamic programming

are more on the'order of 4N. Since determination of a fligght path is a multi-stage de-

cision process, dynamic programming was particularly well suited to the problem.

The method of dynamic programming is discussed in detail in the literature

[12] and thus will be touched on only briefly. Generally speaking, dynamic program-

ming is a method of solving multi-stage decision decision problems. Unlike linear

programming, there is no standard mathemotical formulation of the problem. It is a

general approach and the 'particular equations used must be developed to fit each separate

case at hand.

As stated, we use the same grid overlay as used in the MAVD and Allocation

Models. But under our dynamic programming formulation we let each row (i.e. nodes

i,j with I constant) represent a decision stage (see Figure 4). Each stage In turn, has

a number of states associated with it. In our case, the states of each stage are simply

the nodes of each row. In general,, the states are simply the various possible positions

In which the aircraft might be at any stage of the problem. In a multi-stage problem

with discrete stages, (as in this problem) decisions are to be made at the beginning of

the stages. The policy decision to be made at each stage is the destination for the next

stage i.e. which state in the next stage. It is dependent upon the situation at the time

of decision, upon the decision Itself and upon the stage of the system. Each decision
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affects not only the next stage but oil subsequent stages. The solution of the problem is

a sequence of decisions that yieids the least risk route. This is esseniiu~iy Bejimun':

principle of optimality, "An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial

state and initial decisions are, the remaining decisions must bconstitute an optimal policy

with regard to the state resulting from the first decision."

The particular version of dynamic programming used in this problem computes'

the flight path In a "backward" manner. That is, one first starts at the target and then

determines the optimal paths from each state in the previous stage to the target. Once

this is done, the optimal paths from each state in the M-2 stage to the M-1 stage is

computed. At each stage only the values of optimal paths need to be stored. This pro-

cedure is repeated until we are at the initial stage (i.e. row one). At this point all

of the optimal paths from any of the entry points to the target are available.

As with the allocation model discussed In the previous section a two phase sequence

Is used. The first phase or calculation of the course attack route Is primarily predicated

on minimizing visibility (or risk) and the second phase or calculation of the fine course

route Is primarily to minimize e.kposure time. The 'solution procedure requires data

in the form of two matrices. These matrices are (a) visibility matrix and (b) missile flight

time matrix.

The visibility matrix provides the probability of detection for each'node of the

terrain sector. The aircraft altitude, h, and the MAVD values for each node are compared.

if the MAVD value is greater than h, the aircraft is invisible and the risk is zero. It

should be noted that the MAVD value to be compared with the aircraft altitude Is always

the minimum value of all the radar sitos within range of the node. If the MAVD value
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it less than h, then the visibility value for that node has some probability value asso-

Range from the target, reflective surface of the target, transmitter power, size of the I
antenna, etc. are all variables which may affect the visibiliiy-of a target to a radar.

A review of the variables affecting visibility indicates that the effect of each is dependent

't a large degree, upon the range of the aircraft from the radar. For this reason, the

range of the target from the radar having the best MAVD value was selected as the best

single variable to measure visibility. The relationship of range to probability of detection

,can be expressed graphically and is obtained from an analysis of the perfoirnance speci-

fications of the missile system under consideration. The range value is thus converted

too visibility probability value based on each missile systems specifications. The risk

is set equal to the probability value for the specified range. The detailed development

cf the model with the procedure coded in FORTRAN V language is given in reference 11.

SUMMARY

This paper has proposed a new and unique approach for conducting comparative

experiments or evaluations between air defense weapon systems. The sub-models which

were briefly discussed were developed as e of improving existing digital, computer

stimulation experiments. It is believed, however, that these submodels and developed

methodok j;es can be uOilized as the basis for a completely independent, "unified air

defense system corrparison model,." Such a model could be used for realistically analyzing

and evaluating• air defense systems in what wc believe would be a far more economical

and accurate maorer th-in is preirn~ly availlbla from simulation models.
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PROBABILISTIC MANPOWER PLANNING FOR THE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION

Larry H. Johnson
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

This paper proposes a statis~tical approach to one of he -robleaconfronting al1l AfroreVrsearch, develop)ment and tou~ting organiziations.
That is, rianpo.-Yer planning.

Though the jroblt,. addressed i.,.volvcs r!=io-ror, should b,- notcz

.iat .he iathcmatical tcc .niqucs are a-p)llcable to anl tyoes of inventory
by redefining the paramaters involvcd.

The question for long-range plannin- i$ not *i.-at should be done
tomorro., but rathor .-*fat can be done todao to cope beot .Ath the
uncertain tomorrow. I.anagement must underotand the alternatives available
to them, the risk ansociated with each, and choose ration:illy amon. "he
alternatives rather than plunge into uncertainty only on the basis of
intuition 'or previmm experience.

-OF
DaThTITI141 OF PROBLZ1'

If a given organization has a large nu•mbcr of )•ro,7ars planned for
Sthe fiture, it is iuially r'easonable to ass.ume tiat the .'Ipo ror raquirement
is somewhat normaUy distributed. !to'revor, mos' , t &'D organizations do
not have a large nwiber of outstanding )rogrars and, therefore, 'he gain
or lose of a single program can have gross affects on the required.
manpo-;r. This problem req.-Ures that the "exact", probability distribution
be lmoj, and solutions for this ?roblen are not •availablo in the
literature. 

t

The current need for management planning techniques ir.trit rela ively
few outstanding progra= .-•oivatod tio study described herein.,

This study hakes four basic azsmption=,

1 First it io assumed that the organization ,lt not be requircd
to perforn over- program for wihich current planning edmdts and that a
subjective probability car, bc associated "rith t•;e Cain or loss of caca
program.

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's
manuscript.
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At this :-oint the :,,robWIc;- zolution :;cc-as q~uite rsir.plc; o:v,
-C Sd cxCet:.ýd va~lucc, t 'e risk~l associatedl I.-iLt t;7.e

-oluz.4on- cannot be cvaluatcod unlos n there is a L'cnumbcr o.-
zextstandin:; projects (d.-hich usually' is not tiic ca-se for an .&::D
Ornistdztion). de ru=t taerefore develop a miode! -.dbich utilizcz -4-c

Lze tatisti4cal dis.ý.ribution. Fo-* 'J situation an cnrxa.cr--'on
)ra.3Z2s5 has b4een dcveloped and is il2.untra.-ed in Aric 5. ZVo.ry 9o2.c
-;:or.'load is identified and tic probability of occu~xent- for canh
is cvalu~atcd. Cornsidoring that ;;he Co-ahead dato for the roz
ray not be 4fizadl but rather can be cwcpres sod as a probabi-liztic
Ptunction, ;wo ezxkazid tho ornumiratiozx procedure as illustrated in ir
~here the additional uncertainty is accounted for byf ti1 , ttj 0-0

A tochnicpuo has thus been developed for arxaerating tha total ar'ray;
of possible -,Yorkloads for an organization and the probabil it'- a=zeci.atcd

problem that one may have.

-XX;*I* COST ?L-Or.OD

Given the total array of, possible vranpoaer requirements dovo2..)ed.
abvthe corporation is nowr faccd wi~th the problem of determixin- Uhe

rast economical mothod of performina any (given workload. Mhat is, if
mm~eentwere to assuan that they kn~ew up~tifically --hich ono of th e

wiorkl~oads will. occur,, hovr can they most oconom!.cally perform 'the taskc

2.wr ,on an overtime basis or

if apaityexcedsthe wrork~load, monoagment may-.choose to:

N2naaocn ca eonieCa athachty atheytvo ta e total
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";e LZ .•40 OCC iVL capaciLy of man.jo'er available duri.; ?)criod

• ,t is "' ic r of c:.•crinccd c-•,lo;ccs available diwn .c:-iod -.

"x i3 the number of not: cmioryccs available ddhing period t.

,. i3 the number of overtiie units sthich can be tm*ed b.,
exporienccd oeployocs during period t.

)(5,c is Vno numbcr of overtime units which now employees can work
during period t.

(4,r is the number of subcontract pcrscnmel available during period to

"::rt- that X 3 -., whichi is the number of full time employces to be
tcrn-dnated during period t, is not included in the equation. Unit
cos'L4 for each type of manpower =mst also be availablo.

The problem is one of dotezrning the opti-m manpowver schedule
for a Zivon ;:orkload which permits the organizaticu to operate for the
duration of the plannin- period uith -innin- labor costs*

.equiroments and data inputs for the rdin.mization problem are iieal
AOr solution by the Simp.lox Linear ?xrogramming Technique where the
canstrain's, duo to man'gement policies, labor agreements, etc., limit
t2ie range of values for Xi o The Simplex not only provides a manpower
plan for each uorkload but also the total cost for each plan.

Note that in some tases the Simplex may indicate to hite eh lrees
one --ionth and terminate them the niex. This is not ftolt witeh
"the nathema'ics but rather fault with management policies. The M.nim=m
Cost Tecbmnque is therefore a good indicator for restraining management
labor policies.

in the previous discussion it may be noted that the probability
associated ur-th each workload was inorod. How then can the element of
risk be considered in the management plan?

Given t-he probabilistic man:)oror requirements, managament needs
a decision-making policy wtich allo.m them to plan for a theoretical
::orzload and adjust ;Arh mi-ni;=i consequence to the actual workload
,..cn it occ-ars. The Iinimum Risk I.tothod will provide such & plan.
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Cc-nl.dcr.Ln all of tAc 2..zsiboc ..ra:oa-, ic :;o zion of ;.0

•.u~ii-ccd ".ecrc risl: for a givcu -orhload ia dofLicd as "h co.;
-"- a traisition, in laecr in orvaln, i o.c pl•-nrz. :,I •r

level to the a.Qroprjatc UniL;-ar Cost illan. In short, risk iz tho
cost of adjyusting to the wor,-load ti."At actually occurs. Onceth
.rorklead beco~mes kno;.n., an adjuslarient or transition is and hea,)pr opriatc •.a = Cost shchdule is follm.en,

The problem no-. is to idcnri'L" a r,-Ano-o:cr planlning love! .:xich
minimizes total risk for the mauz.rat-d range of -orkloads.

Leting .• re..rcsont tie minimum cost for the kth v:orkload and
C.'.1 ivpresent t.le cost of adjusting from tUe planned level to the
apPropriate 1-annt.um Cost Plan and co-pleting the job, then the risk
i.is -ven by"

.\Ck - Ck

The oepected risk (ex) for each of the k worclosAd is given by

-ncre Pk Is the probability of occurrence determined by onumeratlon.

Zae total risk R(.) for any manpouer plan is therefore given b.
- ~ C - f, I •

AM Pk(C~C
Our problem is no•; to identify a manower plan :•4hich minimizes

•('). A dynamic proGrazming teclmique for mininmzin- a(-) has not
been developed; ho:evcr, ;wae can iterate a solution as illus-ratod-
in the following problem.

.M.,rIle Problcm

Suppose the schoedling period is 4 months and the initial nub;r of
e=,xrienced orloyees is 60. The organization has t-o outstandinZ project
:-th estimated capture probabilities of 0.6 and 0.3 respectively and it
irll! not be Imoum until 1 January if the projects will be fxnded. The
t.pe A nanpouor requircennts for each project are presented in Table '1.
T:Zc .rojected manpo;wr recuirenent irithout consideration of the twro ncew
conrracts is also shoen.
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*:..:;'.,v•. REcquircnmcnts P-obabili~y January j February Macoh'AA'

V'.or;(1oad without new I

; 1.0 50 70 90 G0

Co:;ract I 0. G 10 10 20 30

Co.xrac; II 0.3 j 0 20 20 10

lit

0x a 100
0-X "= 20

2,t

0S X 20

. .2d ^ !2icianc; £actorc for tho va.rious ,y os of .=f)0.o;Zar =-

in Tab1e 2. It is also assumod that nou oaployeas c=n be
-an 'd UAtit one tino period.
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I
rable 2. Unit Costs ,d-nd Efficiency Data for 1inir•nm iak erublem

Unit Costs s $ Identification Efficiency Factors

CI= 100 Experienced employees A = I. Vu

C? = 130 New employees X2 - 0. 50

C3 = 50 Mandatory terminations

C4 = 150 Experienced employee overtime X4 = 0. 70

CS = 150 New employee overtime X5 = 0.35

Ce = 170 Subcontracts 0j = 0. 80

Thie ,robler, is to Ctrn-rmino theorctical valucs for 1 -,i,2, eC.,
Uhich minimize the tobal risk for this .laxii-nr zituation.'

:teferring to *,hI ca.plcto enlmerati:n tochniquej, there arc fo-,r
possible woricloads irith probabilitics 'of occurrcncc w, callculaz"d arnd
sho'm in Table 3, Tho :Lnirunm Co:;t Aln :kor each or tho four possible
-or!.2 , ' .r2 .Cbtc J. cnqu, ic prc;uenizd.; in ýaibe 1;.

Since the primary intUrest for planning is full tine eryloycua, and
the M.nizmmu Cost plans of Table 4 Indicat tVhat portions of It;.rorkload
should be msboontractcd, the :zofkload mad lUnimum Cost arraysj am modifiod
to reflect only the in-houso offorts. Tho in-houao efforts are deturmined
by subtraoting the subconbracta from Tables 3 and h, and resuJlbs of this
operation are presented in Tables 5 and 6,

Table 3. Ehnmerated ;Iorkload Requiroments for 1inimm Risk eroblem

Possible Probability Manpower iRquirements
\\'llonads of Occurrence Jauauiiy Februn ry MarchApril

0 0

W= ,'1 MA' P I P2  0.28 50 70 90 60

\Vul 1 Ml' ptp• 0.42 60 80 110 g0

W = M2 1) 1 p2  0.12 80 90 110 70

W4 = MN M2  P P2 V= 0.18 90 100 130 100
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'ah! .* _•. •ti :o - .'1:':t.; ::r u. ;:~au ..[s': •o~:
U:4

"1" ;Total
ll~ " . 'r ;3 l;i~i \ i.,u -Yv F eb ruiar I-Yliar h A pril C ost ( '14

T i P1 i1i)~

•;- C. , s 1. = 60 31,725
X,..,- 20 X3.4 = 20

, - 90i~JAti42 lxl- GO X3: 70 X.,: 90 X1.4f =900 39,157
! x.• ,= X, x . o I x ., .71

"' i "' IX _, . 20
__ __ _ _ _ __ _J X ' '- 2

.2 ;X -,;o fX. -" V . .,, iX:,= 6670 12.344
)"2( 'X.. X 5.711 X34 20

______ _______ X..:L 3 IX,. - tI.. = = 20

W. 2. X0. IS X!N;.; l10X, 100 51,982

iXi, = 5.71IXZ, 2 -2.5 XI.3 20

rable 5. In-I !cuv :or. oa-d fo e.rolee.n• Lor :in-rw 2Z-sl; Arobltr•

F Possib~leIill olse Probabi li ty

Workloads of Occurrence January February March April

0.28 50 70 80 60

0. O.42 G0 80 94 90

0,• . 12 70 65 9,4 70

\V:0.1 7-i 90 114 100
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I

TPamh 6. Minim= Cost Plans for Dn-House dorkloads

Minimum Total
Cost Plan Cost

for Probability January February March April ($)

|W, 0.28 XI, 60 X1, 2 = 60 X ,3 80 X1 ,4 f= 60 29,600
X2,2- 20 X3 ,4 - 20

W, 0.42 X, 1=60 X1,2 = 70 X 1, 3 - 90 Xw,4 = 90 35,757
X2 1 10 X2, 2 - 20 X4 ,3 =- 5.71

W3 0.12 X 1,1= 60 X 1,2 = 80 X1,3- 90 X1 ,4 = 70 35,757
X2 , 1= 20. X2, 2 = 10 X4.3 = 5.71 X34 = 20

l:W, 0.18 X 1, 1- 60 X1 ,2 = 80 XI.3= 100 Xa,, - 100 43,057
X2, 1- 20 X2 ,2 = 20 X4.= 20

X4 i1 5.71

The next procedure is to iterate costs and risks £t: all feasible
values of I I and ZA,. so that the minimzm R(') can be i -tified. It
.= benoted in Table 6 that XZ,, s60fora 1fow ou I 1"s; tiherefore,

theve in only me feasible solution for I,, • However. . varies from
0 to 20. The problem then is to detemine a value (1Z, ;aich mininizes
R(e) keeping in mind that the objective is to adjust t- ,., Iintmun Cost
plan in the most expedient and econoudc manner consistent with the
manpower constraints.

The results of the iteration purocess for each of Ithe four possible
vorkloads is presented in Tables 7 throui ,10 where X2 1 •as varied from 0
to 20 in Increments of 5 =nits- Increnents of five uats each .:ere
arbitraril selected for simplification of calculatiins in this
illustrative probhlem. No'te the he,%. '.ne in oach of the tables* This
line indicates iihen the level of full time emloyment reaches the IL.hinumm
Cost plan for that particular wmo•road. Total cost for each of the trial
solutions is also presented in Tables 7 through 10.

Sunmary of the expected risk Ft calculations with the cost data
from Tables 7 through 10 is presented in Table 11 . The tern M'- may
then be calculated by the equation R(-)-- :Fl for each of the X.,
solutions. The R( ) data are tabulated in Table 12 where it is shwan
that R() is inionm when I. isn 10 Wits.
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, '.' -,,, .an7 ,,: )) i ,0C
,. . . -... .r. ud,,.~.t >r C , r .z)

I j

i NX,.:- :, X3.,: 20

X ;. ,, N I,; X . S 0 X i. 0 :11,160

X .N-., X,_= •7 .X.,-2

N li' 6000
,.1 I

N 3 20, 20

X k) ,, t. N A =, Go0 11 1600

* . *: I 0

,X3. 20

A, , ' : , \ o \ ,= Ao 9 'xt,4 = •o 10,60o
.. 20 X2 "X3, == 20

5 ... . ... "0 X' ' 1, a 2 G . 13o ', 85, X " , 4 I . = 9..-36-,3-0

'abl,: 2. .. 1 .... .. YLL~2N.,,, 20 ..

__,,_.__,,____,_____r\ I [;'li',:a1'V i ,1.t a'h A rlCo~t

;(( I• _____ L9 90 C2

8:) 60 0 X 1.• 60 ,.• 60 a.,3'= 80 [X,, 4 = 90 36,980

X1,X" 20 X2,a = 105
X• ? 14 3 X1 1~a=12.9 .

Sco) 00 5 X 1 , 60 X 7. 5 1 \j13 = 85 X ,O4 90 36,360

15 12 X. = 57
____ X•,, 7.1. X,, 9.3

iU~ 6 It , = (if) X. a, 1 0 X 2,a 9 Xh,4 =90 35,757

2 X.,= G0 N, SO X1•.=3 5.7i
* :, )0 : : : ; X 1 , = 7 t X 9= 0 X1,4 = 90 36,255

-- x,,.=, . .x , i= 5 X, = 5.7

8:S' •' 20 X 0,: 0 1 X ,• = 0 X 1,3 = 90 X 1 ,4 = 90 36,755 j
XN, 20 X-, 1; Xh3= 5.7
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I
TZable 9. Enumeratd FiUsk ilan if Conbra-.ct 'I is .auceiv-d

I T Pe~c I ... . I£-,,. I :;* .• I . . I oT

"W" 70 85 94 70 C;

Solution . X.1  ($) J
S3, 60 0 X1 ,1 = 60 X 1 2 = GO X1,3 = 80 X1,4 = 70 38,455

X4 , 1 =14.3 X 2,2 = 20 X4 ,3 = 20 X 3 ,4 = 10

X4,, =21.4

S3,2 60 5 X1 ,1 = 60 X2,1 = 65 X 1,3 = 85 X 1,4 = 70 37,685
X2,1 0 5 X2,2 = 20 X4 ,3=12.9 X 3.4 = 15
X4 , 1 =10.7 X4 ,2 =14.3

S3,3  60 10 X1, 1 = 60 X 1,2 = 70 X1,3 f= 90 X1,4 = 70 36,917
X2,I = 10 X 2,2 = 20" X4 ,3 = 5.7 X3,4f= 20
X 4, 1 1 7.1 X 4 , 2 = 7.1

-3,4 60 15 X,,f 60 X1,2 = 75 X1,3 = 90 X 1,4 - 70 36,335
X2.1= 15 X2 ,2 = 15 X4 ,3 = 5.7 X3,4  20
X4.,I= 3.6 iX4,2 = 3.6

IS3 ,s 6 2GX 1 1  .......3.L 6 X, 20 X,2= I X:,3= 7. J:4= 70 35,757

X6 20 X, 10 X. 20
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Table 1.. Dwjiratcd :is*- elan if Contract~s 1 and Ii are 1tccived

I Pt, rod .rIl1I11 I.y Fb ru•t .* a h April Cost

'-7-1-. 10___0_lutio__ _ _'. _2. 1 oC4

S4 .1  60 0 X 1,1 = 60 X3 2 = 60 X 80 X 1 4 = 100 48.280

X4.1 = 20 X,,, = 20 X2,3 20
X4 ,2 = .6 X4 ,3: 30

X-.- 8.6

.60 5 X 1 ,,= 60 X 5 X, 3 = 85 X 1,4 - 100 46,580
X 2,1 = 5 X:,= 20 X2.3  15

X4,I=16.4 X4 ,2=21.4 X1•.I 30

X5.3 =1.4

S4,3 60 10 Xhl= 60 X 1,2 = 70 X 1,3 = g0 Xl4f= 100 45,345
X2,1 = 10 X 2, 2 20 jXq2 3 = 10

X4,1=12. 9 X,2=14.3 X 4,2=27.1

S4 ,4 60 15 X,= 60 X42 = 75 Xh3= 95 Xh,4= 100 44,200
X2,1 115 X 2.2 = 20 X2,3 = 5 I
X -,- 0. X4,2 = 7.1 X4 ,3=2.,

S4,5  60 20 X,= 0 60 Xi,2= 80 X 1,3 = 100 X A,4 n 100 43,057
X,, 2 = 20 X2,2 = 20 X4 ,3 = 20j X, I= 5.7 __
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Table 11 Rim.k Surmary for ,-:'Ile i'roblem

Solution PkC I k k

SI,4  0.28 31,000 29,600 1500 420
S1,5 0.28 31,600 29,600 2000 560

S 2,1  0.42 36,980 35.757 1223 514
S 2,2  0.42 36,360 35,757 603 253

$2.3 0.42 35,757 35,757 0 0
s2, 4  0.42 36,255 35,757 498 209
S2,5 0.42 36,735 35,757 998 419

S3,1  0. 12 38,455 35,757 2698 324 /
S3,2  0. 12 37,685 35,757 1928 231

SM,3  0.12 36,917 35,757 1160 139

S3,4 0.12 36,335 35,757 578 69
S3,5  0. 12 35,757 35,757 0 0

S4,1  0.18 48,280 43.057 5223 940
S4.2  0.18 46,580 43,057 3523 634

S4,:3  0.18 45,345 43,057 2288 412
S4,4 0.18 44,200 43,057 1143 206

B4,5 0.18 43,057 43,057 0 0

Table 12. -i'sk .anlysia for Exarwle froblem

xI, I xt,, Is R k R(.)

60 0 S1,1 S2,1+ S3,1+ S4, 1  0+ 514+ 324+ 940 1778

60 5 S1,2+ S2,2+ S3,2+ S4, 2  140+ 253+ 231+ 634 1258

60 10 SI, 3 + S2,3+ 83,3+ S4,3  280+ 0+ 139+ 412

60 15 81,4+ S2.4+ S3 ,4 + S4,4  42v + 209 + 69 + 206 904

s0 20 S1,5+ S2,5+ S3,5 + S4,5 560+ 419+ 0+ 0 '79
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.iat dOes tis solution mean? The 15.nirmm Uisk plan for this
illustrativer problem is to retain the 60 cx.eriencod eCl0loy0es uho
irlll be available for January and, in addition, hire 10 nc;w aqpJloyces
before January so that their serrices -uill be available durinZ the
first month. if workload .1, occurs, the corporate plan wil be as
shown in Table 13. If :.orkloa Is,, .1j/, or .;J occur, Ihe corporate
plan will be as shoim in Tables 1 h through 16 ros.)ectivelye

Table 13. ' Minimum Risk PMn .fithout Nct-r Cowixracts

X1, 1  X'2.1 January Februa ry March April

60 10 X 2,,1 60 X1,2= 70 X 1,3 -= 80 X1,4= 60

X 2,= 10 X 2,2 = 10 X,,3 = 12.5 X3 ,4 = 20

Table 14, Minimun Risk Plan if Contract I is Recoivod

X, 1  X 2., January February March April

60 10 X 1,1 = 60 XI,2 = 70 -X 1,3  90 X1,4  90

X2, 1 = 10 X 2,2 = 20 X 4,3 5.7

X9,3 20

Table 15. .LEni~mm Risk Plan if Contract I is Received

X;,, X2,, January February March April

60 10 X1,,= GO X1, 2 = 70 X 1,3 = 90 X 1, 4 70

* X1, 10 X2 , 2 20 X 4 ,3  5.7 X 3,4 u 20

X4 ,,= 7.1 X4 ,2 = 7.1 XG, 3  20

XG, -- 12.5 Xc.,G = .25 *
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Table 16. l-Uinrn'm Us": ,L'J if Gont~ract~o i and TI an-,~ 2w.Lcivc~d

X;,', X',t January February 'March April

60 10 X 1 ,ý 60 X1. 2= 70 X 1.3 = 90 X . 100

X2. I 10 X2.2  20 X2,3  10

X4. 1 - 12. 9 X4. 2 -= 14. 3 X 4.3 = 27. 1

- G 16~ 20 X,2=12. 5 XC. 3 =20

The OremAiza~tion is hereby .'rosonted .-rith a strategZ' for ?lanning
the fttulrcs mazPo,.rer rcnuirr-.xucnt5 i-n fTaco of nctit-
mthemntical s±izlation haz bcuan developed hi~ch emn aacist -magamcient
in udorstandidnr t~he problem and the efioacts of varioiw :,Aans avaiJUable

to them. It is felt -,.lit this aj..wuaon can be c ozk) Ci~rz ed and grovi.da
waOiuent -A~tli a rapid asseasnient zi ao~tuation at an.* givea time.
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fI
ANALYSIS OF FACTORIAL EXPERIMENTS IN NON-CONNECTED BLOCK DESIGNS*

B. M. Ku kJlan and R. C. Woodall
Harr Diamond Laboratories

Washington, D. C.

1. Introduction

The object of the ana.,'sis is to s3tiatt- 'he. --ffect of V trcatmcntz on the
response of a device in the rr'esence of b e::tranecwus si'de Leffects (blocks), whose
effects are removed frc-. tbe treatmn-rt effects. 7he treatments -ay be stple
treatrents involvirv" cn!,." cic f'sctor, or they .ay Le tr-at--. .....-ccmnnatsins
involving several factors ar.lied sin.itaneouzl;, to the cdevice. in the latter
case, the effect of each factcr and t';e effects of Inteaction "c ct•<ee-nfactors are
also estinrated. The resul.s .resented here require no restricticns on the
experimental design. T.at is, the desig;n may te urnbalanced, treat.mnt: may be
missing, there may be an uncqual nurter of observatLcns per cell, etc.

2. Model

The model is the fixed effects model:

Yi I j +ti + bj I+ •ijk

where i - overall ccrstant (1)

" I th treatment effect, i 1 1, ... , v

b jth block effect, j a 1, ... , b

yiJk" kt. observation of treatment I in block J

k , .. ij

tijk- experimental error in YiJk assumed to be 1(0,)

3. Incidence Matrix

The design of the experiment is characterized by the incidence matrix, N,
which is a vxb matrix whose elements nf j are one if t-vatment i is applied in
block Ji and are zero otherwise. F or example, if v a 3 and b a 3, the
incidence matrix might be:

Treat- Blocks
ments 1 2

1 1 1 0 t is applied in blocks I and 2

2 0 1 1 t is applied in blocks 2 and 3

3 1 0 1 t 3 is applied in blocks 1 arnd 3

Let Iii be the nuitber of observations on treatment i In block J. Then

*'This is a condensed version of a paper which is to appear In a national journal.
This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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4. Definition of Connected Dc'ii3s and Sets of' Connected Blocks

A connected design is one in which all the blocks are connected by a chain of
treat•nnts. In the exaMl; rg,. ! , blocks 1 and 2 are connected by treatment 1
and blocks 2 and 3 are connected by treatment 2 - hence all blocks are connected
and the design is said to be a connected design. The number of sets of connected
blocks is one, and the set consists of {bl, b 2 , b 3 }.

In the exarple below, blocks 1 and 2 are connected by treatment 1, but there
is no treatment which connects either block 1 or block 2 to block 3 - hence the
design is said to be non-connected. There are two sets of connected blocks
{bl, b2} and (b3 }.

0a *0 1j

5. Review of Solution for Cornected Designs with No Missing Treatments

Ili least-squares solution obtained by minimizing

v, b ij 2
Sw -I I I nij (YiJk- - ti" bJ)

i- 1j 1l kul

wirhh respect to u, ti .and bP, and eliminating p and bi, gives the reduced normal

equations: C - Q, where

t 2 , ... the vector of treatment effects

C R- L"IL' (K)
QuT-LK'!B

and: R is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to the nuTber of, b
observations on ti, i.e. r 1 - iJ, ± - I, .... v

Jul

All ri : 0 in the no missing treatments case

K is a diagonal matrix with diagonal ýlements equal to the nurber of

observations in block J, i.e. k a I I >0, J - 1, ... , b
3 inili

L is the matrix: L a ((Lijni±))
T (TI, 2, ) .. , T v) is a vector of treatment totals, i.e.

T, a J!,k. n ijyijk' i M i,..., V

B a (B it B21 ... , Bb) ýs a vector of block totals, i.e.

,B nj YiJk' J 1, ... , b
imi k"23
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I
The solution - C+ Q, where C+ is the generalized inverse of C, gives the

m•_ im-,,'-•n•p. uanbsled estimates of the t, i = 1, ... , v, subject to the
V

constraint ' ti = 0. The rank of the matrix C gives the nurber of linearly
i=l

independent treatment effects which can oe estima.ated, hence the degzevs of
freedom associated with treatments. Thus for the connected design, no missing
treatments case, we have the folloring:

Treatment effects t - e Q

Variance-covariance matrix V(t) - c+ 2

Sums of squares due to treatments SS(t) = t Q . / C

Degrees of freedom d.f. (t)- Rank C a v - 1

Let: w be the total number of observations in the experiment,

Y, the vector of obeervations, ((niYijk))w
v b L Ij 1a a 11 ý.lk, nj YlJk, the grand total of the observations.

Then the analysis of variance table is given by:

Source of Variation Su of-Squares Degrees of Preeom"

Treatments RQ ank C 1v- .

(adJuwted for blocks)

Blocks (unadjusted) B'K" B - G2/w b.- 1 (3)

Error yy .- QB X-I B w- ak C-b

Total Y y . 3 2/w w - 1

For the factorial case, the notation developed by Kurkjian and Zelen in
"A Calculus for Factorial Arrangements", Annals of Math Stat, Vol. 33, No. 2,
June 1962, will be used. Two operators, 0, symbolic direct product (SDP), and x,
direct product (DP) are needed.

The SDP is used to order the cominations of levels of the various factors,
illustrated by the following example: Assume three factors in the experiments,
two at two levels and one at three levFs. Let 8r (1, 2,..., m ) be a
vector designating the levels of the s factor, which has ms lev•ls. Then:
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1121 *1
113
121e e.3]] 2
1221 J1
123 .

= i i 2 2132
1l e2 ® 3 2[1]02 ®3" 2211

222 ' -2231

itt frna vector Fives a iartscular oder ofl e th he levels of
the three factors, and is obtained by settinS the first two factors at level 1
and nrdmn):ý throt;-) all levels of the third factor; setting the second factor
at level 2, ru.anzn t!u=cuj•l all levels of the third factor again; and finallysetting the fli-ct factor at its second level mid repeatin; the sequence on the ;

second and third factors k;ain. The procedure can easily be generalized to
any ntmrer of factors at various levels.

The DP is the matrix multiplication defined as follows:

a21 B a12 B .. aoB

Amxx n pxq Bp x
aýB am %B r'.q?

That is, each element of A is multiplied times the entire matrix B, by ordinary

multiplication of a scalar times a matrix. m

Now let A,, A2 ... , n be n factors in the experimt

at ml, m2, ... , r51 levels, respectively.
the number of treatments (or treatment-combinations) resulting from ap lyinrg all
the factors simultaneously at all combinations of their levels is v -

th
Let . )be the ith treatent-ccmbination where factor A, is

at level i,, factor A2 is at level 12 , etc., and order the treatments by the SDP

of the levels of the factors.

For example, if n - 2, m1 - 2, m2 - 3, then:
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12 t
t3

11 [ = 2 1 I-2 j 2t4 it121
22, 

t 5 t 221
hn� na 231 ,•3 ....

Thus treatment 1 is the obination wi.-th both factors at level 1, trca•..e.t 2 is
the combination with the first factor at level 1 and the second factor at level 2,
etc.

Let as(is) be the main effect of factor A. at the islevel,

a (i
rs s, r) be the second-ordier interaction effect between factors A

and A. at levels i. and is, respectively,

) e the ni efctbtwe

a1 2 .,. n (I12 ' " . in) be the n -crder interaction effect between

the n factors at levels 'l. '2s ... ,in, respectively.

Then the Ith treatment expressed in terms of the rain and interaction effects of
the factors is:

t (i) + a U

n

aSols r ars(i ),2 ... n( 1 .. in) (24)

For the previous exasple, we get the relationships:

ti a tl m al(l) + a2(l) + a12 (ll)

t2 a t1 2 - al(l) + a2 (2) + a, 2(12)

(5)

.t6 23 aU(21 + a 2 (3) + a12(23)
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Let aX represent a general interaction term vector of effects where

X" (XlV x2, .. ,xn) such that

X - 1 r f factor AI is pr-sert in the interaction term and

X *, oifnot.

n xi
The runber of elements in the vector is _I , again the elements are assuned

to be in the order defined by the SDP of the levels of the factors involved, andn
the order of the'teraction is given by p - A

i-i

The runber of interaction terms for an n-factor experiment is 2n - 1, which
is the nunber of cbrbinations cf zeroes and ones in the vector X, excluding all
zeroes.

Continuing with the exanple, there are 2 - 1 - 3 interaction terms as follows:

X u (10) denotes the main effect (first order) term for 1 and

X -(01) denotes the main effect tern for A2 and

X • (11) denotes the second-order interaction term AjA and

a 12(11

aXu a12 a1

a,2.(23)]
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I
Adding the constraints that the sun of the effects in an interaction term

over all levels of arr one factor is zero, i.e.

I as(is) () s ,...,n (6)
1-ls

MrM
{ a IQ i = • a•(ir,iS)--o r--l, ... ,nl

I ri . (rs ' S 5 i8ir' is) 0 n r - I s

etc.,

the relationships in (1) can be solved uniquely for the interaction effects in
terms of the treatment effects, giving:

A . where (7)X 2 Xn

1x 2 X ... M n (Using DP multiplication)
xi

and .i- if xi = I

0 1IM, (it it ... 0 1) 1 x mi' if Xi 0

where I i is the identity matrix of order mi, and

Ji is, a matrix of all ones of o~er mi.

7hus for the example, the constraints ame:

a(i 002() al2(il) = al2(iý) a 1 a2(13)

And the interaction effects expressed in terms of the treatment effects are
given by:
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ii

X C (01):. ( ! 3 1 2 -1 - 2 _1

a22 1 12

&1(3 1 -21 2-1 -1

g~l2(12)1-1 2 -1 1-

x - ¢1).. a- i2(13)- -1 -1 2 1. 1,-2 It
612(21.i i-2 1 ,1 2 -1 -1

,.12 (22), 1 -2 1 -.-1 2 -1

La1 (23 L 1 1-2 -1-1 2J

Having the interaction effects expressed in terms of the treatment effects,
then the following equations hold for the connected block, no missing treatments
case:

1 ~MtMx~ Q

2 2
Var(, )" 2. . M ,C+V.X o Jx

2

COVC( Ax 02M C +x iJ C8
V7 M i NJ

Sumns of Squares due to aX a+Sý)A

SS(aX), a2 is chi-square distributex. with

fX .Ran YX _ 91 m iJ~i Idegrees of freedom.

If the design is comnected, and orthogonal (i.e. cov(f, 0

for all 1,j, 1i0J)

then: n
C A1

SSS(aX ) - t Q - SS(treatments).

If the desig is not orthogonal, the SS(aX) are not additive, but each S'(aX)/d 2

is statistically independent of the error terni, so that F-tests are valid.
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.'The analysis of variance table is given by:

.ouce or variation Suns of Squares Degrees of Freedcm

' y SS(axl) Rank x

X (Adjusted SS(a ) Rak x2
for Blocks)

: " :(9 )

Yin_ SS(axnI) Rank X2n-l

Blocks (tk-adjusted) B1 K 1 B - G2 /w b -I

Error Yy • - _ BY K_1 B w - Rank C - b

Total y Y - G 2/w W -1

F a computational view•point, the calculations involved in (8) can be
greatly reduced by eliminating the elements of each a. which are linearlydlependent because of the constraints in (6). The totKl number of elements in

8Ll the ax vectors -is (mi 4 1) - e, while only (v-1) am linearly independent

in the connected design case. If all elements involving any factor at its
hihest level (each of which can alv:ays be expressed in terms of other elements
in that teim using the relatianships in (6)) are elJminated, there will result
(v-i) independent elements.

Then let X be a vector containing the linearly independent elerents of a
(selected as above) and let MX be the corresponding rows of MX. Then the

equations corresponding to those in (8) became:

- "A 1 C+

2 C+... 2 r
Var(Mx)! Mx7 MXo X

%,i,( i) a i 7MC+ MXj .,,

SV a

fX Rank TX a R (mi - 1)4 i
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The dimensions of the var and coy matrices are reduced from B Xi to

i=l

Al (m )-1  and the matrix YX is non-singular, so SS can be caoputed using

the regular inverse.

The analysis of variance table (9) remains the same, since the suns of
squares and degrees of freedon are equal.

6. Non-connected Designs and !'issinz Treatment Solutions

If the design is not connected, then additional constraints are needed to
find a unique solution to the reduced normal equations C t = Q.

thLet z be the number of sets of connected blocks and let 8 be the i set,

i = 1, 2, ... , z. Let z2 be the number of missing treatments (i.e. the number
of ri = 0). Then there must be + constraints to find a unique solution to

the reduced normal equations.

If the constraints are taken to be:

Sti 0 1 " 1, 2, ., z and

ti a 0 for each i such that ri -0,

that is, if the sum of the treatments associated with each set of connected
blocks is zerp, ang each treatment that is mssing is assumed to be zero, then
the solution t- C Q with C and Q as previously defined, satisfies the
constraints. The analysis of variance table (3) remains the same except that
the degrees of freedcm for treatments, Rank C - v - zI - z2'

Now, in the factorial case, the problem is to find the relatiekhships
resulting from the additional constraints on the t 's, select a set of
(v - z -z ) independent aN's, and corrute the cor 4 esponding sums of squares
and deiree• of freedom ford the analysis of variance table.

To determine the relationships on the a's in addition to those in (6) let

1rXl

X2n-l v-l x 1 Xn-l
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That Js, a consists of all the elements in the ay vectors, as defined in (10)
and T-M consists of the correspondinm iows of each X Then the system of equations
to cRlculate the (v-i) • elements is:

Linear relationships among, the rows of 74 C+, and hence amor4g the elements of

a, can be determined by nur.erical techniques. If the rows of N are arranr7ed
so that rows corresp.ond!:-. to elements of main effects are first, then those of
second-order interaction terrz, then third-order, etc. and a pivotal-method is
used in which rows are intcrcha~nred only when nec'.ssary to rceove a zero element
from the dia.•onal, elenents of terms of Icwest or--er possIble can be selected for
the independent eleaents, and the rarnlinder expressed in terms of those elements.

The linear relationships so detenrn-ed can ce used to categorize terms
involving the dependent elements as being aliased waith independent terms for which
the coefficients are non-zero, or unestirable if all coefficient~s are zero.

Having so determined a set of linearly independent elements, reduce • by
eliminating the dependent elements, getting

'Xl

a- -

-where M contains the rows of M corresponding to the elements in •, and where the
Xis i - 1, ... , k, represent those interaction terrm for which at least'one element

is among the final set of independent elements. Sane terms may not appear at all
(if all elements associated with that ten. have been eliminated), while others may

n
have degrees of freedao less than 1 ~1 (m1 -1) (if only part of the elements have

been eliminated). Then the following relationships hold;

Q i-l, ... , k
c2

Var( i) C+ a"2 i

MxiI
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k A/
If the design Is orthogoral, then [ SS(aX) = t Q SS(treatments).

The analysis of variance table Is given by:

Source of Variation Sums of Squares Degrees of Preedon

XSS(ax) 1 ank

X2  (adjusted SS(a., Rank
for blocks) 2X2

: : (12)

Xk SS(a<. Rank

Blocks (unadjusted) BK`6 - 21/w b-I

Errorr YY - ^Q - B' K-1 B w-Rnk C- b

Total y Y - a21w w- 1
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DESIGN OF FIELD TEST PROGRAMS AND STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
FOR ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF NAVIGATION ANV ruSiliuNING SYST-4*

Emil H..l he

University of Michigan

and

Ralph A. King
University of Wisconsin

GLOSSARY AND DEFINITIONS

1. Analysis of Variance - A statistical technique based on a linear
model and the application of least squares for subdivision of the total
variability in a sample into components specified by the model.

2. ACE(S) - Along course error of the system position.

3. b~o - Slope of the orthogonal regression line describing the system's

path based upon external position data.

4. CRD - Completely randomized design, the simplest type of experimental
design or pattern of experimentation. The treatment combinations are
randomly assigned to the entire set of experimental units.

5. CCE(S) - Cross-course error of the system position.

6. CCE(SP) - Cross-course error based' upon the system's estimate of its
own position.

7. CCE(E) - Cross-course error (external) m length of a perpendicular
from point (XE, ¥E) to the programmed path as determined by external
measurements.

8. Correlation - A measure of linear association between two random
variables: P - oxyOx a, i.e., a ratio of the covarfance to the product

of the standard deviations. Sample estimator, r a s /S s
xy x y

9. Chi Square Distribution - The probability distribution of the square
of a standard normal variable.. Let zI be N(0,1), then z 2 has Chi Square
distribution with one degree of freedom.

*This paper also was presented by the senior author at the "Technical
Symposium on Navigation and Positioning," 23-25 September 1969,
USAECOH, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.
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I
10. Ax = XS - XE - deviation of the system's indicated position (X

coordinate from an external measure of system's location.

11. Ay Y S - YE a deviation of thc system's indicated position (Y

coordinate) from an external measure of system's location.

12. d - radial error - [(Ax)2 + (Ay)2]1/2 . straight line distance from
system's indicated position to position determined by external measuring
equipment. Note that if Ax and Ay are normal random variables, then

d202 is distributed as Chi Square with two degrees of freedom.

13. Duplicate - A subsample of an experimental unit; one of two measures
of system performance for the same experimental unit.

14. Degrees of freedom - Formally, a parameter of the Chi Square
probability distribution. In application, the number of independent
deviations available for estimating a variance or mean square.

15. Experiment - Study eof *~stem performance over a set of experimental
units.

16. Experimental error - A mean square or quadratic measure of system
variability about its average performance measured over a set of homo-
geneous experimental units.

17. Experimental unit w A period or segment of system operation for
which an independent measure of system performance can be obtained.

18. F ratio - A ratio of two independent estimates of variance for which
under the "null hypothesis" both numerator and denominator are distributed
as (Chi Square) (u 2 ) with degrees of freedom, say f1 and f 2 '

19. Interaction - A situation in which the observed results for the
simultaneous application of two or more factors cannot be explained by
addition of the direct effects of each factor separately estimated.

20. Local Control - (Blocking) a subdivision of the total set of available
experimental units into relatively homogeneous subsets. Each subset is
called a block. A complete block contains one experimental unit for each
treatment combination. Two or more such blocks then comprise a RCB.

21. Hedian - A value which divides a population or a sample into two equal
parts.

22. Orthogonal regression line - A least squares fitted line such that
the sum of squares of normal distances from points to the line is
minimized.
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23. Position error (refer text)

24. Quartile - The quartiles are values that divide a population or a
sample into four equal parts. The second quartile is the median.

25. Radial error - d (see 12 above).

26. RCB - Randomized complete block design (see 20 above).

27. Response - A measure of syst:em performance. May be univariate but
is often multivariate.

28. Replication - In a simple measurement situation a single independent
observation of system performance. Otherwise, one replicate comprises
one observation of system performance for each treatment combination of
the entire set of treatment combinations being investigated.

29. Regression mean square - The mean square of deviations of points from
a regression line (based upon division by the degrees of freedom).

30. Sample size - The number of observations on each treatment combination
or the number of complete replicates. Note: this is not the total number
of experimental units.

31. Standard deviation - Square root of the variance; a measure of
variability about the average of observations from a homogeneous set of
experimental units.

32. Structure of a Test Program or Experiment -,The overall arrangement of
a testprogram which includes the treatment combinations to be investigated,
the environments and locations in which the system is to be operated and

* the experimental design imposed.

33. Treatments (and Treatment Combination) - If a system is to be tested
at altitudes, say Low and High, we say that altitude is a factor at two
levels. We also refer to altitude as a treatment imposed on the system.
Suppose we also wish to test the system over land and over water. Then
water and low altitude and water and high altitude are two different
treatment combinations. Two factors each at two ýevels provide a total
of four treatment combinations.
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Field Test programs are fraught with many difficulties. Developmental

equipment just never seems to perform as well as desired by its producers
or as hoped for by the Army. Characteristics of the field environment
may not have been adequately anticipated by the development engineers.
Often an extensive shakedown period is required before a system is really
ready to be entered into a field test program.

Even before the shakedown trials are started a complete TEST PLAN
must be developed for the field test program. The field test envisaged
may comprise several parts with each part designed to exercise the system
in a different way. When this is the case, a specific TEST PLAN should be
developed for each part.

It has been our experience that field test programs are often , .
inadequate or incomplete in several respects. Therefore, we need to`•
consider the question, "What are the GENERAL FEATURES OF A TEST PROGRAM?"
These features are set out as a list of ten items (prepared by the senior
author at a time when he first came in contact with the study of naviga-
tion and positioning systems) [lj.

GENERAL FEATURES OF A TEST PROGRAM

1. Careful delineation of the probleal and thorough understanding of the
system or systems to be examined.

2. Definition of the phenomena to be studied. (Including "What are the
requirements?"')

3. Selection of the response (i.e., performance characteristics) and
the technique of measurement for each response. Know the standards
that should be applied.

4. Determination of a suitable experimental unit.

5. Silfction of treatments to be studied (i.e., equipment parameters
to be varied.

6. Selection of environmental conditions or parameters to be varied.

7. Choice of a pattern of experimentation (suitable combinations of
experimental units, treatments and environment). Ritsult is an
experimental plan or design that includes the randomization pro-
cedures, adequate local controls and sufficient replication.

8. Complete layout of the plan for analysis of the responses or
measurements to be obtained (before the data are taken).
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9. Interpretations to be made from ail possible experimental results.

10. What is the next experiment that may be relevant after the currently
proposed one is completed?

Let us consider these ten items in turn. item 1, we leave to the
engineers although much questioning is often required to obtain a clear
statement of the problem. Item 2, we also regard largely,.as an engineering
area. Spelling out what is expected of the system in realistic and use-
ful terms is a major step. Later, the question is to be asked and answered,
"Does the system fulfill the requirements?" To a considerable extent the
answer will depend on the data acquired and our analysis of"these data.
Examples of requirements might be, "Take off from Dulles UIternational
for Paris; make landfall in France with cross-course deviation less than
5 miles with respect to a designated point." Or, "Take off from Field A;
fly over point X, Y with an average radial error not to exceed 20 meters;
land at Field B."

Succeeding items on the list lead us more into the statistical and
experimental design problems. Determination and definition of the relevant
response (Item 3) for judging the performance of the system is basic to all
that follows. Yet many "test programs" have been written without having
the performance' measures for the system quantified and the methods of
measurement clearly stated.. Related to the performance measure is the

"selection of the standard for assessment of that performance. With respect
to navigation and positioning systems we may ask,

(1) Do we need photo-theodolite data?, or

(2) Is a radar network required?, or

(3) Will the measurements from a single radar such as the FPS-16
be sufficient?, or

(4) Can we rely on a higher resolution non-radar electronic
network?, or

(5) Will cruder methods, simple photographs or visual observation,
be sufficient?

Depending on the stated requirements, we may select one or more of
these alternatives.

After much though about item 4, we have reached the conclusion that
for an electronic system mounted in a land vehicle, a ship or an A/C, the
entire mission on a given day must be regarded as the experimental unit.
In this mission we include -
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starting up the system
warm-up
citeck uuL

calibrations
departure from base
calibrations enroute
travprsing selected courses
return to base
checking calibrations
shutting down the system
complete return to ambient conditions.

This view of the experimental unit means that any repetition maneuvers
performed by the system within the same mission must be regarded as
duplicates and not as replicates. Of course, we are interested in the
variation among duplicates but major interest centers on the replicates,
that is, the repeated performance of the system over a set of experi-
mental units that we regard as similar or sufficiently homogeneous for
the problem under study. By definition, experimental error is the
failure of a system to produce identical responses over a set of in-
dependent trials (or experimental units). The key word here is
i e; we believe that repeated manduvers in any one mission are
likely to be highly correlated. Therefore, we insist that an independent
trial for an electronic system include the complete sequence given above
from ",t•rting up thf system" through "return to ambient conditions."

A system may have several "modes" of operation, threshold settings
may be required and variation of dial settings may affect the performance
of the system. All these equipment parameter variations we include under
the set of treatments that may be investigated (Item 5). Further, we
usually extend odr concept of the treatments of interest to include the
variations external to the system which may or may not affect (hopefully
not) the performance of the system. Under Item 6, we include weather,
altitude, day or night operation, electromagnetic disturbances (natural
or man-made), terrain, direction qir a course, etc.

The result of considering Items 4, 5, and 6 leads us to selection of
a pattern or program for the system test. The structure of the test pro-
gram is determined by the factors (conditions and parameter settings) which
we wish to investigate. The simpler this structure can be made, the
easier it will be to:

(1) Cope with the inevitable modificatioas of the test program
that arise due to revision of test objectives, unexpected
equipment limitat~ions, or failure to obtain adequate data
for some courses; ind,

(2) Analyze the data.
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Randomized Design (CRD). This design is preferred when it is feasible.
A simple description is that we write down on slips of paper each com-
bination of conditions and parameter settings that is to be included
in the test program. Then we put the slips into a hat, mix thoroughly,
draw them out one at a time and write out a complete list of the con-
secutive drawings. Suppose altitudes of one thousand and 12,000 feet
were included in the test program for an airborne system. If any part
of the consecutive sequence of drawings came out with altitudes (in
thousands of feet) 12, 1, 12, 1, 12 for the sequence of courses to be
flown the pilots would object; hence, we regard a CRD as not feasible
for such a situationi. Therefore, split-plot structures or nested designs
must be worked out wheh some of the treatments cannot be submitted to
complete randomizations.

Performance of systems tends to vary with time, or for a development
item prototype the performance is even likely to deteriorate with time.
Such results are to be expected when the "bugs" are not all ironed out,
and the test program covers a 3 to 6 month period. Because of this time
variability in performance. it is highly desirable to introduce a "blockin•'

S with respect to time. Such blocking in a form of what is generally knon/..
in experimental,_design as "local controlt" This local control permits /
the removal of (or elimination) of time variation so that any two treat/-
ment combinatLons (choice of parameter settings) can be compared without
time bias. What this means in practice is that if two particular combina-
tions are run in, say, the second week of, the test program, and if one or
the other is scheduled again for the 7th 'nd 13th weeks of the test program,
then if both are run in the 7th and 13th week, then the time differences
(if any) a i~n• the 2nd,'7th, and 13th weeks can be removed in making the
desired comparison. The balancing of the experimental program against
time or some other possible source of undesirable variability is accomp-
lished by setting up a Randomized Complete Block design. We regard the
use of local control by blocking as a necessary requirement in the study
of corplex systems used for navigation and position determination. Here,
we bave assumed one week as comprising a block.

it is to be noted that each block as just lescribed forms one complete
replicate for a set of treatment combinations. %The time period included
in the block can be any reasonably short period of homogeneous test con-
ditions, say, one day, three days, or one week. Thus, the number of blocks
completed determines the total number of replicates for this set of treat-
ment combinations. The number of blocks completed then determines the
sample size so the natural question is, "How many blocks do we need?"

Two considerations enter into the determination of the desired sample
size. First is the requirement of obtaining a stable estimate of the
Sexperimental error. It is our experience that an estimate with 10 to 20
degrees of freedom may often be adequate for development test programs.
Such an estimate can be obtained with as few as three blocks when eight
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or more treatment combinations are to be investigated in each block.
Larger blocks, however, may introduce other problems; e.g., lack of

magnitude of real differences in system performance that may be
associated with environmental and/or parametric changes for the
system. Again from experience we have found that system developers
and system users have limited information on the magnitudes of these
differences. It can be shown from theory that for a specified prob-
ability a "large" sample is required to detect "small" differences,
but that a "modest" sample may detect easily "large" differences.
These vague words (large, small, modest) can be given numerical values
only when we are able to insert in the available formulae actual values 1/2
for (1) the standard deviation of our experiment the (experimental error)
previously described); and (2) the magnitude of the difference to be
detected.

The discussion of Item 7 of the "General Features" has been rather
lengthy, but we have tied together in this discussion the preceding
Items 4, 5, and 6 with Item 7. In this discussion we have covered some
aspects of the choice of experimental pattern and its associated randomiza-
tion, local control by blocking on time, and the choice of sample jize.

Item 8 follows quite easily if we have done our homework well in
covering Items 3 through 7. Perhaps, we should note that it is easy
only in principle. We recall a paragraph from our abstract as follows:

When these 'GENERAL FEATURES' have been closely adhered
to, then the work of summarization and analysis of data and the
final interpretation of results becomes much simpler. An.ex-
perimental design for the field test program has associated with
it a mathematical model; the two together determine the analytical
procidures. One of the most useful and severe disciplines to
impose. on the military personnel and the development contractor
is to require that a set of tables be prepared before the field
test is started. This set of tables should include the detailed
format of the summary data on which the performance of the system
is to be judged. Further, the parties should agree that theperformance is to be judged on these criteria.

The last two Items, 9 and 10, are essentially self-explanatory. It
is usually salutary to give them some consideration, however, before the
first experiment is begun. As the test program proceeds, other considera-
tions will appear or come to bear on the problem. Thoughts about 9 and 10
will then take new directions. Without the pre-first-experiment considera-
tions well though out and written down, the new directions may turn out to
be undesirable tangents. The "whole forest needs to be kept in view rather
than the interesting trees that appear as we walk in the woods." A remark
on the use of the term experiment may be added here. Physical scientists
often think of an experiment as a single trial under carefully specified
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conditions. From the analysis point of view, which must be taken bv
ii tne statistician, an experiment comprises all replicates of a set of

treatment combinations among which comparisons are to be made. The
TEST PLAN (or test program) for a given system may consist of only
one, or two or more experiments.*

We now turn to the consideration of the second area of our paper
as indicated by our title. Analysis of the performance of a navigation
and positioning system must describe this performance quantitatively in
term of precision and accuracy [5]. Various statistical techniques may
be required to describe this performance. In order to give concreteness
to this section of the paper we shall base our discussion upon theS~analysis of the performance of an airborne navigation system in which

we were engaged several years ago [6].

The field test program for this system included a requirement that
the system depart from a base, fly over a calibration check point, and
then proceed to maneuver the A/C over a series of six parallel flight
paths whose end 1 oints were defined by specified longitude and latitudecoordinates (see Figure 1). In Figure 1, we show two series of six
parallel lines, sets 1A and lB. The set 1B was actuilly laid over the
same ground area as set LA. Each line of a set of six we refer to as a
LEG, so that the total flight course comprised six LEG's. Starting with
LEG 1 in series 1A as shown we refer to this pattern as a Zero Degree
flight forward over the course (AO,F). Beginning with LEG 6 and reversing
direction over each LEG is called (AO, R). Using series 1B in the direc-
cion shown starting with LEG 1 is designated as 90 degrees forward (B90,
F)-, Similarly, reversing course beginning with LEG 6 is designated as
(B90, R). Other designations are possible such as starting at other end
of LEG 1 in each series, which gives (A180, F) and (B270, F).

With this view of the flight area pattern we may approach the details
of describing the system performance. Assessment of the system perfor-
mance will be based largely on a position error; i.e., the difference
in location of the system as determined by an external measuring system
and the system's own indication of its location (at a given time). This
position error information is to be analyzed by averaging and/or decom-
position to provide descriptions of system performance. Among these
descriptions are:

(1) The difference between the average location of the system
over a number of repetitions under essentially similar
conditions for a programmed flight over a point or a course
and the desired point or course is a measure of system
accuracy [7). This accuracy, however, may vary over the
flight area (LA & 1B) for a variety of reasons. Thus, it
may be useful to speak of the system's predictability or
reproducibility for a group of points or LEG's in the
assessment of accuracy,

*Appropriate references for this first section of the paper are [2], [3],
and [4].
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(2) For precision or repeatability assessment we may describe
the performance along a specific LEG or segment of a course
which was programmed for the system, or

(3) We may describe the repeatability of the system in flying
over the same programmed course a number of times, each
time appearing on a different day.

Thus, it is seen from (2) and (3) that we can describe precision
over experimental units (replicates), which is of greatest interest, and
also in terms of within replicates over a segment of a LEG, a whole LEG
or the set of LEG's. Replications of any LEG or part of a LEG on the
same day may be regarded as duplicates from the viewpoint of sampling
the system performance. We note that within a single programmed flight
on the same day all individual position determinations made by the
system must be regarded as inherently correlated to some greater or
lesser but unknown degree. This point of view is conceptually correct
in regarding the output of a single programmed flight as one "realiza-
tion" in the sense of the theory of stochastic processes. 'The degree
of correlation, of course, depends on the time and/or distance separa-
tion between any two position determinations. The actual magnitude or
form and shape of this correlation function may be quite relevant for
system design but need not be of major concern for evaluation of system
performance. The realization of its presence, however, requires the
definition of a single trial or experimental unit in the way already
described and then it guides our analysis.

The discussion thus far has been general in the evaluation of
system performance. It will be helpful to list some of the actual
variables measured in relation to the determination of position error.
These random variables were:

(1) A•x-x - XE

(2) Ay Y S - E

(3) CCE(S) = Cross-course error for the system

(4) ACE(S) - Along course error for the system

(5) d - [(Ax) 2 + (Ay)1/2 Radial error for the system.

A rectangular grid system was laid out over the area indicated in Figure 1
with the point (0,0) arbitrarily selected. At time ti, (Si, Y51 ) was

the system's indicated position while (XEi, YEi) was the actual position

of the system as determined by an external means. Thus, di was the radial

error at time ti. The time interval from ti to tt + 1 was five seconds.
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The assessment of rei-.atability is most easily begun by examining
the performance within a single LEG. For each LEG a number of summary
statistics were compuLed for the variables just listed. These statistics
included:

(1) Average value for the variable.

(2) Mean square deviation of the individual values from the
average. Note that this quantity although calculated like
a sample variance does not have the usual Chi Square dis-
tribution with n - 1 degrees of freedom because of the
correlation of data points within a given LEG (as already
discussed).

(3) Minimum value.

(4) Maximum value.

(5) Median value.

(6) First and third quartiles.

In this paper we can illustrate only a few analyses of these many
statistics. A mere tabular summary, of course, gives some description
of repeatability. A further analysis considers the behavior of these
LEG statistics from LEG to LEG, from (programmed) flight to flight, at
different altitudes, orientations (or direction of flight), and even
over different areas. The statistical technique used for this further
analysis is known as the analysis of variance. 'This technique has been
well described by Kempthorne and Scheffe in its application to the
analysis of experimental data [8, 9]. Briefly, the technique may be
described as a procedure for evaluating the variation of averages and
the variation of individual observations. These evaluations, called
mean squares, may be compared by forming Snedecor's F ratio in order
to make inferences about the magnitude of the variations of the averages.
Specific assumptions, of course, are made in the application of the
technique. Currently, most attention Is given to these assumptions:
(1) the specified linear model adequately represents the experimental
structure; and, (2) independence, i.e., the data comprise a random
sample from the universe of interest.

A simplified example will illustrate the application of the analysis
of variance to a possible set of data from the flight program described
above. Let us suppose a series of flights made over the area of Figure 1
with variations in altitude and heading. The series of flights is carried
6ut in a completely randomized design with the results obtained as in
Table 1. There are two replicates of each combination of conditions.
Note that only average results for each entire flight are presented.

The analysis of variance appears in Table 2.
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TABLE I

FOR ET'IrT rv,TC'lTM.; FOR CO'-!"'*I:.AT IONS OF

"ALTITL7Fc A'1: TWO !EADW::Cc

Peading Average Radial

Flight M;. Altitude (Degrees) !rror ("Ieters)

1 7,00 ARO

2 7,non 90 90

S]r , 00.9 0 30

4 7, 000 ) 90

5 15,0(0 90 40

6 7,000 90 1o0

7 15,00r 0 50
SR 15,0'0 O6

90 60

['A I.-

Ann.0smis of Vnr.nn, of Avcrnpe Radla1 Error

!Source of Degrees 't 'u1M of "enn
t. Variation Freedom S.wtireg Sunare

Total 4, ,•.

Average 1 V0

Altitude 1 311"0 320

I-eading 1 50 30

Altitude by
"eading Tnteraction 1 50

Remninrler 1, .07

The model upon which this analysis is based Is written as -

Yik " i + A + P + (AP) + Cl.
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where Y•,, is an average radial error as shown in Table 1 and the

terms on the right in order are -

a general mean,
an altitude effect,
a heading effect,
an altitude-heading interaction, and
a random component associated with the ijk th experimental

unit (flight).

It is the variation among these eight averages given in Table 1
which is to be subdivided into parts associated with tho sources of
variation present. We note that the altitude means are: 1/4 (80490+
90+100) - 90 at 7,000', and 1/4 (50+40+50+60) - 50 at 15,000'.
Similarly, the Heading means are: 67.5 at 0 degrees and 72.5 at 90
degrees.

Thus, the 2 x 2 table of means for average radial error is

Altitudes

Headings 7 15 Averages

0 85 1 50 67.5

90 95 50 72.5

Averages 90 50 70

Details of the calculations, the assumptions underlying the analysis and
interpretation of the results are given in most modern texts on statis-
tical theory or techniques [10, 113. We cannot consider these matters
further here, but we point out two aspects of this hypothetical example:
(1) The "Remainder" with 4 degrees of freedom is an appropriate estimate
of experimental error, so that (75)1/2 - 8.66, is a standard deviation
that estimates the repeatability of the System over repeated flights;
and, (2) that the Mean Square for Altitude, 3200, when dompared with the
Remainder Mean Square provides a basis for assessing the effect of
Altitude. If Altitude variation did not affect the System, we would
expect these Mean Squares to be about equal. From Table 2 we would
conclude by looking at the interaction component (F ratio - 50/75(1)
that the Altitude effect does not vary with Heading. The Heading effect
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appears negligible (F ratio - 50/75 1). Finally, we would conclude
that performance differs with altitude (F ratio - 3200/75 • 43)
(P <,0.01). From the averages, we see that the radial error is
mush smaller at the higher altitude.

In reference to the description given above for the analysis
of variance as a technique for studying the variation of averages
in contrast to the variation of individual observations, there is
a point to be noted in relation to the hypothetical example just
given. In the example, the individual values analyzed are them-
selves averages. Thus, there is a further component of variation
associated with individual observations or points within LEGS,
that has been suppressed in the example. Generally, in analyzing
data for studying the system we followed this same procedure of
studying averages. Thus, a simple LEG average provided a single
datum and we analyzed the variation of these averages in relation
to other factors.

There are several reasons for following this procedure. First,
this approach, of course, has simplified some problems in analysis due
to unequal numbers of observations within LEGS. Second, even though
numbers of observations on a given LEG varied from as low as 80 to
around 200, there was no reason for giving more weight to one flighti
over a given LEG than another if a reasonable set of data were obtained
to represent that flight over that LEG. Thus, using averages and gilving
each average equal weight seemed a proper procedure for assessing the..
overall performance. Third, the use of averages, even though each
average is computed from data with considerable correlation, will proL.
vide values of a random variable which more closely approach the assump-

ability within LEGS as measured by the variances of designated random
variables (Mean Square Deviations from Average or from an Orthogonal .,

Regression Line), these variances may also be considered as "averages."
Because of the greater apparent dispersion of these variances, it
seemed desirable to analyze the natural logarithms of these quantities"
to obtain a transformed variable more suitable for the analysis of
variance technique. Fourth, and last, this approach in terms of further
analysis of original statistics (averages, variances, slopes of regression
lines and deviations from such lines) is in keeping with the spirit of
Professor John W. Tukey's suggestions 112].

The preceding example was made small in order to be easy to follow.
The conclusions stated relate only to the hypothetical data of Table 1
as if they were real data. We now present in Table 3 some real data for
six flights over the area represented by Figure 1. These flights were
flown at three altitudes with zero degree heading (i.e,, AO, F as noted
above). Table 3 gives averages of tx, Ay and d - radial error for each
LEG of each flight. Hence, 36 averages are shown for each variable. The
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Table 3

Tabultion of Leg Meang for Selaecad Varinblam
;rom Sly. Fl Ighti ovNr the rf.gutre I Xrm.

(Units are Meters)

Flight (Altitude/ LAe Numbbr
'umber 0,)fA) 1 2 1 5.

Vartiable: At = •S * H

5 7.5 143 32 54 101 120 116

6 7.S Ij 32 51 91 1"18 115

1 11 3:1 -1l15 -q 51 71 96

7 II Q4 7) 74 101 124 39

3 15 121 81 107 88 125 116
4 15 Al 5q 11 97 140

Vartahle!: A V - V"

6 7.5 -71 -101 -233 -257 -80 +45

I 1. +31, -339 -7- -1.0 +14 +l5

7 11 -92 -23f0 -341 -371 -172 +3

I 1) -1r -" 1 '34-'11, -45 +3
4 15 -103 -273 -331 -391 -122 -3

2 2 1/2
Vartabla: Radial Error - (([ ) + (Uy01

7.5 319 187 349 371) 219 159 267*

6 7. 27' 134 •1 288 M'l Q.., 142 216.

1 11 278 378 176 169 168 212 230)

7 11 W 253 W, 402, 231 175 280

I is 264 186 370 344 20M 138 252

4 i5 260 -298 357 412 10' 3.6 287

277** 240 310 331 20% 170

*fiq'£ht Averages;

**Lea Averages:
***Overall Average.
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AAvervag of earance of the tp Averagesfor the 'Variable- Radia3 rrror"

SoucpofDegrepq of Ptwn of "leanVaration Freedom 5quares Square

S~Total -

Average In ra

6Altitudes

S .... FlightS at Sane Alt.1i•,,d . 1) 91Q3• 74
(Pooled Variation fnr Fli•ghts) (5) -(qTt(74

Lego Over All Plighta, 1°• 39

Legs x Altu~ttdes- Tnteraetinns In 4nlnn 43

Lap• x F11ShtR st'~m l~u,•I 517•2

S(Grouped L~egs x rlights) (25) (t6147) (3846)

i ... o,365
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analysis of variance for one of the variables, radial error, is given
in Table 4. Therefore, Table 3 also shoos the marginal averazes for
this variable, that is, over all LEG's ot Lhe same flight, and over
all flights for the same LEG.

The model for the analysis of Table 4 is writtet; as -

Y + - +L (L
ijk = + Ai + tij + Lk + (AL)ik i 6ijk

where Y ijk is average radial error as given in Table 3 and the terms

on the right are -

a general mean,
an altitude effect.
an error component for flights at same altitude,
a LEG effect,
an ALTITUDE x LEG interaction, and
a residual which measures failure to obtain sawe results for

a LEG when a repeated flight is made at the same Altutude.

Major interest in Table 4 firsk c(nters on the Altitude Comparison.
The mean square for Altitudes is 2*89 while the mean square for.tspeated
flights made at the Samp altitude Is 6364. The latter is our measure

of experimental error for Altitudes; hence, the F ratio is 2389/6364< 1.
We conclude that altitode variati6n did not affect the performance of
the system over the range of altitudes selected (our choico of altitudes
was limited by the petformance capability of the A/C carrying the naviga-
tion system).

Next,'. we examine the variat!.on vithin flights or between LEGs. The
"LEGs over all flights" mean square is 23194, a large value relative to
all other mean squares in Table 4. Thus, we are inclined to conclude
that-there are large differences among the six LEGs of the prograed
flight pattern. The remaining two mean squares, LEGs x Altitudes - 4030
and LEGs x Flights at same Altitude a 3723, indicate the conaistency of
these large LEG differences. Pooling of the last two sources of varia-
tion yields a mean square of 3846 with 25 degrees of freedom. An approxi-
mate F ratio for comparing LEGs could be formed by F - 23194/3846 X 6.
We regard this ratio as an approximate F in distribution because of the
correiation of LEGs within the same flight although this may be small
beLause of the apparently large LEG differences. Perhaps, a multivariate
test could be devised for comparing LEGs; we have not considered this
approach. In view of the consistency of these LEG differences over dif-
ferent days throughout the test program it seemed reasonable to u3 to
ccnclude that natural elcctromagnetic field variations over the six LEGs
affected the system performance.
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about the repeatability or precision of the system which produced the
data given in Table 3. It is our purpose here merely to present
statistical methods and techniques for securing such information about
any navigation system. It will be 'useful to give one more table, how-
ever, to show another aspect of the repeatability. In Table 5, we give
the mean square deviation of the radial errors from the average radial
error (given in Table 3) arranged by Flights and LEGs as in Table 3.
We shall not give the analysis of variance for the data in Table 5 but
we note that natural logarithms ot these mean square deviations were
taken before computing the analysis of variance. This log transforma-
tion is usually applied before analyzing variances of observations.

Although we have given only a small sample of the large amount of
repeatability information obtained for the system we have been using

cf&e.rur discussion, we turn now to the system accuracy. If the system
elhhits accurate performance we may say that it has predictability or
reproducibility. In addition to the variables listed above, which,
were used for examining the system repeitability, we also.obtained the
cross course error-of the system location from the external measure-
ments, CCE(E), which was tbe distance of the point (XE, ¥£) from the

programmed path (lines shown in' Figure 1). ýAh average of these values
would show the bias or systematic error of the system in flying the
programned course. If this bias were negligible over all flights we
would regard the system as accurate or that its performance is
reproducible.

Further, from the (XEv, Yli) data we obtained a derived quantity,

the slope of the orthogonal regression line, bEo, through the points

traversed by the system. The slope of this line for each LEG of the'
prograned path then could be compared with the actual slope, 8, of
the progred path in terms of the arbitrpry X, Y coordinate system
imposed on the area of Figure 1. Departur s of the observed slopes,
bKo from the desired slope, 0, then give 1further information on the

system predictability.

Before presenting actual results it will be helpful to discuss
briefly the use of the orthogonal regression line. From the above,
it is clear that both XE and YE are random variables. The usual

regression models consider XE to be an independent variable observed

or measured with no error or negligible error. Natrella in "Experimental
Statistics" gives a good discussion of regression analysis for functional
and statistical relations [13]. It is clear that none of the standard
models apply to thic navigation system analysis. After considerable
study, we concluded that fitting the orthogonal regression line would
best describe the system performance. Derivation of the normal equa-
tions for fitting this line was given by Coleman in 1932 (14]. To our
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TAiBLE 5

!lean Scluare Deviationa by LFrCs for Six Flights
Variable: Radial Error

LEG
M'iglht
Ni•tiber Altitude 1 2 3 4 5 6

5 7.5 53240 15630 12741 5215 1272) 6883

7.5 41n50 . 7R54 26780 0710 7R35 1017

1 11 22790 1I51ll 15,t fs 4622 3332 6304

7 3941Q 27780 3351 69ql 12191) 4270

3 15, 364• 23091) ?62"" 0M11. 5372 1227

4 15 34171) 28930 2542n 1196 7 08 8589
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Tabulation of Altituttv Averages and Genern]
AveragLv for Variables "hict' Describe System Predictah!iitv

(based on Li:( A,' 1!AC*S w~eighted 'equallv)

(units are meters)
Altitudeas l ( 0riA) (fe'et)

Gerneral 7.5 11 15
Viriable Average* IRAr1

CCIE(SP lnlA 7.n 2.2

'qIope, bl. 0  -1.301 -ni ~ : -1.30101 ?11

Reg. 'loan R03076 ?0
Square n 1o76QQ

!iesied on averago of 36 values-, six flights of six LPX.u

5Used on awtrago. of U2 valise~q. tw~o flJ~hts of t~x Mo'0.

A P: 7I * i'h1bultion o~f Flight Averages for Varlablms
h1ich i femcribe Pysteri 2'redLctnb11lt-.

(based on Log Averages w(rghte.'I fauntb'l)

flmirq remotrq

VcrIsp) Ih. 1) 4. 131 4

Reg. M. Sq. 34flfl wI.n I 2500 11M.) W (a'n" lion

7a~sed on averap- i-v..r six LesH ý-itltn v'ach fli -ht.

This atan,ýtr*4 'eviation is lerv1ed firnm the~ Fliect mean square in tha
* inalvatl of variance, i.e., ea wr Tlic Olvia.or six

arises frovi the 'aviaing olver siv. legs within aach iltght.
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regression line has never been presented (approximations could be ob-
tained, perhaps). In a replicated experiment, this lack of adequate
sampling theory does not create an impasse. Independent estimates ob-
tained fron repeated [lights will permit direct estimation of the
variability of the orthogonal regression slopes.

Along with computation of the orthogonal regression line we also
present the regression mean square for deviations from the regression
line. The magnitude of this mean square indicates the scatter of the
XE' ¥E points about the fitted line. The system whose data we have

been presenting also provided an estimate of its own position which we
designate as XS, YS. From this data series we calculated a CCE(SP) -

Cross Course Error of the system's indicated position. Table 6 presents
average values of these four statisticq for the six flights over the
area of Figure 1.

As averages, these numbers in Table 6 speak for themselves. With
respect to cross course error, if the system actually was on the left
side of the programmed path, the deviation was designated as negative.
Thus, we see that the system generally directed the flight slightly
to the left of .the programmed path. On the other hand, the system's
indication of its position on the average was an even smaller deviation
but to the right of the programmed path. For reference, the slope of
the parallel lines comprising the programed path was -1.3032. Thus,
the average slopes shown in Table 6 agree quite well with the desired
direction.

Overall averages, however, do not tell the whole story. Hence,
we present average values for the six individual flights for these same
variables in Table 7. The right hand column in Table 7. shows the standard
deviations of these averages as obtained from the analyses of variance
for these four variables. Again, these data need little explanation.
We note that for Flight No. 4 the average of the systems' indicated
position also was to the left of the programmed path. Furthermore, the
largest CCE(E) was observed for this flight. We have discussed the
estimation of sampling error for the regression orthogonal slope. Here
we see the application of this estimation even though we have no direct
sampling theory for b ee The values shown for each flight are based on

average slopes for all six LEGs. The estimated pooled standard deviation
for these slopes is only 0.0038.

SUMMARY. In this paper we have considered the assessment of the
performance of navigation and positioning systems. Such assessment
comprises two parts: (1) the development of a comprehensive TEST PLAN;
and, (2) adequate statistical analyses of the data collected. We em-
phasize that no more information can be extracted from data than has
been built into the structure of a test program [15]. This structure
is created by the TEST PLAN.
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oft c--- TE ST w:• PLAN h-A hopun developed from an Outline
•! of the "General Features of a Test Program." Among the ten items in-

:; cluded in this outline we have directed particular attention to the

I~j following :

I (1) Selection of the system response or performance measures.

(2) Definition of an experimental unit.

(3) Selection of the treatment combinations.

(4) Determination of the pattern of experimentation or choice

of experimental design.

(5) Blocking of the test program against time or other sources

of variation in the test program, and,

(6) The sample size or how many experimental units should be

completed.

For analysis of the test, data we have considered the assessment

of both precision and accuracy. There are many ways of presenting data

ummaries to provide information on both of these characteristics of

system performance. We have illustrated the application of the analysis

of variance in different ways. Generally, we prefer this approach be-

cause of the ability to subdivide the total experimental variation into

sources associated with the structure of the TEST PLAN. In using some

results obtained from the flight test program for a navigation system

we have been able to give only a small sample of the many analyses

performed for measuring both precision and accuracy. The latter we

note also has been referred to as: (1) predictability; and, (2)

reproducibility. For one measure of predictability, the slope or

direction of a flight path. we showed how to measure directly the

variability of the slope estimates.
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A UNIFIED PROCEDURE FOR SELECTING ALTERNATE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS

Edwin M. Bartee
Vanderbilt University

Nashville, Tennessee

Considerable knowledge has boon davulopod in the literaturo that pl'ovidas

for the more effrctive design of erperiments using, primarily, certain statisti-

Gal techniques for analysis purposes. Such methods are concerned, for the most.

part, vith analyzing the degree of dependence botween the variables. These

techniques have exerted a significant influence upon the amount of precision

and accuraoy that is realised in many experimsnts.

Additional Impact on the optimization of experiments is potentially possible

through the application of modelinX techniques in the synthesis of experimente.

Sush teohniques are conoernod vwith the design of th-i exoerionta&I 9gol, pro-

vidinS a b•la for systematic optimization of the dtaign criteria.

As in any engineoring design problem, the ultimate character of the final

design is diUtated by oertain design criteria. Some typical criteria for an ex-
perimental design are as fo1ows

i, The wober of factors to be varied

2. The number of levels to be measured for each factor

(a) Are levels quAlitative or quantitativw?

(b) Are nonlinear effects to be measured?

(a) Are deviations to be measured from a nominal?

(d) Are all factors to be set at an equal nunber of levels?

:. The number of masaurements of the response variable to be taken

(a) Are Interactions to be measured?

(b) Are there any physical limitations on the number of meararements
in the experiment?

(a) What precision is required for measuring experimental error?

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's
manuscript.
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The synthesis of an oxperimental model Will be discussed in three steps'

2. Design of the fjunctional model

3. Design of the a model

The first two oriteria ars important in the determination of the structural.

model. OCiteria 3 (a) and 3 (b) are Important in the design of the funotional

model. Criterion 3 (a) in the major oonsideration in the design of the emp*A-

mental model. The ultimate experimental model is the objeotive of the design

process disouueed in this paper. Alternate standard experimental designs are

compared to the developo4 experimental model so that a design ohoice can be made

that will optimise coupliano 1ith design criteria.

Such an optimization effort differs with the traditional type in mtatistical

design of experiments, This traditional optimization process is typically con-

cerned with a trade-of•, between the cost of experimentation and the statistical

decision. Such optimiz£tion would provide the design criterion in 3 (c); i.e.,

a determination of the number of measurements required to provide a certain

precision in estimating experimental error so that certain risk and/or cost

requirements can be met., Optimization of the experimental design in this paper

is concerned with the selection of the design that will best meet the design

cefdteri establishbd for the experiment. One of these design criteria usually

consists of the number of measurements to be made in order to optimize certain

statistical and cost requirements.

The structural model of an experiment Is described by

No .k1  •k2 ., * •. 3 (1)

w number of o001s (defined below) in the epeoriaent
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k - number of levels for a factor or independent variable

3I * I. 2, 3. .. ,, kth
2 x the mh factor or independent variable; 1, 2a ... , p

p the total number of factors in an experiment

The simplest form of an experiment is the case of one factor, for example

xI at one level, so that

p 1 ,k 1 * 1

and thus, from Eq. (1), the structural model becomes

This model is oalled a 19no the basic structural unit of an experiment. The

next form of an experiment is the case of one factor at two or more lovels, so

that. p a It 1." 2, 3. ... , k

and thus, the structural model becomes

N 2o 3o, a.. k Cells I;
*I

The next form or level of an experiment is illustrated by a case in

which ther~e are two factors at two or more levels', Thus

p = 2o J1 o 2e' 3o @".sokjo J•2 "2# :3p ... k2

ard the sltructural model becomes ,

Ne n kI k2 cells

Consider another example. A three-factor experment is described by

p ) I3 , 1 2 = , k •3

and

N5 n k1 k k2 •k 3 2* 3 3 " t8cells
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A special case of the structural model occurs when the experiment is

symmetrical, meaning that all factors have an equal nuumber of levels. There-

foro, when

k 2  3 ... - - kp

Eq. (1) becomes

No k I k2 . km kp - kp (2)

To illustrate, let us consider an experiment with two factors, each at

two levels, described by

p 2 , k 1 w k2  k 2

T hu s #

Pot another example consider a case of the WOMetr.eal model with three fastors,

each at two levels.

p 3, k 2

a5 * Nf * 2• * 8

Thus, Eq. (2) determines the nuihbor of cells for any symmetrical model with p

factors each, at an equal number of k levels.

The design criteria that are-described by the structural Iel ares

1. Thnumber of factors

2. The number of levels per factor

These criteria are determined by the objectives of the experiment, the

measurability of the factors, the interest in nonlinear effects, etc. They

should'not be dictated by any Limitations upon the total number of measureaments

that can be made of the response variable. Such lizitations, or lack of them,

is the concern of the functional model.
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The Functional lldcj

The functional model determines how many cells in the structural rodel Aill

contain a response measurement. Such functional models are either comploto or

4nomlete. A functional model is considercd to be conplete when all cells

contain a response. A functional model is incomplcte when the number of
p /

responses are systematically limited, so that the number ofresponses is less

than the number of cells. Each of these basic types of fuAetional models will

now be discussed.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for a complete functional model

are:

f - i-k 1 •k 2  .1 2 • kp

where a

= the number of cells', in the exeriment.

• the nrumber of responses t' the oxperimens..

k m 'the number of factor levels h 2.

p a the total' number of factors h 1.

m o I, 2, 3, *," p.

For the special case of symmetry *here /
k1  =. =4 a =, .... =
k k

Equation (3) can be written as

Nf N5 0 k1P(4

In both Sq. (3) and (1), it can be observed that the n"mber of cells in the

structural model (N5) and the number of responses in the functional model -(NZ)

are equal. This equality is the basic charactoristio of a complete model. In

other words, for every cell ther'e is a response, or
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For exaMple, given the experiment with two factors, x1 and X2 , one at two

leve* and the other at three level., we have

p k2 k 2, k2 2

NS U "I "' k2 a 2 3 6

A functional model is inoomplote when

Xf < N.

or when the number of responses iai the experimental model are determined, in

same systematic manner, to be less than the number of cele'. Our concern at

this point Is to consider the fwruamental method@ that are involved in designing

such an Incampleot model.

ftnotional models can be We inccMrlete in three fundamental ways. lo

first of these is the restriction of responses g nC , so that the

number of excluded responses, are determined by restriction with the factgn in

the model. The second method for designing incomplete models is to restrict

the rosponseW l , so that the number of szoluded responses in a model a 'e

determined by restriction with ,a ertain number of levels of a single factor

in the model. The third method consists of a combination of the first two, in

which case Ut- restriction of responses is acooplishod by both exponential

aid linear methods. Each of these methods will now be discussed,
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From Ka. (3). the necessarv and aufficient conditions for an incomplete

functional model whose responses are restricted with factors are
ok, . ka. a k•

Jh "k 2 " "" *" kq

-vheret q "the umiber of factors restrioting the number

of responses In the model. 1 -0 , 2,... q

(Non-negative Intezers.)

a1 * 1, 2• ,.At p

When q is equal to, tero, no restriction on responses exists. Consider the

case. of a structural model with three faotos, x, x2, and x3, with

N n 1 k* k2 a k 3 2 4 . 2 . 16

in which the number of responses is to be restricted by one factor, for egample

x2. Therefore, we have one restrictin factor, maki'.

and, thus fron Bq()\
If 1 k2.k3 2 4 "2 A'

k2

giving four responses that are contained in the sixteen celhs of the structural

msodel./

Consider another oae. Suppose that a structural model contained four

factors xV, x2 9 3 X,4, with

me k k ka k ,' k2 a 4 4 4" = 320

Suppose that the number of responses in the functional model is to be restricted

by the two factors, x2 and x3. Thus, we have the Ith factors (1 u 2, 3)

restriotin., so that

3.
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T 4 , q 2; k 2  =5, 3c =4

Sand from Eq. (3)

ki k2 'ki •k 4 .5 4 4 +16fk 2 ,k) ..3 •.

giving that 16 responses will be contained in the 320 cells.

For the symmetrical functional model, the exponential characteristic of

this restriction method becomes more apparent, From Eq..(5), when

ki a kj kam kp

and k = k2 M k. kq

•en• . .kt k..• ka.. * k kp'q #
thent: 1 .k• 2  .i . ... k

wheret q <p and is a non-negative 9integer.

The q restriction becomes a negative exponent of the number oýf equal

factor levels. An example is a casle in which a symetrical model eontains

three factors, p - 3, each at: two levels, k * 2. The structural model is

Suppose that the functional model is to be incomplete by restrioting the number

of responses with ohe factor,! so that, fro E. (.6)

'q = t

Nf kp' 23- 1 4

giving the funotional model containing a total of four responses in eight cells.

Consider another example. Suppose that for the structural model

V*-I3  81

it is desirable to limit the number of responses in the funotional model to

nine. The value for q to accomplish this is determined as followst
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r .2

81 9q2

The second method for restricting the responses in an Incomplete functional

model limits the responses within the levels of a particular factor rather than

with q number of factors. This is done by subtracting the total number of

blank cells. for a particular factor from the total number of cells in the

structural model. Thus, from Fq. (3), we have

N f .kI k2 . . . k . kp ekm (7)

whores ct * the number ot blank cells in each level of the

nth factor. (a non-negative integer)

k the number of levels of the mth factor.

th
The m -factor can be anyr~e of the p factors in the modol. For example,-a

p * 2 model can be systema~ically limited by-arbitrarily determining the nwiber

of blank cells to exist in"each level of one of the two factors, xi and x 2. This

is a. The number of responses, Nf, is then calculated from Eq..(?). Consider

an example in shich the levels for the first factor are six, k1 . 6, and the

levels for the second factor-are three, k2 a 3. If we choose to rectrict the

first factor, x1 , so that each factor level has one blank cell, then,
k1 * *6, k2  U 3, 3 - 1, 31 9

The number of cells are
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us k" k 2 - 6 * 3 18

and the number of responses are, from Sq. (7)

Hf - I k 2 - ckI -wIk (k2 - c€) - 6 (3 - 1) 12

In the case of a symmetrical model, we detezmine the incomplete functional

model from Sq. (7) to be

Mf kI a k2 ... ... kp - caks

andu inoes, ki- wk 2 - kmC a k

Nf p -V ckP 1  (8)

"wheret a e the number of blank cells in the level of an

p factor.

Sq. (8) gives emphasis to the linear feature of this method. In the oast

of the model

N *kP 3~8

we could limit the number of responses by creating blank cells in the factors.

For example, with a - 1, we can calculat, from Sq. ()

Vf. kP -ckPI

3 34' ~(1) 34..1 BI 8 27

The model can be used in a different, and more useful, my from a design stand.

point. As an example, what value of c is required to reducethemodel
Vs Vk - .55 a 31253a5

'to the functional model of

Vf .625

This is determined from Sq. (8) thus:

P a V ckp 1  * 625

55- c5 =. 625
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3 = 625 4
b25

Therefore, the functional model can be restricted to 625 responses by providing

for four blank cells in each factor level.

In order to furthor increase the possible combinations of Mg values, the

third method utilizes both the q and o criteria. This can be accomplished by

sq. (6) and rq. (8) to becoms

- kp'q - cAkp'' (9)

so that the number of restricting factors, q, and the number of blank colls

per factor level, o, can be used to deterine a 'partiuar number of responses

for a given model. The appication of Eq. (9) will be illustrated by an

example, Suppose thatit is desirable to restrict the number of responses for

the model

No1 ='k' 4,3 = 64

tp eight responses. This an be done by uslng Sq. (9), and following a

systmatio procedure. First, assumse a 0, and q a I
i .f kpg . g-q-1

I 4 -31 0 •i

which is greater than the desired number, Next, keep a 0 nd assume q 2
31 * 43-2 0.

which is less than the desired number. Therefore, hold q a 1, and assume oa 1

f3 43~4- 1~ ' . 6 4 12

which is more than desired, Next, hold q I and set a - 2

if a 43-I - (2)431-1 . 16- 8 8

which is the desired number of responses.
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Suppose that we Wanted to determino how to aeslgn a iunciionai modal ,iii.

nine responses for the model

"N • a 3 a 729

vith k n 3, the dealred number of responses sk 2  9. It can be seen that such

a vaxue tfor I1 is possible in two ways. First, N. a k2 'for the case when

3 - a 6- 3 3
a * k b-1* 3- 1 2

Therefore, In this problem

q •3# 0 2

*-q-
Mf a k"' P k''

3 3 (2) 3 --

27 - 18 a 9

The same number of resvpnses oan be obtained with a different omubinationý of

q ando. o fa k2 •m s possible wth
cl" a p-w2 n 6 -2 ,4,

Therefore, the model becomes
elt V 3k-: )- 32 =9

A complete functional model to the same as a factorial experiments With a

single response in each cell. An Incomplete functional model Is desirable When

there is no Interest In Interaction effects and the total numb of Mefaurments

required i I-ess than N5,# An incomplete model is necessary when the total possible

number of measurements is less than Ns. More specitfcally, the design of the

functional model is made to meet the following design eriterias
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i' ~than N8

.2. The total numb~er of measure-dents in limted to some number less than

N as because of some physical 1"ttation of the experimental situation

SThe Uper~acn-tal, I-I "

The final Step in the synthesis of an experlment is to design the experimen-

tal model. The experimental model is described bý

N - n N (00)
i v~~here: .

'l n • 'the number of jja n of the exp eriment

N a the number or responses in the functional model

"N a the total number of responses in the experiment

Frots Eq. (9) a q.(10) we, got

N • n N• - n (kP-q - a kp'q 1 ) (11)

which provides a general expression for a syn•metricl eýperimental model.

B4. (14) thus defines the experimental model as followas

* The~total number of responses in an experiment is a funotion
of the number of faotors (p), the number of factor levels (k), the)
number of factor restrictions (q), the number of cell restr) ýonsJ
(a), and the number of replications (n).

OLven the number of factors and factor levels, the number of possible

values for N can be determined by certain combinations of values for n, q,

and o. For example, if it is desirable to design an expoariental model with

54 responses of the type
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o can set q O, o 1, and n a1 and get

N - n (kPq - kp

1 3 4- 0) 34-0-1

* 81 - 27 " 54

Table 1 provides a general. tabulation of the experimenta. • model in E. (11)

TABLE 1. Values of N for All Values of q, a, and n in a

Symmetrioal Experimental Model

0

q I k -- -2 k-3 .. 0

p 0 n/k 2 n/k 3.. . n

p- 0 n 2 n 3n ... nkc

p.2 0 nk 2nk 3.nk *.. " ,'

p-3 0 20 3 k . .. nk

*. . .

* . *0 0 nr'" 1- 2 nk-1 3 nk-'1  nk3P

The number of responses, N, for a symmetrical experimental model can be

determined if given the values for p, kg q, o, and n. As an
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ynurn~a ~it. t, mipnnnq that we have a model with p =5 factors and each

factor has k as levels so that

N -5 u3,125

Assume that the experimental model is to contain forty-five responses. The

responses are first limited by

q -p -2 = 5-2 0 3 factors

Also, the responses are further restricted by

k 3 k- 3 -5 3 2 2blank calls per factor

When qnp 2 and cik 3

i3 nk

arA with. k~*

N n(3) 13r 4~tl5'

Aajaa11aM gL Opta UJ 1UA&Ua Rgaigsn
1he ezp" mental, modal providoo the'-spegifiLcations necessary for the final

experimental design t6 meet the established depign cr'iter'ia, as to total niumber

-of responses. Such a selection is not conc¶TzIrd with the problems of balancing

the responses in the cells or randomizing the arrangement of the responses * These

are considerations made in cer'tain standard designs with which the subject

design procedure is not oonoernbd.

The sptheuis of any experiment can be described by its experimental

model. For example, a coplt factorial experiment is described by the follow-

ing necessary and sufficient oonditions:

19t 2o,3,... k Ic2# ,49,... p.2#,3, 4g *..,s qm0O oan0
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A mOelI ra-. e Aft at h A tantnr4-al AT-Arimaht 4m

n m 1, p a 3, k a 4, q 0O, 0

am from sq (I1)

n - a . o•'I) . (1)(43) -64

kmples 9of other nodels for certain traditional experiments are listed am

folloWal

i. A gal-= a experimont with five responses in each of

four oolumns of a single factor in described by
n , p it k =4 , q O, = 0

N a n (kp~- a V

(,)(41.0) m 20

Such a model thus explains the one-way classification experiment as a

single factor experiment that is replicated.

2. Consider a nts experiment with thWee factoiss xj, with two levels,

X2 * with four levels, and x) with tV', levels., tactor x2 is such .. 1.....
that only half of its levels are crossed with each of the two lesels

of xi. Thus,

p 3. k,' 2,. k2 u 4 .ku 2

From q. (I)

No, k k2. k 2 x 2x :x2 -u1

Since factor xr restricts the number of responses in the experiment

q - 1, k 1  - k1  - 2

and, thus, from q. (Eq )

N kl.. k2 o k3 2.4 4 2
k| -

with only one replicate

N * nNf (I)(5) = 8
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A hierakrohical layout becomes

2 Factor 21I I 2
aotol.Factor 12

_ I I)& Itx. __ L%

z T~x i4 i -x z 1j

- 1 -22

A matrix layout becomes

illll _ _I II

1 • 2

1e X2 3i

2 X2 X

3o Consider a .•S cUAqr&e experiment. The neoesasW and sufficent

conditions for t•5 symnmitrioal restricted model are

p - 3. " p-2, .k 1,, 0 "0

I The minimmiw case oocurs when there are three factors, each at two'

levels, with

p " 3, k " 2, q.. p- 2 1

and the number of cells and responses are

v. kV - 23 " 8

N - kp: " 22 4

so the experiment contains a total of four rqsponses In eight cels.
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[A
A hlerdrc'.tcd 1avoi•t b,-,:own•.

1 -l

I2
S.. ... 2 . .. x2

1 2 1 2

3 3 33 1,
at bj b- a bj a b

I, I 1 x.. i x|

A matrix layout becomes

I, X1I

TIL2
b b

4e. A 2Xrsco-Latin Sauare experiment is described by the following

necessary and sufficient conditions

ernO, k 3, p = 4. q = p- 2 2.

For the case in which k = 3, the number of cells in the structural

model would be

Ns = kp =81

and the number of responses would be

Nf = kp-q= 34-2 = 9

Only one replicate is taken. Thus,

N = fn~ = (1) (9) = 9
4 * An incomnlete block experiment is represented by the incomplete

functional model whose necessary and sufficient conditions are
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vhere:

p = 2. k - 3. k2 " 3, n = I

Thus:

N kI k2  - cMkM

where:, m - i or 2

on a the number of black cr'is in the JMth level.

One of the two factors is a block.

An example would be a model as follows:

k, (blocks) = 6 k2  (treatments) = 3

01 * 1, @2 = k 1 I (1) = 2

Therefores

N* * kI k2  * 6 3 - 18 cello

n i

N kI k 2 -e 3~z=, 20)) 12

so the twelve responses are to be balanced in the eighteen cells of

the incomplete block design.

6. A symnetrical p blok experiment is described by the necessary

and sufficient conditions from •q. (R)

k ; 3, p a 2, a - 1, 2, .', k -

n-I

N k ek

there: Cn'* of the two faotor. I,s a block.

7. A Ilow-dn Souaro experiment is described by the following necessary

and sufficient conditions from Eq. (9)
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W = n (kp - akP-

k = 2, p u 3, q - 1, c 1. 2. , k - 1

n-i

A specific example is a case in which

p a 3. k U 5* q = !, o 1, n - 1

No -kP 43 64

N - a- akP-q

U = k~1-~) =43¶¶~ 12

8. A lattice square e is described as a type of incomplete

block (See 6 above) that is replicated. Thus

N * sk •1 k2  - o2k2 )

where: 2 £ n t+ 1; t 1 3

kI m t (blocks)

k 2 -t2 (treatments)

02 k kI -

uxample:

t * n n 4, ki - 12, k 2  90 02

X a 12. 9 108

N - 4 (12 9 - 11 . 9) a

Another example of a lattice square will demonstrate the relationship

between the structural, functional, and experimental model more clearly.

A 13 x 13 balanced lattice square will be used to illustrate. (t - 13, n =7.)

Structurally speaking, the experiment consists of two factors:

blocks at k1 * 21 levels and treatments at k2 w 169 levels. Thus

Ne= k I• k2 = 21 , 169 - 3,549cells
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Ti - " and its characteristic feature is thit

only one treatment can occur in each replicate. Thus, the functional

model is restricted so that for each treatment all cells are empty except

one. Thus c2 = 20, giving

H1 a kIc1 " 2 - 02 k2 = 3, 549 - 20(169) = 169

The experiment is replicated 7 times thus the experimental model

becomes
N a n N1 = 7 (169) = 1,183 responses

which is the total number of rerponses to be balanced.

9. Foloiwig are a number of miscellAneous in-c §lee designs

vith their corresponding straotural, functional, and experimental

BUANCED DEIGN FOR 9 TRUTA TS IN BLKS OF 3 UNITS

Mock R R. n R
(1) 1 2 () 1 47 (7) 1 5 9 (1o) 1 8 6

(2) 4 (5) 2 5 8 (8) 7 2 6 (11) 42.9

(3) L -9 (6) 3 (9) 4 (12) 7L5 -3

p * 2, k 1  9, k 2 .12

ve * kI ' k 2  9" 12 * 108

01 =-*11

Nj = N3 a elk1  - 108 (11)9 - 9

n - 4

H D n f 4(9) - 36
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HLAI.COL - I Wit 7 Tf.A,,,E,r.T., IN BLCK, OF 3 UNITS

Block

(1) 1 24 (3) 34 6 (5) 1 5 6.• (7) .L..3..7
2 3 5 (6) 2 6

p - 2, k = 7

U8s - I 7 2 = 49

a 4

N N - kP- (4)7 21

n-I

N n Nf (1) 21 = 21

RAIANCED DESIGN FOR 9 TREATMENTS IN 4 LATTICE SQUARES

Rep. I Rep. II Rep. If Rep. IV

Columns
Rows 012() (4)(1)(6(• (8) (9) (19(•l1)

(1) 1 2 3 (4) 1 4 ? (7) £.J- 6 8 (1o) 1 9 5(2) 4 5 6 (3•) 2 5 8 (8) 2 1 (11) 7_z

(3) Z 8 9 (6) 6 9 (9) 5 72) 8 (2

p 3, k 1  9, k 2  12. k .12
2 3

N 1 2*3 k 9" 12 12 - 1,296
a1 = 1 2 3

-i 143

Nt f s - cak1  = 1 ,296 - 143(9) - 9

N n Nt 4 (9) 36•
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LA1ANCMD DESIGN FOR 7 TREATMENTS IN AN INCa,,PLCTE LATIN SQUARE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Rows

(1) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(2) 2 3 4 5 6 7 1
(3)4 5 6 7 1 2 3

p -3, k 7
N " kP a 73 3433

q = 1, c = 4

Nx f - Okp'q1 7 3-I? (4)?73-1-1 21

n i

N - n Nf * 21

10. A om is used to estimate the regression ooeffi•oients for

a second degree ploynomia.. These designs are traditionally cor'3trdoted

by adding further treatment combinations to those obtained from a 2P

factorial. Such desisns are dosoribed here as replicated incomplete

models with N, - 9. Such an approach recognizes the neciesuity for

three factor levels to measure second degree effects. Thus

q =p-i, e a 2

N 3,P'p+l- ( 2)( 3 )p-p a 3-2 - I

n 2 2'+ 2p + 1 (centraldesign)

n 2P + 2 p + p (nonoentral desugn)

N a n Nf = 2P + 2p + 1 (central)

N,a n Nf = 2P + 2p + p (noncentral)
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I. Desi-'ri Crite-ria. A flight vehicle trajectory is to be doeigned

so that a multisnteo rocket may place a payload into a circular orbit

abant thok earth- An t~n4,an1 4. *. K 4

the first stage booster thrust program affects the amount of mans

which is injected into a circular orbit with an altitude of 100 .iles.

The thrust program of the booster consists of programmed adjustments

in the angle of attack for a given time period. The length of the first

stage burn, tb, in determined by the propellant loading of the first

stage. The parameters that control the thrust program are (1) the

initial rate of increase of the angle of attack, R, and (2) the length

of time this rate is flown, t 1 .

The factor, R, is to be sot at six different rates of increase

and t1 is set at four time levels. The flight in to be simlated on

a digital computer. Previous oxperienoe in similar studies indicates

that each run (response) requires about 3/) of a minute of computer

time. The computer "turn around* time is very slo•. It is necessary'

to obtain the maxdam priority time required on the computer, which is

10 minutes. Thorefore, a inaxilum of 13 rwuns can be made. There is no

interest in interaction effects.

S§,.•.theqis, The vt•rctiu-al mo:ul, according to the above

design criteria, is determined to be

p - 2 factors, k1 = 6 levels, k2 - 4 levels

Ns a k1 I k2 = 6.4 = 24 celns

The maximum number of responses requires an incomplete functional

model restricted by the g criteria. Thus

Nf n k,1  k2 - o1k1

Setting Nf 13 (maximum) we calculate
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I
= = 4 11/6

which is not an integer. Using N f = 12 we get

e1 = 2

Therefore, the number of blank cells per level of factor R Is 2,

providing a total of 11 degrees of freedom. With the two main effects

requiring 5 and 3 degrees of freedom, respectively, the experimental

error is estimated with three degrees of freedom since the experiment

is not replicated. Thus

n=1

I a nNf = (1)(12) = 12

2. * gX&ti*a. Two different analogue-to-digital converters

ame contained in test stations used in checking out a particular

instriuenA unit. An experiment is designed to determine the causes of

variation in the digital output of these converters. The response

Variable is the difference between input voltage and output voltage.

The variables to be measured are (1) input voltage, (2) converter units,

and (3) adjustments. The input voltage is to be set at two levels,

-10 volts and +10 volts. The number of converters are limited to two.

The adjustments consist of gain and balance settings as specified by

the manufacturer. Four different adjustments vil be made. The

adjustments are unique with each unit and, therefore, they cannot be

duplicated between the two converters. Thus, the first two adjustments

will be unique with the first unit and the second two adjustments will be

unique with the second unit. All possible interactions are to be

measured. The optimal degrees of freedom for the error estimate, con-

sidering cost of experimentation and desired decision confidence levels,

has been determined to be 16 in a previous study.
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Model Syntheris. The structural model is

p - 3, k - ;' 2- -, •

N = 'k k2 = 2 * 2 = 16
2 3

The convorter factor restricts the adjustment factor thus providing

conditions for an inconplete functional model, restricted by the q

criteria. Thus

SmO, q - 1 (converters, k2 a 2)

k 2 "c 3 a k'. kN f , 2 2",

k2  2

The optimal degrees of freedom for the error estinato, 16, is provided

by replicating the functional model. Thus

n 3
)N a n', 3 (8) - 24

The degrees of freodom are partitioned as follows:

j~ g Variation R-M ofE
Converters (C) 1

Adjustments (A) 2
Voltage (v) 1
CV I

AV 2

Error 16

Total 23
A layout of the selected experiment,which is a nested factorial, is

shown in Table 2.
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I

Converters

Adjust tcnts Adjustments

Voltage 1 2 i 3
x

-10 : I X
X X I x -

-10 X X I c
II

Table 2. LAyout of Analogue-to-Digital
Converter Eperiment

3. DesUn Criteria. An electronic manuf, irer has designed a

componwnt board using four capacitors to estab2 ., a time base. He
vishes to test five different brands of the capaf.tors in the

component boards. Four capacitors are plced in parallel and then

connected through a resistor to an input plug where a fixed voltage

my be applied. The voltage across the capacitors is connected to an

output Jack. The test is made by applying a fixed voltage to the plug

at the input of the component board. The output Jack is monitored with

an oscilloscope to measure the time required for the output voltage to

rise to a specified amplitude.

The response variable (T) is the time required for the output

of the component board to rise to a specified amplitude upon application

of a fixed input voltage. The factors of interest are capacitor
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brands (C) ard comiponont boards (B). Since both factors are qualitative,

nonlinear effects are not applicable. Also, past experience in tests of

ihis type nhas shown negli-iflic Interiction betwoon the capacitors

and co:ponent boards. Since information is desired on the capacitors

only, the same resistor ivill be used for each test. A set of

terminals allows the resistor to be plugged in or removod from the

component board. Five different capacitor brayids are, therefore.

to be tested in a circuit that is limited to four capacitors. A

minimum of 10 degrees of freedom is required to make an error estimate.

dSynthosis. Since five brands are Leing tested, it would

seem reasonable to test these brands in five different component

boards. We, therefore, have a symetrical model. The structural

model is

p " 2, k * 5
*s = kp 52 = 25

Since there are four capacitors in the circuit but five different

brands we will have one missing value in each level of capaoitor

brand. Tius, the functional model is incomplete with

q = O, k - 5, p = 2, 9 * I

Nf -k-c kP' 1  2 - (1)'2-1 20

The degrees of freedom are
Source of Variation Deireos of

Capacitors (C) 4

Boards (B) 4
Error 12

Total 20

Only one replicate is required sin"e the minimum of 10 degrees

of freedom is met. The experimontal model is
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r I
n=

N a n Nf (1) (20) = 20

A balanced layoit of the exporiment is shown in Table 3, as

an incomplete block design.

Boards 1 2 3 4 5

I ' x X X X

I I I X XI
Iv I x z x I

Vx x K x i
IV % %X X

TABLI 3. Incomplete Mlock Design for Capacitor Experiment

The modeling of experiments has been described as a. three-phase process,

1. Designing the structural model

2. Designing the functional model

3. Designing the experimental model

The structural model determines the number of cells in the experiment as

a function of the nunber of factors and the levels for each factor. For the

symmetrical case the structural model is

No kp
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The functional model determines the number of responses to be taken in

the structural model. A complete symmetrical functional model is expressed as

Nf = N =kp
f

A functional model can be incomplete in three ways. First, if the responses

are restricted by q number of factors, the symmetrical functional model becomes

N = kPq

Second, if the responses are restricted by c cells within a factor, the

symmetrical functional model becomes

N =V - c kp-I

akP ( i -P-

Third, if the responses are' restricted by both q and a the symmetrical functional

model becomes

Nf = kp-q - c kp-q-1

- kP'q (I --q

The final experimental model is defined as

N -n N

for the symmetrical case, where n is the number of replications. All types

of matrix experiments can be described by such models.

The unified procedure for selecting alternate experimental designs can be

summarized as

1. Determine experimental design criteria

2. Synthesize the experimental model

3. Compare rodbl to standard experimental designs and choose the

optimal design.
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I
A PROBLEM IN CONTINUOUS SAMPLING VERIFICATION

Mary E. Blome

U.S. Army Aunition Procurement and Supply Agency

Joliet, Illinois

There are basically two types of sampling inspection procedures in use

today. These are lot-by-lot and continuous sampling procedures. In addition

to the two types of sampling inspection, there are also two different methods

of inspection, namely, by attributes and by variables. Inspection by attributes

is on a go-no-go basis. That is, a unit of product is inspected and determined

to be either satisfactory or unsatisfactory with respect to the characteristic

under consideration. Under inspection by variables, the actual value of the

measurement of a measurable characteristic Is recorded. Several of these

measurements might then be used together to estimate some parameter upon which

a lot of product may be judged relative to its conformity to specification

requirements. Our discussion shall be limited to inspection by attributes.

Under inspection by attributes, the inspection can be performed on a lot-

by-lot basis or continuously. Let us first consider the lot-by-lot case. The

units of product are divided into identifiable lots, end a lot is judged either

conforming or nonconforming on the basis of the number of defective units

found in a sample from the lot.

One of the most widely used Military Standards listing sampling plana

for this type of inspection is MIL-%RTD-105D, "Sampling Procedures and Tables

for Inspection by Attributes," 29 April 1963. When using this Standard, a

sampling plan is determined by the following:

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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1. the size u.' the lct,

b. the specified acceptable quality level (AQL),

c. the specified Inspection Level (when none Ls specified, Inspection
Level II is used), and

d. the type of plan specified or approved for use (single, double,
or multiple).

The size of the lot may be stated in the specifications, or it may be up to the

supplier, subject to approval by the consumer, to determine a suitable lot size.

The AQL is the maximum percent defective of product which can be considered

satisfactory for the process. For example, in this Standard possible AQL values

are .0102, l.0% and 10%. Once a plan has been determined, the plan parameters

(sample sizes and acceptance and rejection numbers] can be found.

As an example of a lot-by-lot plan, consider a single sampling plan where

the lot size is 1000, the sample size is 100, the acceptance number is 3 and

the rejection number is 4. Then, under this plan a random sample of 100 unite

would be selected from the lot. The number of defective units would be counted,

and if the number were 3 or less the lot could be submitted to the consumer

for acceptance. If, however, the number of defective units in this sample were

4 or more, then the lot could not be submitted to the consumer for acceptance,

and it must be rejected.

Let us now turn our attention to continuous sampling inspection. A

limited Standard which defines various types of these sampling plans is

MIL-STD-1235(ORD), "Single and Multilevel Continuous Sampling Procedures and

Tables for Inspection by Attributes," 17 July 1962. It is a limited Standard
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in that it is applicable only to the Army. This Standard is a composite

of Inspection and Quality Control Handbooks (Interim) H106, "Multi-level

Continuous Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes,"

31 October 1958 and H107, "Single-level Continuous Sampling Procedures and

Tables for Inspection by Attributes," 30 April 1959.

In order to use these plans the following criteria must be met:

a. the units of product must be moving, which means that they must
pass by the inspection station by means of a conveyor belt or
some other conveyance, such as a tote box or skid,

b. the process must produce homogeneous material or be capable of
producing homogeneous material,

c. there must be relative ease of inspection, and

d. there must be ample physical facilities for rapid 100% inspection.

All continuous umpling plans are characterized by periods of screening

and sampling. The simplest CSP plan is designated CSP-1 and was developed

by Dodge (See Annals of Mathematical Statistics, Sept., 1943). Under this plan,

100% inspection (screening) is performed until i consecutive good units have

passed inspection. The prescribed value "i" nay be some value between 4 and

2000, depending upon the specific plan being used. After i consecutive good

units have passed inspection, sampling is begun at a certain prescribed

frequency, f. The value of f may be some value between 1/2 and 1/200, again

depending upon the specific plan being used. Since each unit of product should

have an equal chance of being selected, the interval between the sampled units
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should vary somewhat. Sampling is continued until a defective unit is

rfound. When this occurs, screening (100% inspection) begins and continues

until J. consecutive good units have passed inspection, at which time sampling

willl again be introduced.

A sampling plan under MIL-STD-1235(ORD) is also determined by the

following factors:

a. the number of Lnits in a production interval,

b. the specified AQ., and

c. the specified Inspection Level (when none is specified, Inspection
Level II is used) and

d. the type of continuous sampling plan specified or approved for use
(CSP-1 or one of the other types of plans provided in the Standard).

The production interval is that period of time, usually a day or shift,

during which conditions of manufacture can reasonably be expected to remain

stable. Of the four continuous sampling procedures provided in MIL-STD-1235(ORD)

CSP-l is the simplest. It will be the only one considered here.

As an example of a CSP-l plan, consider one in which im20 and f-l/10.

Screening would be performed until 20 consecutive good units had passed inspection.

When this had been accomplished, sampling could begin at the rate 1 in 10. This

means that the sampling inspector would select 1 out of 10 units but would vary

the interval between these selected unite to give each unit of product an

equal chance of being included in the sample. Sampling would continue until

a defective unit is found. At that time screening would again be instituted,

and it would be necessary to screen 20 consecutive good units before sampling

could be resumed again.
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\¼rification of the supplier's inspection records is advantageous to

the c3nsumer because he would like to ascertain that the supplier is following

the inspection plan and classifying inspected units properly. That is,

inspected units which are defective should be classified defective and inspected

units which are non-defective should be classified non-defective. In order

to achieve this aim, AMSMU-P-715-503, "Army Ammunition Plant Quality Assurance

Procedures," Decembe, 1966, describes the appropriate procedures to be used

by Army Ammunition Plants for verification purposes. This document is designed

to be used in conjunction with either lot-by-lot or continuous sampling

inspection, and can therefore be used with MIL-STD-105D or MIL-STD-1235(ORD).

In the lot-by-lot case, it is a relatively easy matter to perform verification.

First, the supplier selects a random sample from the lot in question and counts

the number of defective units in this sample. He then compares the number of

defective units to the acceptance number for his specified sampling plan from

MIL-STD-105D. If the number of defectives is equal to or less than the

acceptance number, the lot may be submitted to the consumer for acceptance.

The consumer takes a sample from the lot, and counts the number of defective

units. The consumer is then ready to compare his results with those of the

contractor using Table I of Quality Control and Reliability Handbook (Interim)

H109, "Statistical Procedures for Determining Validity of Suppliers' Attributes

Inspection, " 6 May 1960. For purposes of this comparison, it is assumed that

the consumer has classified all of his sample units properly. The H-109

comparison is in effect a test of significance between the number of defectives

found by the supplier and the number of defectives found by the consumer, given
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a certain value r, which is the ratio of the supplier's sample size to c,,u

consumer's sample size. Rejection under this test will cause the supplitl '.

data to be considered invalid.

Verification of inspection results when the sampling inspection is done

by continuous sampling procedures is more complicated. Under the provisions

of MIL-STD-1235(ORD) and AMSHU-P-715-503, the supplier performs checking

inspection at rate f Suring all periods of screening, in order to ascertain

that the screening cre# is doing an efficient job. The units inspected during

this checking inspection plus the units inspected by the supplier's samplIng

inspector form the supplier's sample for comparison purposes, where the period

under consideration is a production interval.

Concurrently vith the inspection by the supplier described above, the

consumer is performing verification inspection at rate (l/r)f, where r is the

ratio of comparison ample sizes described previously and f is the prescribed

sampling frequency. The method of determining the particular value of r (1, 2,

3, 5 or 8) to be used is outlined in ANSMU-P-715-503 and is not important to

our discussion here, since we will only concern ourselves with the case r-8.

The various types of inspection described above are stmmarized in Table 1.

Reviewing the Table, and from the preceding diucussion, it can be noted that

only one type of inspection is performed by the consumer, namely, verification

inspection, and this is done at a definite sampling frequency which is

proportional to that used by the supplier (in the case to be considered here,

the proportion is one-eighth). The units inspected in this manner constitute

the consumer's verification sample which is used for comparison purposes with
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bc *.alleJ the compurisan sample hereafter, is compcsed ,t anits which

mn.y have come from the screening or sampling phase wtth tie proportion of

units from any phase for a production interval dependent upon the amount of

time spent on this phase by the supplier. The consumet usually has no knowl-

edge as to which units came from which phase since verification inspection

might be performed at a place far removed from the inspection conducted by

the .upplier.

i.vt utj consider how these inspections function. Since we are considering

on y continuous operations under CSP-l procedures, the units of product will

be moving past the various inspection stations via conveyor belts, tote boxes

or some other conveyance. Let us first consider the supplier's function. As

the operation begins, the product is inspected 100% to remove any defective units

and to mee if i consecutive good units can be found. Concurrently with this

Initial rroduct inspection is checking inspection which I, performed at a rate

f (the specified sampling frequency) and is a means of checking the effectiveness

of the screening operation. The units sampled during this checking inspection will

form part of the supplier's comparison sample. Once i consecutive good units

have been found, sampling inspection of the product is initiated. This sampling

of the units of product is done in a random manner a.t some specified sampling

frequency, f. The units sampled form the remainder of the supplier's comparison

sample.

Let us nov review the consumer's inspection function. As can be seen from

Table I, there is only one type of inspection which the consumer performs,

namely, verification inspection. This inspection is done concurrently with
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I

tPe Oujplier's inspection. The point at which the consumer conducts thL.

inspection may be far removed from the site of the supplier's inspection opera-

tions. Since the units of product are not marked or designated as to which

units came from which phase, the consumer generally is ignorant of this

information. The consumer samples the units in a random manner at a sampling

frequency which is proportional to the sampling frequency used by the

supplier. This value of the sampling frequency is [(l/r)(f)], where 1/r

is the proportional factor (one-eighth for purposes of discussion heae) and f

is the prescribed sampling frequency. Because the sampling is done in a

random manner without requiring a certain number or percentage of the in-

spected units to be from any one phase, there might be a considerable

difference in the proportion of units from one of the phases for the

consumer and supplier during the production interval.

To use Table I of B-109 to compare de( w do,l 0o + dof) with dc

( dc,100 + dc,f/8), the probability of accepting the hypothesis of

validity should remain the same as reflected on the O.C. curves (see Figure

I, extracted from H-109) for the test to be of the level a and probability

of acceptance over the parameter space as shown on the O.C. curves. By

way of explanation the parameter under consideration is the ratio of fractions

defective, Pc/Ps' which can be thought of as

Prob (defective inspected unit will be classified defective by consumer)
Prob (defective inspected unit will be classified defective by supplier)

This, then, is our problemz To show that the probability of accepting

the hypothesis of validity over the parameter space is approximately the

same as that shown on the O.C. curves.
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TO blmplify the remainder of the discussion and the problem

definition, the notation below shall be used.

Let

ns,100 - number of units in supplier's comparison sample
coming from the screening phase,

nsf - number of units in supplier's comparison sample
coming from the sampling phase,

nc,lO0 - rumber of units in consumer's comparison sample
cming from the screening phase,

ncf/8 - number of units in consumer's comparison sample
coming from. the sampling phase.

Let d, subscripted as above, refer to the number of defective unita found

in the portion of units identified by the subscripts.

Let us now reflect on some aspects of the problem.

Since there are two phases, namely, the .screening phase and the sampling

phase, from which the verification sample as well as the supplier's comparison

sample can come, there is a possibility of considerable variation between

the two in the proportion of unite from any one phase. That is, for example,

n 5 ,lO0 might be considerably

ns,lO0 + ns,f

different from nc,lO0

nc,1O0 + ncf/8

Let us now consider only one value of the parameter space, Pc/Ps a 1,

which is equivalent to saying that the supplier has perfect inspection
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efficiency. Then no defectives should be found in the samples from the

screening phase since these should have been removed during the screening

phase of product inspection. Hence, any defective whi,.h would be found

in either of these samples would come from the sampling phase.

Atf reflection will show, if the units comprising the samples were

selected completely independently of order or position in the production

interval, we would have a situation equivalent to a lot-comparison situation,

and the O.C. curves would be exactly as defined for H-l09. Further, if

the proportions described previously were exactly the same, that is, the

fraction of the supplier's comparison sample coming from the screening

phase were exactly the sam'e as the fraction of the consumer's phase, we

would have essentially a stratified sampling problem, and again the O.C.

curves would be exactly as defined in H1-109.

Since the prescribed method of sampling, however, is to take about one

out of every 1/f units, allowing the interval between inspected units to .

vary somewhat, we have neither of the situations described above. This

brings us to the reason why' we are only considering the case r-8. It

is reasonable to assume that the greatest variation from the O.C. curves of

H-109 is possible for the largest value of r. Therefore, if this variation

is insignificant for r-8 it should be insignificant for the lower value

of r. Let us now consider a specific example.

Since screening need only be done at the initiation of production, and

thereafter only when a defect is found during a period of sampling inspection,

it is not necessary in our ecample to assume that screening is initiated at
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• u- .. t of the production interval, but for sake of discussion let uJ

aPsume thdL it Qoes. Suppose the supplier is sampiing h-. a frequency cf

1/10, and the conbumer ig using a ratio of r-8. Tlerefcre, the consumer

would be sampling at a frequency of 1/80. First, the supplier's screening

crew inspects all units of product until the appropriate number of consecutive

good units has been cleared. At the same time, the checking inspector

is selecting one unit 3ut of ten in a random manner to see if the screening

rrt%- is doing its 2ub ;-o'rrly. After the necessar, nirimbcL of consecutive

gOOc units has beetr cleared, sampling inspection is begun whereby one out

of ten units is selected for inspection. There is no checking inspection

during this phase.

During the entire production interval, the consumer's verification inspector

qelects one out of eighty units if a random manner. At the completion of the

production interval, the supplier's and consumer's comparison sample

inspection results can be compared. The supplier's sample consists of those

units inspected by the checking inspector during the screening phase plus

the units inspected by the supplier during the sampling phase. The

consumer's sample consists of all units inspected by the verification

inspector, whether these units came from the screening or sampling phase.

Let us assume that the production interval encompasses 80 units and 76

of these units were subjected to screening while the remaining 4 units were

part of the sampling phase. Let us suppose the sampling frequencies are as

above, namely, f-1/10 for the supplier and f-l/80 for the consumer.
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Ret.±ection will show that there are many possible variations in the

values of ns,1 00 , ns,f, n an n It is possible, for example,

"that all of the units for the supplier's sample came trom the screening

phase while the single unit composing the consumer's sample came from the

sampling phase. In this case, the proportion of units in the supplier's

sample from the screening p: tie is 1.0 whereas the corresponding proportion

of units in the consumer's sample from the same phase is 0.

Since the probabili.-v o, each possible variation is not known, since

strict probabilistic sampling is not performed, the effective O.C. curve

cannot he determined simply.

Ideally then, a mathematical model describing the 0.C. curves would

be desirable.

In lieu of such a mathematical model, we conducted a Monte Carlo simulation

of the process. Twenty different simulations of various CSP-1 and CSP-2

plans were considered. A few selected AQL's ranging from 0.012 to 4.0% were

used, with production intervals ranging from 70 units to 1000 units. The

value of p was set equal to the AQL in each case on these first attempts.

Ten production intervals were considered for each simulation. Finally, it

was assumed that the screening crew was 100% efficient, i.e., all defective

units were removed durIng the screening phase.

Random numbers were used to designate the defective units. Once this

had been determined, the inspection processes could be simulated. First,

the units from the initial screening phase were identified, and then random

numbers were used to select the first unit to be sampled by the supplier.
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or zcnvenience on these first attempts, a systematic sample followed the

" 1,.naom selection of the first unit. When all. ten production intervals

n•d been completed in this manner, the units inspected by the checking

inspector during the screening phase needed to be specified. Random

numbers were again employed to designate the initial units sampled during

these phases and systematic sampling ensued. When this had been completed,

t:10 proportion of unitn from the screening phase for each production

jecerval and for the tei production intervals as a whole could be calculated.

"Vien, the consumer's Inspection had to be simulated. Since the sampling

waE done at a specified sampling frequency without regard as to which phase the

supplier was on, a random number was used to indicate the first unit of

the sample, and a systematic sampling followed for the duration of the ten

production intervals. Upon the completion of the ten production intervals, the

proportion of units from the screening phase for each production interval and

ior the ten production intervals as a whole could be tallied. These

proportions could then be compared to the corresponding one for the supplier.

Table 2 shows the results of one of these simulations. For this simulation,

the production size was 70; the AQL was 2.5%; the i value was 25; the

supplier's sampling frequency was 1/5, and the consumer's sampling frequency

was 1/40. There does not appear to be too much difference between the

proportions except for the seventh production interval where the supplier's

proportion was .357, and the consumer's proportion was 0.

In order to use the O.C. curves from H-.109, some calculations needed to

be performed. The fractions defective for the supplier and consumer as
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well as the expected number of defective units in the supplier's sample

needed to be specified. Since it was assumed that the screening crew

was JO0% efficient, theoretically no defective units should have

appeared in either the supplier's or the consumer's sample from the

screening phase. Therefore, the fraction defective for either the supplier

or consumer is the proportion of units from the screening phase times

the appropriate AQL (since p was set equal to the AQL, as mentioned

p..eviously). Then, the ratio of the consumer's fraction defective to

the supplier's fraction defective was calculated. Finally, the expected

number of defective units in the supplier's sample was estimated by the

number of units in the production interval times the fraction defective

described above. The results of these computations for each of the

ten production intervals and for the ten production intervals as a whole

are summarized In Table 3. The last two columns are of more interest.

It will be noted that most of the ratios are around 1.0 except for pro-

duction interval #7 where the ratio is 2.6040.

Note that all of the expected number of defective units in the supplier's

sample for our example are considerably less than the smallest value,

indexing the H-109 curves (see figure at end of paper), namely, 0.75.

Hence, the O.C. curves for these figures would be above that for 0.75.

Also, some of our ratios are less than 1.0 which is the smallest ratio

given on the chart. This means that the probability of acceptance for

these ratios would be even greater than 0.95 which is the corresponding

value when the ratio is 1.0.
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hile we were unable to develop a suitable model to determine

whether the probability of acceptance over the long run would be of

any important difference from that yielded by the h-109 0.C. curve

formula described by Ellner (see Technometrica, February 1963, pp. 23-46)

it seemed reasonable to assume that if the variation of individual

simulation results from the H-109 value were small, the probability of

acceptance under tie continuous sampling verification method could be

adequatelv deacri?)v Lv the Ellner formula.

To simplify our work, we arbitrarily decided to concern ourselves

only with the frequency of simulation for which the probability of

acceptance was less than .90., This would allow us to get a quick picture

of the results without having to compute an O.C.. curve point for each

simuiation.

If we consider all of the production intervals, it can easily be

seen that thkey meet the criterion of having a probability of acceptance

of greater than .90. Therefore, in this example, it seems reasonable

to assume that the O.C. curve under the continuous sampling assumption

is probably close to the range of values (942-962) provided by the Ellner

formula.

Thus, it is possible to study this problem using simulation methods.

However. it obviously would be preferable to have a mathematical model.

Therefore, to reiterate the problem: a mathematical model describing

the operating characteristic of the procedure described is desired.
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TABLE II

PROPORTION OF UNITS SUBJECTED TO 100% INSPECTION

Production Screening Phase
Interval Supplier Consumer

1 0.357 0.500

2 0.000 0.000

3 0.000 0.000

4 0.000 0.000

5 0.000 0.000

6 0.000 0.000

7 0.357 0.000

8 0.357 0.500

9 0.067 0.000

10 0.308 0.500

Cumulative 0.143 0.150
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TABLE ILL

Production Interval Pelff PeffS PC as Ps

Ps (expected number of
defectives in supplier's
sample)

1 .0125 .0161 .7760 .2250

2 .0250 .0250 1.0000 .3500

3 .0250 .0250 1.0000 .3500

4 .0250 .0250 1.0000 .3500

5 .0250 .0250 1.0000 .3500

6 .0250 .0250 1.0000 .3500

7 .0250 .0096 2.6040 .1340

.0125 .0096 1.3020 .1340

9 .0250 .0230 1.0900 .3450

10 .0125 .0173 .7225 .2250

Cumulative .021 .021 1.00 .294
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OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
OF TWO-SAMPLE TEST FOR HOMOC-.NEITY

SAMPLE SIZE RATIO: r-b
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TOWAIPD A STOCHASTIC MODEL OF TERAiN

R. H. Peterson, Methodology and Cost Effectiveness Office

Army Materiel Systems Analysis Agency

US Army Aberdeen Research and Development Center

Aberdeen' Proving Ground, Maryland

and

William Clare Taylor, Applied Mathematics Division

'Ballistic Research Laboratories

US Army Aberdeen Research and Development Center.

Aberdeen Proving Ground, "aryland

ABSTRACT

We present an account of an attempt to find useful random models of

tearxsint. Heasurements have shown that the distribution of slopes is what
has been called the bilateral exponential distribution, definitely not

normal. The problem is to find a convenient random functioni of geographical
positions of two real variables which hus this distribution for slopes and

fits, in some approximations, the dependence of slopes in various directions

at neighboring points. A family of random functions., the probability

distributiona In function space which are spherically symmetric in a

Hilbert no, suitable to the purposes .of the study, was introduced with

an enormous latitude In the choice of .parametrLe fuotional.. We felt

sum that random functions with the required properties must be included.

Sad to relate fwuther mathematical developments which we deem intrinsically

intearsating have shown it ot -to be so. We know not how to proceed. Help!

This article has been reproduced photographically from the authors' manus'!ript.

Preceding page blank
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We have found it easier to separate our contributions to this

exposition although they are interdependent. Peterson has written the

first paragraphs and Tayloz the later ones as is indicated in the text.

Terrain, being the medium of ground combat, has been the subject

of many investigations by analysts in the field of weapon systems analysis.

Most of these studies have been focused on the particular role played by

terrain in the particular problem at hand. Others have been more general

in nature with a goal of giving more insight into the qur.ntitative aspects

of describing terrain.

I would like .o indicate a sample of trhe tpe of problems that

arise involving terrain and its influence on the ou-come of combat that

have received attention. In order to lend some st-lance of order to

such a listing I have attempted this simple two way alassification of these

roles. (Figure 1) For lack of better terms I have labeled them scales

and mechanisms. For scales I have fallen back on tr~. vernacular of micro

and macro, micro generally, referring to distances of up to a few meters and

macro from there on out to perhaps several kilometers.. Rechanisms I have

broken into a clear dichotomy of contact and non-contact. By contact 1

mean that the terrainlis actually supporting the objects whether they he

vehicles or other pieces of equipment being consideved. By non-contact I

mean we are concerned with the existence of a line-::if-sight. I have listed

those roles of terrain which can be fairly well categorized but I will also

try to indicate problem areas where there is not a clear distinction or

there ate strong interacticts.

Under contact with the micro structure of terrain I have listed

VRIDE and posture. VRIDE has come to be used as an indication of the

speed of a vehicle that is tolerable to both the occupants and to the

vehicle itself due to roughness of terrain. It is concerned with dynamics

of the vehicle over the terrain.
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FIGURE 1

ROLES OF TERRAIN IN COMBAT

cale

___"_ .Micro Macro

Contact VRIDE Routes
Posture

Non-Contact Fragment Ranges of
I I Shielding Engagement
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Posture refers more to the static role of the vehicle and is

concerncl with the CaDability of a weapon avatm. An ^n amnmmn= l 4f
a tank is canted and the gun is elevated, this elevation will introducej
a horizontal component of error into the aim of the gun.

Under contact with the macro characteristics of terrain I
have listed simply routes. Factors other than slopes influence the
routes taken by a vehicle, of course.

Under non-contact in the micro regime I have indicated the
fragment shielding whicoi has been quantified in terme of "cover functions".

The non-contact aspects of the msacro relief are closely tied up with the
ranges of engagement. A defender may choose fields of fire to get his opponent
out into the open and yet there may be draws and gullies which can al1ow

the attacker to approach under cover.

As an example of the multiple interaction of all of these roles,
we might consider the case of a tank hastily taking up a firing position.

The tank is advancing along some preplanned axis -- his route has been
established. The enemy is encountered -- the approximate range of engagement

has been established. The tank may stop or head for a nearby rise in the
terrain to get into hull defilade -- VRIDE and shielding com into play.
How the tank is canted in position may influence his accuracy -- hence the

role of posture.

We see then that there are a number of propertioe of terrain that

are of concern to the military OR analyst and, as I have mentioned at the
outset, there are a number of ways that terrain has been categorized,
measured, stored in machine memories for retrieval, generated by Monte
Carlo means, etc. In order to state the problem which we bring to this
clinical session I'd like to discuss two cbservations concerning the nature
of terrain which we feel have not been exploited to their fullest in dealing

with this problem area. One condezos the results of a statistical study of

terrain slope. The oth9a' concerns the underlying geonmsty of the nature of

terrain.
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The statistical study to whici' I refer was conducted to determine

the posture of tanks as measured by the pitch and cant of the trunnion after

taking, up aimulated firing positions. A samplin; of widely varying ter-.ir

types was obtained in that the test was run at Fort Knox, Fort Bragg, Fort

Hood, Camp Pickett and Camp Erwin. The pattern that emerged indicated that

the distributions of slopes in these firing positions were not normal but

seemed to be much more like the bilateral exponential distribution.

(Figure 2) Moreover the mean absolute slope varied greatly from one test

site to another. In order to check out the possibility that this non-normal

characteristic of these distributions was due to the selection of the firing

positions sample prof~les of each of the test sites were constructed from

maps of each of the installations and the distributions of slopes measured

over 200 yard intervals were obtained. Here again, the bilateral exponential

distribution seemed to be the natural means of describing these slopes.

A detailed map study of the type mentioned above was made of

the region around Houffalize, Belgium (based on a map we happened to have

available). It showed that the distributions of north-south slopes and

of east-west slopes both seemed to fit the bilateral exponential. The

inadequacy of the normal distribution for generating profiles from which

lines-of-sights can be determined was demonstrated some 20 years ago by

people in the U. K. (personal communication from Mr. Eddie Bonn then at

the Armament Research and Development. Establishment). This finding has

seemed to influence their subsequent investigations along this line, (See

Forbes, "The Generation of Terrain on an Electronic Computer," A.R.D.E.

Memorandum (B) 75/60).

In several of the studies mentioned above, attempts were made

at establishing distributions of the height or elevation of terrain Itself.

The results were erratic and no pattern was observed. Such behavior is

probably due to general trends which can be attributed to near-zero,

frequency components In the spectrum.
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FIGURE 2

THE FREQUENCY FUNCTION OF THE
BILATERAL EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION

f(a) - - e" /a2a

where

a • mean absolute deviation

a2 . 02/2

characteristic function

J 1 + 02a2/21
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In addition to the non-normal nature of terrain therc is the

random terrain profiles proceed in the same manner that one would treat a

time series. This approach cannot be used to generate a surface, as two

neighboring rays say emanating from a point, will be completely independent.

Put in terms of statistically describing terrain rather than generating it

we must think in teor of the gradient of a surface rather than the slope

of a curve. We know from vector analysis that the curl of a gradient is

zero. In other words there are constraints between the two perpendicular

components of the gradient at a point. In the one dimensional case, as

typified by a time sexies, the random function or stochastic process is readily

expressed in terms of sourier series, i.e., sines and cosines. In the two

dimensional case the functions which replace the trigonometric functions in a

natural way are the Bessel functions. Other areas of endeavor on which

reference to two dimensional random functions have been found include windblown

waves, agricultural productivity and Images both photographic and video. The

household term of snow as applied to a television picture is just an adoption

of the television engineer's term "white snow" which is his extension to two

dimensions of the concept of "white noise" in the one dimensional process.

(We might add in passing that the most well known application of three

dimensional random functions is in the field of turbulence. )

We have briefly stated two characteristias of terrain which we

believe to be pertinent to the statistical description of terrain. One

based on data analysis that, whereas terrain height itself does not seem

to have any pattern to its distribution, its difference field as measured

over a few meters or a few hundred meters has a common non-normal distribution

which can be expressed in term. of a single parameter. The other based on

geometrical reasoning indicates that the tools developed for one dimensional

processes am not adequate for describing a two dimensional random surface.

We are now at a point of being able to state the problem which

has plagued us for a number of years . I It possible to construct a

meaningful stochastic model of tezrain which embodies these two considerations?
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Qu--.tions for which we would like to get more insight, includt the

simply manifesta',i-ns of the same basic model with different scale factors

in the horizontal and vertical directions, 2) to what extent can we use

easily obtained information for a region and infer the details from the

model and/or 3) can we build a composite model from which we cqn infer

both the micro and macro characteristics of a given terrain type?

In closing my part of this presentation I want to stress that

we are not posing the general question as to how to statistically

categorize terrain but us to what extent the theory of Lwo dimensional

random functions can cot.tribute to our basic understanding of ;the statistical

properties of terrain. d

Dr. Taylor will now describe one approach we have taken to this

problem along with its triumphs and pitfalls.

A Class of Random Functions

After careful consideration of some requirements on a random

function that it be eligible for consideration as a random tesnaing Petezron

was led to propose the following wide class of random functions as oandidates

for investigation. Let'

P: x a (xl 1,x 2 ) (1.)

be rectangular coordinates of a point P in a horizontal datum plane. Lot

u(x) be the height of a terrain above the datum plane at the geographical

point P. For our purpose u(x) is a complete description of the terrain.

We are concerned with a random function U(x), a probability distribution

on certain subsets of a set, say B, of %m:,tions u(x). We consider, A linear

set D' of linear functional. t(u(.)) and suppose that the expeotion

I(N(U)) a 0 (1.2)

for all L of the set. By the variance of t we mean

E(M(U) 2 ) 2 Vart (1.8)
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and Ly the characteristic functional of t we mean the expectation of the

exponential

E(exp it(U)) Ch t (1.4)

The proposal is to limit our discussion to those random functions for which

there exists a complex valued function of a real positive argument g(z)

such that, for all t,

ChL g(Var t) (1.5)

Example: For a gausstan random function U,

E( -xr. i. t(U)) -exp(- I (It- )1)

since •(•(u)) a 0.

Spherical. Symmetry

We may introduce also the inner product

4 <1,*2 E(L1 (U)t2 (U)) (2.1)

and

£ 2 ,

* i(t.(u) 2)

x Var t. (2.2)

It is but a small step to extend our discussion to the-.Hilbert space, H,

of linear functionals and to suppose further that this space is sufficient

in the following sense: For any u(x) under discussion

t(u(x)) a 0 for all I c H (2.3)

implies u(x) 1 0. This is notnecessary for the rather loose discussion

we are presenting but it may ease the reader's way. Now a function u(x)

defines on H a linear functional whose value at the element t is t(u).

Whether every linear functional in D' is thus represented by some function

u(x) is of no importance to our discussion. What is very important is to
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realize that the linear functional defined by u(x) need not be in any

fixed senre a bounded linear functional and indeed, for a given t e H,

f(U) need be defined only with probability one.

The preceding discussion of Hilbert spaces has been principally only

for orientation. We need at first be concerned only with finite dimensional

subspaces defined as follows: disregard all but a finite set of the linear

functionals, along with their linear combinations. We define the projection

of the measure space, and the measure, into this finite dimensional space
by identifying all funntions u(x) which agree in the values taken for them

by each of this finitp set of linear functionals. Thece finite dimensional

spaces are euclidemi wJ4% the inner product ie have introduceO, The

characteristic functional and the variance of each of these finite dimensional

projections of the probability meurwe will have the same values as when they

were considered to be defined on the infinite dimensional space and the

characteristic functional defined on the conjugate space, will thus be a

function only of the distance from the origin. That is to say that it will

be spherically symmetric. It follows immediately that the n dimensional

measure is spherically symmetric and must be described by a spherically

symmetric density -- at least if we assume it to be described by a density

at all, and'we do. Even though no spheres nor radii aee defined on our
infinite dimensional space (at least not with positive probability) we may

nonetheless define spherical symetry of the measures A measuwe is spherically

symmetric if all its projections into finite dimnsLonal subspanes are

spherically symmetric.

Characterization of Spherically Symmetric Measures on Infinite

Dimensional Spaces*

In each finite dimensional projection of a spherically symmetric

measure the density, if supposed to exist, must be the same function of

the distance from the center as in any other projection of the same

dimension. In n dimensions, let the density at distance r 'from the center

*We are indebted to J. Feldman and R. M. Dudley for the information that
this result concerning spherically symmetric u••us in Infinite
dimensional spaces is not new. It was published In 1962 by Unmmwa, who
obtained it in a uure recondite contexts.
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be p,(r 2). Then, considering the projection of the measure from n + 2

dimensions to an n dimensional subspace, an easy argument shows that

pnl(r2 ) W- P n+2(r2 (3.1)

From this it follows that the derivatives of each of the p's alternate in

sign. Such functions are called completely monotone. There is a theorem

of S. Bernstein Esee e.g., Feller, Th, of Probability, Vol II, p 4•l5J

which states that a completely monotone function p(z), 0 -c z < -, with

p(-) a 0 asm be expressed as a linear aggegate of decreasing exponentiale

with positive coefficients:

p(M) -f a"z d,(A), 0 -c a -, (3.2)
' 0

with d#(A) < 0.

St'ti M M r2 A 1/202 and ri-defining the masue d#(A), we

May then write

Pn(r 2 Pus(z') d#ll) 23.3)

where

Pn'O(r'2) N (,V(2,))"n r" 2 /2o 2 (3.4)

is the n dimensional Saussian density. This formula, once obtained for

any value of n, implies the sone formula for all lower dimensional
densities, as is seen by successive integration with respect to each of

an orthogonal set of coordinates. The Integrals are all absolutely

convergent anid iay be integrated freely In any order. The some statement
is then tru~e for all n. Further the cresz 'pondingl statement may be

assorted expressing the given seurs a simi y in ters of the
gauss~an w,,,urs %1,

"o m d#(a) (3.5)
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AdjustirZ. the Parameters of the Model

The provodur't we are to follow is now quite clear. Whatever

may be the distribution of the individual linear functionals. we shall

adjust the lensity pl(r 2 ) to it by choosing the weights d#(a) in(3.3). A

necessary condition is of course that the density be a completely monotone

function of r"2 . But. as Peterson has point:ed out above, it lies very near

an exponential function e-a , which, fortumately, satisfies this condition.

We shall need only to be fimi with the small residue, if there be any, and

its derivatives, and liasist that it conform. There will then be the task

of fitting thm remainit.; free element, the variance of a linear functional.

Here there is a great dtRi. more freedom. There is a functional to be adjusted

to approximate a& best we can the statistical interdependence of the values

of U(x) at neighboring values x. (We want them to beoom independent at

distant points.) But this is just the same problem to be faced in fitting

a gaussian random function. For any V(u) we need only go to the samples we

wish to fit and estimate. E((U]2 ), or what is simpler to' tabulate, for

some linear basis t 1 ,t 2 ,... of the linear functional@ we estimate

E(t .(Mt (UM) from the muples for all paire i,1. Thee is no arbitrary

decision left to be made. It's just a question of whether it works or notl

or how well it worknI

Sad to say, it doesn't work at all. We shell see this without

any further examination of samples. The reason lies in an additional

significant difference between the finite and Infinite dimensional cases.

Lack of Ersodicity

We shall see-that (3.5) is, in a reasonable sense, an orthogonal'

representation of the masureo.* For this puwpoee it is convenient (and

*For the source of the train of thought which led to this analysis, we are
indebted to Jacob Feldman for a lucid and provocative briefing on relatively
singula ueasus, a briefing which Sgre out of a discus•ion mom yam ago
of the application of Information theory to empLicaal functions. but the
simple case with which alone we need be ononesed here was knmon to ue as
well as many other people long ego. It foper,. eaa' Mple, In a pae of
W. T. rtLin end R. H. Camerio in theo 19O '.
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perhaps something equivalent is also necessary) to introduce a sequence

of linearly independent bounded linear functionals ti(u), i=l,2,...,

which we can then as well suppose to have been replaced by an orthonormal

sequence, so that

EItL (u)e. (u)) 6ij
i. i=

3 1, i .(5.1)

The question of when and in what sense does a sequence of numbers

wit 1-1,2,..., rep'.esent a function u such that

(= tu) (5.2)

will not be discussed.

The random variables

SW z t i(U), iz1,2 -,.., (5.3)

are unoorrelated but not necessarily independent. However, for any one

of the gausimn ,,asues, m, asling the random function UU, the rand

variables

Woi = t1 (UL) (5.4)

are uncorrelated gaussian variables and hence independent. Since

E (W2 )a 2  (5.5)
%ai

we have, with probability 1,,

m 11 1 wV 2 2
N is •20 2. (5.7)

The measure mo is not essentially altered if we trin its space to the set

Aa of sequences wW 2 ,... for which (5.7) is true and to those functions

u(x) which give rise to such sequences. We restrict our mueasre, supposed

to exist and to be given, to the set

• A ,e AO (5.8)
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cf c- . ):ai u(x). We do not discis which subsets of A have probabiliTy

and how ' o ;a , - h ;ub±JLct a6ii (l.m0r too zrivial or too

difficult.

Suppose now that we test the distribution of slopes in A in

the same fashion that was described above. That is, we draw a single

sample function and measure slopes at many points on it. Further,

for simplicity, suppose thase points are far enough apart that we may

ignore sta.tistical dependence .of the slopes. Each sample function from

A is, for some a, taken from Ao, Slopes at distant points on it are then

independent, identical, 7aussian variables and the sample values of a

large number of them will characterize their common dist•,ibution as gaussian

with whatever assurance their number'permits. But haven't we brought this

about by artificial tampering with the ensemble? No. We have only turned

a statement true with.probability one into a true statement. Devise a

statistical test for the normsalty of the distribution from which a sample

is taken, using statistics whose dist.ribution is independent ob the variance

of the ensemble.! The result of the test will (at least at any specified

stage) depend oýg only a finite sample. A firdte set of linear functionals

has the same distribution in A as in the original probability measure,

on the space we!have called P, and the distribution of the statistics of

the test will thus have the same distribution in B as in A and an in a

gaussian ensemble,

In short then, these random functions fail to represent a random

terrain since an orthonormal sequence of linear functionals read off any

one sample function have values distributed like independent sanplings

from a univariate gaussian ensemble. We demand of our model of terrain

on the contrary that slopes read at widely separated points have a different

distribution, approximately the one described by a bilateral exponential

density. More generally, in order to make sense our random function model

must have the ergodia property: independent identical functionals (such

as slopes at widely separated points) must show the sae distribution whether

read from a single sample or each from a different randomly chosen one,
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II

A SUGGESTED PIiOCFDURE FOR ANALYZING MISSILE PERFORMANCE BY
.. LA-ST QUUARES FTT TO A GENERALIZED LINEAR STATISTICAL MODEL

AND A QUICK CRECK Fi)Ut NWRMALITY JF THE DATA

N. R. RICH
Systems Evaluoltlon trwr-.h

Advanced Systems Laboratory
Research and Engineering Directorate

Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

Th'e dartaiJ:ei, , i series of ntitole tests are often in the form of a
variable of interest (such as radial miss distance from a given target) and
several dependent variables (e. g., range, temperature, type of missile
modification) -for each test made. In such cases, it may be possible to con-
struct a linear statistical model relating the main variable, y, to the others,
x, throntgh xk. The coefficients of this mdel cen be estimated by a least

squares procedure.

The difference between each measured y and the y predicted by the
linear model is called a residual. If the set of residuals is normally distri-
buted, several well-jaiown tests of statistical hypotheses end methods of setting
confidence intervals are applicable. A procedure for graphioally validating
the normality of the residuals has also been developed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 1969 the Systems Evaluation Branch* had the traskI ~of determining which, if any, of three modifications of a certain missile wan
"best." A modification wusi oonslder~d "best" if the avers.' iadial miss
distance measured from the center of a target oa fixed Blse was s1nficantly
less for thp modification thian for the other two modificaitons.

Thbere was no lack of data for this project; in fact, data had been
recor~ded for over 1000 firings of the missile. Fer each firing, the fhiowing
had been recorded: radial miss di 4tance (y), t~arget altitude at intercept (V.),
range of the target at liunch (v2), range of the target at Intercept 032), target
closing velocity at lntei cept (v4), 'Missile modification (v5), target type (v6),
and radax power (v,).

The data wcre sorted. for dupilcations and missing values. There remained
data on over 900 firings. Of these, approxcimately 6 porcent were Mod I -firings,
15 percent were.Mod 2 and ý79 peircent were Mod 3 * For this paper, A-Loo frings
were chosen from the total; 6 of Mod 1, 15 Of Mod 2 and 79 of Mod 3. Since
the original. data wero cl~assfted, the values were coded or tranafo:!med th
nonstandard, undefined "u4nits."1 Tho'coded dat& 'ari shown In Table, 1.

The following ailmple procedure was considered: divide the data into
three groups according to modificatiotin. Calo'~ilate th. sample Average and
'sample variance of the radial miss &istances for each group. Teat thes...va~lmes
for equallty using the F and t Ntftist cal tests. This, procidure was rejected for
the follo~ing reason. the testing procedure wus not planned in advance to Insure
sets of comparable conditions for each modifteation. --For example, most of the
firings for Mlod 1 were with tho second targeit type (vl a 2). Thus, if tho sbove
test procedure -had be~fh used, the effect on the radial miss distance of the
modilfuation would have beow confounded with the effect of the target type. The
oonclusioný would then be qu~estionablv at best.

*Advanced Systemts Laboratory. ltoaearch and Engineering Directorate,
U. S. Army Missile Command, Re~dstoneo Arsenal, klabama.
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TABLE I. CODED MISSILE DATA, EXAMPLE I

y VI V 2  V 4  .', V 7

3.8 1.11 27.1 24.3 110.0 3.0 1.0 1.0
4.7 1.88 27.1 20.1 108.2 3.0 1.0 1.0

5.0 2.99 31:3 24.2 187.4 2.0 2.(0 2.0
5.0 1.24 24.3 20.1 103.7 2.0 1.0 2.0
.5.0 1.67 15.9 13. 1 127.1 3.0 1.0 1.0

.5.0 1.55 29.9 24.3 101.0 3.0 1.0 2.0
5.6 2. 32 45.3 35.5 160.4 3.0 2.0 1.0
6.2 6.u6 W 2.5 27.1 191.0 3.0 2.0 2.0
6.8 6.06 3G.0 27.1 204.5 3.0 2.0 2.0
7.1 7. )5 46.7 32.7 174.8 2.0 L. 0 2.0

7.4 1.55 32.7 27. 1 106.2 3.0 1.0 1.0
7.4 1.33 29.9 25.7 110.0 3.0 1.0 2.0
7.7 1.73 34.1 25.7 128.0 1.0 2.0 2..0
7.7' 3.64 31.3 25.7 123.5 3.0 1.0 1.0

8.0 2.34 45.3 35.5 112.7 2.0 1.0 2.0
8.0 2.3g 29.9 21.5 108.2 3.0 1.0 2.0
8.3 1.11 31.3 25.7 107.3 3.0 1.0 1.0
8.3 10.02 43.9 31.3 191.9 3.0 2.0 1.0
8.9 2.21 24.3 20.1 123.5 3,0 1.0 1.0
9.2, 1.66 38.3 29.9 108.2 2.0- 1.0 2.0

9.2 1.88 28.5 20.1 110.0 3.0 1.0 1.0
9.2 1.22 28.5' '22.9 108.2 3.1 1.0 2.0
9.5 2.87 31.3 25.7 10.8.2 3.0 1.0 1.0

10.1 1.34 28.5. 21.5 182.0 3.0 2.0 1.0
10.1 1. 11 29.9 20. 1' 114.5 .3.0 1.0 1.0

o10.1 1.67 35.5. 25.7 188.3 3.0 2.0 2.0
10.4 6.02 29.9 24.3 123.5 2.0 1.0 2.0
10.7 1.88 22.9 17.3 174.8 1.0 2.0 2.0
10.7 1.66 28.5 24.3 110.0 3.0 1.0 2.0
11.0 1.56 24.3 20.1 108.2 3.0 1.0 2.0

11.0 1.11 38.3 32.7 114.5 3.0 1.0 1.0

11.3 1.55 32.7 27.1 108.2 3.0 1.0 1.0
11.6 2.32 25.7 21.5 110.0 3.0 1.0 2.0
11.9 2.98 24.3 21.5 107.3 3.0 1.0 1.0
11.9 1.33 29.9 22.9 108.2 3.0 1.0 2.0
12.2 1.24 35.5 28.5 108.2 2.0 1.0 2.0
12.2 2.21 27.1 20.1 98.3 3.0 1.0 A.0

12.5 1.66 28.5 24.3 110.9 3.0 1.0 1.0
12.8 1.88 32.7 25.7 114.5 3.0 1.0 1.0
13.1 1.50 31.3 25.7 107.3 2.0 1.0 2.0
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TABLE I. CODED MISSILE DATA, EXAMPLE I (Continued)

y V1  V2  VS V4  V5  V6  V7

13.1 2.98 27.1 21.5 95.6 3.0 1.0 1.0
13.4 2.10 45.3 32.7 164.0 3.0 2.0 2.0
13.7 1.67 50.9 36.9 161.3 1.0 2 0 2.0
13.7 2.65 25.7 22.9 121.7 3.0 1.0 1.0
14.0 2.98 34.1 29.9 105.5 2.0 1.0 2.0
14.0 1.11 28.5 21.5 123.5 3.0 1.0 1.0
14.3 1.33 25.7 21.5 117.2 3.0 1.0 2.0
14.9 6.06 49.5 29.9 107.3 3.0 2.0 2.0
14.9 t. 88 17.3 14.5 122.6 3.0 1.0 1,0
15.5 1.67 41.1 28.5 209.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

15.5 1.77 31.3 27.1 108.2 3.0 1.0 1.0
16.1 3.42 28.5 18.7 144.2 3.0 1.0 1.0
16.1 4.30 49.5 35.5 211.7 3.0 2.0 1.0
16.7 1.88 28.5 20.1 117.2 3.0 1.0 1.0
17.0 1,55 27.1 22.9 101.0 3.0 1.0 2.0
17.6 3.64 49.5 32.7 200.9 '2.0 2.0 2.0
17.6 2.10 25.7 22.9 108.2 3.0 1.0 1,0
17.9 2.00 25.7 21,5 81.2 3.0 1.0 2.0
18.2 1.67 28.5 24.3 85.7 3.0 1.0 2.0
18.5 1.22 28.5 24.3 108.2 3.0 1.0 1.0

18.5 1.55 29.9 24.3 108.2 3.0 1.0 1.0
18.8 1.33 35.5 25.7 198.2 3.0 2.0 2.0
19.4, 2.65 28.5 18.7 121.7 3.0 1.0 1.0
19.4 1.55 28.5 24.3 110,0 3.0 1.0 2.0
20.0 1.99 24.3 14.5 316.1 1.0 2.0 2.0
20.3 1.77 21.5 0.5 108.2 3.0 1.0 1.0
20.3 5.95 31.3 25.7 114.5 3.0 1.0 2.0
20.6 1.25 22.9 18.7 112.7 2.0 1.0 2.0
21.2 2.85 21.5 17.3 101.0 3.0 1.0 1.0
21.2 1.33 28.5 25.7 108.2 3.0 1.0 2.0
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TABLE I. CODED MISSILE DATA, EXAMPLE I (Concluded)

Y V V2  V V4  V'5 V6 V7

21.8 2.32 31.3 25.7 96.5 3.0 1.0 1.0
22.1 5.40 34.1 27.1 114.5 3.0 2.0 1.0
22.4 1.77 31.3 25.7 108.2 3.0 1.0 1.0
23.0 1.11 28.5 21.5 114.5 3.0 1.0 1.0
23.3 2.32 35.5 28.6 115.4 3.0 1.0 2.0
23.9 1.11 27.1 18.7 110.9 1..0 1.0 1.0
23.9 1.88 20.1 17.3 103.7 3.0 1.0 1.0
24.2 1. 34 22.9 18.7 120.8 2.0 1.0 2.0
24.2 1.99 26.7 18.7 114.5 3.0 1.0 1.0

* 24.8 2.98 24.3 18.7 107.3 3.0 1.0 1.0

24.6 1.22 29.9 25.7 101.0 3.0 1.0 2.0
26.9 1.99 34.1' 25.7 183.8 3.0 2.0 1.0
28.4 4.08 22.9 17.3 137.0 3.0 1.0 1.0
29.3 1. 11 28.5 24.3 107.3 3.0 1.0 1.0
30.2 2.00 45.3 31.3 181.1 1.0 2.0 2.0
30.2 5.07 42.5 28.5 225.2 3.0 2.0 1.0
31.1 1.55 27.1 21.5 108.2 3.0 1,0 2.0
31.4 1.29 34.1 28:5 101.9 2.0 1.0 2.0
32.3 1.77 32.7 27.1 108.2 3.0 1.0 2.0
34.1 1.33 43.9 29.9 210.8 3-.0 2.0 2.0

35.0 3.20 43.9 31.3 184.7 3.0 2.0 1.0
37.1 1.55 21.5 18.7 110.0 3.0 1.0 2.0
38.6 1.88 20.1 17.3 101.0 3.0 1,0 2.0
41.3 1.88 28.5 24.3 119.0 3.0Q LO0 1.0
41.6 1.11 46.7 27.1 374.6 1.0 2.0 2.0
45.8 5.73 32.7 24.3 141.5 3.0 2.0 1.0
48.5 1.99 32.7 28.5 110.0 3.0 1.0 2.0
57.5 1.13 56.5 31.3 386.3 :i.0 2.0 2.0
66.5 1.22 24.3 18.7 174.8 3.0 2.0 2.0
69.5 6.02 27.1 22.9 108.2 2.0 1.0 2.0
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2. THE LINEAR STATISTICAL MODEL FOR THIS MIUILE

It was decided to set up a linear statistical model 1 11 relating tho

radial miss distance, y, to fumctions of the 7 other variables, vi through v7.

Through engineering considerations, the model chosen was:

y , be + bixI + b2x2 + b3x3 + b4x4 + bsxS + bgx6 + b7 x7 + blxo + bsxl

+ bloxn + e

x1 - v1 - target altitude at intercept

x2  v2 = ruaige of target at launch
xs -,|=v

X4 V3 = ranve of target at intercept
x5 - x• = v

XG v4 - target closing velocity at intercept

-0. 5 If Mod 1

XT. 0. if Mod 2

10. 0 If Mod 3
0. 0 if Mod 1

xg' -0. 5ifMod2

0.5 if Mod 3

O J-0.5 if target type 1

0. 8 if target type 2

1-0. 5 if low intensity radar

0.5 if high intensity radar

e * random error

3. GENERAL LINEAR STATIOTICAL MODEU

Frequently the results of experiments or meuurements are given
as a set of independent variables and u aasooiated result or dependent
variable. The data discussed above provides one example. As another example,
the velocity of the vehicle could be measured at various time points.

The result or observation, y, is considered as a function of the
independent variables, v1, vj, .... vm, and random noise e and written:
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y y (vI, V2 ... Vm, e)

The observation noise or measurement noise e is a resuit oi the inaccuracy oi
the measuring devices and of variables which are not included in the model but
which do affect the observation. If the model is correct, c is the random

fluctuation of y for the fixed values of v 1 through vm

The most convenient and frequently used model is the linear statistical
model:

y=b 0 +bx 1 +b 2 x2 + ... +bkxk+e.

Here the xi's are funktions of the basic variables vi, e.g., x1 v,, x2 vj,

x3= v1, x4 = vIv 2 . On• Lrestriction on the x 1 's Is that they be linearly

independent; e.g., if x I v 1 and x2 2 v2, then x3 cannot be set to (v1 + v2). The
other restriction is that the xi's be known or measured without error. (Both

restrictions can be relaxed in more advanced work. ) The model is termed
"linear" because it is linear in the coefficients bi. The b 'a are considered to

be fixed but unimown and must be estimated from the data.

It should be noted that this is not the only statistical model possible and
may not apply in some cases. However, it can be used successfully in a large
number of situations and it does possess manipulative ease. The model should
be constructed from physical and engineering considerations. As wiU be
seen later, statistical tests can be used to determine which terms can be
dropped from the model without seriously affecting the accuracy; however,
they give no indication of which new terms should be added to the model.

The results on the missile discussed above, hereafter kmown ai
Example I, are of concern here. However, in order to illustrate the method
with, a small, uncomplioated case, a simple example (Example 11) was
concocted. The calculations of Example 13 can be done by hand in a "reasonable"

(compared to Example I) length of time.

In Example n, the amount of catalyst added to each of two vats in a
chemdial plant was varied from 0 to 5 units. The resulting yields are listed

in Table 1U.
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TABLE U. CHEMICAL YIELD, EXAMPLE II

V1 y

Amount of Yield for Yield for
Catalyst Vat 1 Vat 2

0 8.81 7.02
1 10.0O0 10.02
2 13.25 10.15
3 14.51 13.43

4 11.36 10.40
5 8.58 4.33

The yields are plotten in Figure 1 as functions of the amount of ostalyst.

16A----

22

SliI
2 I1

I a GRAPH OF VAT 1W I
2 a RAPH OP VAT 10, 1

4.1 1 1 46

ANlET OF CATALYM

FIGURE 1. CHEMICAL YIELD VZRSU8 AMOUNT OF CATALYST, EXAMPLE II

The plot suggests that an appropriate model would be a'soond degree polynomial:

y - bo+ bv 1 + b, vj+ e

a b0 + bx 1+ b xt+ e,

where

X1 " V1, XIS Vi
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b4

Without loss of generality, it can be asumted that the nois e whas zero

mean [if not, the mean, E (e), could be included in the term b0 so that the
i-edutned noise e0 = e-E (e) has zero meani.

If a total of n observations are taken, then the mlodel can be written as:

y, = bo x + b Ix 4* b 2x2,j+ . +b k xk j *- ej, j = . . n

where x0 = 1 and x, j Is the value of x for the j data point. To shorten the

above equations, the following vectors and matrix are deftned:

bý

Y1 b, e x1,1  x2,1  . . . xk

Y2 b2  e2  X1 x 2 XW,

b X-

b 0 1 x . . . xk

Ynk ui 1"n X2, nk

The above equation becomes

.- Xb.+e ."

4. ESTIMATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS

A linear satilstioal model has been postulated In Section 2. In
addition, the noise e is assumed to have zer6 mean and oovariance matrix'- 0I,
where I ai the identity matrix and 02 is a oo~stant that may be, unknown. That Is,
fo, J a, ..... If, E(s) o ,,,, (9 ).o' I..nd oo (.1.0j)M o 10J. If

this assumption In not met, the proper transformation of variables, in most
eases, 'wil reduce the model to one in which the assumption does hold.

A method must be found for determining b, the estimate of the coeffi-
clents b. There is usually a loss incurred when the estimate b is not the true
value b. Usually, the further l ias from the true value b, the greater the loss
boeomes. Since the values of X and yare given, it is desirable to choose _
so that the predicted value ofy, y - Xwill be close, in some sense, to ie
actual observation vetoqr •. A convenient way of doing this is to choose b so
that the quadratio loss
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Lci( .. X )iiX , Ti

(-- ~-Xb)

where I is the row vector

Because of the a_,o.e form, the estimate - which minimizes the quadratic loss
is called the least squares estimator.

The quadratic loss ,cm be expanded.

A T OT T AT TA

if this quantity Is differentiated by vand gt equal to the zero vector, the
result in

-2 X TY+2XT T-0

TA TxT X i-xT
X ~X XA_' (~xT).lXTy.

In Example 11. the quantities of interest wte

"8.81" 1.0 0.0 O.
10.00 1.0 1.0 1.0
13.2 1/0 2.0 4.0
K4S511 1.0 3.0 9.0
11.36 1.0 4.0 16.0 -bo
8.58 X 1.0 5.025.0 b

7.02 1.0 0.0, 0.0 b ]
10.02 1.0 1.0 1.0 " b
10.15 i 1.0 2.0 4.0
13.43 1.0 3.0 9.0
10.40 1.0 4.0 16.0

4.33 1.0 8.0 25.0
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II

The quantities X Ty and X TX are calculated to be

121.6• 1 12.0 30.0 o10.o
X T 30.2330.0 110.0 460.
\1035.99/ *110.0 450.0 1958.0!

The inverse of XTX if

/ 0.4107 -0.2946 0.0446

(xTX-'. -0.2946 0.3634 -0.o0610
(0.0446 -0.0670 o.o•.34

The estimate of b is

( 7.249)
\-0.924 .

The prediction equation for y is thus.

i=7.249 + 4.549 xt - 0.924 x2

AA

y.7? .249 + 4i54Bv1 -O. 924 vj

Ax x

Listed below, are •, •, and the error ,,, the j•°elton0 of z., .-r.*

8.81 .7.249 1.561
10.00 10.874 -0.874
13.25 13.652 0.598
14.51 12.582 1.927
11.36 10.667 0.693
8.58 6.904 1.676
*7.02 7.249 -0.229

10.02I 10.874 -0.854
10.15 12.652 -2.502
13.43 12.582 0.846
10.40 10.667 -0.261
4.33 6.904 -2.574

Plotted in FIgure 2 are the daa points siod the predi•tion equation.
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FIG 2 -Ao nI

Y * 7.249 . 4.49dv 1
2 .U24q•

C 4*-'-.,

-s - I I 5 VI

Y" FIGURE. 2. PREDICTED YIELD, EXAMPLE U

Notice that no mention has been made of the probability distribution of
the measurement noise e except that the covariance matrix Is all and the mean
is Oic -ero vector. 'Thus, the formula for the least squares estimator is free
of the distribution of e. Also, no matter what the distribution of e, if E (_) 0 0
and cov (a) =oI, then

E W• E r (X k_ e_) = X b.

coy (.) = coy (X b_4 +) A a!

E & E (ixTx-i- xT [XTXPIX T- E W k

coy (b•)=IXTX]1 XTcov.X IXTXJ . ,O [XTX]I - .

Thus, no mutter what the distribution, the least squares estimator is unbiased

j E (.) u bI and has covariance matrix coy (k) = a (xTX)" I

An appealing estimate of the variance o0 is the "average" loss. After
the roefflcient vector b has been estimated by b, the predicted value of the

th -

dipendent variable at the t point is y xib. The difference between the actualI-~ e thethrsdar= y

or meaured value of y and the predicted yj is called the j residual, rj - (yj

1. The sum of the squares of the residuals is caUed the sim• of squares for

error (SSE) and can be shown to equal:
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n n

-SSE~ ' r?' , y- bI y-X) cvXb)
J j 1 \J J - .

One estinlate of the variance a' is then

SSE
n-k-I

How well s2 estimates a 2 depends upon the forms of the probability distribution
of the noise e.

Yn Example IT,

SS:- 25. Of

s = 2.78..

T
The covariance matrix of b t. (X X) -10a and is estimated by

114 -0.82 0. 12
(xTx)-11= 0(82 1.01 -0.19

0.12 -0.19 0,037

5. TWO TYI ES OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES - QUANTITATIVE AND
...

For the missile model (axample I), y is the dependent variable, vI
through v7 are the basic independent variables; x, through x10 are the expanded
variables. The expanded Variables x, through xf are quantitative variables and
x7 through x1o are qualitative variables.

A quantitative variable is one to which such units as meters, degrees,
and pounds can be attached. The quantitative vah'tables include velocity, time,
argle measurement, distance and amount.

The other kind of variable is the assigned or aualitative variable which
represents such things as missile modification, type of stimuli, which of several
measuring devices were used to obtain the data, etc. These variables must be
assigned values and cannot logically be given units. Certain conventions for the
assigning of values have been set up for this paper.
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I

in Example I1, the model could be %srpanded to include a term for the vat
used. The expanded model is

Y .•.- + b1 x, + b2 x2 + b2 xs+ e,

where

XI= V1

X2 = V2

I-O.= it fthe first vat is beed
= 0. 5 if the second vat is used.

The matrix X becomes

1.0 0.,0 0.0 -0.5
1.0 1.0 1.0 -0.5
1.0 2.0 4.0 -0.5
1", . 0 3.0 9.0O:v' -0.5G

1.0 4.0 16.0 -0.5

X 1O 5.0 25.0 -0.51.0 0* . 0 0.0 0.5

0 1.o0 1.0 0.5
0 2.0 4.0 0.51

1.0 3.0 9.0 0.5
1.0 4.0 16.0 0.5

L 1.0 5.0- 2-.0 0.5

The vector XTy sand the matricesX xT and (X TX) 'are

12.8 /12.0 30.0 120.0 0.0\

To 302.23 Tof 30.0 11Q.0 450.0 0.0o
-.1 . o110.0 450.0 1958.0 0.0/
-5.585 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0

0 .•2946 0.3•43 -0.0670 0.0

0X.0446 -0.0670 0.0134 0.0--- (o.;o7• -oo, oo:I,, 0.0 )
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3333

The estimate b is thus
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1.860

The prediction equation is

y 7. 249+4.549x 1 -0.924x 2 -1.860 X.

The estimate of the variance is

SIX 1.83

The covariance matri:- and the correlation matrix of b are given below:

/0.75 -0 .54 0.082 0. 0
A 1-0.54. 0.66 -0.12 0.0

coy 0.082 -0.12 0.24 0.01)

(0.0 0.0 0.0 0.61

-0.77 1.00 -0.95 0.00

car ) ( 0.65 -0.96 1.00 0.00.

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00/

In this case, two curves are predicted

y= 81 179 + 4.349 v, -0,924 vJif vat I is used

yf 6:319 + 4.549 v,-0.924 viifvat 2 is used.

Thus, the difference between the predicted yields from vat 1 and vat 2 with the
same amount of catalyst in estimated as yat 2 - vat 1 = 860. The two
curves are plotted in Figure 3.

This fit may be compared with the preceding fit without the term for
vat differences.

In the previous example, there were two vats used and the values of -0.5
and 0.5 were rather arbitrarily assigned to represent the vat used. It is
noticeable that the qualitative variable occupies one place in the model and one
column in the X matrix; this corresponds to the one difference between two
factors.
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FIGURE 3. PREDICTED YIELD FOR THE EXPANDED MODEL, EXAMPLE II

In Example 1, there were three modifications of the missile. There are
two linearly independent differences among the three effects, A, B, and C of the
rnidltfic~atlona. Thus, one could choose B-A and C-B; In this came. C-A io a
linear combination of the others, C-A = C-B + B-A. Another chdoie of linearly
independent differences Is B-A and 2C-B-A. In thscase, two terms are added
to the model and two vectors are added to the maix

fo h~In this work the following values were assigned to the expandecý variables
f r t em odifications: 

X
Modiftcation X

1 -0.5 0.0
2 0.5 -0.5
3 0.0 0.5

If there are four typee for a qualitative variable, then there are three
independent vectors. They could be as signed the following values:

Type X1  X23

1 -0.5 0.0 .0.0
2 0.5 -0.5 0.0
3 0.0 0.5 -o 415
4 . 0.0 0.0 0.5

The ihame pattern is followed for other numbers of types.
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6. THE ESTIMATED COEFFICIENTS FOR THE MISSILE 1DEL

Gencralized Least Squares Fit (GELSFj digital computer program 12], which
was written to do the above calculations. The results are shown in Tables III

through VI. The predicted model is

Ay = 24. 103 + 0.086x 1 - 1.496x 2 + 0.020x3 + 0. 666x 4 - 0.016xs + 0. 087xi

+ 6.719x? + 6.413x8 - 2.06Ixg + 3.753x10.

a. nThe Advantages of Normal Noise

:In the special case of Gaussian or normal noise, the least
squares estimator is it.so the maximum likelihood estimator. The likelihood func-
tion is the joint probability density of the observations. Assuming X is known
perfectly, b is fixed but unknown, the noise e Gaussian with mean 0 and covari-
ance matrix U2I, the observations will be Gaussian with mean Xb and covariance
matrix 021. Thus, the likelihood function it given by

n

Lh (27 a22 exp 2 1) X. (

If the derivative of the likelihood,.ftmction with respect to b it set to zero, the
value b which maximizes the likelihood is

b- T x T
b (X X)-'X X

This is identical to the least squares estimator. If, however, the distribution
of the noise is other than Gaussian, the likelihood function and, thus, the
maximum likelihood estimator, may be different from the least squares
estimator.

Furthermore, if the covarlance matrix Is of the form Q A cSl and the

noise is Gaussian, then it can be shown that the ratio (Y- X •) (• - X-
72

has a Chi-square distribution with (n-k-I) degrees of freedom where n in the
number of data points or observations and k is the number of x'as in the model,

and thus, (Y_ - m b) is an unbiased estimator of a2. This is the s2
n-k-I

discussed In Section 4.
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F•.rther, the assumption of norma!ly distributed noise is used in the
staListJcal tests and confidence intervals to be discussed in Section 10.

The data fcr Examnpe 11 was gearerated under the assumption ol norenal
tO•t•. Ht�- J t~, •ht-, in u queoiuin it) be anked abjuuL the misalie daLa of
Example I.

7 A'ESTING THE MISSILE DATA FOR NORMAL NOISE

Before corchusions based upon the assumption of normally distributed
noise can be drawn for Example I. a test for normality must be made. The
residuals (actual y - p'edicted y) eslimate the error e and, thus, should be
tested for normality.

It was decided to use the method of normal probability paper and
control bands to test the residuals for normality. The Testing for Normality by
Control Bands (TEN COB) digital computer program was used.

8. NORMAL PROBABILITY PAPER

The construction of normal probability paper is similar to that of
logarithmic paper. Assume that the random variable r has a normal (Gaussian)
distribution with mean p and variance A2. Then the reduced variate v = (r - p )/o
has a standard normal distribution, i.e., v has mean 0 and variance 1. If r is
plotted on a horizontal linear scale and v is plotted on a vertical linear scale.
the straight line r - a v+ 1will result (Figure 4).

Since v is a standard normal random variable, the cumulative distribu-
tion function of v is given by

1~ 2

On a second vertical scale the distribution function F (v) is plotted (Figure 5).
The values of F (v) 0 and F (v) - I never appear on the scale, since these
correspond to values of v = - aNd , respectively. If the lines aredrawn forthe
function F (v) instead of v, a nonlinear vertical scale is shown (Figure 6).

a. Plotting of Points on Probability Paper

It is desired to test whether the underlying probability distribu-
tion o! tfe Ti residuals is normal or can be approximated by a normal distribution.
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FIGURE 6. EXAMPLE OF NORMAL PROBABILIIY PAPER

If the distribution Is indeed normal, the residuals, when plotted against F (v)
in the manner discussed below, should approximate a straight line, r ="Y + v/65.
Ile deviations from the line are caused by the finite random character of the
sample of size n and such errors as round-off.

Let r I, r2, r.. n be the n residuals arranged in ascending order.

Several methods of plotting this sec.uenctt of numbers against F (v) are considered
by Gumbel f[3 . The• beat method is that of plotting r against J/ (n + 1). This

method is distribution free and all observations can be plotted. Further, the
plotting positions are simple to calculate.

Listed in Table VII are the 100 re.siduals arranged in ascending order.
The corresponding values of F (v) - j/( -- 1) and v are also listed.
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7, , -%, -I' 1 - ', " , ." . *. . , . ar 4

in AsLicending JFun' Lion I lot- Plottinm
Order The- R•ank ti!)g P,,.,,ti ',I *M .fittlor,

-19.799 1 0.0099 -2. ýi?

-17.531 2 0.,19-
-17.314 0l.0297 -1.885

-15.828 . rP. 0396 -1. 75S.
-13.749 0. 35 -1.6T'
-13. 479 '.J4 -

- 12. 993 7 6. 633. .

- 12. 793 s 1)732

-12. 161 9 ). l391 -. 4 -

-11.932 10 0.0990 -1.235

-11.606 11 0. 1089 -1.232
-11.548 12 0.118S -1.180

-11.071 13 0. 1287 -1.132
-10.949 14 0. 1386 -1. 086

- 10. 74ý 15 0. 1485 -1.042
-10.703 16 0. 1584 -1.001

- 10. 677 17 0. 1683 -o.960

-10.-i87 is 0. 1782 -0. 922
-. 0. 1881 -0. 884

-9. 328 20 0. 1980 -0.. 848

-9.0OA8 21 0.2079 -0.813

-9.008 22 0.2178 -0.779

-8. 835 23 0.2277 -0. 746

-8.666 24 0.2376 -0.714

-7.698 25 0. 2475 -(. 682
-7.629 20 0.2574 -0. W51

-7.568 27 0. 2673 -0.(21

-7.251 2;. 2772 -0. T

-7.06; 0. 2071 -6:.55; 1
-6.615 3l0 0.2970 -). 53:2
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FABLE VII. kFH'SII)UAS OF EXAMI'LE I Wi'i (7()RI•EsP)NIIG
REDU•CED V.TVIATE (Continued)

r v

F (v) j/101 Reduced

"The Residuals Distribution Variate
in Ascending j Function Plot- Plotting

Order The Rank ting Positions Positions

-6.495 31 0.3069 -0.504
-6.351 32 0.3168 -0.476
-6.185 33 0.3267 -0.448
-5.644 34 0.3366 -0.421
-5.636 35 0.3465 -0. 394
-. 3 19 36 0.3564 -0.367
-4. 996 37 0. 3663 -0.341
-4.921 38 0.3762 -0.315
-4.733 39 0.3861 -0.289
-4.729 40 0.3960 -0.263

-4.103 41 0.4059 -0.238
-3.852 42 0.4158 -0.212
-3.833 43 0.4257 -0.182
-3.593 44 0.4356 -0.162
-3.563 45 0.4455 -0. 136
-3.373 46 0.4554 -0. 112 I
-3.156 47 0. 4653 -0.086

-2.919 48 0.4752 -0.062
-2.874 49 0.4851 -0.037
-2.775 50 0.4950 -0.012

-2.548 51 0.5050 0.012
-2.464 52 0.5149 0,036
-2. 188 53 0. 5248 0.062
-1.814 54 0.5347 0.086

* -1.039 55 0.5446 0.112
-0. 617 56 0. 5545 0.136
-0.374 57 0.5644 0.162
-0. 122 58 0.5743 0.187

0. 120 59 0.5842 0.212
0.276 60 0.5941 0.238
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TABLE VII. RESIDUAIS• (OF EXAMNIYI WITHt ' 1)tclll' . Nl )I l(;

HEDCEFL) VARIATE o-1tinu,'d)

I.

F (v) - j/10] IIeduced

The Residuals Distribution Variate

In Ascending Fumction Plot- PLtting
Order The Rank ting Positions Positions

0.279 61 0.6040 0.263
0.592 62 0.6139 0.289
0.616 63 0. 6238 0.31.5

0.690 64 n.0,337 0.341
1. 535 65 0. C 36 0. 367

1.941 66 0.r,535 0.394

2.flr7 67 n. 6634 0 421

2.420 68 0. 6733 0.448

2.880 69 0.6832 0.476
3.507 70 0.6931 0.504

3.649 71 0.7030 0.532
5.142 72 0.7129 0.561

6.212 73 0.7228 0.591
6.216 74 0.7327 0.621
6.254 75 0.7426 0.651
6.630 76 0.7525 0. 682
6.90 1 77 0.7624 0.714
6. 943 76 0.7723 0.746

7.071 79 0.7822 0.779
7.351 80 0.7921 0.813

7.716 81 0.8020 0.848
7.864 82 0.8119 0.884
7.940 83 0.8218 0.922
8.111 84 0.8317 0. 9M0
9.085 85 0.8416 1.001

9.664 86 0.8515 1. 042
10. 505 87 0.,9611 1.08f;

12.326 8S 0.8713 1.132

13.307 A9 0. 8812 1.180
13.396 90 0.8911 1.232
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TABLE ViI. RESIDITAIS OF EXAMPLE I WITH CORRESPONDING
HEDUCED VARIATE (ConcludedI

r v

F (v) - /101 Reduced
The Residuals Distribution Variate
in Ascending Function Plot- Plotting

Order The Rank ting Positions Positions

14. 072 91 0.9010 1.285
14.830 92 0.9109 1.347
14.912 M 0.9208 1.410
16.841 94 0.9307 1.480
17.372 95 0.9406 1.559
24.229 96 0.0905 1.649
29.745 97 0.9604 1.755
30.698 98 0.9703 1.885
40.946 99 0.9802 2.058
51.625 100 0.9901 2.329

Figure 7 shows the points plotted on normal probability paper by a
modified version of the TEN COB program, The horizontal scale is the
r-scale; the horizontal line defining the grid extends from -37.665 to 69.981
for the case. The vertical scale is the reduced vartate or v-scale; the vertical
line defining the grid extends from v = -4. 0 to v = 4.0.

b. Fitting the Straight Une

If the scatter of the plotted points Is very small, the best fitting
straight line can be found by lining up a ruler through the points. However, in
many canes this is not satisfactory. It is then necessary to estimate 6 and Y,
the two parameters of the straight line;

v

For "he estimation of these parameters, the classical method of least squaren
will be employed.

In the method of least squares, either the sum of squares of the horizon-
tal deviations of the points from the estimated straight line,
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Vi

I 1I,

or that of the vertical distances,

n

is minimized. Here a, and a2 represent the two estimates of 6, and g, and g 2

represent the two estimates of .. If the partial derivatives of the first asum with

respect to a, and g, ar.' set to zero, the results are

-2 0'r-2 (.-g -•v -: 0
i • 1 a !i

and

n72 7•- vi r, - g, - - v -0

or

1_

a,

- gt - V 0
a,

where

n n

n n

rV -2 ri 2
n n i

For a normal distribution, v 0. Thus, the solution is
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If the sum of squares of the .•ertical aceviations is tr, be minimized, 'the
partials with resp'-ct to g2 and a- are set to 0,

ind

-J=Z ( =0

or

v- a2 r+ a2 g 2  0

- a2 r + a2 g2 F = 0,

where

n

r2= r2
n I

With v 0, the solution is

g2 = r

The estimate 1/a2 is altered sUghtly to

1 r
a2 -rv
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where 8 2 is the sample variance,
r

a. ri- nSr n---L n-1

In o(rderto combine the two estimates of V6 and eliminate the cross
product -. the geometric mean of I/al and L'%a is found. Thus, the two combined
estimates are

1 11 r5

A~ a, a2  f4

g- "

Those eptiriates require the calculation of only r and s from the satnple.r

The vaue of s depends only upon the number of points n. As the sample size n
V

increases, a approaches I and the estimate ? and approach the true values

IA and a; thus, the equation o! the straight line approaches r p+ a v, d[scussed
in Sectiorn S.

The estimated straight line,

fS
sr

v

is plotted on the Parne paper as the points. If the points lie close to the esti-
mated lint, the distribution is considered to be approximately normal. If the
scatter jq to(. great with respect to the line, the distribution is considered non-
normal. To determine whether the scatter is too greaC, control bands are placed
around the lint),

Fc.r Example 1, the values range from -19.799 to 51.625. The end-points
of the graph are -.17.655 and 69.481. The average residual, Ff= 0.00286; the
e'stirnate of 1. ý, is 1/a = 12.353. in Figure 8 are shown the points of Example I
Plotttd alrng %%ith the estimated straight line, r 0.00286 + 12.353 v.
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c. Control Bands

The jth largest observation r in a sample of size n is called the
thorder statistic. Each observation %Nas drawn from a population with density

function f and distribution functicn F. In this case, the initial distribution is
.th

untion nd tobenormal. The j order statistic r. has a derived density f rj)

that depends upon the initial distribution F and upon the values of j and n. It
can be shown that this derived densit) tanetion is

j(r)= -jV(-)1.F( .)[ - F(r )nf (r,)

Substituting the cquati, nb for a normal variate for F(r,) and f(rj), one obtains

j ex ( A);-
f ffd1n• (j, (n-j)1.(J- 1): -. ~ a-:

27 djn

This complicated form does not reduce to anything more reasonable and todifficult to manipulate and calculate. Thus, asymptotic distributions of the order

statistics are used.

As n becomes larger, either J will increase with n so that J/n remainsa•pproxim ately constant or j will remain constant so that J/n decreases. in the1
tormer case, the jt value r. is called the jt central value; In the second case, •3
the values r .and n-j + 1 are called ex'treme values ,.i

it can be shown that as n increases. the distribution of the j th central ]
value, rj, becomes asymptotically normal with mean and variance

472
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E r. r

var r F

where r.*is the solution ofJ

F r•
Fr -n+ "

The asymptotic distribution is used within the interval 0. 15 TS F :s 0. b5, although
its accuracy within tl is interval depends upon the sample si,.e. /

For the reduce ariate v. = u -Ir the variance is given by

var v J) = 02var r)

and is independent of the parameters a and g. The product FJn var (v,)
is independent of the sample size and is a function of the initial distribution only.
A chart of this product for several values of F, assuming that the Initial
standard deviation a = 1, is shown in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII. REDUCED STANDARD ERRORS FOR UNIT

STANDARD DEVIATION

Probability, F

0.15 1.532
0.20 1.429
0.25 1.363
0.30 1.318
0.35 1.288
0.40 1.268
0.45 1.257

0.50 1.253

0.55 1.257
0.60 1.268
0.65 1.288

0.70 1.318
0.75 1.363
0.80 1.429
0.85 1.532
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1
Because of the relationship r = - v + y, the standard deviations area

-, 'ted I, .9.d. (r) s.d. (vj)/a. This can be written in the form

Thus, the standard error of the jth value, rj, can be estimated by multiplying

*th-, lue n•ari x v) " For Evamnple, for the data given in

',,Ction S.a, n -! 1(0 and 12.353, so s.d. (r 20) = 1.429 (12.353)/10= 1.756.a
iOis .sLandard crroj is used in the construction of control bands.

Assume that a and g have been estimated and that the observations and
tho, v-stimatcd straight line

1
r=g+-v

have been plotted. For each probability value listed in Table VIII, the estimate
-)I r) is found by intercepting the estimated line with a horizontal line from the

pi•h•ibility valoc and reading the corresponding r value, rJ, est' The standard

cr ror, s.d, ,(rj), is added and subtracted from the value r , . The points

s dd. are joined to form one largestre points rd ,statisti. y rt
at,- Joined to form another curve.

Tro complete the curves, it Is necessary to find the standard error of
sorn( of' the extreme values. The asymptotic distribution of the extremes is
n ,ot nornial and is, in fact, very complicated. In Table IX are given some values
of thu reduced standard error for the largest reduced order statistic. By the

symmetry of the normal distribution, this is also the standard error for the
F rallest reduced order statistic.

The values in Table DC are approximated in the TEN COB program by

R. d. (v>) s.d. (,V ) . 71- 0.06 1In (n)

whi,-,h is fairly accurate for samples of 20 to 500 points. The standard error of
th, r•.i*ced largest (or smallest) value is multiplied hy the estimate I/a to
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F

TARTY '9 STANDARD ERRORS FOR REDUCED LARGEST
AND SMALLEST VALUES

Sample Size •.d.n ):' d.

20 0.52
S25 0.51
30 0.50
4n 0,48
5• r0.46
7 C0.45

1i,0 P.43
20 0. *.I

0.36

obtadn 8.d. r) Lor s.d. (r 1 ]. 'I.'his value is then added to and subtracted
\ n/

from rn eat or(r, est) to give the points r at s. d. (rn)and rnt
+ s.d. rnor[ý,e.s. d. (r1 ) and r% e - a.d. (r,._ These points are

added to the proper curves to extend the control curves. There is a probability
thof 0 63 for each j observation to lie within the band formed by the two control

curves. Figure 9 shows the 68-percent control band for Example I.

MultipUcation of s.d. (rj) by (.6745, 1.960, 2.576, 2.807, and 3.290

leads to bands corresponding to the probabilities 0.50, 0.95, 0.99, 0.995, and"
0. 999, In Figure 10 the 95-percent control band has been added. This is the
standard graph produced by the TEN COB program.

d. Testing for Normality by Control Bands

The method of control bands used by the TEN COB program gives
a graphical criterion for the goodness of fit betweon the theoretic normal
distribution and the observations.

If almost all of the observations fail within the 95-percent band, the
underlying distribution can be assumed to be normal for most purposes and
statistical tests and confidence intervals that depend upon an umderlying normal
distribution (such am the Student's t, the Chi-square, and the F tests) can be
applied. If almost all of the observations fall within the 68-percent band, more
confidence can be placed on the population's being normal. The term "almost all"
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is necessarily vague since the degree to which the distribttion must match a
normal one varies with each set of observations.

In Exarmpie 1, t' percent o0 the residuais ieli outside the ti-percent
control curve and 1I percent fell outside the 95-percent control band. Thus.
the data are probably not normally distributed.

When the observations are shown to be not normally distributed, one
of two methods can be employed. The data can be tested against other types of
distributions, such as the negative exponential, the log normal, etc. There are
disadvantages to this approach. For one, the list of distributions to be tried is
long. Further, even if a diitribution it, found that will approximate that of the
observation, it woulh not have as many well-known associated tests and
procedures as the nornal d1stributlon.

The other appr ach is to find a transformation of the observations that
will result in nor,-naly distributed translormed observations. A list of

suggested transformations can be found in Snodecor and Cochran (5].

9. REVISED MODEL FOR THE MISSILE DATA

Since the residuals for the radial miss distance of Example I were
not normally distributed, it was decided to try transforming the miss distances
to obtain normality of the residuals. The transformation z = IneY was made and

the data were used in the GELSF progTam. The resulting calculation are shown
in Tables X through X1. The prediction equation was:

In y 2.758 - 0.00947 x I- 0.0363 x2 + 0.000632 x3 + 0.0165 x4

- 0.000726 x6 + 0.00301 xg + 0.0910 x? + 0.250 xs - 0. 167 xg

+ 0. 134 xo.

The residuals were plotted by the TEN COB program, as shown in
Figure 11. These residuals appear to be normally distributed. Thus, this
was the model upon which the conclusions were drawn.

10. INTERPRETING THE RESULTS

The probability distribution of the residuals when the logarithms
of the radial miss distances are used in Example I is approximately normal.
Thus, several methods of testing hypothesis and setting confidence regions
are applicable. A few of these are discussed below.
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a. Testing b f b* Using a Student's t Random Table

estimates bI through bk of the coefficients of the linear statistical model. The

i th diagonal element of the covartance matrix, cili, estimates the variance of bi" V

The ratio •has a Student's t distribution with n-k-i degrees of freedom.

Suppose that a predetermined estimate b*, of bi, the true value, is

available and the foll wing hypotheses are postulated:

H'. - .bi--b I; H1: b 1±bi •

This is a two-sided test since there is no advantage if bi < b . As before, the

level of the test is a. The critical t value is found for the level of the test, the

number of degrees of freedom and the fact that it is a two-sided test,

t , n-k-I). Since the t distribution is symmetric, the probability that a t

random variable is greater than t !! n-k-) or less than -t 2, n -k- is 01,
i. e., ( 2 1

where It I to the absolute value of t. This defines the critical region of the test.;i- br !
If HO is true, then is a t random variable andE F, 7b

rb-i
Pr'ob > >t !!, n-k- 0 a.

Thus, the decision is

Reject H0 If - n-k-l
Do not reject H0 otherwise.
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It it is desired "o tf•s'i whether the variable x has a "significant eficct' upon y,
tMc;I set D=i, -i ;9 nd oerfrm ihe aujve L.:

b. Testing the Coefficients for Missile Modifications

In the revised model for the missile, using z r In (radial miss
distance), the coefficient b7 represents the difference in z caused by a difference
in Mod 1 and Mod 2 missile. That ig, b. = ZMd 2 ZMod1' From Table X
the estimate of this coefficient is

b.=O., 9 10 zMod0 2 Mod 1

Since z 7 In ,.,. ýi positive ircrease i!. z corresponds to a positive
inci .•,R it v. 1hus, it would appear that the radial miss distance would be
larger for Mod I missile than for Mod I missiles. To see whether this
difference is statistically significant, a t test is performed, with b7 0.

It was decided to set u = 0.10. The number of degrees of freedom is,
from Table X, 89. The hypotheses are:

H0 : b7 =0, HI: b7 0.

The critical t value is

t (0.05, 89). 1.84.

The estimate of the variance of SI is, from Table XII,

c=ff 0. 1804,

The test statistic is

b7 -0 0.0910

The test statistic is less than the critical value of 1. 64. Therefore, it cannot
be concluded that there is a significant difference in the radial miss distance for
Mod 2 and Mod 1 missiles.

A similar test is made for the difference in z of Mod 3 and Mod 2
missiles. Again, a= 0.10, t (0.05, 19) - 1.64. The hypotheses are HO: be= 0.
H1 : be #t 0. From Tables X and XII, be i 0. 250, cs8 = 0.0740. The test
statistic is thus
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0-_ - 0.250 0.92.
I- k_ -AA . .2

This is less than the critical value. It cannot be concluded that there is a
significant difference in the effect of Mod 3 and Mod 2 on radial miss distance.

There is one more difference to be examined; that between Mod 3 and
Mod 1. To estimate this difference, the following sum is used:

b7• = zMod 2 " z'Mod I

be . ;Mod 3 " I Mod 2

Mod 3 Mod I

In this case

S+ • 0. 0910 + 0.250 = 0. 341.

Since by and be are normally distributed, then by + be is also normally distributed
with mean b7 + b8 and variance

var (67 + ) var (67) + vat (64) +2 2 (Sy, 6v ) .

This variance is estimated by

071 + gs. + 2018 .

From Table XII, C78 = 0.0770. Thus

C77 + co + 2coj a 0. 1804 + 0.0740 + 0. 0770 0. 3314 .

To test the hypotheses

Ho: by +be-0; H1 : b,+b8 *0,

forc = 0. 10, the critical value is t (0.05, 89) a 1.64. The test statistic is

- 0.341

,IcTT -÷€ +÷2cTs 70M 0.-$.

Again, there is insufficient evidence of a difference in miss distance between
Mod 3 and Mod 1.
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c. Using the F Test in Analysis of Variance

Suppose that a model, 'alled Model I or the complete model, has
bei-in httl: lo a set of data and it is dusired to reduce the model by dropping all
terms which. "k not test as significant. Assume that the level of each test is
0.05 and that the tests are independent. If only one term is tested without
positive results 'y a t test and dropped frorm the model, then the probability of
falsely rejecting is 0. 0,, If two terms are. tested separately with t tests and
dropped, the probability, of falsely rejecting tt least one coefficient becomes
1 - (0. 95)2 = 0.0975. If four terms are tested and dropped, the probability of
falsely rejecting at. least one coefficient is 1 - (0.95)4 0. 1855. If this is
extended to eight terms, it b)ecomeOn I - (0. 9-5 = 0.3366. Thus, the t test
ran bh, safely used only -':,.hn one term alor, i1. to be drnpped. If more than one
to rnm is 'Lc he tests, , Lhq mothod of sntal•.,•mi of varianc,• nhnild be used.

Le&t Moi '11 - (the complete model) he thf- following:

Model I: y=bD+b t xl+b 2 x2 + ... +bkXk+e

Model I has been fitted to the data and the sum of squares of error, SSE E. and
the estimate of the variance, s12, have been calculated.

Now suppose that it is desired to test the significance of k-g of these
terivis. For convenience, assume that the last k-g terms are to be tested.
The null hypothesis is then

H0: b b . =b k0.Ug+ I g+2 k

If H0 is true, then the system can be described by a shorter or deleted model,
Mocl'i II:

ModelI: y--bo0+bxx+... +b x +e.

Model II is then fitted to the data and the sum of squares of error, SSE 2 ,
fmd the estimate of the variance, sý.2 , are calculated.

Fven if HO is true, the estimates of bg + 1 through bk will not be zero

because of the finite random sample of observation noise. Thus, fitting Model I
instead of Model II will reduce the sum of squares for error, SSE t - SSE 2 .
In fact, BSE 2 can be partitioned into two positive quantities

SSE 2 = SSF ,+ (SBE 2 -S3SE 1)
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It can be shown that if H0 is true, S'Ek and kg provide unbiasedn-k-1 k-g

estimates of a 2 and that - and 00rd2 a- 00, I are independent Chi-square

random variables with n-k-i and k-g degrees of freedom, respectively. Thus,
the ratio of these two independent Chi-square random variables divided by the
respective degrees of freedom is an F random variable, if H0 is true.

88E1 - SSE I
-21 fk-s-) SE 2 - SSE,
SSE -=

CT (n-k-I)

To test H0 , a o0 e-siced test on this F ratio is used. The level of the test
a must again be specifi 4d The crittcal value cf F depends upon a and upon the
degrees of freedom, k-g and n-k-i; F crit = F (Ot, k-g, n-k-I). This is found
in statistical tableb.

The decision iL then based upon a comparison of F with the critical
value:

If F > F (0, k-g, n-k-i), reject H0 .

If 7 V F (a, k-g, n-k-i), do not reject H0 .

hf H0 is rejected, the model cannot be shortened by dropping the entire group of
k-g terms. Possibly, a subgroup of these k-g terms can safely be dropped, but
other modelq must be postuJated and tested to decide which can be dropped.

d. Testing the Effect of Missile Modification Upon Radial Miss
Distance Using the F Statistio

A reduced model, without the terms for missile modification,

was set up as:

zcb,,+bx 1 + b2 X2.+b 3 x3+b 4 x4+b6xl+b 6 xc+bgxg

+ bto x1 o+ e,

The estimated coefficients for this model are shown in Table XIV.

The null hypothesis for this test is H0: b7 = be = 0. It was decided to

set a 0. 10. The critical F value is
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I
F (0.10, 2. 89) =2.77 .

SSE 1  35. 1213

a 12= 0. 3946.

From Table XIV for the reduced model,

SSE 2  35.5674.

The test statistic is

-_SE2 - SSE 35.5674 - 35. 1213
(k-g) ast (2)(0.3946)

This value is less than the critical value. It cannot be concluded that
missile modification affects the radial miss distance.

11. CONCLUSIONS

Often observations or results of experiments can logically be
represented by a linear statistical model relating the observation y to various
known quantitative and qualitative variables xj, , xk, random noise e,

and fixed but unknown coefficients bo, b, ... b

y bO+b x1 + b2 x2 +.., + +bk xk+e.

The least squares estimates of the coefficients b0 , bi, ... , b have been

developed theoretically and are calculated by the GELSF program.

If the noise e is Gaussian (normal) with zero mean and covariance
matrix a2I, where I is the identity matrix, then certain quantities have well
known distributions. A graphical procedure for making tests for normality of
the noise ts described.

Crucial in the entire discussion is the model. The model must be of
the correct form or the theory collapses. Statistical toots, In particular the
analysio of variance, can suggest which terms should be retained in the model,
but they cannot prescribe which new terms should be added. The model must be
constructed from physical considerations and sound judgment.
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Sound judgment should also be employed in the statistical evaluation of
the data. In no case should statistical teclnlaues described here or elsewhere
be applied in a purely mechanical mannelr or divorced from the other aspects of
the system under consideration.
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INFERENCE PROCEDURES BASErJ ON
1LN~t-. *IE jirE DEPEMzDE 'vT ......

')onald k. Barr and Toke Jayachandran
Litton Scientific Support Laboratory

Fort Ord, Chlifornia

1. Introduction. Frequently, experiments are conducted in such a way

that they may be considered to carnsist ,f n tr ils, where in each trial,

the time required ta achiev., soine oWe'vtic ( "success" ) is observed.

If an upper limit, - is placed upor the possible duration of each trial,

then the outcorm on ,aclrttrifi is eithicr the tine until success, or T
0

whiehever is sstnllet. Such observations are said to bt.• censored at T

For example, It might be desired to determine whether a certain type of
I

combait aid, such as a target detection device, is effective, or whether

one type of device is better than another. In order to make such inferences

about a single device, often an experiment of the following design is conducted:./

n players are selected, and each player uses the device in an attempt to

detect a target. If a given player has not sucoeded within 4 minutes (say).

HUis trial terminates and the next player begins. The observed data then

cons ists of the times of detection for those trials terminating before

T = 4 (together with the number of trials terminating at T = 4). If it is
4) 0

cesitred to cotmpare two devices, then samples on each device may be taken

"as described above.

If the distributions .of (uncensored) time until success are Identical

exponentials, this situation falls under the body of results generally known

as ',life testing." In what follows, we shall discuss statistical procedures

for making inferences about the mean rate X of success (the reciprocal

of mean time to success), based upon such censored time dependent

observations. These Inference techniques include point estimators,

confidince Intervald and tests of hypotheses for both the single population

case, and that of comparing two populations. Since there Is a strong

parallel between malking a confidence interval for a parameter and tests

of hypotheses concerning that parameter, we shall discuss only one or

This a•'icle has been reproduced phetographically from the authori

manuscript.
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the' othpr nf theap in enrh nf the annrnnr.heR conqiderrd below. While it is

assumed that the populations involved are exponentially distributed,

attention is given to the robustuns.-s of the prucedures undecr departureb

from exponential distributions.

In Section 2, we discuss procedures for making inferences about

one population (one-sample inferences), including a review of several

approaches in the literature and an easily applied approximate prcvedure

that we have been investigating. A similar treatment for two-sample

inferences is given in Section 3.

2. One-Sample Promd &res. Suppose that Z11 .... Zn is a random

sample of size n from an exponential population with mean rate

Let Xi = min[ Zi , T i = 1, 2, ... n, . Based upon observations

x1 .... "Xn on the X's. we wish to make inferences concerningthe

parnmvwr A, . The (point) estimation of A. has been discussed by

se*v'ral write'rs (see. for example. Bartholomew • 1] ). Theyhave shown

that the maximum likelihood estimate of A is

n•k/ a i ix i+ (1 -a,) To ,()

where

{ 1 if x,< T 1 1, 2,a" 0 ether'wise 0 ,2...n

and
n

k - La

While 1IA is asymptotically normal with mean 1/A and variance
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F-1 -

LnXT(1 J c- To] the convergence is slow [ 1] and , for amal

samples, X is seriously biased [6] . The exact distribution of 1/A

Is given by Bartholomew [ 1] in a form useful with small samples,

along with some approximations that arc useful with moderate sized

samples.

Several procedures for obtaining fonfidence Intervals for. •

and 1/A , based upon approximate distributions for certain functions

of •A , have been suggested. Bartholomew r, I I discusses two

procedures based up, n normal distributions, and a technique given in

NAVZ)RD 0. D. .2930-1 L(Iuses an approach based upon a Poisson distribution.

The statistical properties of confidence intervals obtained by these approxima-

tions are apparently not fully known at the present time.

We have investigated a method for obtaining confidence intervals

for ?, , based upon a general approach given by Halperin [4] , described

as follows: Let

-Top -- 1-e(1)
p l-

denote the probability that the result in a given trial Is not censored

(i.e., p = P[Xi <T ) Then each experimental trial may be

viewed as a Bernoulli trial, where "success" Is associated with

non-censoring and occurs on each trtal with probability p . Based

upon the observed number k of success in the n experimental trials,

a 100 (I-a) percent upper confidence bound. say PU ,for p can be
constructed using well-known methods. Using equation (1), this bound

can be "Inverted" to obtain a 100 (1-ot) percent upper confidence bound

for as

- In (1 -PU) (2)•U-
To
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Intervals and bouunds of this type are very easy to compute. and appear to

perform nearly as well as those based upon approximating distributions.

The results of a Monte Carlo study on the performances of the two procedures

based upon the Poisson distribution [6] and the binomial distribution [4]

are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3 below. 1000 samples of size n

(n = 20, 30, 40, 50) were generated from exponential distributions with

mean rate ) (, Xz . 1, .2.. 5. 1, 2. 5. 10). For different truncation times

Tr the upper cnfidey-ce limits X U were calculated using both procedures.

"T'ablc I gives the aver:'.ge value of the upper confidence limit I U For

each choice of Xand To the first row contains X U for the 0. D. 29304 [6]

procedure (based on the poisson distribution); the numbers In the second

row are those for the binomial procedure. Table 2 contains the sample

variance of the upper bounds XU " jn Table 3, the empirical coverage

probability i. e., the proportion of the X.U which actually exceed the true

parameter value X, is given. The relative sensitivity of these procedures

to departures honm the exponential distribution are apparently not known

at prese•t.

Finallv. we mention another approach to finding confidence intervals

for A,. which seems to have received less attention in the literature than it

dcscrves. Imagine that the time censored trials are conducted sequentially

in time. and that we disregard the times between when each trial terminates

and the next begins (see Figure 1). Then the times between successive
succsss eeter so that the "success arrival
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Sample Size n 4

20 30 40 50
S.hItlF~ 2 ... . .

T .95 .99 795 D9 i .95 .99 ,95 .99

8. 65 .199 151 .177 .1 44 ,164 .138 .156
. 178 ( .209 .15S, .isJ .149 i .168 . 142 .159

.2 2. .379 .477 .340 .408 .316 .375 .299 .352

.397 .478 . 352 .408 .324 .376 .305 .352

1. .919 1. 12 .8o4 . 973 - 752 .Ib9 .723 .840

S.969 1.13 .83O. ,915 772 .904 .738 .846

1. .7 L.c8 '.e5 1.53 1. s2 1.44 1.68 1.4o) 1.60

1.78 L. 13 1.60 1.86 1.49 1.71 1.43 1.62

2. .3 3.50 4.28 3.10 3.74 2.97 3.47 2.84 3.26

3. 72 4.39 3.23 3.82 3.07 3. 52 2.92 3.30

. 0 10.6 14.5 9.46 12.0 8.53 10.7 8.14 9.955, 0

11.2 14.3 9.80 11.9 8.76 10M6 8.33 9.88

17.0 21.6 15.6 18.8 14.6 17.2 14,1 16.310. ,.06
18.0 2.,2 10, 2 19.2 15.1 17, 3 14.5 16. 5

TABLE 1. Average upper 100 ( 1 - a ) percent confidence bounds

U for the 0. D, and the binomial procedures.
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Sample Size n

21) 30 40 50
_onuidence Ccoetlicient I - .

.95 .99 .95 .99 .95 .99 .95 .99

8.002 .002 .001 .001 .001 .001 .000 .001,1 8.
. 003 .004 .0011 .002 .001 .001 .001 .001

.2 2. .012 .015 .008 .009 .005 .006. .004 .006

.014 .017 .008 .010 .006 .007 .004 .005

. .067 .076 .036 .045 .028 .033 .020 .022

.080 ._094 .042 1 .053 .030 .038 .021 .024

1. .7 .194 ..267 .124 .142 .086 .096 .;063 .074

.265 ,: .6 .1461 .175 .102 .119 .,073 .088

2. .3 .874 1,06 O.-48' (630 .375 .485 .1264 .353

- 1.11 1.46 5578 ,759 .431 .567 .306 .386
12.7 16.8 7.30 9.34 5.02 6.68 3.1,8 4.74

.5 o05..-

14.0 18.5 7. HO) 10.2 5.24 6.96 4.05 4.96

019.8 29.4 1:1 7 16.8 9.15 11.0 6.78 7.96
25. 0 40.1 16. 2 20.0 10.6 12.4 7.60 9.29

TABLE 2. Sample Variances of
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[I

Sample Siue n
20 30 40 50

SConfidence Coefficient 1 - --•' T 95 ,9•.95 .99 . 95 :.91) .95 599
8. .954 995 .954 .994 .951 .993 .955 .996

.977 ,994 ,9(3 .995 .959 ... 9 .991..955 .9

.2 2. "950 9 9" 17 .993 .960 997 Vi13O .995

.()0 0 6 968 .0993 .91M 961 .995

.98 997 .U55 .993 .V5 1 .9!) 1 9 5.f ý 992
.985 .997 .984 .992 .994 .969 .989

. . .951 .991 .958 .993 .956 .996 .950 .994

.972 6991 .958 .993 .959 .993 .964 .996

2. .961 .995 .961 .993 .958 .996 .965 .988

2. .

-- 985 995 .972 .994 .961 .995 .966 .985

8 .0 .949 1.00 .981 .997 .948 .995 .953 .995

.949 .991 .981 ,997 .948 .995 .075 .994

10. .06 .951 .996 .954 .996 .948 .992 .954 .995

.982 .995 .965 .997 .957 .991 0962 .991

"TABLE 3. Proportion of the AU that exceed the true.

parameter value A.
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A-,,,,,.o,. "ac.g..... . _I i,
ini -h mean U.,. model j

FIGURE 1.

process" is a poisson process with mean rate ). per unit time. Suppose

that k> 0 successes are observed in n experimental trials. Then the

conditional distribution of the waiting time to kth arrival, Wk , given

k, is approximately gamma distributed. Thus 2X Wk is chl-square distribu ted with

2k degrees of freedom. Using the tabulated X8 distribution, and given

k > 0 , one can easily find an interval (CL , CU) which will contain

2X Wk with probability 1 -a. Algebraic manipulation upon this interval

yields

CL C U ,
L 1 (3)

as a 100 (1-a) percent conditional confidence interval for X

The sonsitivity of this approach to departures from'exponential distributions

depends upon To ; with sufficiently small To , the interarrival times

should be nearly exponential even with non-exponentially distributed

times to success within the individual trials.

A
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3. Two-Sample Procedures. In this suction, tbchniques for comparing

two exponential populations based on censorcd observations, are discubsmd.

Suppose independent samples of sizes n1 and n2 are drawn from two

exponential populations with means 1/k, and 1/X2 respectively, It

will be assumed that both sets of sample observations are censored at

the same time point To ; that is, an upper limit To, is placed-upon

the possible duratior of each trial. Let k , and k. denote the number

of uncensored observations in the first and second sample respectively

and let p -k + k•a . Methods for te'stinK the hpn theHIs HF : X I .

and obtaining confiden, o intervals for p ,I/A2 and X - -k are

discussed below.

a. F test for He: O Lot W, k denote the total elapsed time

time until k, uncensored observations are obtained from the first sample.

Then, an mentioned earlier, 2) 1 W1 k• has a chi-square distribution with

2kI degrees of freedom. If W2, ke is similarly defined for the second

sample, so that 2)X W2 k is distributed as a chi-square with 2k2 degrees

of freedom, then, if Ho is true, the ratio

W 2 W1, k,/2k, (4)
2 W2,kW2k•

has an F distribution with ( 2 k, , 2 kg) degrees of freedom, The hypothesis

H will be rejected in favor of H2 : < , at significance level a,

if the observed value W exceeds the 100Oth.percentile of the F distribution

with (2k 1 , 2k 2 ) degrees of freedom. A confidence interval for P

can be obtained, based on the F distribution of k2 X1 W , kl /kl). 2 W2, k
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b. COx's F'test: Let n an1 + n, and let the scores t
r 1. 2 ..... n ) denote the expected values of the order statistics I

of a random sample of size n from an exponential distribution with

mean equal to 1. It can be shown that

r-1
t r, n= S= O 0 n( sr = 1, 2, .... n )

Combine the p = k1 + 2 uncensored observations, defined in the
beginning of the section and rank them. Replace the observation with

rank r with the corresponding score trn (r =1,2, . .. n) . if two

or more of the censored observations are equal, replace each Phe with

the average of the corresponding scores trn. Let tl denote the

average of the scores assigned to the observations fron the first sample
and t2 the average of the scores assigned to the observations from the

second sample. Cox 72.1 has shown &hat the ratio

W !;IL 1 1 (n, - k) n lf]/k,

L k2 (2 -n 2 - k2) tp+ 1,n k ()

is approximately distributed as an F with (2k1 , 2k2 ) degrees of
freedom, when H : 1 is true. The rejection region for the

hypothesis H° : X - 4?2 can be determined from the F tables.
A confidence interval for p = 1/A2 can be obtained using this

approximate distribution of W' , as follows: Multiply each of the uncensored
observations from the second sample by a fixed number Pa and apply
Cox's procedure. This will lead to a test of the hypothesis H' 1 = Po•1 2 '
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For a given significance level a, the set of all values of po that
will lead to rejection of H' will from a confidence interval for p with

0
confidence coefficient 1 -a.

Recently, Gehan and Thomas [ 3] have reported a Monte

Carlo study comparing the powers of the F and F' tests for small

sample sizes, It was found that, when the as.sumption that the two

samples are from exponential distributions is valid, these tests ha%(-

comparable operating characteristics, (see Figure 2 buelow) llowev'vr.

If the samples are from Wveilull distributions, the F test is not rolh,.At

and the F' test stuperior, It should be noted that the F. test reluirvs,

that both sets of 3umple observations are censored at thu siame tinc

point T the F .'+st is not constrained with this requirement.
0

I (i

D r t 4 n 2 20, a 02

'I Lt~r4.Ilo I~t*t 15.505.

.; .1

dt, ll, if~snati.

.). .5 .5

.. . . A S. . . 5 . . I . . St

I"IGURE 2. Opeorating Characteristic Curve.s fur the F aLnd I"' Te,•t.

\\':tl Cecnsored Observatio~ns fo£' E.;rn•:i; 5.:. •,', ,.::. :." .r *.'.

Distribution. (nI =n2 =20, a--.05 andA2 . 1.0)
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c. Confidencv intcval o" o. ?X1- •2 : Suppose WI and W2

are independent random variables with gamnw. distributions with paraineter,

X 1 and A.,. Lcntr and Buehler 5- obtained the conditional distribution
of iI (u/'V ;A, ) of U -- W1 given V W- + W,,. This conditional

distribution function involves only the parameter a = - A confidence

interval for )ý canbeobtainedas follows: Set H ( u/v ) equal to ot/2

and I -a/2 respectively and solve for L. The two solutions for &ý will be the lower

and upper confidence limits for i. with confidence coefficient 1 -O.

The l~enter-Buhlzr technique can be used to derive a confidence

interval for the differet ce X I " X, for two exponential distributions

when the observations a.e censored. As was pointed out earlier in this

paper, if the censored obi•ervations fromi an exponential distribution are

treated as having been obtained sequentially, then 2A, Wk , where Wk

is the waiting time till Kth arrival, given k. has a Chi-square distribution.

with 2k degrees of freedom. Thus Wk. has a gamma distribution. We

can now form two gamma distributed' variables from the two sets of

observations from the 4xponential distributions and apply Lenter-Buchler (5]

technique to obtain a eonfidence interval for. )X -

1
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